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Volume II
SPIRITUALS
What is the best definition of a Negro Spiritual? The Rev. T. Skemmes, an
activist in New England church music, defines the Spiritual as:
"Formed from a folk tradition, which was handed down from generation to
generation of a traditional hymn which as would happen with music not written down
but used year after year, varied from the norm, not remaining uniform, and would
even be different from congregation to congregation with hardly any two sounding
alike."
The early Spirituals were sung by ear, each congregation member singing as
best pleased himself. The early American settlers and Negro slaves were really not
interested in learning how to read music or to be a professional singer, but, in the
business of survival, and at the same time, saving his soul. This early music of the
American settlers was called 'early New England folk style.'
This rote singing of hymns led to free embellishments. The traditional way of
doing things has always been challenged by a counter-movement to change the
existing way. In this case it was needed badly as witnessed by the many articles
written to reform the church music of 17th Century New England. This reform
movement led to the establishment of singing schools. The division of the reforms
had two results: 1) the beginning of classical choral societies creating the first native
born American composers and, 2) the large body of homespun hymnody and
communal type singing of the newly composed hymns (plus the old hymns). Revival
meetings in the South and Middle West became the guardians and propagators of
these hymns or as they are now called, the 'White Spirituals.' Many editions of hymn
books flooded the market, most of them with just the words. When notated the
melody was in notes shaped different than we see today. The method of performance
of these hymns was, of course, also different.
Another definition of a spiritual:
"A spiritual is nothing but a tune - never twice the same, accompanied by not
over two standard verses, not the same - followed by as many other verses from
different songs as the singer happens to remember."
From this definition one can assume that notating a spiritual would be quite
difficult. One of the first attempts at notating the spirituals was in the collection of
slave songs that was published in 1868 by Allen, Ware and McKinley. They were
written down as they were presented and heard. But, the vocal technique used by the
Negro singers could not be accurately notated. This notated melody came as close as
our system of notation would allow. While the collection tried to exemplify the actual
sounds of the Negro Spirituals, it could never be as close as a recording would have
been. There is really no notation system capable of capturing the exact sounds of
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performance of any piece of existing music, much less to notate such an embellished
style of Negro musical performance.
In early Christian religious practice the inclusion of secular music was
frowned upon by church leaders. Gradually folk song melodies crept into the liturgy
of the church. The reformation was responsible for the use of well-known tunes
within the church service and a clergyman was heard to say, "Why should the devil
have all the catchy melodies." The practice of singing religious songs or words to folk
tunes was recorded in writing very early in the history of the church. In the 7th
Century St. Aldhelm was said to have stationed himself on a bridge in the guise of a
gleeman and would collect an audience by singing popular songs. Gradually he would
insert into these entertaining songs, the words of the Holy Scriptures and in so doing,
lead his listeners to salvation. Many centuries later the Negro slaves would take the
religious hymns and add secular words to them, words with double meaning as St.
Aldhellm did. This changing of either the words or the idiom (from secular to sacred
or vice versus) was done many times. There are many examples: "St. James Infirmary
Blues" - said to have its origin in the seaport of Liverpool, became a seaman's song
under the name of St. James Hospital. Set sail for the States it became Streets of
Laredo. Taken by the blacks it became the Gambler's Blues and finally St. James
Infirmary.
Folk songs are usually very hard to trace. A mountain song from Kentucky
travels to Kansas City, to Los Angeles and finally to South Dakota, where it ends up
as a song about the Black Hills, the end result, on a different subject, evens a different
tune, it becomes almost impossible to trace.
Some ballads of the Ozarks and Appalachians have been traced to Scotch,
Irish and English ballads, many of them became hymns or tunes for the 'white'
spirituals and when sang and adapted by the blacks became the 'black' spirituals and
work songs.
The gathering of blacks in their 'Praise Meetings,' away from the plantation in
the surrounding woods, were much like the white camp meetings in natural
surroundings. Some owners permitted 'official' Praise Meetings on their plantations
with one of the older slaves presiding. These Praise (or prayer) Meetings were
conducted with great solemnity. Passages of Scriptures were quoted, mostly from
memory, and the hymns, which, in any Negro religious service, constituted the
principle feature, were 'deaconed off' as was done at regular white and black Sunday
services. After the Praise Meeting was over, there usually followed the performance
of the 'Shout' always very impressive and emotional.
In classifying the spirituals, John W. Work has divided them into three
groups: 1) the call and response chant, 2) the slow, sustained, long-phrase melody,
and, 3) the syncopated, segmented melody. The SHOUT was a form of preemancipation Spiritual. Lorenzo Turner, the black linguist has traced the word
SHOUT to a Wolof (African tribe) word, 'saut,' meaning 'to dance before the
tabernacle.'
THE SHOUT
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The SHOUT could be called a 'religious jam session.' In primitive Africa the
dance was primarily of a ritual nature and served to exert influence and propitiate
their Gods for favors. Strict regulated movements expressed thoughts and perceptions
relative to their adoration of deities. The slaves version, called the shout, would being
with a small number of people standing still, clapping their hands and beating time
with their feet, then would begin singing, in unison one of the shout songs. It could be
called a mini-spiritual as they were more word phrases than full length songs. The
others of the congregation would form a circle or ring around them, also joining in
singing the song. Soon those inside the ring stop their singing and begin dancing in a
step - halfway between a shuffle and a dance which many have had difficulty
explaining. At the end of each stanza of the song the dancers stop short with a slight
stamp on the last note, and then putting their other foot forward, begin again through
the next verse. This would go on for 20 or 30 minutes, sometimes the dancers stop
and just walk around and join in the singing. This type of activity might go on for
hours, pausing only between the songs. It is said that the Negress never indulges in
the ring dance or shout if they feel down-hearted or sad at their praise meeting. The
shout seems to be simply an outburst and manifestation of their religious fervor - their
rejoicing to the Lord. The tunes have been described as weird, wild and barbaric
madrigals - while others are sweet and impressive melodies. James Weldon Johnson,
a very learned musician as well as a poet, describes the sound of the singing:
"The music, starting perhaps with a spiritual, becomes a wild, monotonous
chant. The same musical phrase is repeated over and over - one, two, three, four, five
hours. The words become a repetition of an incoherent cry. The very monotony of
sound and motion produces an ecstatic state. Women, screaming, drop out of the
shout. But the ring closes up and moves around and around."
The tempo and the excitement of the shout builds up faster and faster, the end
result being a sort of trance and a possession of the Holy Spirit. It seems similar to the
trance that young teen-agers go into when they attend a rock concert.
The shout was looked upon by many educated ministers and members of the
Negro church as a very questionable form of worship, and through the passage of
time a ban was placed on the ring shout to try and wear off the primitive African traits
of the Negro slave in America.
Some say that the shout was a clear attempt at preserving the traditional forms
of culture and worship from Africa in a new context. There were similar dances in the
Dahomey region of Africa. Because the dancers never crossed their feet (which was a
sign of the devil) the ban was circumvented and the shout remained for a number of
years until the black church became westernized. Even today a black congregation
has a hard time sitting still and will break off into hand clapping, foot stomping and
body movement as the music begins to have an effect on them. If nothing else, the
ring shouts keep the basic integral parts of African worship alive in the new setting
the slaves found themselves in. A mid 19th Century observer to New Orleans
described a black service he saw:
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"The congregation sang; I think everyone joined, even the children, and the
collective sound was wonderful. The voices of one or two women rose above the rest,
and one of these soon began to introduce variations. Many of the singers kept time
with their feet, balancing themselves on each alternately and swinging their bodies
according. Soon the preacher raised his own voice above all, clapped his hands, and
commenced to dance."
Another description of the Praise Meeting and Shout appeared in the "Nation"
in May, 1867:
"There is a ceremony which the white clergyman are inclined to
discountenance, and even of the colored elders some of the more discreet try
sometimes to put on a face of discouragement; (If the shout does contain the African
heritage one can see a movement by the elders to try and discourage the shout which
is really putting an end to ties to African culture) Still it is not considered
blasphemous or improper if 'de chillen' and 'dem yung gal' carry it on in the evening
for amusement's sake...but the true 'shout' takes place on Sundays, or on 'praise' night
through the week, and either in the praise house or in some cabin in which a regular
religious meeting has been held. Very likely more than half the population of a
plantation is gathered together. Let it be the evening, and a light wood fire burns red
before the door of the house and on the hearth. For some time one can hear, though at
a good distance, the vociferous exhortation or prayer of the presiding elder or of the
brother who has a gift that way and is not 'on the back seat' - a phrase the
interpretation of which is 'under the censure of the church authorities for bad
behavior' - and at regular intervals one hears the elder 'deaconing' a hymnbook hymn,
which is sung two lines at a time and whose wailing cadences, borne on the night air,
are indescribably melancholy.
But the benches are pushed back to the wall when the formal meeting is over,
and old and young, men and women, sprucely dressed young men, grotesquely halfclad field hands - the women generally with gay handkerchiefs twisted about their
heads and with short skirts - boys with tattered shirts and men's trousers, young girls
bare-footed, all stand up in the middle of the floor, and when the 'sperichil' is struck
up begin first walking and by and by shuffling around, one after the other, in a ring.
The foot is hardly taken from the floor, and the progression is mainly due to a jerking,
hitching motion which agitates the entire shouter and soon brings out streams of
perspiration. Sometimes they dance silently, sometimes as they shuffle they sing the
chorus of the spiritual, and sometimes the song itself is also sung by the dancers. But
more frequently a band, composed of some of the best singers and of tired shouters,
stand at the side of the room to 'base' the others, singing the body of the song and
clapping their hands together or on the knees. Song and dance are alike extremely
energetic, and often, when the shout lasts into the middle of the night, the
monotonous thud, thud of the feet prevents sleep within half a mile of the praisehouse."
The style of the spirituals: They are sung with freedom of self-expression, by
groups of independent individuals as far as the vocal line, resulting in a sort of
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heterphony and limitless complications and varieties. There seems to be a prevalence
of leader and refrain patterns. The texts are based on the gospels, with emphasis on
salvation. The spiritual was used and sung as work songs, rowing songs, songs to
accompany all sorts of field tasks and those sung at religious meetings. The melodies
resemble European tunes while others are extremely wild and unaccountable. In
talking about the character of the spirituals McIhenny states:
"It is almost impossible to get exact wording of spirituals for even the same
singer never sings one twice exactly the same. The singer will vary the words, line
and melody every time... Stanzas never occur twice in the same order, but are sung as
they come to the mind of the singer, and as the singer will improvise - the number of
stanzas is unlimited. There is also great variation. It begins with a simple sweet
melody, but as the singers become more uplifted and enthused by oft repeated lines,
all sorts of quavering notes and melodious expression will be improvised."
Irving Sablosky describes the spirituals thusly:
"The role of the spiritual in the development of jazz becomes more important
as we see its influence in all Negro music. They were the product of a peculiar
coincidence of forces, influences, and circumstances that could not occur in Europe,
or in Africa, nor among free Negroes in the American North, but only among the
Negro slaves of the American South. The essence of the Negro spiritual, however,
derived from neither, but rather from these people living in this place at this time.
What the slave inherited of African music, what they learned of Western hymnody
figure in the Negro spiritual much as hydrogen and oxygen figure in water; the
process of their combing created something wholly new."
Still another description by John Lovell Jr.:
"Against the tradition of the plantation as a state of blessed happiness the
spirituals speak out with power and tragic beauty. Too many rash critics have stated
that the spirituals showed the slave turning his back on this world for the joys of the
next. The truth is that he took a good look at this world and told what he saw. The
spiritual is the key to the slave's description and criticism of his environment. It is the
key to his revolutionary sentiments and to his desire to fly to free territory. The Negro
spiritual is a positive thing, a folk group's answer to life." Locke describes the
spiritual:
"The spirituals are the most characteristic product of Negro genius to date and
are its great folk-gift, rank among the classic folk expressions in the whole world
because of their moving simplicity, their characteristic originality and universal
appeal. Although they were never written down or formally composed (until much
later) in definite versions, they have survived. Evolved from hymns, they were driven
out of the Negro church as it became more sophisticated. After the Fisk University
tour and others the spirituals were recorded. Dr. DuBois (he called them sorrow
songs) gave them serious and proper interpretation the peasant's instinctive
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distillation of sorrow and his spiritual triumph over it in a religious ecstasy and hope.
The spirituals stand out as one of the great classic expressions of religious emotion
and Christian moods and attitudes. The heyday of spirituals 1845-65. The spiritual is
a folk composition or a group product, spontaneously composed as a choral
expression of religious feeling. True spirituals not solo or quartet and are more
complex and irregular in rhythm, phrasing and harmony than those heard in concert,
which over-emphasize the melodic elements and sound like Stephen Foster's songs,
stress harmony and you get a barber shop sound, stress rhythm you secularize it, it
becomes a syncopated shout, the religious tone and mood lost. It is only in a subtle
fusion of these elements that the genuine folk spiritual exists. This solidification of
the spiritual has turned it into an art form."
Henry Russell, the famous popular song composer of the 19th Century upon
seeing a Negro service, one of many he saw between 1833-1841 writes:
"I had long taken a deep interest in Negro life, and I often wondered whether
it was possible that Negroes could originate melody. I was desirous of testing this,
and I made up my mind to visit many Negro meetings throughout several of the
states. On my entering the chapel at Vicksburg (then a slave town) there was a
restlessness about the little congregation - whether it emanated from one or two white
people being present I cannot say. There was one peculiarity that struck me very
forcible. When the minister gave out his own version of the psalm, the choir
commenced singing so rapidly that the original tune absolutely ceased to exist, in
fact, the fine old Psalm tune became thoroughly transformed into a kind of Negro
melody; and so sudden was the transformation, by accelerating the time, that, for a
moment, I fancied that not only the choir but the little congregation intended to get up
a dance as part of the service."
Krehbiel remarked on the religion of the southern blacks:
"Slavery was the sorrow of the Southern blacks; religion was their comfort
and refuge."
Maud Cuney Hare states about the spirituals:
"These were hymns that glowed with religious fervor and constant belief in
ultimate victory through the gateway of death."
Most statements about the spirituals are based on the theory that the spirituals
were exclusively a method of escape from a troublesome world to a land of dreams,
before or after death and that their chief motivation was pure religion. In actuality the
slave was interested in anything that might provide a way out of the dark; to escape
from slavery. The use of words with double meaning will be discussed later. He sang
about escape, freedom, abolition, his feelings, etc.
The similarity between the white and black spirituals could not be found by
their text. Below two texts are given. Which is white, which is black?
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1) Where are the Hebrew Children
Where are the Hebrew children
Where are the Hebrew Children
Safe in the promised land.

2) Am I a soldier of the cross,
Am I a soldier of the cross.
Am I a soldier of the cross,
A follower of the lamb?

The Hebrew hymn was white, the Cross the black spiritual.
From the middle of the 7th Century to the beginning of the 18th Century the
theological attitude toward slavery became increasingly suspect and Baptist and
Methodist churches began to reconsider their attitudes toward the question of slave
proselytism. By the middle of the 18th Century this led to a diametrical reversal of the
original attitude. Perhaps it was the economic factor that shaped this new attitude, i.e.
that slavery was justified and the attitude became one of the conversions of slaves to
Christianity. This saving of the Negro soul was the only thing needed to justify
slavery as necessary for converting heathens. It is from the revival movement, from
about 1790 to 1883, that the bulk of white spirituals originated and one can trace back
to Africanisms, a spirit possession in the form of 'coming through,' and 'getting
religion.'
Origin
The religious songs of the Negroes took three patterns of origin: 1) The
adaptations of African ritual music to Christian liturgy, for example; The Dahomey
River God and Baptism, or the snake spirit of Lucifer to the snake God, and the use of
the primitive African shout in Christian services. 2) The spontaneously created songs
of the preacher and his congregation. Here they took the natural rise and fall of Negro
speech and intensified it by their highly rhythmical and dynamics strains of Negro
preaching and worshipping, with the antiphonal interlocking and exaltations of the
congregations using new words and tunes. 3) The Negro variations of European
ecclesiastical tunes. The Negroes saw their own fate in the Hebrew stories and they
reflected it in chronicles of faith and patience in exile. By the time Allen published
his Slave Tunes, the spirituals were profoundly different. They now could be
rightfully be considered as new Negro re-creations.
Allen in "Slave Songs" talks about hearing the spirituals sung:
"There is no singing in parts, as we understand it, and yet no two appear to be
singing the same thing; the leading singer starts the words of each verse, often
improvising, and the others, who 'base' him, as it is called, strike in with the refrain,
or even join in the solo when the words are familiar. When the 'base' begins the leader
often stops, leaving the rest of the words to be guessed at, or it may be they are taken
up by one of the other singers. And the 'basses' themselves seem to follow their own
whims, beginning when they please and leaving off when they please, striking an
octave above or below (characteristic of African harmony) or hitting some other note
that 'chords' so as to produce the effect of a marvelous complication and variety and
yet with the most perfect time and rarely with any discord. And what makes it all the
harder to unravel a thread of melody out of this strange network is that, like birds,
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they seem not infrequently to strike sounds that cannot be precisely represented by
the gamut and abound in 'slides from one note to another and turns and cadences not
in articulated notes.' "
Some time later this new spiritual was transcibed by Turner as dictated by the
preacher, Tom.
The spiritual was set down in music in the following way: The melodies of the
first stanza, and are varied by the finger to fit the others. The melodies are, as to key
and pitch, exactly as they were sung. All except one are in the key of G minor, using
the natural minor scale.

O Lord, Search my heart (Thrice)
For you know when I'm right, when I'm wrong.
Please Jesus, search my heart, (thrice)
For you know when I' m right, when I'm wrong.
Holy Spirit, search my heart, (thrice)
I'm so glad, search my heart.
The first stanza in most of these songs is used as a refrain.
Analysis of the Style of Negro Spirituals
The early Negro Spirituals, unlike the common chordal spirituals or hymns we
know today, were not intended to be harmonic music. The Spiritual has been
described as having a certain incantatory wildness that may remind one of the music
of medieval Europe, was more African in concept and an earthiness that recalls one of
early Renaissance music.
The Spirituals were sung spontaneously in a style which rightfully should be
called heterophony. Heterophony is defined as: 'the use of slightly modified versions
of the same melody by two or more performers.' This definition seems to describe
very well the singing of the Spirituals (but not early jazz). The Spirituals, as sung
originally, had no set of rules. Perhaps the African heritage of singing was similar to
the way that Negro church congregations sang the Spirituals. The way the Africans
thought of collective singing would be very close to the structures that appeared in the
Negro Spirituals.
Wintrop Sargeant, in "Jazz, Hot & Hybrid" believes the intervals heard in the
Spiritual happened by chance. He states:
"Pure Negro polyphony would appear to be merely the accidental result of
varying Negroid intonations being sung at the same time by large groups of singers.
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The sort of polyphony is rich in pure Negro elements but can hardly be termed
'harmonic' as Europeans understand it."
As the first of the Spiritual harmonic tendencies spoken about were
spontaneous and harmonic intervals occurred by chance, not by any academic
planning. The harmonic intervals happened on any beat and at any time during a
performance. In African music, there was a distinction between tribes that sang fourth
or fifth interval music and those singing thirds. As in African music, any interval
found in the Spirituals were from an embellished/melodic concept and not an
intervalic or harmonic one - harmonic consideration being a much later development
of these spirituals when adapting them to the customary key nomenclature of Western
music. The process of developmental evolution could be compared with any stated
progress such as a society advancing to a scientific principle such as nuclear energy.
The secrets are there for anyone to find and each country could develop nuclear
power by devoting enough time and money to research. Western music although
thought of by a different concept than the Negro Spiritual went through a primitive
period. Only after many hundreds of years did Western music (in the 16th Century)
develop a harmonic concept. The music of the American Negro slave approached this
harmonic differently. His assimilation of the African concept into the Western
musical harmonic concepts diffused and it is in the spiritual that we see the best
example of this. It might be said that it is inevitable that the African slave, with his
music, (primitive in Western eyes) actually was on a collision course with Western
harmonic music and the result was a natural, almost predicable outcome.
The Negro slave practice of improvising when singing might be a carry-over
from African heritage style. The original spirituals were created by the performers
each singing around the melody in their own way. When singing in a large group
heterophony would result if each one sang around the melody.
The opening verses of the spirituals tend to be syllabic. Many analyze the
spirituals as possessing lots of syncopation. It is true that syncopation does appear in
some of them but in African music a conflict of rhythm was used matching three
against two which of course gives the music a syncopated feeling but the technique
was not that of Western syncopation either in Africa or in the original spirituals. In
4/4/ meter with mixed quarter notes and eight notes the basic background and with
the rhythmic accompaniment could, if in eighth notes so an eight followed by a
quarter might not be called syncopation.
One spiritual - "O'er the Crossing" has characteristics of the cakewalk rhythm
- also "Lay This Body Down." This rhythm without bar lines sounds like a mordant or
a grace note. African rhythm characterized by a part never coming in on the beat but
before it - i.e., the Master Drummer always coming in before the Gank or Cantor
beat. The Cakewalk, Stephen Foster songs, ragtime rhythms - all are copies of this
African rhythmic motif. This rhythm is found in other native folk songs, - in Scotland
it was known as the 'scotch snap'.
In singing the spirituals the idea was for the individual to express his own
feeling through the music and not to sing together in direct unison or in harmony.
Any harmony was by accident or unintentional due to subconscious past experience.
In his introduction to 'Slaves Songs' Allen describes the spirituals:
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"It is difficult to express the entire character of these Negro ballads by mere
musical notes and signs. The odd tunes made in the throat and the curious rhythmic
effect produced by single voices chiming in at different irregular intervals seems
almost as impossible to place on the score as the singing of birds or the tones of an
Aeolian harp."
Henry Russell, talking about the Negro melodies he heard in Port Royal said:
"They were completely unlike Ethiopian Serenaders."
The general family resemblance in the basic melodic materials of the three
main popular traditions of vocal music during the first half of the 19th Century; the
Revival Hymn of the whites, the Negro spirituals and work songs, and the Ethiopian
melodies. It was the 'working over' of the material that gave each type its peculiar
character, a transformation of the basic elements of music through the shaping spirit
and the prevailing trend of each tradition with its concomitant cultural factors ranging
from ancestral African tradition to vulgarized commercial entertainment, the forces of
tradition generally brought about the transformation required for its needs.
The transition from heterphonic style to semi-part singing in the spirituals
evidently took place in the decades following the Civil War, partly due to increased
contact with whites and influence of schooling. The Negro colleges, in attempting to
raise the cultural level of their students to white standards, were somewhat ashamed
of the 'barbaric' elements in Negro music and attempted to have their students
westernize their performances and taste.
The theory of musical synthesis of West African and European elements in the
American Negro spirituals, whether or not the hypothesis of a 'common musical base'
he accepted, seems the soundest conclusion that can be reached in the light of the
available evidence. Can some spirituals be traced back to Africa and others to
religious folk songs of the rural south or the religious New England States? The
emphasize on rhythm by the spirituals links them with the typical African use of
rhythm, both demanding body movement, but by no means a strong link.
I think the first original spirituals created by Protestant Negro slaves on
American soil, can very easily be dated from the changes and fluctuations in the
theological attitude toward slavery. From the middle of the 17th Century to the
beginning of the 18th Century, this attitude became increasingly suspect. Baptist and
Methodists churches began to reconsider their attitude toward the question of slave
proselytism. By the middle of the 18th century this change led to a diametrical
reversal of original attitudes. The conversion of savages to the 'light of God' was by
itself a justification. In fact, the only Christian one for slavery. It was from this
revival movement, which flourished from about 1790 to 1883, that the bulk of white
spirituals originated and we can place most Spirituals into a definite period of
American history, dividing hymns, ring shouts, revival chants, camp meeting and
funeral marches into the three previously mentioned types.
Sterling Brown writes of the Spirituals:
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"Against the tradition of the plantation as a state of blessed happiness the
Spirituals speak out with power and tragic beauty. Too many rash critics have stated
that the Spirituals showed the slave turning his back on this world for the joys of the
next. The truth is that he took a good look at this world and told what he saw."
Within the Spirituals one can find the Negroes description of his existence. In
them he criticizes his environment and the situation in which he finds himself. No
better examples than the Spiritual 'Some O' These Days' (Page 21-Allen). One can see
in this Spiritual the Negro's sentiments about revolution and this message is also
found in the Spiritual 'I Got Mah Sword in Mah Han.' The strong desire the slave had
for freedom can be heard in the Spiritual 'If I Have Mah Tickit Lawd.'
In African society, religious art and social life was thoroughly mixed. It would
be hard to find one dominating over the other. So it was with the Negro Spiritual.
Time and time again we see that the Spiritual was used for work songs and its lyrics
for satire and communications. It is difficult to categorize the different uses the Negro
gave to his music but from all the records available one thing is beginning to emerge the music of the Negro had various uses but within these uses, the style of
performance was much the same.
The assimilation of white spirituals, folk songs and classical influence was
important because through these the Negro assimilated western harmony. Jazz may
have matured in the period between the Civil War and the early 20th Century. This
transition from heterophony to homo/polyphonic singing seems to have taken place in
the decade after the Civil War with the added contact between the Negro and the
Caucasian, but in the close musical contact between the two at camp meetings. This
contact laid the foundation for this diffusion of the musical cultures of the two.
Somewhere and sometime the black slave had to come into contact with
Western harmony or jazz could never have been consummated. Early jazz had simple
chords similar to the chord progressions of the church hymns. This exposure to
harmony was heard by the Negroes in White churches, camp meetings and other
places that music was used. To say that the white spiritual was not an influence would
be saying that the Negro developed harmonic music on his own. The question is than
- Why wait until the Negro came to America to develop harmonic/homophonic
music? The Negro would have never developed the jazz style in Africa. There were
many other musics' of the world the time that the Negro was developing jazz in the
United States, i.e., the West Indies, South America, Spain and North Africa but jazz
never developed in these places. All the ingredients were present in New Orleans
during the 19th Century for the birth of jazz.
It was the Negroes approach to Western harmonic music that created jazz.
Jazz was the result of the Negroes attempt to imitate Western music. An imitation is
never exactly like the original thing. The result was not Africans singing Western
music but African descendants interpreting Western music as American Negroes.
Many cultural traits are put aside when not needed. Northern slaves were
exposed to white hymns especially those written by Watts, one of their favorite
composers. The black church had its beginning in approximately 1794. The first camp
meeting happened around 1800. The black churches used a similar type if not the
same technique of 'lining out' their hymns as their white counterpart. The white and
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black church goer could not read music and each gave the hymns their own
interpretation. The white church service was soundly criticized and singing schools
and reforms in church music were initiated. Hymn singing, especially the 'shout' was
not encouraged by many black churches but the spiritual, with its unique style of
performance, became established in the black church. In the camp meeting there was
a folksy atmosphere with the hymns being sung from memory. These hymns were
composed so that large crowds could learn them quickly. The hymns presented were
simple, very repetitious and with the lining out process being used with the use of
very easily remembered refrains. The Battle Hymn of the Republic was said to have
been originally sung at these camp meetings with the familiar refrain of Glory
Halleluia sounding through the large crowds of worshipers. Calling these white
hymns copies of black spirituals because they contained a call and response principle
does not prove they were influenced by this compositional techniques that is found in
both African and European classical music. In the history of music the response can
be found as early as the Jewish service before the time of Christ. The call and
response - or the antiphonal effect - is as much used in western music as it was in
Africa. It was incorporated into Gregorian style and developed into the Venetian
polychordal technique of the Renaissance. If one type of music influenced the style it
might be Jewish music. The music of the Hebrews would have been heard in Egypt
(which we many times forget, is a part of Africa) during the Jewish enslavement. It is
recognized the influence of early Jewish chant on Gregorian chant. We must look
then, at whether the African's influenced the Jewish music. It seems unlikely that the
Egyptians, who were heathens in the eyes of the Hebrews, would have any influence
on Jewish music which was used primarily in the holy service. More likely it was the
other way around - or most probable the African style of call and response came
about separately from the Jewish style.
The hymns and spirituals developed by both the white and the blacks probably
were similar at first but each went separate/different ways - the Negro developed the
spiritual into more of an improvised music, the White developed into harmonic
(homophonic) music. There is little doubt that the folk songs of the British Isles
influenced white hymns - many have been traced to that source. Also, there is little
doubt that a few of the spirituals are similar to some African melodious as well as
bugle calls and the same British hymns. The below spiritual can be played on a bugle
(a cornet without valves or on a cornet with the 1st and 3rd valves pressed down
throughout the complete spiritual.
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Both the African melodies and the folk songs from the British Isles, when
sung in unison, would appear the same. One example would be the scotch snap and
the characteristic rhythm of the Negro cakewalk.
A- Cakewalk

B – Scotch Snap

Just as two married people, after years of living together, begin to have similar
traits and even seem to look alike, the marriage of African and Western music took on
similar characteristics. What made them different, after existing on their own for
years, was the interpretation and performance style and the nature of expression of
each. The Negro church service had the congregation participating with the singing of
hymns an integral part of the service. In articles in the 'Music Review' of 1857 we see
some description of Negro church services:
"Augusta, Georgia - The colored population, in the South at least, are
emphatically a music-loving people. It makes but little difference what their
occupation may be, whether indoors as waiters, or out of doors as draymen, they are
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generally laughing or singing. We went one afternoon, not long since, to the
Springfield (colored Baptist) church, in this place, and were so much pleased, that we
spent last Sunday there also; the first Sunday in the New Year, being one of their
stated baptismal days, and therefore a very important one. This church members, it is
said, over 1500 members. Their house is large, and well built; has galleries on three
sides, and is well furnished and attended. A choir of about a dozen members,
occupying the usual place in the gallery, rise, and with note-books in had, sing with
great energy and precision, carrying the four parts, and generally correctly. (This
observer was a musicians and we see that four-part harmony and the assimilation has
been made to harmony even prior to 1857.)
The congregation, too, (wonder how they dare to) sing just as if they had a
right to, and we never before heard so good an illustration of the union of choir and
congregation, as in this colored church. The preacher (simple-hearted man) did not
look around to see what effect the singing was having, or who was in the church; but,
having read two lines of the hymn, joined with the rest in this act of worship. (Might
not his example profitably followed by many ministers who are not colored?) We
doubt whether Dr. Mason ever heard "Rockingham" sung in more devout and earnest
manner, than we did on that occasion; and although we went as a spectators yet so
catching is the spirit of congregational singing, that we unconsciously joined in the
song. Could we get our pupils to open their mouths as did these Negroes, one great
hindrance to singing well would be obviated; we could dispense with so much
practice upon "ah." We were particularly pleased with their manner of "taking the
tone" which was generally with the shock of the glottis, and very much as Dr. Mason
used to enjoin upon us, when singing the Hallelujah Chorus. So much for singing
naturally. We heard George James Webb's "The Morning Light is Breaking," for a
voluntary, and instead of playing the people out of church, the choir sang "Zarah,
from Carmina Sacra. Their favorite tunes seemed to be "Old Hundredth," (sung in C),
Duke Street, Arlington, Mear, Laban, St. Thomas, etc. (the thought just hit me that
while this church seemed very westernized it does not mean that all Negro churches
were and sang white spirituals.) When the last verse has been sung, the congregation
rise and repeat the last two lines with great unction, and prayer generally follows. One
prayer was very beautiful, pathetic, and solemn. With the exception of the last
sentence it was intoned throughout. One sentence was thus:

To add to the solemnity, the congregation was humming in a plaintive
subdued manner. Though the description may excite a smile, yet the reality had a
different effect. Mr. Robert's song of the Sad Autumn Winds, in Sabbath Bell, will
give some idea of it. We came home fully impressed with the following conclusions:
First, that the Negroes regard singing as an act of worship, 2) that they engage in it
earnestly and solemnly, and 3) that many churches, North and South, East and West,
must change their style of singing very much, before they can favorably compare with
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the Springfield Church Augusta, in carrying out the true spirit and intent of sacred
praise."
Yours Truly,
C. Sharp Jr.
(Music Journal, 1864)
NEGRO SPIRITUALS IN THE MAKING
Lucile P. Turner, M. Q.
“As for the music, it is never written down, even in the phamplets. It is not
necessary. The ear and the musical memory of the colored race have had generations
to training, and, in any case, the subtle shadings of Negro harmonies cannot be set
down on our five-line staff. It is an utter impossibility. I have one of the pamphlets, a
small yellow one called "Songs of Mystery." There is no music - nothing but words,
and no author's name anywhere in the book.
But why are the songs on the ballets called spirituals, and how were they
composed? Tom says they are spirituals because they are mystical songs inspired by
the Holy Ghost. He uses his word mystical in its sense of direct communication with
God. Most of them have been composed in church, by the entire congregation: but the
germ of them may be traced to your lawn or mine - to your rugs or my stair-carpet.
If you will go with me to Tom's church, you may hear and see how the
composing is often done.
You will find yourself in a small frame building with some 75 Negroes - men,
women and children. There is the usual raised platform for the use of the preacher,
and, in this case, for a piano.
The service begins with a well-known song, perhaps a spiritual, perhaps an
ordinary sacred song. There is a prayer and a reading from the Bible. Next comes the
testifying: "You know we live by the day, and we testify how the Lord has ke' us".
Then "the spirit begins to rise. It's like electricity," Tom explains, "When you hold o'
hands, so with the power o' the Holy Ghost." Someone begin to "speak in tongues."
You and I do not understand the words, but Tom assures me that everybody
belonging to the church does - by "inspiration - like the signs of a secret order."
Dancing and chanting begin, accompanied by soft patting and clapping, and by
ejaculatory prayers. They are "dancing in the spirit." They are "singing in the spirit."
A rich tenor voice suddenly sings a cebritious line "O Lord, Search my Heart." Half
the congregation take it up, "O Lord, Search My Heart." The whole congregation
sings, each in his own way contributing to the weird, swaying harmony which rises
and falls like the wind: "O Lord, Search My Heart." And the rich tenor finishes alone:
"For you know when I'm right, when I'm wrong." They repeat the four lines. They
have the first stanza of a new spiritual. Again the tenor rises on a new line "Please
Jesus, Search My Heart." The congregation makes a second stanza. The man at the
piano, with eyes shut and body swinging backward and forward, follows the song in a
most astonishing accompaniment. On they go, into the third and fourth stanzas "Holy
Spirit, Search My Heart." I'm as glad, Search My Heart," A new spiritual is born.”
SPIRITUALS: THE POETRY
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AND DOUBLE MEANING OF THE WORDS
The Negro spirituals are noted for their poetry, but, for many years it was not
known that this poetry also, to the Negro slave, had two meanings; a strong religious
one but also a strong social meaning. Leroi Jones states that the African songs were
'full of allusions and hidden meanings.' Nowhere is this more apparent than in the
words of the spirituals. Sarah Bradford has quoted Harriet Tubman in regard to the
Negro lyrics of their songs:
"Slaves must not be seen talking together, and so it came about that their
communications was often made by singing, and the words of their familiar hymns,
telling of the heavenly journey, and the land of Canaan, while they did not attract the
attention of the masters, conveyed to their brethren and sisters in bondage something
more than met the ear."
John Mason Brown also commenting on the lyrics of the spirituals:
"I find satirical parodies growing up side by side with the spirituals. In the
spirituals religion is chiefly an arsenal of pointed darts, a storehouse of images, and a
means of making shrewd observations. The slave had a genius for phrase-making and
dramatic situations; The Biblical lore was a gold mine for him; he needed it to make a
social point; that just about tells the story."
Frederick Douglass, the ex-slave/author/Statesman writes:
"The spirituals were tones, loud, long and deep, breathing the prayer and
complaint of souls boiling over with the bitterest anguish. Every tone was a testimony
against slavery, and a prayer to God for deliverance from chains. The spiritual was
the slave's desire for justice in the judgment upon his betrayers with what some might
call revenge. And, the spiritual was his tactic of battle, the strategy by which he
expected to gain an eminent future. These are the 'Leit motif' of nearly every spiritual.
The spirituals are an awesome prophecy, rooted in the knowledge of what was going
on and of human nature, and not in mystical lore."
Julius Lester in his book "To Be A Slave," talks about the double meaning of
some of the words of the slave's music:
"The slave had many means of resisting the dehumanizing effects of slavery.
Religion became one of them. It became a purifying force in the life of the slaves, a
release from the everyday misery. And through the religious songs they made up from
Biblical stories, they expressed their real feelings about slavery."
The double meaning of words was not only used in the spirituals. They were
used in other kinds of music. In the "History of Jamaica" in 1774, a description of this
satirical music of the slaves is given:
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"The tunes consist of a solo part...and this is accompanied with a full or
general chorus...for their subject matter, they generally prefer one of derision, and not
infrequently at the expense of the overseer, if he happens to be near and listening; this
only serves to add a poignancy to their satire and heightens the fun. In the sugar crop
season, the mill-feeders entertain themselves very often with these 'jeux d 'espirit' in
the night-time, and this merriment helps to keep them awake.
And G. W. Cable writes in 1886:
"The mingled humor and outrage of satirical songs of double meaning. They
readily passed unchallenged among the numerous nonsense rhymes - that often
rhymed lamely or not at all - which beguiled the hours afield or the moonlight
gatherings in the 'quarter' as well as served to fit the wild chants of their dances."
William Bartram tells about a Georgia plantation in 1775; the slave was
improvising flattery of this master, rather than satire, into his work songs:
"The regular heavy strokes of their gleaming axes re-echoed in the deep
forest; at the same time, contented and joyful, the sooty songs of Africa forgetting
their bondage, the chorus sung the virtues and beneficence of their master, in songs of
their own composition."
Whether this was serious sincere flattery or not is not known but it brings to
mind what B. T. Washington said:
"When your head is in the lion's mouth, pet him." (Or in the case above, sing
him a song.)
That the whites only heard and not understood what the Negro was really
singing about might be seen in a narrative by Colonel Higginson. He mentions
passing one of his black squads coming in on a wet morning after a rainy night out on
picket duty. They were singing as their commander met them: "Debuchre List for
Money - i.e., the White man enlist for money) - apparently in reference to the
controversy about the pay question then just beginning, and to the more mercenary
aims the Negro soldier attributed to the white soldiers. Colonel Higginson was not
meant to hear the song. A great body of songs, mostly secular and who's subject were
on social conditions, stayed underground during the last years of slavery. These
would surface in the blues.
Frederick Douglass says of the slaves singing and the misconception of white
people hearing them sing:
"Northern persons who could speak of the songs, among slaves, as evidence
of their contentment and happiness. Slaves sing most when they are most unhappy.
The songs of the slave represent the sorrows of his heart; and it is relieved by them,
only as an aching hearts is relieved by tears. I have often sung to drown my sorrow,
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but seldom to express my happiness. Crying for joy, and singing for joy, were alike
uncommon to me while in the haws of slavery."
Reviewing the texts of the slave's music we notice songs telling how slavery
really was, how cruel and inhuman their captivity was. They also sang songs to mock
their masters, overseers and other white people. Again, in "The Negro in Virginia"
former slave Julia Frasier writes:
"One day Charlie saw ol' massa comin' home with a keg of whiskey on his
mule. Cuttin' across the plowed field, the ol' mule slipped and Massa come tumblin'
off. Massa didn't know Charlie saw him and Charlie didn't say nothin.' But soon after
a visitor come and Massa called Charlie to the house to show off what he knew.
Massa say, "Come here Charlie, and sing some rhymes for Mr. Henson."
"Don't know no new ones, Massa," Charlie answered.
"Come on, you black rascal, give me a rhyme for my company - one he ain't
heard."
So Charlie say, "all right, Massa, I give you a new one if you promise not to
whup me."
"Massa promised, and then Charlie sung the rhyme he done made up 'bout
Massa:
"Jackass reared, Jackass pitched
Throwed of' Massa in the ditch."
Well, Massa got mad as a hornet, but he didn't whup Charlie, not that time
anyway. And don't you know us used to set the Flo' to that song? Mind yu, never
would sing it when Massa was round, but when he wasn't we'd swing all round the
cabin singing about how ol' Massa fell off the mule's back. Charlie had a bunch of
verses:
Jackass stamped, Jackass humped,
Massa hear slave, you shol get whupped. '
The poetry of the spirituals pointed to the future. If we take the spiritual "I Got
Shoe, When I Get to Heav'n Gonna Put on My Shoes." In the words of the spiritual,
Heaven means freedom. Putting on his shoes is symbolic for the fact that the Negro
had many talents, abilities kept hidden by slavery. The slave was capable in many
ways as his fellow members in the human race. The words 'Shout all over God's
Heav'n' means: When the slave gets his chance he is going to make all of his
community feel his power.
The subjects of the spirituals cover many areas; besides their religious
condition, the subjects vary from social living, revolution, morals, death, love, etc.
Satan is used as a symbol of the people who abuse the slaves. This is interesting as
Satan was never known before as one of the Negroes villains.
In Jesus Christ the Negro slave saw anyone who helps the oppressed and all
those people who helped him with his right to freedom.
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In the slave's songs, especially the spirituals which can be used as examples of
all Negro music, one can find, as he analyzes them a synthesis of the Negroes life and
his inner-most feelings and emotions. The spiritual conceals his deepest ideals and
thoughts, his hopes and dreams, and his progress from slave to freeman. These are all
seen in the spirituals, one only has to look and discover them and an opening of a new
clear beautiful world will occur. In these spirituals (for all to see) is the genius of the
Negroes mind and heart. In them are the salvation and freedom of the black slaves,
the final freedom of the slaves was like a heavy weight lifted from the shoulders of all
humanity. The spirituals united the black slaves, it brought them together and seldom
did this unity falter. The slaves formed tight units, seldom moving without mutual
consultation. Surely the spiritual was a language well understood in all its profound
initiate, but ironically the spirituals appeared to those outsides as harmless and
primitively beautiful.
ORIGIN OF THE SPIRITUALS
Controversy surrounds the origin of the spiritual. Was the spiritual strictly a
Negro creative form or was it an imitation of the white spiritual?
Philadelphia was a major focal point of creative activity and from there the
Negro carried songs to other parts and other slaves. After the Civil War the text of the
spirituals reflected their new found freedom and the real popularity of the spirituals
started. The tour of the Fisk University singers in 1871 did immeasurable service to
the popularity of the spiritual.
Before the turn of the 20th Century Negro composers began to become
known. One, Harry Burleigh (1866-1949) was a student of Dvorak. Through
Burleigh's singing Dvorak became acquainted with many of the Negro spirituals. He
used this knowledge to write the "New World" Symphony. Dvorak advised American
composers to look to the Negro spirituals as Native American folk music and to use
them in their music. There was a movement started and the famous Wa-Wan Press
was created. It published music by Native American composers using both Negro and
American Indian musical material as a source for thematic material in musical
compositions. The influence of the spirituals on America, both musically and socially,
reached their height of popularity prior to and after the Civil War. When the Negro
found out his new freedom was difficult, the popularity of the blues began to
dominate the Negro's music. This large mass movement to the north mixed the
southern Negro and the northern one, much more extensively than before the war.
In dispersal of the Negro's spirituals and indeed all Negro songs: It was not
only the black preacher but the slaves who would help to disperse their music. One
class that carried their songs were the black boatmen, not only to American but to the
ports of the Caribbean. It should be noted that those Negroes attending the campmeetings would take the songs they heard home with them to their communities and
disperse them. This is evident in the slave songs published by Allen in 1801. On the
subject of the spirituals having dual purposes Roach states:
"African tribes had used music as a practical art which reflected all facets of
everyday living. Each tribe had insisted that its members enjoy the art of music-
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making. Having learned it in infancy and having retained love of this music, many
Africans were accomplished musicians upon arrival in America. It is correct to
conclude that this tradition as practiced by Africans was passed on to the early
Afro/Americans. They were not all Master Drummers but did all participate in music.
But America was a more restrictive society. During the first agonizing days, the
multi-functional music was more African than American, gradually transforming
itself into Afro-American sacred and secular forms. Inspired by the same
environmental roots and conditions, secular songs grew along side religious songs
with an inter-relationship that was often indistinguishable. The subject of a call or
holler could well be addressed to the same God of the spirituals as worship, work, and
realization were often performed under identical surroundings. Many elements of
dancing, instrumentation, and other responses were necessary abandoned in
America."
Many musicologists have attempted to find the origins of the spirituals. One
origin was in the military bugle calls. In the spiritual, "Who is on the Lord's Side?"
(given earlier) the contour of the melody suggest the notion of bugle calls.
In the spiritual, "In Bright Mansions Above" there is a phrase that is
reminiscent of the Irish folk song. "The Wearing of the Green." And, in the spiritual,
"Lord Remember Me" is likened to Stephen Foster's "Camptown Races."

The last reference (i.e., Foster's music) is interesting when we look at a
reference by Rev. Jackson (Jackson will be discussed later). He claims many of
Stephen Foster's songs came from white spirituals. He cites one example of a white
spiritual called "Down in the Garden." It does seem as if Foster's "Massa's in the
Cold, Cold Ground" is akin to it. Jackson also claims that many Negro spirituals
come from the white spirituals. Many claim that Foster had taken some of his
melodies from Negro sources or that he borrowed parts from Negro hymns. Some of
the white spirituals can be traced to old Scotch and English ballads. Like I said,
folksongs are hard to trace. Jackson gives many examples, almost too many to give.
Stephen Foster got his first impressions of Negro singing when he was taken
to Negro churches by Olivia Pise, a Negro servant in Foster's home. She was a devout
Christian and a member of a church of shouting colored people. The little boy
(Stephen) was fond of their singing and boisterous devotions. She was permitted to
take Stephen to church with her. He went often. It was here that he probably stored up
in his mind many Negro spirituals. Foster has said, "A number of strains heard in
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Negro churches were too good to be lost." A number have been preserved by him and
short scraps were incorporated in his songs. The true origin of some of the phrases
used by Foster in his music are difficult to trace, many people think that "Goin
Home," the theme of the second movement of the "New World Symphony" by
Dvorak is an authentic Negro melody, but it was composed by Dvorak 'in the style of
the Negro's music.'
Gilbert Chase, in his book "America's Music" talks on the question of the
source of the spiritual:
"The question remains; what were the sources of this tradition? Did it
originate with the Negro or did he adopt it from the white man; in recent years much
controversy has surrounded this question. Some investigators, notably George Pullen
Jackson, Guy B. Johnson, and Newmen White, maintain that the Negro spirituals
were copied from the white spirituals, that is, the religious folk songs of the rural
southern white population. Guy B. Johnson found pentatonic scales, flat sevenths and
'neutral' thirds in the folk songs of the whites as well as the Negroes, and concluded
from this evidence that the songs of the latter were imitations of the former. The
melodic and textual analogies between White and Negro spirituals compiled by G. P
Jackson are intended to support the same conclusion. What these investigators have
done is to establish an incontrovertible course and/or analogy between the white and
Negro spirituals, but they have proved nothing as regards the direction of the
influences. The fact that the White spirituals were printed before the Negro spirituals
is not proof that they existed earlier in the oral tradition.
The opposite theory, upheld by Krehbiel, by Kolinski, by Herzog, and by
Waterman, is that the Negro spirituals and all Afro-American music in general,
embody traits that are fundamentally of African origin, though blended with AngloAmerican elements. Waterman stresses the concept of 'hot' rhythm as the essential
characteristic of African and Afro-American music."
This 'hot' treatment is discussed by Waterman:
"The religious songs the Negroes learned from the missionaries were soon
given the 'hot' treatment. Known today as 'spirituals,' they are found, in their folk
setting...to employ hand-clapping and foot-stamping in lieu of drumming, and to
make consistent use of off-beat phrasing in a manner directly in line with African
musical thought patterns. The concept of 'hot' religious music had been
communicated to Southern whites by the close of the revivalistic period, during
which heavily rhythmic hymns were useful in inducing camp meeting 'possession."
Leroi Jones discusses the origin of the spirituals:
"It would be quite simple for an African melody that was known traditionally
to most of the slaves to be used as a Christian song. All that would have to be done
was change the words. This would take time to learn the language. Christian songs in
African tongues are extremely rare. Almost all parts of the early Negro Christian
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church service had to do in some way with music, which was also true of the African
religions. Black preachers were singers, giving long fantastically rhythmic sermons.
Also African prayers and chants were used. Sermon like call and response. Another
kind of song that the Negro church produced in America was one based on European
or American religious songs. In these songs the words often remained the same, but
changed the rhythm and harmonies to suit themselves. The very fact that the Negroes
sang these songs in their peculiar way, with not only the idiosyncratic American
idiom of early Negro speech but the inflection, rhythm, and stress of that speech, also
served to shape the borrowed songs to a strictly Negro idiom. And usually, no mater
how closely a Negro spiritual might resemble superficially one of the white hymns
taken from sources like the Bay Psalm Book or other sources, when the song was
actually sung, there could be no mistake that it had been made over into an original
Negro song. Rhythmic syncopation, polyphony and shifted accents, as well as the
altered timbre qualities and inverse vibrato effects of American music were all used
by the Negro to transform most of the 'white hymn' into negro spirituals. The
pentatonic scale of the White hymns underwent the same 'aberrations' by which the
early musicologists characterized African music. The same chords and notes in the
scale would be flattened or diminished. And the meeting of the two different musics,
the white Christian hymn and the negro spiritual using that hymn as its point of
departure, also produced certain elements that were later used in completely secular
music. The first instrumental voicing of New Orleans Jazz seem to have come from
the arrangements of the singing voices in the early Negro churches as well as the
models for the 'riffs' and 'breaks,' of later jazz music. The Negro's religious music
contained the same 'rags,' 'blue notes,' and 'stop time' as were emphasized later and to
a much greater extent in jazz."
Burleigh, the student of Dvorak and one of the master’s biggest helps in
gathering information of Negro styles to use in the New World Symphony says of the
Negro spirituals:
"Spirituals were the spontaneous outbursts of intense religious fervor which
had their origin chiefly in camp-meetings, revivals, and other religious exercises."
In the revival meetings the intensity reached hysteria proportions and
complete religious ecstasy was shared by the highly emotional Negro. It is interesting
to note than in Georgia the whites were perturbed by the intensity of the Negroes
response in Christian meetings. Negro preachers were proscribed and evening
meetings were broken up. A decade later the Great Revival swept the restriction
away.
Sablosky writes about the spirituals:
"As the 19th Century beings, there occurred with relations to the Negro and
hymnody one of those lulls in outside influence which have so often proved creative
for American music. The foreign slave trade was legally abolished in 1808, and
though the law did not actually end it, it did diminish the flow of the old musical and
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religious influence directly from West Africa. At the same time, as the slave sates
braced for a struggle to perpetuate their 'peculiar institution,' slaves were denied
further education and white preachers began - to the Negro's disillusionment to use
their pulpits to preach subservience. Now the Negro's hymn singing became less
something shared with white men and more something private to him and his people.
The verses, subtly changed from their Anglo-Saxon models, took on double meanings
in which the themes of salvation, heaven and promised land were also taken of
hoped-for emancipation and freedom. The melodies, no longer so often sung in
company of whites, wandered in the direction of the Negroes own musical
inheritance."
Many writers stated their views on the origin of the spiritual. Once we read
them we might be able to form our own opinion as to the origin of the spiritual. First,
Leroi Jones continues to discuss the music of the Negroes:
"The music that was produced by Negro Christianity was the result of diverse
influences. First of all, there was the music which issued from pure African ritual
sources and which was changed to fit the new religion - just as the ring shouts were
transformed from pure African dances to pseudo-Christian religious observances, or
the Dahomy river cult ceremonies were incorporated into the baptism ceremony.
Early observers also pointed out that a great many of the first Negro Christian
religious song had been taken almost untouched from the great body of African
religious music. This was especially true of the melodies of certain black Christian
spirituals that could also be heard in some parts of Africa."
In regard to the Negro spiritual being related to African songs; M. Kolinski in
a study of Negro spirituals and West African song states that:
"Thirty-six spirituals are either identical or closely related to tonal structure
(scale and mode) to West African songs. The spiritual 'Cyanb Ride' has an almost
exact counterpart in a Nigerian song, and 'No More Auction Block' is clearly the same
as one of the Ashanti songs. Certain features of melodic progressions such as 'penular
thirds' sequences of at least three intervals of a third moving in the same direction,
and both linear and pendular combinations of fourths, are common in both the
spirituals and the West African songs. Duple or binary meters are predominant in
both groups of songs. Syncopated and rubato figures, triplets, off-beat phrases, and
sequences of several notes of equal time value, appear in the same forms in both
bodies of music. The beginning rhythms of thirty-four spirituals are almost exactly
like those of several songs of Dahomey and the Gold Coast. Regarding the leaderchorus pattern generally admitted to be an African survival in the spirituals."
Kolinski found that in many cases the overlapping of parts produced identical
polyphonic patterns in the two types of songs. Fifty spirituals were discovered, in this
respect, to have the identical formal structure of certain West African songs. Kolinski
concludes that while many of the spirituals are evidently patterned after European
tunes, some without apparent distortion, they are all either altered so as to conform, or
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selected for adaptation because they already did conform, to West African musical
patterns. It's in this connection that he indicates the role of a 'common musical base'
of European and West African music, which facilitated this musical syncretism. The
theory of musical syncretism of West African and European elements in the
American Negro spiritual - whether or not the hypothesis of a 'common musical base'
be accepted - seems the soundest conclusion that can be reached in the light of the
available evidence."
A foreigner, M. Julien Tiersot in talking about the praise meetings of the
Negro slave writes:
"It is indubitable, as all who have made a special study of the question agree
that it is in these superheated religious assemblies that the most genuine (plus clear)
songs in the Negro repertory had their origin. They use them on all occasions. Like all
peoples of low culture, the Negroes accompany their manual labors with song.
Noteworthy are the 'corn songs' which are sung in the harvest season to stimulate the
gathering of the grain. The efficiency of these songs is so well recognized that the
owners of the plantations pay extra wages."
Surely there are a number of old African oral legends that have been lost
along with a number of African songs. Such things as lullabies sung by a mother
surely would be passed on. Many melodies, especially the ones that had been sung
before and still were applicable, would be retained such as the religious songs and
lullabies and work songs. The unconscious mind would retain them. On this subject
of the mind and memory, Harold Shapero says:
"The musical mind: the musical memory, where its physiological functions
are intact, functions indiscriminately; a great percentage of what is heard becomes
submerged in the unconscious and is subject to literal recall. The creative portion of
the musical mind, however, operates selectively, and the tonal material which it offers
up has been metamorphosed, and has become unidentifiable from the material which
was originally absorbed. In the metamorphosis which has taken place the original
tonal material has become compounded with remembered emotional experience, and
it is this action of the creative unconscious which renders music more than an
acoustical series of times, which gives to music its humanistic aspect."
John Mason Brown in 1868 wrote:
"The religious songs of the Negro slave were composed and communicated
without the aid of writing, and were unmistakably marked in their construction. As a
general rule, but few hymns were borrowed from the collections used by white
congregations. Of those that were adopted by the Negroes, the favorites were always
such as abounded in bold imagery or striking expressions. But the religious songs
composed by Negro preachers or 'exhorters' for the use of their congregations
abounded to excess in metaphor of the most striking character. The saints were styled
the 'Army of the Lord' led by King Jesus the 'Captain' and 'Conqueror'."
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We also find Marion Alexander Haskell writing of the spirituals:
"Spirituals are the religious songs composed by the Negroes themselves, never
written or printed, but passing from one generation to another with such additions and
variations as circumstances may suggest. In borrowing he chooses gay, stirring
strains, but his own native songs are nearly always minor and sad in character. The
up-country spirituals are not lacking in imagination, but they often present abstract
ideas, whereas the low-country spirituals are invariably pictures. Both species deal at
times with biblical subjects, but the coast Negro sings them as personal experiences,
and frequently alters them to suit his own conceptions, while his up-country brother
sings them as he interprets them in the scriptures."
The spiritual songs were used interchangeably - for revival shouts, for burial
songs, for hymns, signals - communications, etc. Tracing the origin of the spirituals is
difficult, Example - "Swing Low Sweet Chariot," - two stories can be told:
In America:
A song arose from an incident which happened to a woman slave sold from
a Mississippi plantation to one in Tennessee. Rather than be separated from her child,
she was about to drown herself and little one in the Cumberland River, when she was
prevented by an old Negro woman, who exclaimed, "Wait, let de Chariot of de Lord
Swing low and let me take de Lord's scroll and Read it to you." The heart-broken
mother became consoled and was reconciled to the parting. The song became known
with the passing of the story, which seems more legendary than real."
In Africa:
"Bishop Fisher, in Central Africa, stated that in Rhodesia he had heard the
natives sing a melody so closely resembling "Swing Low" that he felt that he had
found it in its original form; moreover, the subject was identical, the tribe of natives
that inhabit the region near the great Victoria Falls have a custom from which the
song arose. When one of their chiefs, in the old days, was about to die, he was placed
in a great canoe together with the trappings that marked his rank, and food for his
journey. The canoe was set afloat in midstream headed toward the great falls and the
vast column of mist that rises from them. Meanwhile the tribe on the shore would
sing its chant of farewell. The legend is that on one occasion the king was seen to rise
in his canoe at the very brink of the falls and enter a chariot that, descending from the
mists, bore him aloft. This incident gave rise to the words, "Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot," and the song, brought to America by African slaves long ago, became
anglicized and modified by their Christian faith."
George Washington Carver gives this testimony:
"The Negro folksong has for the Negro race the same value that the folk song
of any other people has for that people. It reminds the race of the 'rock whence it was
hewn,' it fosters race pride, and in the days of slavery it furnished an outlet for the
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anguish of smitten hearts...The plantation songs known as 'spirituals' are the
spontaneous outbursts of intense religious fervor, and had their origins chiefly in the
camp meetings, the revivals, and in other religious exercises. They breathe a child
like faith in a personal Father and glow with the hope that the children of bondage
will ultimately pass out of the wilderness of slavery into the land of freedom."
Spirituals are described by Hornbostel as:
"They are not imitations, nor are they African songs influenced by the white
man, but they are songs made by the Negro in European style. They are American
Negro songs, European in style and pattern. They are American folksongs as far as
they have originated amidst American folk and culture; they are African when sung
by Negroes, and only then."
As to the difference between white and black spirituals, Alan Lomax in "The
Folk Songs of North America states:
"The white spiritual, while noble and beautiful in its rather severe way, falls
short of the Negro song in most points. The melody does soar and descend, but
maintains a rigid and restrained middle course that corresponds to the severity of the
white vision. The speech sounds do not flow with the melodic cadence. Where the
Negroes took the white hymns, they did not copy them; rather, they touched them
with magic and transformed them into eternal works of art, good enough to match the
songs of any language. For the Negro, song is a natural part of life's activities; for the
white, a self-conscious moment of communication."
There are so many different opinions as to the origin of the spirituals and must
be studied before we can reach any opinion of our own. James Weldon Johnson, a
Negro close to the church and its music, states:
"The statement that the spirituals are imitations made by the Negro of other
music one heard is an absurdity. What music did American Negroes hear to imitate?
It was in localities far removed from New Orleans that the great body of spirituals
were created and sung. There remains then the music which the American Negroes
heard their masters sing; chiefly religious music; gospel hymns. The spirituals are
purely and solely the creation of the American Negro; that is, as much so as any
music can be the pure and sole creation of any particular group. And their production,
although seemingly miraculous, can be accounted for naturally. African music;
melody has, relatively, small place in African music, and harmony still less; but in
rhythm African music is beyond comparison with any other music in the world. (Sic:
Does he mean the complex polyrhythm or a beat?) But what led to this advance by
the American Negro beyond his primitive music? It was because at the precise and
psychic moment there was blown through or sang his deep feelings of his past
experiences."
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The style of singing the spirituals in the Negro church parallels the
performance techniques of other church traditions, namely the New England church
and the Scottish tradition. Both styles - New England Psalmody and Negro singing,
had many things in common; they were both handed down by oral tradition. They
were similar in techniques of performance, each style changing the hymn
interpretation each performance. The singing of the hymns were by unlearned singers,
knowing no rules of singing, singing by ear, and singing as best pleased himself. The
lead singer would raise or lower notes at will, and added such turns and flourishes as
he pleased. They both used the call and response style which was called 'lining out' or
'deaconing' in the New England church.
Chase, on the development of the spirituals and the New England psalmody:
"Surely the reader who still bears in mind and account of early New England
popular psalmody cannot fail to recognize the analogies between that style and the
manner of singing described above (i.e., Chase has described singing of a spiritual by
Negroes given in an earlier paragraph) - no two appear to be singing the same thing seem to follow their own whims - striking an octave above or below hard to unravel a
thread of melody-abounding in slides from one note to another and turns and
cadences not in articulated notes. That is the same type of description given in the
catalogue of indictments drawn up against the followers of the folk tradition by the
New England reformers. That Negro singing in America developed as the result of
the blending of several cultural traditions is certain and it seems equally certain that
one of these traditions was the folk style of early New England psalmody and
hymnody, carried southward in the late 18th Century and early 19th Century by the
black preachers."
Below is given a description of three style of singing spirituals. After the three
are given, try and decide which is which - Negro, New England or Scottish tradition?
1)"A deacon or the elder 'lines out' a couplet of the text in a sing-song voice
and at a fair speaking pace ending on a definite tone. This 'tones' the tune. The deacon
then starts singing, and by the time he has sung through, he elaborately ornamented
first syllable the whole congregation has joined in on the 2nd syllable with a volume
of florid sound which ebbs and flows slowly, powerfully and at times majestically in
successive surges until the lined-out words have been sung. Without pause the deacon
sing-songs the next couplet, and the 2nd half of the 4th line tune is sung in the same
manner. No instrument is ever used. No harmony is indulged in accepting here and
there a bit, hit upon by accident as it would seem, and sometimes a one-singer attempt
at bass. The women and the men sing, with these exceptions, the same notes an
octave apart."
2) "The singing is very slow; many grace notes, passing notes, turns,
flourishes and other ornaments are used; pitch and time values are arbitrarily altered;
there is a lack of synchronization among the voices; everyone sings as best pleases
himself. These tunes have been handed down from generation to generation,
amplified by endless grace notes, and altered according to the fancy of every
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presenter. When used, they are sung so slowly as to be beyond recognition. Each
parish and each presenter had differences of detail, for the variations were never
written or printed, but were handed down by tradition."
3) "The same person who sets the tune, and guides the congregation in
singing...two or three staves the congregation falls from a cheerful pitch to downright
grumbling; and then some to relieve themselves mount an 8th about the rest, others
perhaps a 4th or 5th, by which means the singing appears to be rather a confused
noise, made up of reading, grumbling, then a decent and orderly part of God's
worship."
These three descriptions could easily be a description of either a Negro church
service of a New England church service. Many have said that the Negro spiritual
came from the north and not from the south. The Negro in the north was encouraged
to attend church and went to the same church as the whites. There they sung the
hymns of Wesley and Watts. There the white spirituals were sung.
The first is a Negro service, the second a Scottish service and the third a
New England church service. The New England 'lining out' technique is described
by Rev. J. Cotton:
"It will be a necessary help, that the lines of the Psalm, be openly read
beforehand, line after line, or two lines together, that so they who want either books
or skill or reading, may know what is to be sung, join with the rest in the duties of
singing Negroes in their special section in New England churches (1647) join in the
singing. Northern slaves even were taught how to sing psalms."
The ability of the Negro composer of spirituals is exalted in a paragraph by
John Mason as he describes the efforts of Oscar Buckner, a Negro slave:
"Allegories were developed with as much accuracy and verisimilitude as
though the author of the hymn had carefully studied the Pilgrim's Progress. Yet it was
imagined and composed by Oscar Buckner, an illiterate and ignorant Negro slave. As
an example: the conductor was Jesus, the brakemen servants of the church and
stoppages made at Gospel depots to take up waiting converts or replenish engines
with water of life, fuel of holy zeal. The use of glory halleloo, not singularity found in
many songs of devotion. It served to mark the time and keep the congregation well
together in singing and give the leader time to recall the next verse."
The problem of whether the black spiritual was influenced and a copy of the
white spiritual may never be settled. We do know that the Negro tried to imitate the
white man in other ways and we know the New Orleans Creoles established a culture
that was an imitation of French white society. To say that the Negro did not imitate
the white musical culture is not accurate. It is agreed that they did. But the handing
down of certain cultural traits did occur. On this subject of what cultural traits
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remained we give a paragraph by Frazier E. Franklin, "The Negro Family in the
United States. (New York, 1948 - page 15)
"Probably never before in history have a people been so nearly completely
stripped of its social heritage as the Negroes who were brought to America. Other
conquered races have continued to worship their household Gods within the intimate
circle of their kinsmen. But American slavery destroyed household Gods and
dissolved the bonds of sympathy and affection between men of the same blood and
household. Old men and women might have brooded over memories of their African
homeland, but they could not change the world about them through force of
circumstances, they had to acquire a new language, adopt new habits of labor, and
take over however imperfectly the folkways of the American environment. Their
children, who knew only the American environment, soon forgot the few memories
that had been passed on to them and developed motivations and modes of behavior in
harmony with the New World. Their children's children have often recalled with
skepticism the fragments of stories concerning Africa which have been preserved in
their families. But, of the habits and customs as well as the hopes and fears that
characterized the life of their forebearers in Africa nothing remains."
Another person, Melville J. Herskovits in "The Myth of the Negro Past (New
York, 1941, page 145) expresses another view on the subject:
"Negroes in the United States are not Africans, but they are the descendants of
Africans. There is no more theoretical support for a hypothesis that they have
remained completely African in their behavior. The realistic appraisal of the problem
here follows the hypothesis that this group, like all other folk who have maintained a
group identity in this country, have remained something of their cultural heritage,
while at the same time accommodating themselves, in what ever measure the
exigencies of the historical situation have permitted, to the customs of the country as
a whole."
What the Negro heard in Africa or from his parents in America would have
been retained. The Negro slaves created original music in America. He used both
African and Western European music as the basis for his own music, both styles he
absorbed and synthesized, creating jazz style music. We cannot say that the Negro
was not influenced by both types of music. We cannot say that only one kind of
music influenced him. In African society music is participated in by everyone. It
would be impossible to think that among the hundred thousand of slaves brought to
America that there weren’t a number of them that could recall some African songs.
Amongst all of the slaves in America there must have been some musicians and even
some master drummers.
Just as surely music from the African religious rituals and other sources were
retained but changed somewhat to fit the new religion, and to fit the other situations
the slaves found himself in. The most likely place to use music was in their religious
exercises. The early Negro Christian Church used music in most every part of the
service. It seems when the Negro did use a white hymn the words were retained (at
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least in the early verses) likewise the basic structure of the melody but, the rhythm,
harmonies and the interpretation were stylized. The rhythmic syncopation, their use
of heterphony, shifting accents and of course their way of singing that would give it
different vocal timbre qualities transformed these white hymns into Negro spirituals
and transformed their African songs into Negro spirituals. And it is highly likely that
the first instrumental voicing of early New Orleans jazz came from the arranging of
the voices in the spirituals that also used riffs and breaks later adopted by jazzmen. It
is important to realize that the church was the only place the slave had for any kind of
valuable human activity.
As previously mentioned the first black church was Allen's AME, founded in
July of 1794, which was called the Mother Bethel Church. In the service the older
lined-out the psalms and hymns for the congregation just as the deacon of white
Protestant sects had been compelled to do for their congregation in the 18th Century.
As the black church movement grew the ministers gradually migrated south and
brought their Northern customs with them.
John Watson takes a stand as to the type of music that should be heard in
church:
"We have too, a growing evil, in the practice of singing in our places of public
and society worship, merry airs, adapted from old songs, to hymns of our composing;
often miserable as poetry, and senseless as matter. Most frequently these hymns were
composed and first sung by illiterate blacks of the society."
He goes on to say that the Negroes sing together for hours and actually
compose the songs as they sing.
Many of the black hymns or spirituals were freely composed by blacks. But
the sources of black hymns were varied. The sources could be said to come from: 1)
from hymns already in print, 2) self-composed, 3) orally sung from memory, 4) by
introducing alterations or supplementary lines into some of the orthodox hymns with
the simpler words substituted and refrains or choruses added, such as the alleluia.
These hymns were sung among the black Baptist and Methodist. The blacks
participated in the camp meetings along with the whites. The Negro service also
contained 'lining out' like the New England services, and the call and response. The
Negro singing was characterized by peculiar vocal effects that were impossible to
write down.
There were two main currents of the spiritual after the Civil War: 1) the
assimilation of spirituals into the form and technique of European art music and, 2)
the conservative traditional folk church retention of primitive and archaic survivals of
the spiritual technique.
Religious ceremonies of the Negro (especially in Voodoo) taking place during
slavery, and later within the black church, played a crucial part in preserving and
passing on various elements of African music: Heightened rhythm, antiphonal
response and collective participation.
NEGRO MUSIC AT BIRTH
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Natalie C. Burlin
(In Describing the Music at a Negro convention)
"And as they sat, patient in the early warmth of the April sun, suddenly a
rhythmic tremor seemed to sway over the group as a sweep of wind stirs grasses;
there arose a vibration, an almost inaudible hum-was it from the pine trees or from
this mass of humanity?- and then the sound seemed to mold itself into form, rhythmic
and melodic, taking shape in the air, and out from this floating embryo of music came
the refrain of a song quavered by one voice, instantly caught up by another-till soon
the entire gathering was rocking in time to one of the old plantation melodies. Men,
women and children sang, and the whole group swung to and fro and from side to
side with the rhythm of the song, while many of the older people snapped their
fingers in emphasis like the sharp click of an African gourd rattle.
It was spirited singing and it was devout; but the inspirational quality of the
group-feeling made this music seem a lament, living thing, a bit of 'divine fire' that
descended upon these black people like the gift of tongues. It was as though the song
had first hovered in the trees above their swaying forms, intangible, till one of them
had reached up and seized it, and then it had spread like flame. And as usual with
Negroes, this was extemporaneous part-singing-women making up alto, men
improvising tenor or bass, the music as a whole possessed so completely by them all
or so utterly possessing them that they were free to abandon themselves to the
inspiration of their own creative instinct.
Often in the South I heard this same strange breathless effect of a song being
born among a group simultaneously descending, as it were, from the air. On a
suffocating hot July Sunday in Virginia, in a little ram-shackle meeting-house that we
had approached over a blinding road nearly a foot deep in dust, a number of rural
Negroes had gathered from an out-lying farm, dressed all in their dust-stained Sunday
best for the never-to-be-omitted Sabbath service. Their intense and genuine piety with
its almost barbaric wealth of emotion could not but touch a visitor from the cold
North. The poverty of the little church was in itself a mute appeal for sympathy. A
gaudy and somewhat ragged red table cloth covered the crude pulpit on which rested
a huge and very battered Bible. It had probably sustained many vigorous thumps
during the high-flown exhortations of the gilt-spectacled preacher. A crazy lamp,
tilted side-ways hung from the middle of the ceiling through the broken windowshutters, came slits of light, then the preacher began in a quavering voice a long
supplication. Here and there came an uncontrollable cough from some kneeling
penitent or the sudden squall of a restless child: and now and again an ejaculation,
warm with entreaty, "O Lord!" or a muttered "Amen, Amen" - all against the
background of the praying, endless praying.
Minutes passed, long minutes of strange intensity. The muttering, the
ejaculations, grew louder, more dramatic, till suddenly I felt the creative dart through
the people like an electric vibration, that same half-audible hum arose-emotion was
gathering atmospherically as could gather - and then, up from the depths of some
'sinner's' remorse and imploring came a pitiful little plea, a real Negro 'moan,' sobbed
in musical cadence. From somewhere in that bowed gathering another voice
improvised a response: the plea sounded again, louder this time and more
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impassioned; then other voices joined in the answer, shaping it into a musical phrase;
and so, before our ears, as one might say, from this molten metal of music a new song
was smithied out, composed then and there by no one in particular and by everyone in
general. (M.Q.)
COMMUNAL MUSIC AMONG ARABIANS AND NEGROES
Clifton J. Furness
An account of a Negro prayer meeting:
"I went to the meeting in one of the old slave cabins in the Negro quarter,
known as 'de street.' The cabin was lighted only by the faint glow from an open
fireplace. Dusky faces, shadowy figures loomed in the half-light, I shall pass over the
scripture reading by the Negro preacher, which gradually broke off, or rather, merged
itself into a perfervid discourse based upon the Biblical passage describing the Last
Judgment. This sermon, it so it could be styled, increased the tempo of delivery until
the words resembled short, staccato drum-beats. The preacher's voice gradually
increased in range, just as Maum Hester had earlier in the day. Scriptural phrases
were mingled with the intense outpouring of religious enthusiasm in the quaint dialect
of the plantation. "Gawd's lightnin' qwine strike! Gawd's thundere swaller de ert'! "
Gradually moaning became audible in the shadowy corners where the women
sat. Some patted their bundled babies in time to the flow of the words, and began
swaying backward and forward. Several men moved their feet alternately, in strange
syncopation. A rhythm was born, almost without reference to the words that were
being spoken by the preacher. It seemed to take shape almost visibly, and grow. I was
gripped with the feeling of a mass-intelligence, a self-conscious entity, gradually
informing the crowd and taking possession of every mind there, including my own. It
can be likened, perhaps, to the terrifying sensation of having one's individual
consciousness overshadowed by an invisible force, as in passing under the influence
of hypnotism.
Into the pulsating metrical form thus created, hanging vibrant in the air like a
body awaiting a soul, shot these words, uttered by a black man in front of me who
had been sitting with head bowed almost to his knees for some time, swaying and
patting his feet: "Git right-sodger, Git right-sodger! Git right-wid Gawd!' Instantly the
crowd took it up, molding a melody out of half-formed familiar phrases based upon a
spiritual tune, hummed here and there among the crowd. A distinct melodic outline
became more and more prominent, shaping itself around the central theme of the
words "Git right, sodger!"
Scraps of other words and tunes were flung into the medley of sound by
individual singers from time to time, but the general trend was carried on by a deep
undercurrent, which appeared to be stronger than the mind of any individual present,
for it bore the mass of improvised harmony and rhythms into the most effective
climax of incremental repetition that I heave ever heard. I felt as if some conscious
plan or purpose were carrying us along, call it mob-mind, communal composition, or
what you will. It must be admitted, of course, that I was completely swept into the
tide of contagious emotion myself by this time, and my judgment may have been
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warped by attendant circumstances, but I recall distinctly that this was my conscious
conviction at the time.
I have been assured that this was probably an unusually vivid case of a
spiritual 'breaking through' into a new or largely modified form. It had probably never
been sung before with just that text, certainly never with an identical harmonic
setting-and it never will be again. It was a unique expression, born of the creative
quick of the particular moment of its generation. We are here in touch with the very
matrix of the creative process - that mysterious functioning of the improvisational
consciousness, which is on the borderland of the subconscious and of dream-life, and
which we of 20th Century modes of life have almost completely lost sight of in our
addiction to memorized performance based upon a printed score. Whether the
spiritual thus brought into existence was completely original, or merely modified
upon the basis of an old familiar tune, does not in any way alter the fact that there was
a force of change and organic growth at work here, which is closely akin to the
function of original composition, if not identical with it. Is it too much to assert that
this was the result of a form of communal consciousness operating in its creative
aspect?" M.Q.
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ORIGIN?
WHITE OR BLACK SPIRITUALS
The argument is still going on as to whether blacks borrowed from whites or
vice versa. We know there was a great deal of interchange between the three types of
spirituals; white, Black and what Don Yoder calls Pennsylvania.
Eileen Southern in "The Music of Black Americans" a History" states:
"Long before Negroes began to attend camp meetings in large numbers; they
were singing many of the songs regarded by some scholars as campmeeting hymns.
The evidence for this is provided by Richard Allen's hymnal of 1801, in which these
hymn texts are printed."
The "Second Awakening" and the various campmeetings are given credit for
having produced the white spiritual and the Pennsylvania Dutch spirituals. The exact
relationship between the two and the Negro spiritual is still debated but there are
characteristics among the three that points back to Protestant hymnody.
George Pullen Jackson (1874-1953) pioneered religious folk music especially
the White and Negro spiritual and the concept of a national unity in the American
religious folksong tradition. In his book, "White Spirituals in the Southern Uplands"
Jackson was the first to point to a historically traceable directional trend for the
geographical spread of American popular and folk hymnody - from New England via
Philadelphia to the upland South and the old Southeast and Southwest.
The Yankee singing masters and their singing school are seen for the first time
as connecting factors in this transfer. With the transfer of the 18th Century New
England folk manner of singing to the South via the singing schools and the religious
revivals.
Ten years after Jackson's book came out (1943) Donald Davidson called it:
"A great landmark in our new apprehension of native American culture. From
the moment of its appearance it was no longer possible to maintain the contemptuous
position taken by New York critics of the Nineteen-twenties, who argued that
America in general, and the South in particular, were culturally barren, save only for
the Negro spirituals and blues, especially barren of folk-song."
Jackson's book pairs 116 melodies of white spirituals with the Negro
'variants." the Negro musical elements of these Negro songs are related to similar
features in European folksong in general, and in particular to what Jackson calls the
"Celtic melodic idiom" in British-American folk music. The prominent "call and
response" characteristics of the Negro songs Jackson relates to the British and early
New England Practice of "lining out" the hymns: The Negro "dirge songs" he
identifies with the survival of the earliest New England Psalming style. He further
argues that it was the "gray belt" of the upland south, where white majority and Negro
minority mingled with relative freedom in the camp meetings and revivals.
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In his last chapter entitled "Farewell to Africa" Jackson, in talking about the
unity of the British-American folk tradition, closing with the follows words:
"I do not deny the possibility that there are, in American Negro religious folk
songs, certain African hand-overs. I would merely state that I haven't found any yet,
nor do I know of any other who has found any. I have found what seems to be
American Negro racial emphasis, nothing more. Others may in the future be more
successful because more intent on finding the Ethiopian in the song-fuel heap. I wish
them luck. That is their job. I have done mine.
Folklorists, Newman I. White (1928) preceded Jackson in suggesting the
priority of the white spiritual over the Negro spiritual, in "American Negro FolkSongs."
The stimulus for White's and Jackson's work was the theory of Krehbiel
(1914) of the essentially Negro character and origin of the Negro spiritual. (The same
Krehbiel that called African music primitive.)
"Nowhere save on the plantations of the South could the emotional life which
is essential to the development of true folksong be developed; nowhere else was there
the necessary meeting of the spiritual cause and the simple agent and vehicle. The
white inhabitants of the continent have never been in the state of cultural
ingenuousness which prompts emotional utterance in music."
Gilbert Chase sums up the theories of the origin of the spiritual thusly:
"What Jackson and his school have done is to establish an incontrovertible
correspondence or analogy between the White and Negro spirituals, but they have
proved nothing as regards the direction of the influence. The fact that the white
spirituals were printed before the Negro spirituals is not proof that they existed earlier
in the oral tradition."
Chase further statements seem to end on a compromising note:
"That Negro singing in America developed as the result of the blending of
several cultural traditions is certain; and it seems equally certain that one of these
traditions was the folk style of early New England psalmody and hymnody, carried
southward in the late 18th and 19th Centuries. The theory of musical syncreis of West
African and European elements in the American Negro spiritual - whether or not the
hypothesis of a 'common musical base' be accepted - seems the soundest conclusion
that can be reached in the light of the available evidence."
Another compromising opinion is given by D. K. Wilgus in "Anglo-American
Folksong Scholarship Since 1898":
"Whatever the confusion some minds, no serious student has imagined that
Negroes disembarked in Virginia singing "Deep River" or "Roll Jordan." And
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whatever the confusion in some minds, no reputable scholar who has studied the
problem has ever said that the Negroes merely imitated or echoed white song. The
issue lies between the extremes; and it is unfortunate that a few early commentators
and the hysterical fringes of both sides have obscured the problem."
Wilgus and Chase both see syncretism and hybridization as the solution, and
this is applicable not only to the spiritual but to all American folk and popular music.
There are two theories on the origin of the spiritual: 1) the spiritual was a
Negro-to-White contribution to early America - either a Negro importation from
Africa or an American Negro adaptation of his African heritage. 2) The direction of
the movement was from White to Negro, like the religion of the Negro, the spiritual
were borrowed and adapted from the general body of White spirituals.
Jackson traces a loosely unified body of 18th Century Evangelical song, based
on a British Isles heritage and coming to flower in America in New England at the
time of the colonial awakening, moving southward through Pennsylvania to the
Upland south and printed in a Southern version of the New England folk hymns.
In the transfer of the White spirituals, Jackson theorizes that the area of
transfer was not the Tidewater South nor the Deep South but, the Upland South,
where Negroes and Whites mingled freely at the camp meetings and revivals
(Kentucky, Tennessee & Shenandoah Valley of Virginia). Yoder supports this theory,
but extends it into a second area of transfer, the Philadelphia-Baltimore area (17961868) namely: Eastern & Central Penna. Northern-Western Virginia, Maryland,
Delaware and New Jersey. There was a heavy concentration of Negro slaves in
Delaware, Maryland and Virginia. In this area was concentrated the greatest number
of free Negroes in the United States by the year 1810. It is Yoder's opinion that the
Negro spiritual and the Penna. spiritual, are twin sisters, developing side by side at
first and only later maturing into distinctive types. There seemed to be a close tie
between the Penna. Dutchman and the Penna. Negro in these religious revivals.
In the revival meetings the Negroes were free to worship themselves and were
gradually developing a variation on the White spiritual that would take on distinctive
characteristics of the Negro spiritual.
In what may be the earliest mention of a Negro spiritual William Colbert in
1804 comments while attending a service in the Bethel at Philadelphia:
"My feelings were much hurt at Dr. D.'s by J. W's satirical and inadvertions
on the poor black peoples singing last night, or rather what they sing."
In summarizing Don Yoder states the progress as:
"Beginning in 18th Century New England (with the colonial roots traced by
G. P. Jackson), it passed southward through Penna., to the Upland South, where it
changed color, and the Negro spiritual was born."
This would make the Negro spiritual and the Penna. spiritual related, both
born of an older English language, White spiritual tradition.
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Southern mentions the importance of Richard Allen's hymnal of 1801, but that
book was based on the psalms and hymns of Dr. Watts. This collection of hymns was
the favorite of the slaves, it was first published around 1729-39. Missionaries are in
accord of the preference on the part of black folk for the music of Dr. Watts
(mentioned in this study) Allen's collection consisted of 54 hymns, drawn chiefly
from the collection of Dr. Watts, Wesleys and other writers.
In tracing the hymn from the 18th Century to the White spiritual to the Negro
spiritual one of the many examples is on a Poem by John Leland. From the original
the first change is by the cam- meeting practice, the second the result of the Negro's
transforming of the song.
Poem
Through grace I feel determined to conquer, though I die,
And then away to Jesus on wings of love I'll fly.
Camp meeting version
Though grace I feel determined to conquer, though I die;
and then away to Jesus on wings of love I'll fly.
Negro spiritual remnant
Good ol' Christians in dat day, dey'll take wings and fly away,
For to hear de trumpet soun' in dat mornin.'
MUSIC AND THE NEGRO
William J. Dews
“Sunday services were located in a near-by grove of oaks, or bush tents,
where they held services in their own peculiar way, singing, shouting, seizing each
other in a frantic sort of dance, frequently swinging on the limbs of trees and
shouting, "Glory to God" in tremendous voices; and, sometimes, in case of 'revivals'
or 'camp-meetings' they would exhibit so much excitement and violence that it
became necessary to confine them lest they might do themselves unconsciously, some
hurt.
They were very enthusiastic and emotional; and, besides, they only copied the
actions of the White people in their mode of worship, which was almost as violent
and grotesque at that day as the Negroes.
I readily recall the fact that the Negroes easily acquired the melodies of hymns
and songs, but not so readily the words; hence in singing they generally 'made up' the
words to suit themselves, which were very striking and original, and often amusing
and be assured to a degree. It was quite natural that they should be more apt in
learning melodies than words, as they could not read and could have no practice, as is
necessary in committing to memory from the book, either of prose or verse, as the
white children of the family had.
But with these difficulties and disadvantages confronting them I can say with
entire truth that the volume and quality of their voices compared very favorably with
the whites, and excelled them very frequently in loudness of tone and 'vim' of
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delivery. To be sure, at that period, 50 years or more ago, neither whites or blacks
possessed advantage of a musical education; the whites sang from hymn-books,
without music, the leader being he or she who thought they could sing best; the
'leader' started the 'tune' so high sometimes that it sounded much like the discordant
notes of ducks and geese in the barnyard. I remember that in this connection an old
'darkey' being asked if his 'old master' was a singer, replied that 'old master' could
sing a 'powerful heap' for satin, but he, the 'old darkey,' could not determine whether
'old mares' was 'singin' or callin' de hawgs, fore de Lord!
The slaves, even at that period, were not only vocalists but composers in their
quaint way, both of words and music; some of those best remembered were 'Rune,
nigger, run, de patarole el cotch you,' 'We is all aqwine to de shuckin,' 'Dear, dear
Belinda,' and so on. It is claimed by many that the really pretty little love-song of
'Dearest May’ was 'made up' by the Negroes, both words and music and afterwards
the words were improved by the 'Negro minstrels,' and then published later. I am
quite sure that the song was sung by the Negroes when I was ten years old.
WILLIAM EDWARD BURGHARDT DUBOIS
W. E. B. Dubois was born in Massachusetts in 1868, descendant of French
Huguenots and slaves, received his Ph.D. from Harvard University in 1895 and died
in Ghana, Africa in 1963. Dr. Dubois became the recognized leader of a more militant
school of Negro equality, than that of Booker T. Washington, was considered a
moderate. It is interesting to note that the subject of one of Dubois' discourses was
entitled 'Jefferson Davis.' Dubois wrote extensively on Negro music. While he was a
very educated man, he was not a musician and the accounts are rather intellectual and
are a good contrast to Johnson's views on Negro music. In his writings he states:
"They that walked in darkness sang songs in the olden days - sorrow songs for they were weary at heart. And so before each thought that I have written in this
book I have set a phrase, a haunting echo of these weird old songs in which the soul
of the black slave spoke to men, Ever since I was a child these songs have stirred me
strangely. They came out of the South unknown to me, one by one, and yet at once I
knew them as of me and of mine. Then in after years when I came to Nashville I saw
the great temple builder of these songs towering over the pale city. To me Jubilee
Hall seemed ever made of the songs themselves, and its bricks were red with the
blood and dust of toil. Out of them rose for me morning, noon, and night, bursts of
wonderful melody, full of the voices of my brothers and sisters, full of the voices of
the past.
Little of beauty has America given the world save the rude grandeur God
himself stamped on her bosom; the human spirit this new world has expressed itself
in vigor and ingenuity rather then in beauty. And so by fateful chance the Negro folksong - the rhythmic cry of the slave-stands to-day not simply as the sole American
born this side the seas. It has been neglected, it has been and is, half despised, and
above all it has been persistently mistaken and misunderstood; but not-withstanding,
it still remains as the singular spiritual heritage of the nation and the greatest gift of
the Negro people.
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Away back in the thirties (1830'2) the melody of these slave songs stirred the
nation, but the songs were soon half forgotten. Some, like "Near the Lake where
Drooped the Willow," passed into current airs and their source was forgotten; others
were caricatured on the 'minstrel' stage and their memory died away. Then in wartime came the singular Port Royal experiment after the capture of Hilton Head, and
perhaps for the first time the North met the Southern slave face to face and heart to
heart with no third witness. The Sea Islands of the Carolinas, where they met, were
filled with a black folk of primitive type, touched and molded less by the world about
them than any others outside the Black Belt. Their appearance was uncouth, their
language funny, but their hearts were human and their singing stirred men with a
mighty power. Thomas Wentworth Higginson hastened to tell of these songs and
Miss McKim and others urged upon the world their rare beauty. But the world
listened only half credulously until the Fisk Jubilee Singers sang the slave songs so
deeply into the world's heart that it can never wholly forget them again."
Dubois gives us an accurate detailed account of the Fisk University Singers as
they toured the United States and Europe to raise money for their school:
"There was once a blacksmith's son born in Cadiz, New York, who in the
changes Cincinnati from Kirby Smith. Then he fought at Chancellorsville and
Gettysburg and finally served in the Freedman's bureau at Nashville. Here he formed
a Sunday School class of black children in 1866, and sang with them and taught them
to sing. And then they taught him to sing, and when once the glory of the Jubilee
songs passed into the soul of George L. White, he knew his life-work was to let those
Negroes sing to the world as they had sung to him. So in 1871 the pilgrimage of the
Fisk Jubilee Singers began. North to Cincinnati they rode, four half-clothed black
boys and five girl-women, - led by a man with a cause and a purpose. They stopped at
Wilberforce, the oldest of Negro schools, where a black bishop blessed them. Then
they went, fighting cold and starvation, shut out of hotels, and cheerfully sneered at,
ever northward; and ever the magic of their song kept thrilling hearts, until a burst of
applause in the Congregational Council an Oberlin revealed them to the world. They
came to New York and Henry Ward Beecher dared to welcome them, even though
the metropolitan dailies sneered at his 'Nigger Minstrel.' So their songs conquered till
they sang across the land and across the sea, before Queen and Kaiser, in Scotland
and Ireland, Holland and Switzerland. Seven years they sang, and brought back a
hundred and fifty thousand dollars to found Fisk University.
Since their day they have been imitated - sometimes well, by the singers of
Hampton and Atlanta, sometimes ill, by straggling quartettes. (Scott Joplin was at
first in one of these singing quartettes but one would assume that their music was
more refined) Caricature has sought again to spoil the quaint beauty of the music, and
has filled the air with many debased melodies which vulgar ears scarce know from
the real. But the true Negro folk song still lives in the hearts of those who have heard
them truly sung and in the hearts of the Negro people.
What are these songs, and what do they mean? I know little of music and can
say nothing in technical phrase, but I know something of men, and knowing them, I
know that these songs are the articulate message of the slave to the world. They tell
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us in these eager days that life was joyous to the black slave, careless and happy. I
can easily believe this of some, of many. But not all the past South, though it rose
from the dead, can gainly say the heart-touching witness of these songs. They are the
music of an unhappy people, of the children of disappointment; they tell of death and
suffering and on voiced longing toward a truer world, of misty wanderings and
hidden ways.
The songs are indeed the siftings of centuries; the music is far more ancient
than the words, and in it we can trace here and there signs of development. My
grandfather's grandmother was seized by an evil Dutch trader two centuries ago; and
coming to the valleys of the Hudson and Housatonic, black, little, and lithe, she
shivered and shrank in the harsh north winds, looked longingly at the hills, and often
crooned a heathen melody to the child between her knees, thus:
Do bana coba gene me, gene me (twice) Den d' nuli, nuli, nuli nuli, bed d' le.

The child sang it to his children and they to their children's children, and so
two hundred years it has traveled down to us and we sing it to our children, knowing
as little as our fathers what its words may mean, but knowing well the meaning of its
music.
This was primitive African music; it may be seen in larger form in the strange
chant which heralds "The Coming of John":
"You may bury me in the East,
You may bury me in the West,
But I'll hear the trumpet sound in that morning."
The Voice of Exile.
Ten master songs, more or less, one may pluck from this forest of melodysongs of undoubted Negro origin and wide popular currency, and songs peculiarly
characteristic of the slave. One of these I have just mentioned. Another whose strains
begin this book is "Nobody knows the trouble I've seen." When, struck with a sudden
poverty, the United States refused to fulfill is promises of land to the freedmen, a
brigadier-general went down to the Sea Islands to carry the news. An old woman on
the outskirts of the throng began singing this song; all the mass joined with her,
swaying, and the soldier wept.
The third song is the cradle-song of death which all men know, "Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot," whose bars begin the life story of Alexander Crummell," Then there
is the song of many water, "Roll, Jordan, roll," a mighty chorus with minor cadences.
There were many songs of the fugitive like that which opens "The Wings of Atlanta,"
and the more familiar "Been a-listening." The seventh is the song of the End and the
Beginning - "My Lord, what a Morning! When the stars begin to fall;" a strain of this
is placed before "The Dawn of Freedom." The song of grouping - "My Way's
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Cloudy" - begins "The Meaning of Progress;" the ninth is the song of this Chapter "Wreslin' Jacob, the day is a-breaking," - a paean of hopeful strife. The last master
song is the song of songs - "Steal Away," sprung from "The Faith of the Fathers.”
There are many others of the Negro folk-songs as striking and characteristic as
these, as, for instance, the three strains in the third, eighth, and ninth chapters; and
others I am sure could easily make a selection on more scientific principles. There
are, too, songs that seem to be a step removed from the more primitive types: there is
the maze-like medley, "Bright Sparkles," one phrase of which heads "The Black
Belt," the “Easter Carol, "Dust, Dust and Ashes;" the dirge, "My mother's took her
flight and gone home;" and that burst of melody hovering over "The Passing of the
First-Born" "I hope my mother will be there in that beautiful world on high."
These represent a third step in the development of the slave song, of which
"You may Bury Me in the East" is the first, and songs like "March On" and "Steal
Away" is the second. The first is African music, the second Afro-American, while the
third is a blending of Negro music with the music hears in the foster land. The result
is still distinctively Negro and the method of blending original, but the elements are
both Negro and Caucasian. One might go further and find a fourth step in this
development, where the songs of White America have been distinctively influenced
by the slave songs or have incorporated whole phrases of Negro melody, as "Swanee
River" and "Old Black Joe." Side by side, too, with the growth has gone the
debasements and imitations - the Negro 'minstrel' songs, many of the 'gospel' hymns,
and some of the contemporary 'coon' songs, - a mass of music in which the novice
may easily lose himself and never find the real Negro melodies.
In these songs, as I have said, the slave spoke to the world. Such a message is
naturally veiled and half articulate. Words and music have lost each other and new
and scant phrases of a dimly understood theology have displaced the older sentiment.
Once in a while we catch a strange word of an unknown tongue, as the "Mighty
Myo," which figures as a river of death; more of ten slight words or mere doggerel
are joined to music of singular sweetness. Purely secular songs are few in number,
partly because many of them were turned into hymns by a change of words, partly
because the frolics were seldom heard by the stranger, and the music less often
caught. Of nearly all the songs, however, the music is distinctly sorrowful. The ten
master songs I have mentioned tell in word and music of trouble and exile, of strife
and hiding; they grope toward some unseen power and sigh for rest in the end.
The words that are left to us are not without interest, and, cleared of evident
dross; they conceal much of real poetry and meaning beneath conventional theology
and unmeaning rhapsody. Like all primitive folk, the slave stood near to nature's
heart. Life was a 'rough and rolling sea' like the brown Atlantic of the Sea Islands; the
'Wilderness' was the home of God, and the 'lonesome valley' led to the way of life.
'Winter' soon be over,' was the picture of life and death to a tropical imagination. The
sudden wild thunder-storms of the South awed and impressed the Negroes, - at times
the rumbling seemed to them 'mournful,' at time imperious:
"My Lord calls me, He calls me by the thunder,
The trumpet sounds it in my soul."
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The monotonous toil and exposure is painted in many words. One sees the
ploughmen in the not, moist furrow, singing:
"Dere's no rain to wet you, Dere's no sun to burn you.
Oh, push along, believer, I want to go home."
The bowed and bent old man cries, with thrice-repeated wail
"O Lord, keep me from sinking down."
and he rebukes the devil of doubt who can whisper:
"Jesus is dead and God's gone away."
Yet the soul-hunger is there, the restlessness of the savage, the wail of the
wanderer, and the plaint is put in one little phrase:

"My soul wants somethin' that's new, that’s new"
Over the inner thoughts of the slaves and their relations one with another the
shadow of fear ever hung, so that we get but glimpses here and there, and also with
them, eloquent omissions and silences. Mother and child are sung, but seldom father;
fugitive weary wanderer call for pity and affection, but there is little of wooing and
wedding; the rocks and the mountains are well known, but home is unknown. Strange
blending of love and helplessness signs through the refrain:
"Yonder's my ole mudder, Been waggin' at de hill so long;
'Bout time she cross over, Git home bime--by."
Elsewhere comes the cry of the "motherless" and the "Farewell, Farewell, my
only Child."
Love-songs are scarce and fall into two categories - the frivolous and light,
and the sad. Of deep successful love there is ominous silence, and in one of the oldest
of these songs there is a depth of history and meaning:

"Poor Rosy, poor gal; Poor Rosy, poor gal; Rosy break my poor heart,
Heave'n shall -be my home.
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A black woman said of the song, "It can't be sung without a full heart and a
troubled sperrit." The same voice sings here that sings in the German folk-song: "Jetz
Geh I' an's brunele, trink aber net."
Of death the Negro showed little fear, but talked of it familiarly and even
fondly as simply a crossing of the waters, perhaps-who knows? - back to his ancient
forests again. Later days transfigured his fatalism, and amid the dust and dirt the toiler
song:
"Dust, dust and ashes, fly over my grace,
But the Lord shall bear my spirit home."
The things evidently borrowed from the surrounding world undergo
characteristic change when they enter the mouth of the slave. Especially is this true of
Bible phrases. "Weep, O captive daughter of Zion," is quaintly turned into "Zion,
weep-a-low," and the wheels of Ezekiel are turned every way in the mystic dreaming
of the slave, till he says:
"There's a little wheel a-turnin' in-a-my heart."
As in olden time, the words of these hymns were improvised by some leading
minstrels of the religious band. The circumstances of the gathering, however, the
rhythm, of the songs, and the limitations of allowable thought, confined the poetry for
the most part to single or double lines, and they seldom were expanded to quatrains or
longer tales, although there are some few examples of sustained efforts, chiefly
paraphrases of the Bible. Three short series of verses have always attracted me, the
one that heads this chapter, of one line of which Thomas Wentworth Higginson has
fittingly said, "Never, it seems to me, since man first lived and suffered was his
infinite longing for peace uttered more plaintively.”The second and third are
descriptions of the Last Judgment, the one a late improvisation, with some traces of
outside influence:
"Oh the stars in the elements are falling,
And the moon drips away into blood,
And the ransomed of the Lord are returning unto God,
Blessed be the name of the Lord."
And the other earlier and homelier picture from the low coast lands:
"Michael, haul the boat ashore, Then you'll hear the horn they blow,
Then you'll hear the trumpet sound,
Trumpet sound the world around
Trumpet sound for rich and poor,
Trumpet sound the Jubilee,
Trumpet sound for you and me."
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Through all the sorrow of the Sorrow Songs there breathes a hope a faith in
the ultimate justice of things. The minor cadences of despair change often to triumph
and calm confidence. Sometimes it is faith in life, sometimes a faith in death,
sometimes assurance of boundless justice in some fair world beyond. But whichever
it is, the meaning is always clear: that sometime, somewhere men will judge men by
their souls and not by their skins. Is such a hope justified? Do the Sorrow Songs sing
true?
The silently growing assumption of this age is that the probation of races is
past, and that the backward races of today are of proven inefficiency and not worth
the saving. Such an assumption is the arrogance of peoples irreverent toward time and
ignorant of the deeds of men. A thousand years ago such an assumption, easily
possible, would have made it difficult for the Twuton to prove his right to life. Two
thousand years ago such dogmatism, readily welcome, would have scouted the idea of
blond races ever leading civilization. So woefully unorganized is sociological
knowledge that the meaning of progress, the meaning of 'swift' and 'slow' is human
doing, and the limits of human perfectibility, are veiled, unanswered sphinxes on the
shores of science. Why should Aeschylus have sung two thousand years before
Shakespeare was born? Why has civilization flourished in Europe, and flickered,
flamed, and died in Africa? So long as the world stands meekly dumb before such
questions, shall this nation proclaim its ignorance and unhallowed prejudices by
denying freedom of opportunity to those who brought the Sorrow Songs to the Seas
of the Mighty?
Your country? How came it yours? Before the Pilgrims landed we were here.
Here we have brought out three gifts and mingled them with yours; a gift of story and
song-soft, stirring melody in an ill-harmonized and unmelodious land; the gift of
sweat and brawn to beat back the wilderness, conquer the soil, and lay the
foundations of this vast economic empire two hundred years earlier than your weak
hands could have done it; the third, a gift of the Spirit. Around us the history of the
land has centered for thrice a hundred years; out of the nation's heart he have called
all that was best too throttle and subdue all that was worst; fire and blood, prayer and
sacrifice, have billowed over this people, and they have found peace only in the altars
of the God of Right. Nor has our gift of the Spirit been merely passive. Actively we
have woven ourselves with the very warp and woof of this nation, we fought their
battles, shared their sorrow, mingled our blood with theirs, and generation after
generation have pleaded with a headstrong, careless people to despise not Justice,
Mercy, and Truth, lest the nation be smitten with a curse. Our song, our toil, our
cheer, and warning have been given to this nation in blood-brotherhood. Are not these
gifts worth the giving? Is not this work and striving? Would America have been
America without her Negro people?
Even so is the hope that sang in the songs of my fathers well sung. If
somewhere in this whirl and chaos of things there dwells Eternal good pitiful yet
masterful, then anon in. His good time America shall rend the Veil and the prisoner
shall go free. Free, free as the sunshine trickling down the morning into these high
windows of mine, free as yonder fresh young voices welling up to me from the
caverns of brick and mortar below-swelling with song, instinct with life, tremulous
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treble and darkening bass. My children, my little children, are singing to the sunshine,
and thus they sing:

"Let us cheer the weary traveler, Cheer the weary traveler, Let us cheer the
weary traveler along the heavenly way."
JAMES WELDON JOHNSON
James Weldon Johnson, author, diplomat, poet, but more important to this
study, accomplished musician, was born in Jacksonville, Florida in 1871. He died in
an automobile accident in 1938. In his works Johnson mentions Negro music and uses
musical concept in his poetry. He, in his "The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored
Man," tells of his various experiences in music: Telling of music with a background
of good musical training is invaluable for our further understanding of Negro music
and Negro's in music during the turn of the 20th Century. His views are doubly
important as he was an accomplished musician, well educated in both the European
school and in Ragtime. Johnson tells of his music education and his various
experience with his music:
"At a very early age I began to thump on the piano alone, and it was not long
before I was able to pick out a few tunes. When I was seven years old, I could play by
ear all of the hymns and songs that my mother knew. I had also learned the names of
the notes in both clefs, but I preferred not to be hampered by notes. About this time
several ladies for whom my mother sewed, heard me play and they persuaded her that
I should at once be put under a teacher; so arrangements were made for me to study
the piano with a lady who was a fairly good musician; at the same time arrangements
were made for me to study my books with this lady's daughter. My music teacher had
no small difficulty at first in pinning me down to the notes. If she played my lesson
over for me, I invariably attempted to reproduce the required sound without the
slightest recourse to the written characters. I made rapid progress in both my music
and my books. And so for a couple of years my life was divided between my music
and my school books. Music took up the greater part of the time. At this time I went
in for music with an earnestness worthy of mature years; a change of teachers was
largely responsible for this. I began now to take lessons of the organist of the church
which I attend with my mother; he was a good teacher and quite a thorough musician.
He was so skillful in his instruction and filled me with such enthusiasm that my
progress-these are his words-was marvelous. I remember that when I was barely
twelve years old I appeared on a program with a number of adults at an entertainment
given for some charitable purpose, and carried off the honors.
I can believe that I did astonish my audience, for I never played the piano like
a child; that is, in the 'one-two-three' style with accelerated motion. Neither did I
depend upon mere brilliancy of technique, a trick by which children often surprise
their listeners; but I always tried to interpret a piece of music; I always played with
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feeling. Very early I acquired that knack of using the pedals, which makes the piano a
sympathetic, singing instrument, quite a different thing from the source of hard or
blurred sounds it so generally is. I think this was due not entirely too natural artistic
temperament, but largely to the fact that I did not begin to learn the piano by counting
out exercises, but by trying to reproduce the quaint songs which my mother used to
sing, with all their pathetic turns and cadences."
Johnson had a white father and had light skin coloring. The influence of the
way he heard his mother sing in important as he eventually did what the early jazz
musicians did - take vocal music and transfer it to an instrument; an early important
technique and element used in the development and progress of early jazz. He
continues:
"Even at a tender age, in playing I helped to express what I felt by some of the
mannerisms which I afterwards observed in great performers; I had not copied them. I
have often heard people speak of the mannerisms of musicians as affectations adopted
for mere effect; in some cases they may be so; but a true artist can no more play upon
the piano or violin without putting his whole body in accord with the emotions he is
striving to express than a swallow can fly without being graceful. Often when playing
I could not keep the tears which formed in my eyes from rolling down my cheeks.
Sometimes at the end or even in the midst of a composition, as big a boy as I was, I
would jump from the piano, and throw myself sobbing into my mother's arms. She,
by her caresses and often her tears, only encouraged these fits of sentimental hysteria.
One afternoon after school, during my third term, I rushed home in a great
hurry to get my dinner, and go to my music teacher's. I was never reluctant about
going there, but on this particular afternoon I was impetuous. The reason of this was I
had been asked to play the accompaniment for a young lady who was to play a violin
solo at a concert given by the young people of the church, and on this afternoon we
were to have our first rehearsal. At that time playing accompaniments was the only
thing in music I did not enjoy; later this feeling grew into positive dislike. I have
never been a really good accompanist because my ideas of interpretation were always
too strongly individual. I constantly forced my accelerandos and rubatos upon the
soloist, often throwing the duet entirely out of gear.
Johnson, while attending college in Atlanta, describes his attendance at his
first public ball given by the waiters of some of the big hotel, often patronized by
hotel guest who came to 'see the sights.'
"These balls were attended by a great variety of people. The crowd was
always noisy, but good-natured; there was much quadrille-dancing, and a stronglunged man called figures in a voice which did not confine itself to the limits of the
hall.
It is not worth the while for me to describe in detail how these people acted;
they conducted themselves in about the same manner as I have seen other people at
similar balls conduct themselves. When one has seen something of the world and
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human nature, one must conclude, after all, that between people in like stations of life
there is very little difference the world over.
However, it was at one of these balls that I first saw the Cakewalk. There was
a contest for a gold watch, to be awarded to the hotel head-waiter receiving the
greatest number of votes. There was some dancing while the votes were being
counted. Then the floor was cleared for the cake-walk. A half-dozen guests from
some of the hotels took seats on the stage to act as judges, and twelve or fourteen
couples began to walk for a sure enough, highly decorated cake, which was in plain
evidence. The spectators crowded about the space reserved for the contestants and
watched them with interest and excitement. The couples did not walk round in a
circle, but in a square, with the men on the inside. The fine points to be considered
were the bearing of the men, the precision with which they turned the corners, the
grace of the women, and the ease with which they swung round the pivots. The men
walked with stately and soldierly step, and the women with considerable grace. The
judges arrived at their decision by a process of elimination. The music and the walk
continued for some minutes; then both were stopped while the judges conferred;
when the walk began again, several couples were left out. In this way the contest was
finally narrowed down to three or four couples. Then the excitement became intense;
there was much partisan cheering as one couple or another would execute a turn in
extra elegant style. When the cake was finally awarded, the spectators were about
evenly divided between those who cheered the winners and those who muttered about
the unfairness of the judges. This was the cake-walk in its original form, and it is
what the colored performers on the theatrical stage developed into the prancing
movements now known all over the world, and which some Parisian critics
pronounced the acme of poetic motion.
There are a great many colored people who are ashamed of the cake-walk, but
I think they ought to be proud of it. It is my opinion that the colored people of this
country have done four things which refute the oft-advanced theory that they are an
absolutely inferior race, which demonstrate that they have originality and artistic
conception, and, what is more, the power of creating that which can influence and
appeal universally. The first two of these are the Uncle Remus stories, collected by
Joel Chandler Harris, and the Jubilee songs, to which the Fisk singes made the public
and the skilled musicians of both America and Europe listen. The other two are ragtime music and the cake-walk. No one who has traveled can question the worldconquering influence of rag-time, and I do not think it would be an exaggeration to
say that in Europe the United States is popularly known better by rag-time than by
anything else it has produced in a generation In Paris they call it American music.
The newspapers have already told how the practice of intricate cake-walk steps has
taken up the time of European royalty and nobility. These are lower forms of art, but
they give evidence of a power that will some day be applied to the higher forms.
(Johnson became a prophet with that statement, as classical music was influenced by
this ragtime many times in many compositions). In this measure, at least, and aside
from the number of prominent individuals the colored people of the United States
have produced, the race has been a world influence; and all of the Indians between
Alaska and Patagonia haven't done as much."
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Johnson describes an early ragtime piano player that he was very excited
about. He describes this encounter while attending a club:
"There was a young fellow singing a song, accompanied on the piano by a
short, thickset, dark man. The stout man at the piano began to run his fingers up and
down the keyboard. This he did in a manner which indicated that he was master of a
good deal of technique. Then he began to play; and such playing; I stopped talking to
listen. It was music of a kind I had never heard before. It was music that demanded
physical response, patting of the feet, drumming of the fingers, or nodding of the head
in time with the beat. The barbaric harmonies, the audacious resolutions, often
consisting of an abrupt jump from one key to another, the intricate rhythms in which
the accents fell in the most unexpected places, but in which the beat was never lost,
produced a most curious effect. And, too, the player-the dexterity of his left hand in
making rapid octave runs and jumps was little short of marvelous; and with his right
hand he frequently swept half the keyboard with clean-cut chromatics which he fitted
in so nicely as never to fail to arouse in his listeners a sort of pleasant surprise at the
accomplishment of the feat.
This was rag-time music, then a novelty in New York, and just growing to be
a rage, which has not yet subsided. In was originated in the resorts about Memphis
and St. Louis by Negro piano-players who knew no more of the theory of music than
they did of the theory of the universe, but were guided by natural musical instinct and
talent. It made its way to Chicago, where it was popular sometime before it reached
New York. These players often improvised crude and, at times, vulgar words to fit the
melodies. This was the beginning of the rag-time song. Several of these
improvisations were taken down by white men, the words slightly altered, and
published under the names of the arrangers. They sprang into immediate popularity
and earned small fortunes, of which the Negro originators got only a few dollars. I
have learned that since that time a number of colored men, of not only musical talent,
but training, are writing out their own melodies and words and reaping the reward of
their work. I have learned also that they have a large number of white imitators and
adulterators."
Johnson stayed the rest of the night listening to this un-named musician. In the
below paragraph Johnson thinks about the acceptance of ragtime by the musical elite:
"American musicians, instead of investigating rag-time, attempt to ignore it,
or dismiss it with a contemptuous word. But that has always been the course of
scholasticism in every branch of art. What ever new thing the people like is poohpoohed; whatever is popular is spoken of as not worth the while. The fact is, nothing
great or enduring, especially in music, has ever sprung full-fledged and
unprecedented from the brain of any master; the best that he gives to the world he
gathers from the hearts of the people, and runs it through the alembic of his genius. In
spite of the bans which musicians and music teachers have placed upon it, the people
still demand and enjoy rag-time. One thing cannot be denied; it is music which
possesses at least one strong element of greatness: It appeals universally; not only the
American, but the English, the French, and even the German people find delight in it.
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In fact, there is not a corner of the civilized world in which it is not known, and this
proves it originality; for if it were an imitation, the people of Europe, anyhow, would
not have found it a novelty. Anyone who doubts that there is a peculiar hell-tickling,
smile-provoking, joy-awakening charm in rag-time needs only to hear a skillful
performer play the genuine article to be convinced. I believe that it had its place as
well as the music which draws from us sighs and tears."
Johnson traveled through Europe and it was while in Germany that he was
amazed at a meeting he attended of musicians, artists, writers, etc. began to talk
music:
"Then some fellow would run excitedly to the piano and give a demonstration
of his opinions, and another would follow quickly, doing the same, every man in the
party was a musician. I was at the same time impressed with the falsity of the general
idea that Frenchmen are excitable and emotional, and that Germans are calm and
phlegmatic. Frenchmen are merely gay and never overwhelmed by their emotions.
When they talk loud and fast, it is merely talk, while Germans get worked up and red
in the face when sustaining an opinion, and in heated discussions are likely to allow
their emotions to sweep them off their feet.
My millionaire planned, (Johnson's sponsor) in the midst of the discussion on
music, to have me play the 'new American music' and astonish everybody present.
The result was that I was more astonished than anyone else. I went to the piano and
played the most intricate rag-time piece I knew. Before there was time for anybody to
express an opinion on what I had done, a big bespectacled, bushy-headed man rushed
over, and, shoving me out of the chair, exclaimed; "Get up! Get up!" He seated
himself at the piano and, taking the theme of my ragtime, played it through first in
straight chords; then varied and developed it through every known musical form. I sat
amazed. I had been turning classic music into rag-time, a comparatively easy task;
and this man had taken rag-time and made it classic...The desire to begin work grew
stronger. I made up my mind to go back into the very heart of the South, to live
among the people, and drink in my inspiration firsthand. I gloated over the immense
amount of material I had to work with, not only modern ragtime, but also the old
slave songs - material which no one had yet touched."
Johnson told his sponsor he wanted to return to the United States and
concentrate on writing music based on Negro themes. The man answered Johnson
thusly:
"My boy, you are by blood, by appearance, by education, and by taste a white
man. Now, why do you want to throw your life away amidst the poverty and
ignorance, in the hopeless struggle, of the black people of the United States? Then
look at the terrible handicap you are placing on yourself by going home and working
as a Negro composer; you can never be able to get the hearing for your work which it
might deserve. I doubt that even a white musician of recognized ability could succeed
there by working on the theory that American music should be based on Negro
themes. Music is a universal art; anybody's music belongs to everybody; you can't
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limit it to race or country. Now, if you want to become a composer, why not stay right
here in Europe? I will put you under the best teachers on the continent. Then if you
want to write music on Negro themes, why, go ahead and do it. (This was before
Dvorak told the composers of America to do the same thing.)"
Johnson was determined to become this type of composer and thought that he
had a greater chance of attracting attention as a colored composer than as a white one.
He felt the desire inside to voice all the joys and sorrows, the hopes and ambitions, of
the America Negro, in classic musical form.
Johnson came back to the United States and began gathering material for his
work, jotting down in his note-book themes and melodies, trying to catch the spirit of
the Negro in his relatively primitive state. While in Nashville he had the opportunity
to attend a "Big Meeting." "Big Meeting" is an institution something like the campprayer meetings, the difference being that it is held in a permanent church, and not in
a temporary structure. He describes this "Big Meeting.":
"The big meeting which I was lucky enough to catch was particularly well
attended; the extra large attendance was due patricianly to two attractions, a man by
the name of John Brown, who was renowned as the most powerful preacher for miles
around; and a wonderful leader of singing, who was known as “Singing Johnson."
The most striking example of John Brown's magnetism and imagination was his
"heavenly march." I shall never forget now it impressed me when I heard it. He
opened his sermon in the usual way; then, proclaiming to his listeners that he was
going to take them on the heavenly march, he seized the Bible under his arm and
began to pace up and down the pulpit platform. The congregation immediately began
with their feet a tramp, tramp, tramp, in time with the preacher's march in the pulpit,
all the while singing in an undertone a hymn about marching to Zion. Suddenly he
cried: "Halt!" Every foot stopped with the precision of a company of well-drilled
soldiers, and the singing ceased. The morning star had been reached. Here the
preacher described the beauties of that celestial body. Then the march, tramp, tramp,
tramp, and the singing were again taken up. Another "Halt!" They had reached the
evening star. Interesting as was John Brown to me, the other man, "Singing Johnson,"
was more so. He was a small, dark-brown, one eyed man, with a clear, strong, highpitched voice, a leader of singing, a maker of songs, a man who could improvise at
the moment lines to fit the occasion. It is indispensable to the success of the singing,
when the congregation is a large one made up of people from different communities,
to have someone with a strong voice who knows just what hymn to sing and when to
sing it, who can pitch it in the right key, and who has all the leading lines committed
to memory. Sometimes it evolves upon the leader to "sing down" a long-winded or
uninteresting speaker. Committing to memory the leading lines of all the Negro
spiritual songs is no easy task, for they run up into the hundreds. But the
accomplished leader must know them all, because the congregation sings only the
refrains and repeats; every ear in the church is fixed upon him, and if he becomes
mixed in his lines or forgets them the responsibility falls directly on his shoulders.
For example, most of these hymns are constructed to be sung in the following
manner:
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Leader - Swing low, sweet chariot
Congregation - Coming for to carry me home.
Leader - Swing low, sweet chariot.
Congregation - Coming for to carry me home.
Leader - I look over yonder, what do I see?
Congregation - Coming for to carry me home.
Leader - two little angels coming after me.
Congregation - Coming for to carry me home.
The solitary and plaintive voice of the leader is answered by a sound like the
roll of the sea, producing a most curious effect. In only a few of these songs do the
leader and the congregation starts off together. Such a song is the well-known "Steal
Away to Jesus
The leader and the congregation begin with part-singing:
Steal away, steal away, steal away to Jesus;
Steal away, steal away home, I ain't got long to stay here.
Then the leader alone or the congregation in unison:
My Lord he calls me, He calls me by the thunder,
The trumpet sounds within-a my soul.
Then all together:
I ain't got long to stay here.
The leader and the congregation again take up the opening refrain; then the
leader sings three more leading lines alone, and so on almost ad infinitum. It will be
seen that even here most of the work falls upon the leader, for the congregation sings
the same lines over and over, while his memory and ingenuity are taxed to keep the
songs going.
Generally the parts taken up by the congregation are sung in three part
harmony, the women singing the soprano and a transposed tenor, the men with high
voices singing the melody, and those with low voices a thundering bass. In a few of
these songs, however, the leading part is sung in unison by the whole congregation,
down to the last line, which is harmonized. The effect of this is intensely thrilling.
Such a hymn is "Go Down, Moses." It stirs the heart like a trumpet call.
"Singing Johnson" - all of his leisure time he devoted to originating new
words and melodies and new lines for old songs. He always sang with his eyes- or, to
be more exact, his eye-closed, indicating the tempo by swinging his head to and fro.
He was a great judge of the proper hymn to sing a particular moment; and I noticed
several times, when the preacher reached a certain climax, or expressed a certain
sentiment, that Johnson broke in with a line or two of some appropriate hymn. The
speaker understood and would pause until the singing ceased.
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As I listened to the singing of these songs, the wonder of their production
grew upon me more and more. How did the men who originated them manage to do
it? The sentiments are easily accounted for; they are mostly taken from the Bible; but
the melodies, where did they come from? Some of them so weirdly sweet, and others
so wonderfully strong. Take, for instance, "Go Down, Moses." I doubt that there is a
stronger theme in the whole musical literature of the world. And so many of these
songs contain more than mere melody; there is sounded in them that elusive
undertone, the note in music which is not heard with the ears. I sat often with the tears
rolling down my cheeks and my heart melted within me. Any musical person who
had never heard a Negro congregation under the spell of religious fervor sing these
old songs have missed one of the most thrilling emotions which the human heart may
experience. Anyone who without shedding tears can listen to Negroes sing "Nobody
Knows de Trouble I see, Nobody Knows but Jesus" must indeed have a heart of
stone.
As yet, the Negroes themselves do not fully appreciate these old slave songs.
The educated classes are rather ashamed of them and prefer to sing hymns from
books. This feeling is natural; they are still too close to the conditions under which
the songs were produced; but the day will come when this slave music will be the
most reassured heritage of the American Negro."
Johnson again shows an amazing intuition in his poetry and his various
writings became world famous. But more important is his insight into the future and
the importance of American Negro music.
NARRATION OF CHARLOTTE FORTEN (1838-1914)
Charlotte Forten was a teacher, author and poetess that have written a
narrative on her teaching experiences and life among the Negro slaves of the Sea
Island off the coast of South Carolina. I give only the parts that spoke of music and
music related activities:
"Many of the children had, however, received instruction during the summer.
It was evident that they had made very rapid improvement, and we noticed with
pleasure how bright and eager to learn many of them seemed. They sang in rich,
sweet tones, and with a peculiar swaying motion of the body, which made their
singing the more effective. They sang "Marching Along," with great spirit, and then
one of their own hymns, the air of which is beautiful and touching:
My sister, you want to git religion,
Go down in de lonesome valley;
My brudder, you want to git religion,
Go down in de lonesome valley
Chorus
Go down in de Lonesome Valley,
Go down in de Lonesome Valley, my Lord,
Go down in de Lonesome Valley,
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To meet my Jesus dere.
They repeat their hymns several times, and while singing keep perfect time
with their hands and feet.
"It was very pleasant to listen to the beautiful hymns, and look from the crowd
of dark, earnest faces within, upon the grove of noble oaks without. The people sang,
"Roll, Jordan, Roll," the grandest of all their hymns. There is a great, rolling of sound
through it all.”
She next describes the children and their singing of a Shout:
"In the evenings, the children frequently came in to sing and shout for us.
These "shouts" are very strange - in truth, almost indescribable. It is necessary to hear
and see in order to have any clear idea of them. The children form a ring, and move
around in a kind of shuffling dance, singing all the time. Four or five stand apart and
sing very energetically, clapping their hands, stamping their feet, and rocking their
bodies to and fro. These are the musicians, to whose performance the shouters keep
perfect time. The grown people on this plantation did not shout, but they do on some
of the other plantations. It is very comical to see little children, not more than three or
four years old, entering into the performance with all their might. But the shouting of
the grown people is rather solemn and impressive than otherwise. We cannot
determine whether it has a religious character or not. Some of the people tell us that it
has, others that it has not. But as the shouts of the group are always in connection
with their religious meetings, it is probable that they are the barbarous expression of
religion, handed down to them from their African ancestors, and destined to pass
away under the influence of Christian teachings. The people on this island have no
songs. They sing only hymns, and most of these are sad. Prince, a large black boy
from a neighboring plantation, was the principal shouter among the children. It
seemed impossible for him to keep still for a moment. His performance was most
amusing specimens of Ethiopian gymnastics. Amaretta the younger, a cunning,
kittenish little creature of only six years old, had a remarkably sweet voice. Her
favorite hymn, which we used to hear her singing to herself as she walked through the
yard, is one of the oddest we have heard:
What makes ole Satan follow me so?
Satan got nuttin' 't all fur to do wid me.
chorus
Tiddy Rosa, hold your light!
Brudder Tony, hold your light!
All de member, hold bright light
On Canaan's shore!' (Tiddy - sister)
At a Christmas party at the church gifts were given to the children and after
having listened to some speeches they sang:
"I wonder where my mudder gone;
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Sing, O graveyard!
Graveyard ought to know me;
Ring Jerusalem!
Grass grow in de graveyard;
Sing, O graveyard;
Graveyard ought to know me;
Ring, Jerusalem!"
They improvise many more words as they sing. It is one of the strangest, most
mournful things I ever heard. It is impossible to give any idea of the deep pathos of
the refrain, "Sing, O graveyard!"
In this, and many other hymns, the words seem to have but little meaning; but
the tones, - a whole lifetime of despairing sadness is concentrated in them. They sing,
also "Jehovyah, Hallelujah," which we like particularly:
"De foxes hab holes,
An' de birdies hab nes,'
But de Son ob Man he hab not where
To lay de weary head.
chorus
Jehovyah, Hallelujah! De Lord He will pruvide!
Jehovyah, Hallelujah! De Lord He will pruvide!"
They repeat the words many times "De foxes hab holes,' and the succeeding
lines, are sung in the most touching, mournful tones; and then the chorus (Jehovah,
Halleluhjah') - swells forth triumphantly, in glad contrast.
Christmas night, the children came in and had several grand shouts. They
were too happy to keep still.
"Oh, Miss, all I want to do is to sing and shout! said our little pet, Amareta.
And sing and shout she did, to her heart's content."
Ms. Forten describes a prayer meeting she attended:
"On this, as on several other large plantations, there is a 'Praise-House,' which
is the special property of the people. Even in the old days of slavery, they were
allowed to hold meetings here; and they still keep up the custom. They assemble on
several nights of the week, and on Sunday afternoons. First, they hold what is called
the 'Praise-Meeting,' which consists of singing, praying and preaching. We have
heard some of the old Negro preachers make prayers that were really beautiful and
touching. In these meetings they sing only the church-hymns which the Northern
ministers have taught them, and which are far less suited to their voices than their
own. At the close of the praise-meeting they all shake hands with each other in the
most solemn manner. Afterward, as a kind of appendix, they have a grand 'shout,'
during which they sing their own hymns. Maurice, an old blind man, leads the
singing. He has a remarkable voice, and sings with the greatest enthusiasm. The first
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shout that we witnessed in the Praise-House impressed us very much. The large,
gloomy room, with its blackened walls - the wild, whirling dance of the shouters, the crowd of dark, eager faces gathered around, - the figure of the old blind man,
whose excitement could hardly be controlled, and whose attitude and gestures while
singing were very fine, - and over all, the red glare of the burning pine-knot, which
shed a circle of light around it, but only seemed to deepen and darken the shadows in
the other parts of the room - these all formed a wild, strange, and deeply impressive
picture, not soon to be forgotten.
Maurice's special favorite is one of the grandest hymns that we have yet
heard:
"De tallest tree in Paradise
De Christian calls de Tree ob Life,
An' I hope dat trumpet blow me home
To my New Jerusalem.
chorus
Blow, Gabrile! trumpet, blow louder, louder!
An' I hope dat trumpet blow me home
To my New Jerusalem!
Paul and Silas jail-bound
Sing God's praise both night and day,
An' I hope dat trumpet blow me home
To my New Jerusalem.
chorus
The chorus had a glad, triumphal sound, and in singing it the voice of old
Maurice rings out in wonderfully clear, trumpet-like tones."
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The Transition Period
Negro Music - 1865-1929
There have been numerous writings on the origins of jazz and the
influence upon that music by the Negro Spiritual and Negro music of the slaves.
While this research is important, the investigation of the music of the Freeman
(Sic: name of ex-slaves in pre-Civil War era) is equally important. After the war
the freed slave continued his religious fervor but now it was more of an
individual effort, expect perhaps in the larger cities were there was a large Negro
population. What did the music of the free slave sound like and what was it used
for? No longer were there large populations of Negro workers under the hard
dictatorship of an overseer or a master. The era between the Civil War and the
turn of the century is a period of 35 years. It is in these formative years that are
important to the development and evolution of jazz.
Interest in Negro music was at a zenith after the Civil War. Musicologist
began to realize the importance of Negro slave music and began to attempt to
write down this oral music. While there were no recording mechanism the
attempt was made to recreate this music that surely would be lost if not acted
upon. While these interested parties began to interview and write down the
spirituals, work songs, etc. we have a number of articles written about the music
and while the music was difficult the lyrics were preserved. Slavery was dead as
an institution but the labor of the Negro was not. Many became 'sharecroppers'
and others moved north to find jobs. The music of the Negro was becoming an
individual expression of their feelings. This probably fostered an emphasize on
the solo endeavors and could be one influence of the popularity of the Blues, a
definitely solo medium. The music of the plantation, so influential in the fields
and in group participation now moved to the cities where Negroes congregated,
both in the commercial establishments such as dance halls and in the black
church, the continued haven for black religious music.
Monthly magazines began carrying articles about Negro music and tours
by choral groups from several Negro colleges began bringing their unique style
of singing to the world and the Negro spiritual became concert music. Without
these writings and performances Negro music would not have been in the eras of
the general public, and ragtime and jazz might not have been able to emerge and
be accepted by the world.
In the article "Under the Palmetto" we have an excellent and enlighten
view of a society of freed slaves. The war was still being fought. On Port Royal
Island the Union had set up a free society with the freed slaves being paid for
their labor. Interesting is what one ex-slave remarked when asked why he had
stayed and not fled north like his former master: "this is my home." It describes
the abolishment of slavery: "The whip is lost, the handcuff broken, the whipping
post destroyed and the cotton gin broken down."
It also mentioned the mental atmosphere stating that "There was soul
searching and there was melancholy, thus the foundation for the Blues was
presented." The article also gives one of the best descriptions of an early black
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minstrel troupe, the "Charleston Minstrels. The black minstrels had given their
face a coating of burnt cork."
Finally there is one of the best descriptions of the religious music of these
black freedmen and especially interesting is the description of the Negro 'shout.'
In reference to Negro music we read that: "Apart from religious songs, there is
no music among the South Carolina freedmen except the simple airs which are
sung by the boatmen."
1863 - CONTINENTAL MONTHLY -AUGUST
UNDER THE PALMETTO. On Saturday, the 31st of January, 1863, the
steamer "S. R. Spaulding,” flagship of General Foster's fleet, left the harbor of
Morehead City, N. C., on a supposed expedition to some point on the Southern coast.
For two days we had watched from her deck the long procession of vessels moving
slowly round Fort Macon, and then, with all sails set, or under full head of steam,
passing proudly on in their southward course. Only those who have witnessed such
scenes can realize the eager interest and intense excitement which attend the
preparation for a naval expedition. Then, too, there were glories of the past to kindle
hope and stimulate ambition. The successes of Burnside, DuPont, and Farragut were
fresh in memory, and why should not we win new laurels for the old flag, and place
our commander's name high on the list of fame? And so, with feelings of pride and
expectation, we gladly saw the shores of North Carolina with their forests of pines
recede from sight, as, under a cloudless sky and over a waveless sun, we glided on
toward the hated mother State of the rebellion.
The sequel of the 'Foster Expedition' is well known. We anchored, on the 2nd
of February, in the capacious harbor of Port Royal, and were mpta flagship no longer.
Fortunately, the long interval between our arrival and the final departure for
Charleston under another commander, gave abundant opportunities for studying new
phases of life and character, and for learning something of the 15,000 freedmen who
compose the loyal population of the Sea Islands.
On the Plantations
A geographical description of these outlying islands of South Carolina is
hardly necessary at a time when we are studying the map of the republic under the
guidance of bayonets and rifled cannon; and the guns of Admiral DuPont revealed
more of Port Royal and its surroundings than we should ever have learned from our
geograhics. Previous to the rebellion these islands seen to have been rarely visited so rarely, indeed, that the presence of one of our naval vessels in the Beaufort River, a
few years ago, was the signal for a week's festivities and a general gathering of all the
inhabitants to see the strangers - while the 'cotton lords' vied with each other in
entertaining the distinguished guests. For the most part the islands are low, abounding
in salt-water creeks and marshes, and covered, here and there, with forests of pine and
live oak. The climate in winter is delightful, and the rapid advance of vegetation in
March and April - the sudden bursting into bloom of a great variety of flowers and
flowering shrubs - lends additional charms to the early spring. Sitting, on one of those
delicious April days, in the upper piazza of an old plantation house - the eye resting
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on the long stretch of the cotton fields, now green with the growing plant - or tracing
the windings of the creek through the numerous small islands, till it is lost in the haze
which covers all the distance - or, again, watching the shadows as they pass over the
groves of oak and pine - while over the whole scene there broods the stillness of a
midsummer's noon - I could but wonder at the madness which had driven the former
dwellers in such a fair land into the desperate hazards and unaccustomed privations of
civil war.
Those who visit these islands today must not expect to realize, in the altered
condition of affairs, their ideal of plantation life; however that ideal may have been
formed. The change which has been wrought in little more than a year is truly
wonderful. The traces of slavery may indeed be found in an exhausted soil and an
exhausted race, but all outward signs of the institution have been removed. 'The whip
is lost, the handcuff broken,' the whipping post destroyed, and the cotton gins broken
down. At the 'great house' you find, instead of the master and over-seer, the
superintendent and school teacher. In the field, the cotton tasks are comparatively
small, but the garden patch in the rear of the cabin is large, well fenced in and well
cultivated. If you see few indications of positive happenings, you find no appearances
of overburdened misery. There is about the whole place something of the air of a New
England farmstead, where labor, being honored, crowns even the humblest with
dignity and peace. You take unspeakable comfort in the fact that, open what door you
may into the life of these people, there is no skeleton of oppression to startle and
haunt you. Go with me, then, on this calm bright day of early March, to visit one of
the plantations on Port Royal Island, a few miles out of Beaufort. The quartermaster
kindly furnishes us with a carriage, somewhat shabby and rickety to be sure, but one
of the best that 'Secesh' has left for our use. Our steeds, too, are only slow-moving
Government mules, but there is one aristocratic feature of our establishment to
remind us of the life that was, viz. a Negro party have been conveyed from plantation
to plantation on social visits like ours to-day. Uncle Ned speaks kindly of his 'ole
massa' and says be ‘would hab stayed wid 'um of mass hadn't run away from herself.'
'But why didn't you go with him, uncle?'
'Oh, sah, I could nebber go to de secesh.'
Doubtless many more of the house slaves and body servants of the planters
would have followed their masters, had they not been deterred by fear of the rebel
soldiers and hard work in the trenches.
'Use your whip, uncle.' and away we go at a respectable trot over the principal
road on the island, which, from the fact of its having been made of oyster shells, is
called the 'shell road,' and extends ten miles to Port Royal Ferry, at the extreme
western point of the island. Timely showers have laid the dust, and all the trees and
bushes wear clean faces. In the yards there are peach trees in bloom, beautiful
crimson in ponias the janquil and snow deep, while everywhere by the road side we
see the ungainly form and course flower of the prickly pear. Passing the rifle pits and
picket station, we soon turn off from the shell road, and pass through what was
formerly a handsome forest of pines, but which now has been cleared by the soldier's
axe, and rejoices in the title of 'pickpicket tract.' Few of the plantations lie on the
main road, and many of them, like the one we are now seeking, are approached only
by going over several cross roads and by lanes. Our last turn takes us into a handsome
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avenue of live oaks, whose overarching branches are adorned with long ringlets of the
graceful Spanish moss. In the woods on either side of the drive way are dogwood and
Pride-of-Asia trees in full blossom, wild honeysuckle, and the sweet yellow jasmine
which fills the air with its delicious fragrance. As we drive into the yard, the
plantation house suddenly appear to view, half hidden by the dense foliage of
magnolia and orange trees. Although called one of the finest residences on the island,
the house is inferior to many of our larger farmhouses in New England, and is a
simple two-story structure of wood, resting on brick piles, with a veranda in front.
Just beyond the path that leads by the house, is a handsome flower garden, while both
in the rear of the 'great house' and beyond the flower garden are rows of Negro huts.
We are soon greeted by our hosts - one, a brave Vermonter, who served faithfully in
the army till disabled, the other, a Quaker of Philadelphia, who has left family and
friends to labor for the freedman - and ushered into the principal room of the house,
where we are presented to a party of the neighboring superintendents and school
teachers. Dinner is all ready, and we sit down to a right royal entertainment, the chief
dishes of which are portions of an immense drumfish cooked in various fashion. Few
entertainers can prove more agreeable than Northern men with Southern hospitality,
and we eat and make merry without even a thought of Colonel Barnwell, whose home
we have thus 'invaded,' and who, perchance, is shivering in the cold, and suffering the
privations of a rebel camp in Eastern Virginia. We must not omit the praise due to our
cook, a woman taken from the 'field hands,' and whose only instructors have been our
hosts, neither of whom can boast of much knowledge of the art of cooking. It would,
however, be hardly safe to trust to an untutored field hand, as I once learned to my
cost, when my contraband of the kitchen department called me to dinner by
announcing that the eggs had been boiling for an hour, and the oysters stewing for
twice that time!
Home Life of the Freedmen
After dinner we visit the Negroes in their cabins. The home life of the
freedmen is at once the most noticeable and most interesting feature of their new
condition. Even in former days, however often the sanctity of their homes may have
been violated, with however weary limbs and suffering souls they may have gone to
them, yet here they must have found their chiefest joy. Now, the humble cabins have
become transfigured, and we find therein not only joy, but peace and comfort, and,
indeed, in greater or less degree, every element of that domestic order which makes
the home the corner stone of our free institutions. I have frequently, when conversing
with the freedmen about the flight of their former masters, asked them why they did
not accompany them, and have invariably received the reply, 'Oh, sah, we couldn't do
dat. We belongs yere. Dese are our homes.' This strong attachment to the soil, which
has been made still stronger by the removal of everything which could in any way
remind them of their former condition, has proved to be the great lever to raise them
into the dignity of free laborers. It is true their cabins are not yet free holds; but the
assurance that, unless the government itself fails, no fault or misfortune of another
can ever deprive them of their homes, puts them at once, on their good behavior, that
they may retain in their possession what they prize so dearly. The good results of this
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transformation of the home are seen in every direction. The marriage relation is
observed with a constantly increasing strictness. Family ties are knitted more closely
together. Parents take a deep interest in the education of their children, and the
children become in turn teachers to the parents of much that is improving and
civilizing. In the field there are generous rivalries between families to see which will
cultivate the largest patches of corn and cotton. Greater neatness and order are
observable about the dwellings, and wherever new cabins have been erected - always
by Negro carpenters - there has been marked improvement in the style and comfort of
the buildings. Freedom has also created new wants, and the freedman purchases from
time to time, as he has ability, articles of luxury and of ornament for his home.
I must, however, acknowledge a feeling of disappointment at not finding the
Negroes more joyous in this new condition of freedom and progress. Those who
know them best - the superintendents and teachers - testify to the happiness of their
daily lives and their light-hearted enjoyment of all their blessings; but to the casual
observer there seems to be a general absence among the freedmen of that cheerfulness
and mirth which he naturally expects to find in their homes. A simple explanation of
this fact may be found in the sense of insecurity which the uncertain issue of the Civil
War that rages about them creates in their minds. They have seen one after another of
those islands which have been in our possession given up to the reoccupation of the
rebels; the disastrous battles of Jamesis Island and Pocotaligo and the fruitless
campaigns in Florida are fresh in their minds; while that wearisome waiting for
something to be accomplished which spreads such a spirit of restlessness and
discontent among our soldiers, is felt even more keenly by the freedmen. There is
very much in the uncertainties of their present condition to justify the favorite
allusion of their preachers, who often compare the freedmen to the children of Israel
before they had fairly gained the Promised Land. Until a permanent peace shall give
to these people that feeling of security, without which, though there may be
contentment, there can be little joyousness, it is absurd for us to 'require of them
mirth,' or ask them to sing songs of gladness.
With this new found freedom came insecurity about the future. The Negro
was now responsible for his own welfare and for his family. There was soul searching
and there was melancholy, thus the foundation for the Blues was present.
Free Labor
Cochin, in his admirable work on the 'Results of Emancipation,' asserts of the
Negroes; 'This race of men, like all the human species, is divided into two classes, the
diligent and the idle; freedom has nothing to do with the second, while it draws from
the labor of the first a higher yield than servitude.' Has this statement proved true on
the Sea Islands? The prejudiced are ready with their negative answer, and point to the
comparatively small amount of cotton raised during the past year. By such persons no
allowance is made for the peculiarly unfavorable circumstances under which the
experiment of free labor thus far has been tried, and they are only too happy to charge
upon emancipation all the evils which labor has suffered from the presence of our
soldiers and the continuance of the war. The causes of the smallness of the cotton
crop produced last year are obvious to the most careless observer. Owing to the late
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arrival of the first company of superintendents who were sent from the North, no
preparations were made for planting till more than two months after the usual time.
On many of the plantations the seed used was of a poor quality, while it was almost
impossible to find any implements of culture or to obtain the necessary mules or
horses. As a consequence of the late planting, the cotton was not sufficiently
advanced to resist the attacks of the caterpillars in September, and for a month these
insects held grand carnival on the yet immature plants, causing widespread damage to
the crop. The low wages offered to the freedmen by Government were no offset to the
attractions of trading with the army and navy, and all the Negroes were ambitious to
have some connection with camp life. As a natural result of this condition of things,
both the industry and interest of the freedmen were drawn away from the cotton
fields. Early in the season, also, when the young crops required constant attention, all
the able-bodied men were drafted into General Hunter's regiments, and kept in camp
till the fall. The influence of the draft upon those who remained at home, added to the
delay and smallness of the Government payments, made the laborers discouraged at
their prospects, disaffected toward the superintendents, and careless at their work.
The obstacles in the way of successful agricultural operations, produced by
the military occupation of the islands, are still further evident from the fact that both
provision and cotton crops improved in proportion to the distance from the camps.
Thus, on Port Royal and Hilton Head Islands, where most of the troops were
encamped, very little cotton was raised, and so small a crop of provisions, that it
became necessary for Government to ration many of the freedmen during a brief
period. On Ladies' and St. Helena Islands, away from the immediate vicinity of the
camps, very fair crops of cotton were raised, and nearly enough provision for the
support of all the laborers. The rations furnished by government, and which have
given rise to so much unfriendly comment, were called for, either by the refugees
from the mainland and adjacent islands, many of whom had at first no means of
subsistence, or by the freedmen on those plantations so exposed to the camps and so
harassed by the soldiers, that the crops which they were able to gather failed to last
them through the year. In one district on St. Helena Island, including three
plantations, which was under the care of a capable and judicious superintendent, of
sufficient means to advance his private funds to the payment of the laborers, the total
receipts from the sale of the cotton and the surplus provisions raised were more than
double all the expenses incurred in wages, clothing, and superintendence.
Such were the results of the first year's experiment. Early in the present year
several of the plantations passed into the possession of private individuals, and thus
an important change has been effected in the aspect of the free-labor problem. On the
government plantations, which are under the care of salaried superintendents as last
year, a uniform system of labor has been adopted, embodying the results of previous
experience. Under this system, the laborers agree as to the amount of cotton land
which they will cultivate, and are then paid twenty-five cents a day for their work. At
the end of the year they are to receive a bonus of two cents per pound of unginned
cotton for picking. This additional reward at once stimulates them to exertion, and
teaches them that steady and continued labor brings the best return. In addition to
raising the amount of cotton agreed upon, each freedman is responsible for cultivating
corn and potatoes enough for his own subsistence, and land is allotted for this
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purpose. The laborers are also required to produce corn enough for the subsistence of
the plantation mules and horses, for the use of the superintendents, and for the
subsistence of all the old and disabled persons for whom provision not otherwise
made. As regards payments, the Government theory is most excellent, inasmuch as it
provides for partial payments while the work is going on, so as to furnish the
freedman enough money for his immediate wants, and the laborer, by the bonus
which is paid at the end of the year, supplies him with an amount greater than his
wages, to be laid up or put out at interest. Unfortunately the practice of the
Government has been most injurious. The delay in the monthly payments during the
past year, sometimes for as long a period as six months, caused the laborers to
become discouraged, discontented, and suspicious. Unlike the soldier, the freedman is
not clothed or fed by Government (except in the case of those who are utterly
destitute), nor can he, like other laborers, obtain credit to the extent of the wages due
him. Under these circumstances, the delay on the part of the Government in paying
the freedman has been not only unjust to the laborers but disastrous to the workings
of the free-labor system.
On the purchased plantations we find a wholly different state of things, and, as
might be expected, a great variety of systems of labor. Some of the best managers
keep up the government scale of prices, but pay the laborers more promptly, and
increase their wages by many indirect means, such as giving them bacon and
molasses in proportion to the amount of cotton land which they cultivate, providing a
store for the plantation, where the freedmen can purchase articles at a much lower
rate than elsewhere, keeping the cabins in good repair, building new ones, and having
always on hand the necessary plantation implements for facilitating the culture of the
cotton. Others pay higher wages, and also increase the bonus which is paid for
picking the cotton. Some promise the freedmen so much per pound for the cotton
which they shall raise, and see that all their wants are supplied till the crop is
gathered; while still others, from lack of judgment or capital, offer the Negroes a
certain portion of the crop - in some cases as high as two thirds - in return for their
labor. On all these plantations the freedmen are doing better than on those which are
still retained by Government. The average amount of cotton land which has been
planted this spring is from an acre and a half to two acres for each 'full hand.' Under
slavery a full hand took care on an average of three acres, but it must be remembered
that all the able-bodied Negroes, excepting only a foreman to each plantation, have
been drafted into the army, or are working in the Quartermaster's Department.
At the present time all indications point to a successful season. Riding over
many of the plantations, I have seen the Negroes at work breaking up the ground or
planting the seed, and everywhere found them laboring diligently, and even showing
a manly emulation in their tasks. Yet it would be unreasonable to expect too much
where so many obstacles beset the way. As one of the new planters writes: 'For
success in an experiment of free hired labor among ignorant blacks just emancipated,
conditions of peace and quiet are absolutely necessary. However, the difficulties in
our way are purely natural workings, and merely show that black is more nearly white
than is usually allowed.' Perhaps the greatest of these obstacles is the vicinity of the
camps at Beaufort and Hilton Head, which tempts the freedmen to leave their regular
employments and obtain an easy livelihood by the sale of eggs, chickens, fish,
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oysters, etc. Such markets affect the blacks on the plantations just as the California
fever affected the laboring men of the North a few years ago; and it is a matter of
surprise and congratulation that the presence of the soldiers has not produced a
greater demoralization among the Negroes than we find to be the case.
Five of the plantations were bought by the freedmen themselves, who are now
carrying them on as independent cultivators. Everywhere the freedmen, on hearing
that the lands were to be sold, were eager to buy, and it was found in many cases that
they had saved considerable sums of money from their earnings of the previous year.
This almost universal desire of the Negroes to become landowners is a complete
refutation of the charge that sudden emancipation from forced labor opens the door
for the return of the blacks to barbarism.
The conditions, under which the trial of free labor is now carried on in South
Carolina, are unparalleled in history. Those who are familiar with the results of
emancipation in the French and English colonies will find few points of comparison
between those results and the present workings of freedom on the Sea Islands.
Consider that at no previous time, and in no other country, has there ever been an
immediate and unconditional abolition of slavery. France, in the frenzy of the
Revolution, declared that slavery was abolished, but was forced to reestablish it under
the consulate; and, during the half century which followed before the complete and
final emancipation of the slaves in 1846, we find continually acts and measures
adopted which gradually paved the way to this ultimate success. England, too, after
the abolition of the slave trade, made repeated efforts to ameliorate the condition of
the slave population of her colonies, and when, in 1833, the Act of Emancipation was
passed, it was found that, while declaring all slaves on English soil to be instantly
free, it made provisions for transforming them into apprenticed laborers. In South
Carolina, emancipation, proclaimed by the guns of Admiral Dupont, was instant,
unlooked for, and without conditions. However ardently it may have been desired by
the slaves themselves, they surely could not have expected it, at a time when the
belief universally prevailed among the planters that the forts which defended their
islands were impregnable.
In the colonies of France and England, there was no civil war, bringing into
the midst of the plantations the demoralizing influences of the camp, harassing the
simple-minded freedmen with constant fear of reverses, which would consign them to
a worse bondage than they had ever known, and tending, in the absence of all civil
law and the restraints of a well-ordered society, to draw away the laborer from the
cultivation of the soil. In South Carolina, moreover, no masters or overseers were left,
as in the French and English colonies, to direct the Negroes in their labor; and, in
consequence, their guidance has been entrusted to a body of superintendents from the
North, most of them young men, and all without experience, either in the
management of the blacks or the culture of the cotton. This complete separation of the
freedmen from their former masters, by reason of the flight and escape of all the
planters, has been, in many respects, most favorable to their progress in Liberty.
Consider for a moment what would have been the result if, at any time during the past
thirty years, it had been possible to effect the abolishment of slavery in these islands
by an act of the General government. Who can doubt that such an act, passed against
the wills of the slaveholders, would have produced the most disastrous consequences,
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and that such an experiment of free labor as is now going on would have been utterly
impossible? Those, at least, who have had opportunities for observing the bitter hate
engendered toward the Negroes, among those master whom the proclamation of the
lst of January deprived of their former 'chattels,' cannot but regard with satisfaction
such peaceful solutions of this fearful problem as that effected at Port Royal, where
the shot and shell of our gunboats, in breaking the chains of the slave, at the same
moment compelled the master to flight.
Religion of the Freedmen
The religious condition of the South Carolina freedmen presents many
peculiar and interesting features. Whether, like the Negroes in the 'old North State,'
they celebrated their new birth into freedom by services of praise and thanksgiving at
the altar, I have been unable to learn; but certain it is, that the wonderful tranquility of
their sudden transition from bondage, and the good use which they have made of their
liberty, are owing in great measure to their deep religious earnestness. This
earnestness, it is evident, is not the result of conviction or enlightenment, so much as
of the strong emotional nature of the blacks, intensified by sympathy, and kept alive
to religious feeling by their frequent meetings for prayer and praise. Yet, to the
careful observer, the blind and often superstitious worship of these people, which, as
is now so plainly seen, was fostered by slavery, is one of the saddest results of the
system. Those who are now permitted to watch over the religious progress of the
freedmen can bring new and abundant proof to the assertion of De Tocqueville, that
'Christianity is a religion of freemen.' The present opportunities for religious worship
which the freedmen enjoy consist of their 'praise meetings' - similar in most respects
to our prayer meetings - which are held two or three times a week on the plantations,
and the Sunday services at the various churches scattered about the islands. These
services are usually conducted by white preachers, and are attend not only by the
Negroes, but also by the superintendents, teachers, and many casual visitors from the
camps. At Beaufort and Hilton Head large and flourishing Sunday schools are in
operation. Most of the freedmen belong either to the Baptist or Methodist
denomination, and the fervor and zeal of the preachers of the latter persuasion always
find a response in the excitable and impulsive nature of the blacks. It is not a little
singular that, while Cochin can write concerning the freedmen in the French colonists
that 'the Catholic worship has incomparable attractions for the blacks,' we find the
Negro in our own country everywhere attracted toward that sect of Protestants which
has always been the most powerful antagonist to Romanism.
On Sunday, the 15th of March, in company with a party of superintendents
and teachers, I attended a service held for the freedmen on St. Helena's Island. Our
ride from the plantation took us through field and wood, till we reached the main road
on which the church is situated. It is a simple, unpretending structure of brick, shaded
on all sides by handsome live oaks. Near by is the small cemetery and the drooping
moss from the oaks hangs in sombre beauty over the graves. Under the trees is a
group of superintendents discussing the news and the last order of General Hunter. As
we ride up, a party of officers comes galloping in from camp, while from the other
direction is seen approaching a venerable carryall, conveying a party of lady teachers
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from a distant plantation. The service has already begun, and the church is crowded
with the dusky auditors, while here and there may be seen a pew filled with 'white
folks.' The day is warm, so we can stand by the open window and take in the whole
scene at a single glance. No danger to-day of any manifestations of overwrought
feelings; no groans nor excited shouting of 'Amen.' The preacher has taken his text
from the first chapter of Genesis, and he is describing the wonders of the creation. His
sermon might properly be entitled a 'disquisition upon the universe.' It is evident that
his colored hearers fail to see the 'beauty and mysterious order of the stellar world'
which he is portraying, for most of them are already dozing, and the rest are nodding
their heads as if in sleepy assent to the undoubted truth of the good man's words. He
has overreached his mark, and hits neither the heads nor the hearts of his
congregation. At length the discourse is ended, and all rise to join the closing hymn,
which is 'deaconed call' by the minister, and responded to by the Negroes in a
monotonous 'yah, yah.' They have not recovered from the soporific effect of the
sermon, and, besides, can hardly be blamed for not catching the feebly altered words.
But their time is coming. No sooner is the benediction pronounced, than one of the
Negro elders strikes up a well known hymn, and, suddenly rousing from their stupor,
the whole congregation join in singing in clear and ringing tones verse after verse of
the jubilant song. Then follow other hymns and chants peculiar to the Negro worship,
the crude expressions of their deep emotional feeling. As we leave the church, we are
convinced that the religious teachers of the newly freed blacks are sadly at fault in
repeating so much the kind of preaching to which the Negroes were accustomed
under the old system, and in neglecting to pour into their perceptive souls both the
light and warmth of the gospel. As an officer remarked who had stood at our side
listening to the service: 'These people had enough of the Old Testament thrown at
their heads under slavery. Now give them the glorious utterances and practical
teachings of the Great Master.'
At some of the meetings of the freedmen, they are addressed by Negro
preachers, who never fail to speak with great effect. In Alexandria, Va., I was told by
the superintendent of the freedmen of an old Negro teacher and exhorter, the selfelected pastor of all the blacks there, going about from house to house to minister to
the wants of the sick and afflicted, teaching the young, and speaking in all the
meetings. 'This old Negro,' said the superintendent 'has more influence over the
blacks, and does more good among them, than all the missionaries and chaplains who
have been sent here.' To the same effect is the testimony of all who have listened to
the colored preacher at Port Royal, and who know the great power which the chief
elders of their churches possess over the rest of the Negroes. A verbatim report of an
exhortation given, just before the expedition to Jacksonville, Fla., to the soldiers of
Colonel Higginson's 1st South Carolina Volunteers, by one of these Negro preachers,
would be worthy a place in 'American oratory.' I remember only one striking passage,
where, in his appeal to the troops to fight bravely, he urged them to seek always the
post of danger, since heaven would be the immediate reward of all who should be
killed in battle; for, said he, as if moved by an oracle: 'What hab been, dat will be. He
who is de fust man to get into de boat, and de fust to jump on shore, him, if he fall,
will be de fust to get to heaben.' Then, as if standing already in the midst of the fight,
and with all the feelings of his nature roused against his enemies, he added: 'An' when
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do battle comes - when you see de Eunn'l put his shoulder to de wheel, and hear de
shot and shell flying all round like de rain drops, den remember dat ebery one ob dose
shot is a bot ob de Almighty God to send dem rebels to deir eberlasting damnatin.'
Such fervent utterances are not uncommon among the Negro preschers, and are well
calculated to produce a powerful effect upon the susceptible natures of their hearers,
'deep answering unto deep."
Negro 'Shouts' and Shout Songs.
At the 'praise meetings' on the plantations, one of the elders usually presides,
and conducts the exercises with great solemnity. Passages of Scripture are quoted
from memory, and the hymns, which constitute the principal feature of the meeting,
are deaconed off as at church. Sometimes the superintendent or one of the teachers
attends these meetings, and is then expected to conduct the exercises and make an
address. After the praise meeting is over, there usually follows the very singular and
impressive performance of the 'shout' or religious dance of the Negroes. Three or
four, standing still, clapping their hands and beating time with their feet, commence
singing in unison one of the peculiar shout melodies, while the others walk round in a
ring in single file joining also in the song. Soon those in the ring leave off their
singing, the others keeping it up the while with increased vigor, and strike into the
shout step, observing most accurate time with the music. This step is something
halfway between a shuffle and a dance, as difficult for an uninitiated person to
describe as to imitate. At the end of each stanza of the song the dancers stop short
with a slight stamp on the last note, and then, putting the other foot forward, proceed
through the next verse. They will often dance to the same song for twenty or thirty
minutes, once or twice, perhaps, varying the monotony of their movement by walking
for a little while and joining in the singing. The physical exertion, which is really very
great, as the dance calls into play nearly every muscle of the body, seems never to
weary them in the least, and they frequently keep up a shout for hours, resting only
for brief intervals between the different songs. Yet, in trying to imitate them, I was
completely tired out in a very short time. The children are the best dancers, and are
allowed by their parents to have a shout at any time, though, with the adults, the shout
always follows a religious meeting, and none but church members are expected to
join. It is to one of these shouts of the Negro children that Mr. Russell alludes in his
diary when describing a visit which he paid to a plantation near Charleston in April,
1861. He speaks of the children as a set of "ragged, dirty, and shoeless urchins, who
came in shyly, oftentimes running away till they were chased and captured, dressed
into line with much difficulty, and, then, shuffling their flat feet, clapping their hands,
and drawing out in a monotonous sort of chant something about the River Jawdam."
Such a sketch conveys no idea of the shout as it may be witnessed to day on any of
the plantations among the Sea Islands. You will find the children clean, and, in
general, neatly dressed, coming into the room when asked by the superintendent,
rendering of their impressive and oftentimes pleasing melodies in a manner seldom
surpassed in our schools at the North, while their 'shouting' reveals a suppleness of
limb and peculiar grace of motion beyond the power of our dancing masters to
impart.
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There are many features of the Negro shout which amuse us from their
strangeness; some, also, that strike the observer as wholly absurd. Yet, viewed as a
religious exercise - and in this light it is always considered by the older Negroes - I
cannot help regarding it, in spite of many of its characteristics, as both a natural and a
rational expression of devotional feeling. The Negroes never indulge in it when, for
any reason, they feel downhearted or sad at their meetings. The shout is a simple
outburst and manifestation of religious fervor - a 'rejoicing in the Lord' - making a
'joyful noise unto the God of their salvation.'
The words of the shout songs are a singular medley of things sacred and
profane, and are the natural outgrowth of the imperfect and fragmentary knowledge
of the Scriptures which the Negroes have picked up. The substitution for these crude
productions of appropriate hymns, would remove from the shout that which is now
the chief objection to it in intelligent minds, and would make of the dance, to which
the Negroes are so much attached, a useful auxiliary in their religious culture. The
tunes to which these songs are sung, are some of them weird and wild - 'barbaric
madrigals' - while others are sweet and impressive melodies. The most striking of
their barbaric airs it would be impossible to write out, but many of their more
common melodies are easily caught upon being heard a few tunes. This music of the
Negro shout opens a new and rich file of melody - a mine in which there is much
rough quartz, but also many veins of sparkling ore.
What, for example, could be more animated, and at the same time more
expressive of the thought conveyed in the verse than the following chorus? - The
introduction to which is a sort of recitative or chant:

The words of the chant are evidently a very childlike expression of the wish to
die with the same good will and spirit of forgiveness which were manifested in the
Savior's death.
Of a very different character is the following verse, sung to the same
recitative:
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'O, Death he is a little man. He goes from do' to do'.,
He kill some soul, an he wounded some, An' he lef' some soul for to pray.'
A most striking contrast between the recitative and chorus, is presented in the
following:
Recitative (Sung to one note like a chant, with a cadence at the end):'I wonder why Satan do follow me so?
Satan hab noting't all for to do, long 'wid me.'

The next song presents a greater variety in melody, as well as in the different
verses, which seem to have no connection whatever with each other. The 'Parson
Fuller' referred to is the Rev. Dr. Fuller, of Baltimore, who owns a plantation on one
of the islands:

The following has evidently been composed since the Negroes became free,
and expresses very forcibly their feelings toward 'driber, massa, and missus':
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Perhaps the best illustration of the Scriptural patchwork which characterizes
many of the shout songs is seen in the 'Lonesome Valley,' the music of which is very
quaint and plaintive:

The example above given will convey a good idea of the general character of
the shout songs. Apart from these religious songs, there is no music among the South
Carolina freedmen, except the simple airs which are sung by the boatmen, as they row
on the rivers and creeks. A tinge of sadness pervades all their melodies, which bear as
little resemblance to the popular Ethiopian melodies of the day as twilight to
noonday. The joyous, merry strains which have been associated in the minds of many
with the Southern Negro are never heard on the Sea Islands. Indeed, by most of the
Negroes, such songs as 'Uncle Ned' and 'O Susanna' are considered as highly
improper. In the schools, many of the best songs which are sung in our Sunday and
public schools have been introduced, and are opening new sources of pleasure to a
race so musical by their very nature as are the Negroes of the South.
While in Beaufort, I attended a concert given by a band of genuine 'Negro
minstrels.' The company had take the name of the 'Charleston Minstrels,' and was
composed mainly of refugees from Charleston, who were then servants to various
officers in General Saxton's Department. The concert was held in the Episcopal
Church, and the proceeds devoted to the benefit of the sick and wounded of the First
South Carolina Volunteers. The first view of the performers, as they sat round the
stage, a dozen finely formed and good looking Negroes, caused the spectator to fancy
himself in the presence of the famous band of Christy, or some other company of
white Ethiopian Serenaders. Soon, the opera glass revealed the amusing fact, that,
although every minstrel was by nature as black as black could be, yet all the
performers had given their faces a coating of burnt cork, in order that their
resemblance to Yankee minstrels might be in every respect complete. There were
excellent voices among the singers, and some of the players handled their instruments
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with surprising skill; but the presence of an audience composed entirely of white
people, and including many of the highest officers in the Department, evidently
caused great embarrassment to performers so unaccustomed to the stage. Not a single
song which could be called comic was included in the programme; and, with the
exception of a few patriotic airs, the songs were of the 'Lily Dale,' half-mournful sort.
Between the pieces there was the customary telling of anecdotes and cracking of
jokes, some of which were quite amusing, while others excited laughter from the
manner in which they were told. As an imitation of our Northern minstrelsy given by
a band of uneducated Negro musicians, the performance was a wonderful success.
Yet the general impression left upon the mind of the hearer was far from pleasing.
One could not help feeling that a people, whose very natures are attuned to harmony,
are capable of something better than even the most perfect imitation of those who
have so grossly caricatured their race.
Schools and Education Among the Freedman
The education of the children of the freedmen was begun simultaneously with
the work of employing the Negroes as free laborers. Teachers, both men and women,
from Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, accompanied the superintendents, who
were sent to Port Royal in March, 1862. The results of their labors during the past
year have been most encouraging, in spite of the changes and confusion caused by the
war and the numerous obstacles in the way of a steady and continued application on
the part of the children. The teachers in their reports all unite to attest the 'universal
eagerness to learn,' which they have not found equaled in white persons, arising both
from the desire for knowledge common to all, and the desire to raise their condition
now so very strong among these people. The details of these reports present few
points of special interest to the common reader. A common mistake, both of those
who visit these schools for the first time, and of others who have merely heard of
their existence, arises from comparing the Negro schools, where children of all ages
are to be seen, with our district schools in New England, where difference of age
implies a corresponding difference in attainments. 'What are your most advanced
classes studying?’ Is very often asked of the teachers, when a moment's reflection
would convince the inquirer that the Primer and First Reader are the only books
which we expect to see in the hands of children who have but just learned their
letters. Viewing the rapid progress which these colored children have made in
learning to read during the past year - many of them being obliged to leave school and
work in the field during a considerable portion of the time - the retentive memories
which they have shown in their studies, and their great eagerness to learn, which
requires no urging from parents or teachers, and which manifests itself in the punctual
attendance even of those who are obliged to walk from long distances to the school
house - we may well be satisfied with what has already been accomplished and with
the prospects for the future.
As a general rule, the adults are as eager to learn as the children and the
reading or spelling book is the almost invariable companion of the freedmen when off
duty. On the wharves, in the intervals between labor - in the camp, whenever a leisure
moment is found - on the plantations, when work is done - everywhere, you will see
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the Negroes with book in hand, patiently pouring over their lesson, picking the way
along as best they can, or eagerly following the guidance of some kind friend who
stops to teach them. Probably few of these adult students will ever advance beyond a
simple knowledge of reading, and many, doubtless, will stop short of this, lacking the
perseverance necessary to attain success. Most of the freedmen, however, are so
earnest and determined in their pursuit of knowledge, so patient and untiring in their
efforts to learn, and, withal, enjoy such keen pleasure in this awakening to
consciousness of their mental powers, that they cannot fail to elevate themselves
thereby, and also to feel an increased interest in the education of their children.
In Camp
Negro soldiers on the Sea Islands have long since ceased to be objects of
wonder or curiosity, and may be seen to-day in camp, on picket, or on detached
service, everywhere doing their work in a quiet, soldierly manner, and attracting no
more attention than the white troops about them. Through many difficulties, and
against great opposition, they have conquered their present honorable position in the
Department of the South. The untimely draft of the freedmen made by General
Hunter in May, 1862, the violence and deception, with which the order was enforced,
as well as the refusal of the Government to receive these regiments into the service,
causing the dispersion of the troops without pay and without honor, was enough to
discourage all further enlistments. But when, last winter, General Saxton called for
volunteers, an entire regiment was soon raised, and early in the present year, the lst
South Carolina volunteers were ready to take the field. Fortunately for the regiment
and for the country, the services of Thomas Wentwroth Higginson, of Worcester,
Mass., were secured as commander of this first regiment of Union soldiers raised in
South Carolina. 'The right man in the right place' has not become so common a sight
in our army, as to prevent our being thankful that so fit an appointment was made and
accepted. Surely we are but just beginning to learn what heroes we have, when we see
a man of high literary attainments, whose eloquent words, both spoken and written,
have contributed so largely to the physical, mental, and moral culture of his
countrymen, laying down the mighty sword at the call of duty, and winning at once
by his wisdom and skill the two highest objects of one officer's ambition, the devotion
of his men, and the commendation of his superiors.
Soon after arriving at Port Royal, I paid a visit to Colonel Higginson's
regiment, then encamped about four miles from Beaufort. Setting out on horseback in
company with one of the superintendents, our ride took us along the banks of the
Beaufort River, past cotton plantations, and through pleasant woods bright with the
golden blossoms of the pines. although it was early in February, we saw the Negroes
at work in the fields, 'listing' the around - a process of breaking up the soil with hoes while here and there a solitary palmetto stood, like a scarecrow, as if to warn away all
invaders. We soon reached 'Camp Saxton,' which we found pleasantly situated near a
large and magnificent grove of live oaks, just at the bend of the river, where a fine
view is given of the winding stream, the harbor of Port Royal, and the low-lying
islands in the distance. The grove, which is the handsomest on the islands, was
formerly part of a plantation belonging to a master well known by his cruelty toward
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his slaves, and the tree which served as the whipping post is still pointed out. A short
distance from the camp, by the river side, may be seen the remains of an old Spanish
fort, built of oyster shells, and said to have been erected in the year 1637.
To one accustomed to notice the sanitary appearance of camps, the neatness
observable both in the streets and tents of 'Camp Saxton' was an agreeable surprise.
Few camps in any department of the army are better policed, or present to the visitor
such a general air of order and cleanliness as this first encampment of Colonel
Higginson's regiment. As we enter one of the streets a company inspection of arms is
going on, which displays to good advantage the proficiency of the colored soldier in
the militia of his work. Soon after, we are summoned to witness a battalion drill, and
my companion, who has been both an army officer and a 'Democrat,' is extravagant in
his praise of the movements and evolutions of the troops. Before leaving the camp we
visit the snug and comfortable hospital into which Yankee ingenuity has
metamorphosed the upper story of an old ginhouse. The surgeon informs us that the
most common disease in the regiment is pneumonia, and that, in order to guard as far
as possible against this, he has the middle board of the tent floor taken up just at
night, and a fire built on the ground, to remove the dampness.
We are careful to make our exit at the proper place, as Negro soldiers on
guard observe unwonted strictness, and we hear of their having threatened to shoot
the commanding general himself for attempting to pass out at some other turn the
regular passage way.
I have seen the soldiers of Colonel Higginson's regiment on several other
occasions than the one above described, and have always found them displaying the
same soldierly qualities. Their picketing of Port Royal Island has not been surpassed
by any white regiment for the rigor and watchfulness with which it was enforced.
'Will they fight?' is a question which the events of the war are fast answering in the
affirmative. The South Carolina volunteers have not as yet met the rebels in close
conflict; but, in holding captured places against large numbers of the enemy, in
passing rebel batteries on the Florida rivers, and in hazardous excursions into the
heart of the enemy's country, where they have been constantly exposed to the fire of
sharp-shooters and guerrillas, they have behaved as bravely as any other regiments in
the service; while they have united in their ready obedience and prompt execution of
orders, a dash and fierceness such as might have been expected from their excitable
nature when under the stimulus of actual warfare. In view, therefore, of the admirable
manner in which these freedmen have performed all the duties of a soldier's life
which have thus far been required of them, it is fair to presume that in the fierce
shock of open battle, they will acquit themselves like men. A striking illustration of
the wide difference between the theories of those who oppose the use of the Negro as
a soldier, and the facts which the war is constantly revealing, was furnished on our
passage from North Carolina to Port Royal. 'Will the Negro troops be clean?' was
asked of an officer of the regular army, and his reply was a highly wrought and
imaginary description of the horrible condition of the garrisons, and the fearful
epidemics, which would be occasioned by placing black soldiers in the forts on our
southern coast. The facts of the case in reference to the comparative cleanliness of
white and black troops showed that, while the companies of regulars under this
officer's car habitually neglected on shipboard the simplest sanitary regulations, such
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as sweeping and washing the decks, the Negro soldiers who had been taken on our
Government transportation various points on the Florida coast, daily observed these
important rules, gaining thereby the commendation of the ship's officers, and
promoting at the same time their own health and comfort. The explanation of this fact
is found in the prompt and unquestioning obedience of the black soldier, the peculiar
characteristic of those who have been accustomed in a state of servitude to execute
the commands of those who were over them.
The tide of public opinion is setting so strongly in favor of the use of Negroes
as soldiers that the present danger seems to lie in the direction of our indulging in too
extravagant expectations of their efficiency. We must now overlook the fact that, in
the case of the former slaves, as much depends upon the character of their officers as
upon the valor of the men. Nor should it be forgotten that among the freedmen who
come within our lines, there is only a small proportion of able-bodied men capable of
enduring the hardships of the service. In too many instances slavery has sapped the
vigor of their lives, and the examinations of our surgeons have revealed an extent of
physical weakness which is truly surprising. There can, however, no longer be any
doubt in the minds of candid and loyal men, that the freedmen who are able to bear
arms will prove themselves valiant soldiers, jealous defenders of their own and their
country's liberties, and a terror to their enemies, who have so madly attempted to
destroy both 'Liberty and Union."
Another excellent description of the Negro spiritual and an analysis of
them is given in the June, 1867 Atlantic Monthly entitled "Negro spirituals." It
speaks of the double meaning of the words and the symbolism used in the lyrics.
It also illustrates the developing of a new spiritual by one of the boatmen. All the
Negro music had religious motives even the songs they import from the
Ethiopian Minstrel from the north. These and other spirituals were published in
a collection entitled ''Slave Songs of the United States."
1867 - ATLANTIC MONTHLY - JUNE
NEGRO SPIRITUALS - The war (Sic. Civil War) brought to some of us,
besides its direct experiences, many a strange fulfillment of dreams of other days. For
instance, the present writer had been a faithful student of the Scottish ballads, and had
always envied Sir Walter the delight of tracing them out amid their own heather, and
of writing them down piecemeal from the lips of aged crones. It was a strange
enjoyment, therefore, to be suddenly brought into the midst of a kindred world of
unwritten songs, as simple and indigenous as the Border Minstrelsy, more uniformly
plaintive, almost always more quaint, and often as essentially poetic.
This interest was rather increased by the fact that I had for many years heard
of this case of songs under the name of "Negro Spirituals," and had even heard some
of them sung by friends from South Carolina. I could now gather on their own soil
these strange plants, which I had before seen as in museums alone. True, the
individual songs rarely coincided; there was a line here, a chorus there-just enough to
fix the class, but this was unmistakable. It was not strange that they differed, for the
range seemed almost endless, and South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida seemed to
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have nothing but the general character in common, until all were mingled in the
united stock of camp melodies.
Often in the starlit evening I have returned from some lonely ride by the swift
river, or on the plover-haunted barrens, and entering the camp, have silently
approached some glimmering fire, around which the daily figures moved in the
rhythmic barbaric dance the Negroes call a "shout," chanting, often harshly, but
always in the most perfect time, some monotonous refrain. Writing down in the
darkness, as I best could,-perhaps with my hand in the ____ covert of my pocket,-the
words of the song. I have afterwards carried it to my tent, like some captured bird or
insect, and then, after examination, put it by. Or, summoning one of the men at some
period of leisure,-Corporal Robert Button, for instance, whose iron memory held all
the details of a song as if it were a fad or a forest,-I have completed the new specimen
by supplying the absent parts. The music I could only retain by ear, and tough the
more common strains were repeated often enough to fix their impression, there were
others that occurred only once or twice.
The words will be here given, as nearly as possible, in the original dialect; and
if the spelling seems sometimes inconsistent, or the misspelling insufficient, it is
because I could get no nearer. I wished to avoid seems to me the only error of
Lowells' "Biglow Papers" in respect to dialect,- the occasional use of an extreme
misspelling, which merely confuses the eye, without taking us any closer to the
peculiarity of sound.
The favorite song in camp was the following,-sung with no accompaniment
but the measured clapping of hands and the clatter of many feet. It was sung perhaps
twice as often as any other. This was partly due to the fact that it properly consisted of
a chorus alone, with which the verses of other songs might be combined at random.
I. Hold Your Light
"Hold your light, Brudder Robert, Hold your light
Hold you light on Canaan's shore
"What make old Satan for follow me so?
Satan ain't got nothin' for do wid me.
Hold your light, hold your light,
Hold your light on Canaan's shore."
This would be sung for half an hour at a time, perhaps, each person present
being named in turn. It seemed the simplest primitive type of "spiritual." The next in
popularity was almost as elementary, and, like this, named successively each one of
the circle. It was, however, much more resounding and convivial in its music.
II. Bound to Go
"Jordan River, I'm bound to go bound to go, bound to go
Jordan River, I'm bound to go, bound to go, etc.
"My Sister Lucy, I'm bound to go, etc.
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Sometimes it was "tink 'em" (think them) "fare ye well." The ye was so
detached, that I thought at first it was "very" or "vary well." Another picturesque
song, which seemed immensely popular, was at first very bewildering to me. I could
not make out the first words of the chorus, and called it the "Romandar," being
reminded of some Romantic song which I had formerly heard. That association quite
fell in with the Orientalism of the new tent-life.
III. Room In There
"O my mudder is gone! my mudder is gone! My mudder is gone into heaven, my Lord!
I
can't stay behind! Dere's room in dar, room in dar, Room in dar, in de heaven, my
Lord! I
can't stay behind, my dear, I can't stay behind.
"O my fader is gone!" etc.
"O, de angels are gone!" etc.
"O, I'se been on de road! I'se been on de road" I'se been on de road into heaven, my
Lord! I
can't stay behind! O, room in dar, room in dar, room in dar, in de heaven, my Lord! I
can't
stay behind!
By this time every man within hearing, from oldest to youngest, would be
wriggling and shuffling, as if through some magic piper's bewitchment; for even
those who at first affected contemptuous indifference would be drawn into the vortex
erelong.
Next to these in popularity ranked a class of songs belonging emphatically to
the Church Militant and available for camp purposes with very little strain upon their
symbolism. This for instance, had a true companion-in-arms heartiness about it, not
impaired by the feminine invocation at the end.
IV. Hail Mary
"One more valiant soldier here one more valiant soldier here
One more valiant soldier here, to help me bear de cross.
O hail, Mary hail! Hail, Mary, hail! Hail, Mary, hail! to help me bear de cross."
I fancied that the original reading might have been "soul," instead of
"soldier,"-with some other syllable inserted, to fill out the metre,-and that the "Hail,
Mary," might denote a Roman Catholic origin, as I had several men from St.
Augustine who held in a dim way to that faith. It was a very ringing song, though not
so grandly jubilant as the next, which was really impressive as the singers pealed it
out, when marching or rowing or embarking.
V. My Army Cross Over
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"My army cross over, my army cross over, We'll cross de river Jordan. My army
cross over;
We'll cross de danger water, my army cross over; We'll cross de mighty Myo. My
army cross
over. (thrice.) O Pharaoh's army drowned! My army cross over."
I could get no explanation of the "mighty Myo," except that one of the old
men thought it meant the river of death. Perhaps it is an African word. In the
Cameroon dialect, "Mawa" signifies "to die."
The next also has a military ring about it, and the first line is well matched by
the music. The rest is conglomerate, and one or two lines show a more Northern
origin. "Done" is a Virginia shibboleth, quite distinct from the "been" which replaces
it in South Carolina. Yet one of their best choruses, without any fixed words, was,
"De bell done ringing," for which, in proper South Carolina dialect, would have been
substituted, "De bell been a-ring." This refrain may have gone South with our army.
VI. Ride in, Kind Saviour
"Ride in, kind Saviour! no man can hinder me
O, Jesus is a mighty man! no man, etc.
We're marching through Virginny fields, no man, etc.
O, Satan is a busy man, no man, etc.
And he has his sword and shield, no man, etc.
O, old Secesh done come and gone! no man can hinder me."
Sometimes they substituted "hinder we," which was more spicy to the ear, and
more in keeping with the usual head-over-heels arrangement of their pronouns.
Almost all their songs were thoroughly religious in their tone, however quaint
their expression, and were in a minor key, both as to words and music. The attitude is
always the same, and, as a commentary on the life of the race, is infinitely pathetic.
Nothing but patience for this life,-nothing but triumph in the next. Sometimes the
present predominates, sometimes the future; but the combination is always implied.
In the following, for instance, we hear simply the patience.
VII. This World Almost Done
"Brudder, keep your lamp trimmin' and a-burnin 'Keep your lamp trimmin' and aburnin'
(twice) For dis world most done. So keep your lamp, etc. Dis world most done."
But in the next, the final reward of patience is proclaimed as plaintively.
VIII. I Want To Go Home.
"Dere's no rain to wet you, O, yes, I want to go home.
Dere's no sun to burn you, O, yes, I want to go home.
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O, push along, believers, O, yes, etc.
Dere's no hard trials, O, yes, etc. (other verses given)
This next was a boat-song, and timed well with the tug of the oar.
IX. The Coming Day
"I want to go to Canaan, (thrice) To meet 'em at de comin' day. O, remember, let me
go to
Canaan, (thrice.) to meet 'em, etc. O brudder, let me go to Canaan, (thrice) to meet
'em, etc.
My brudder, you-oh! remember (thrice.)
To meet 'em at de comin' day."
The following begins with a startling affirmation, yet the last line quite outdoes the first. This, too, was a capital boat-song.
X. One More River.
O, Jordan band was a great old band! Dere ain't but one more river to cross.
We have some valiant soldier here, Dere ain't ,etc.
Dere's a hill on my left, and he catch on my right,
Dere ain't but one more river to cross."
I could get no explanation of this last riddle, except, "Dat mean, if you go on
de leff, go to 'struction, and if you go on de right, go to God, for sure." In others, more
of spiritual conflict is implied, as in this next:
XI O The Dying Lamb!
"I want to go where Moses trod, O de dying Lamb! For Moses gone to de promised
land, O
de dying Lamb! To drink from springs dat never run dry, O, etc.
Cry O my Lord! O, etc.
Before I'll stay in hell one day, O, etc.
I'm in hopes to pray my sins away, O, etc.
Cry O my Lord! O, etc.
Brudder Moses promised for be dar too, O, etc.
To drink from streams dat never run dry, O de dying Lamb!"
In the next, the conflict is at its height, and the lurid imagery of the
Apocalypse is brought to bear. This book, with the books of Moses, constituted their
Bible all that lay between, even the narratives of the life of Jesus, they hardly cared to
read or to hear.
XII. Down in the Valley
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"We'll run and never tire, (thrice), Jesus set poor sinners free, way down in de valley,
Who will rise and go with me? You're heern talk of Jesus, Who set poor sinners free.
"De lightnin'
and de flashin', de lightnin' and de flashin',(thrice)Jesus set poor sinners, free I can't
stand de
fire (thrice) Jesus set poor sinners free. De green trees a-flamin'. (thrice) Jesus set
poor sinners
free, Way down in de valley. Who will rise and go with me" You're heern talk of Jesus
who
set poor sinners free."
"De valley" and "de lonesome valley" were familiar words in their religious
experience. To descend into that region implied the same process with the "anxiousseat" of the camp-meeting. When a young girl was supposed to enter it, she bound a
handkerchief by a peculiar knot over her head, and made it a point of honor not to
change a single garment till the day of her baptism, so that she was sure of being in
physical readiness for the cleansing, rite, whatever her spiritual mood might be. More
than once, in noticing a damsel thus mystically kerchiefed, I have asked some dusky
attendant its meaning, and have received the unfailing answer,-framed with their
usual indifference to the genders of pronouns, "He in de lonesome valley, sa."
The next gives the same dramatic conflict, while its detached and impersonal
refrain gives it strikingly the character of the Scotch and Scandinavian ballads
XIII Cry Holy
. Here is an infinitely quaint description of the length of the heavenly road;
XIV O'er The Crossing.
"Yonder's my old mudder, been a-waggin' at de hill so long. It's about time she'll
cross over;
Get home bimeby. Keep prayin', I do believe We're a long time waggin' o'er de
crossin' -eey
prayin', I do believe We'll get home to heaven bimeby. (other verses given)
One of the most singular pictures of future joys, and with a fine flavor of hospitality
about it, was this:XV. Walk 'Em Easy.
"O, walk 'em easy round de heaven, Walk 'em easy round de heaven,(twice) Dat all
de people
may join de band. Walk 'em easy round de heaven (thrice) O, shout glory till 'em join
dat
land!"
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The chorus was usually the greater part of the song, and often came in
paradoxically, thus:
XVI. O Yes Lord.
"O, must I be like de foolish man? O yes, Lord! Will build de house on de sandy hill,
O
yes, Lord! I'll build my house on Zion hill, O yes, Lord! Bi wubd bir raub cab blow
me
down, O yes Lord!"
The next is very graceful and lyrical, and with more variety of rhythm than
usual:
XVII. How Low, Mary
"How low, Mary, how low, Martha, For Jesus come and lock de door, and carry de
keys away.
Sail, sail, over yonder, and view de promised land, for Jesus come, etc. Weep, O
Mary, bow
low, Martha, for Jesus come, etc. sail, sail, my true believer: Sail, sail, over yonder;
Mary,
bow low, Martha, bow low,
For Jesus come and lock de door and carry de keys away."
But of all the "spiritual" that which surprised me the most, I think,-perhaps
because it was that in which external nature furnished the images most directly,-was
this. With all my experience of their ideal ways of speech, I was startled when first I
came on such a flower of poetry in that dark soil.
XVIII. I know Moon-Rise.
I know moon-rise, I know star-rise, lay dis body down.
I walk in de moonlight, I walk in de starlight, to lay dis body down.
I'll walk in de graveyard, I'll walk through de graveyard, to lay dis body down.
"I'll lie in de grave and stretch out my arms." Never, it seems to me, since man
first lived and suffered, was his infinite longing for peace uttered more plaintively
than in that line.
The next is one of the wildest and most striking of the whole series; there is a
mystical effect and a passionate, striving throughout the whole. The Scriptural
struggle between Jacob and the angel, which is only dimly expressed in the words,
seems all uttered in the music. I think it impressed my imagination more powerfully
than any other of these songs.
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XIX. Wrestling Jacob.
"O wrestling Jacob, Jacob, day's a breakin': I will not let thee go! O wrestling Jacob,
Jacob,
day's a-breakin'; He will not let me go! O, I hold my brudder wid a tremblin' hand; I
would
not let him go! I hold my sister wid a tremblin' hand; I would not let her go!" (there is
a
second verse)
Of "occasional hymns," properly so called, I noticed but one, a funeral hymn
for an infant, which is sung plaintively over and over, without variety of words.
XX. The Baby Gone Home.
"De little baby gone home, (twice), De little baby gone along, for to climb up Jacob's
ladder.
And I wish I'd been dar, I wish I'd been dar, I wish I'd been dar Lord, For to climb up
Jacob's
ladder
Still simpler is this, which is yet quite sweet and touching.
XXI. Jesus With Us
"He have been wid us, Jesus, He still wid us, Jesus.
He will be wid us, Jesus, Be wid us to the end."
The next seemed to be a favorite about Christmas time, when meditations on
"de rollin' year" were frequent among them.
XXII.. Lord, Remember Me!
"O do, Lord, remember me (twice), O do, remember me, until de year roll round!
Do Lord remember me If you want to die like Jesus died, lay in de grave,
you would fold your arms and close your eyes and die wid a free good will."
(two additional verses)
The next was sung in such an operatic and rollicking way that it was quite
hard to fancy it a religious performance, which, however, it was. I heard it but once.
XXIII. Early In The Morning
"I meet little Rosa early in de mornin', O Jerusalem! early in de mornin':
And I ax her, How you do, my darter? O Jerusalem ! early in de mornin'.
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The next was sung in such an operatic and rollicking way that it was quite hard to
fancy it a religious performance, which, however, it was. I heard it but once." (three
additional verses)
"Tittawisa" means "Sister Louisa." In songs of this class the name of every
person present successively appears.
Their best marching song, and one which was invaluable to lift their feet
along, as they expressed it, was the following. There was a kind of spring and lilt to
it, quite indescribable by words
XXIV. Go in the Wilderness
"Jesus call you. Go in de wilderness, (thrice) To wait upon de Lord. Go wait upon de
Lord.(thrice) my God, He take away de sins of de world."
The next was one of those which I had heard in boyish days, brought north
from Charleston. But the chorus alone was identical; the words were mainly different,
and those here given are quaint enough.
XXV. Blow Your Trumpet, Gabriel.
"O, blow your trumpet, Gabriel, Blow your trumpet
louder; And I want dat trumpet to blow me home to my new Jerusalem."
(three additional verses)
The following contains one of those odd transformations of proper names with
which their Scriptural citations were often enriched. It rivals their text, "Paul may
plant, and may polish wid water," which I have elsewhere quoted, and in which the
sainted Apollos would hardly have recognized himself.
XXVI. In the Morning
"In de mornin' (twice) chil'en? Yes, my Lord! Don't you hear de trumpet sound? If I
had
a-died when I was young, I never would had de race for run Don't you hear de
trumpet sound?"
(two additional verses)
These golden and silver fancies remind one of the King of Spain's daughter in
"Mother Goose," and the golden apple, and the silver pear, which are doubtless
themselves but the vestiges of some simple early composition like this. The next has a
humbler and more domestic style of fancy.
XXII. Fare Ye Well
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-"My true believers, fare ye well, (4 times) by de grace of God, For I'm going home.
Massa
Jesus give me a little broom for to sweep my heart clean and I will try, by the grace of
God,
to win my way home.
Among the songs not available for marching, but requiring the concentrated
enthusiasm of the camp, was "The Ship of Zion," of which they had three wholly
distinct versions, all quite exuberant and tumultuous.
XXVIII. The Ship of Zion
"Come along, come along, and let us go hom, O, glory, hallelujah! Dis de ole ship o'
Zion
Halleloo! Halleloo! Dis de ole ship o' Zion Hallelujah!" (3 more verses and two more
versions)
This abbreviated chorus is given with unspeakable unction.
The three just given are modifications of an old camp-meeting melody; and
the same may be true of the three following, although I cannot find them in the
Methodist hymn-books. Each, however, has its characteristic modifications, which
make it well worth giving. In the second verse of this next, for instance, "Saviour"
evidently has become "soldier."
XXXI. Sweet Music
"Sweet music in heaven, just beginning for to roll
Don't you love God? Glory, hallelujah!" (3 more verses)
XXXII. Good News
"O, good news! (twice) De angels brought de tidings down. Just mornin' from de
trone."(three more verses)
XXXIII. The Heavenly Road
"You may talk of my name as much as you please, and carry my name abroad, but I
really do believe I'm a child of God as I walk in de heavenly road. O, won't you go
wid me"(Thrice) for to keep our garments clean. (two more verses)
Some of the songs had played an historic part during the war. For singing the
next, for instance, the Negroes had been put in jail in Georgetown, S. C., at the
outbreak of the Rebellion. "We'll soon be free," was too dangerous an assertion, and
though the chant was an old one, it was no doubt sung with redoubled emphasis
during the new events. "De Lord will call us home," was evidently thought to be a
symbolical verse; for, as a little drummer-boy explained to me, showing all his white
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teeth as he sat in the moonlight by the door of my tent, "Dey tink de Lord mean for
say de Yankees."
XXXIV. We'll Soon Be Free
"We'll soon be free, (thrice) When de Lord will call us home. My brudder, how long
(thrice)
''Fore we done sufferin' here? etc."
The suspicion in this case was unfounded, but they had another song to which
the Rebellion had actually given rise. This was composed by nobody knew whom,
though it was the most recent, doubtless, of all these "spirituals,"- and had been sung
in secret to avoid detection. It is certainly plaintive enough. The peck of corn and pint
of salt were slavery's rations.
XXXV. Many Thousand Go.
"No more peck o' corn for me, no more, no more. No more peck o' corn for me, many
thousand go. No more driver's lash for me, (twice) Many thousand go. etc." (4 more
verses)
Even of this last composition, however, we have only the approximate date,
and know nothing of the mode of composition. Allan Ramsay says of the Scotch
songs, that, no matter who made them, they were soon attributed to the minister of the
parish whence they sprang. And I always wondered, about these, whether they had
always a conscious and definite origin in some leading mind, or whether they grew by
gradual accretion, in an almost unconscious way. On this point I could get no
information, though I asked many questions, until at last one day when I was being
rowed across from Beaufort to Ladies' Island, I found myself, with delight, on the
actual trail of a song. One of the oarsmen, a brisk young fellow, not a soldier, on
being asked for his theory of the matter, dropped out a coy confession. "Some good
sperituals," he said, "are start jess out o' curiosity. I been a-raise a sing, myself, once."
My dream was fulfilled, and I had traced out, not the poem alone, but the
poet. I implored him to proceed. " Once we boys," he said, "went for tote some rice,
and de nigger-driver, he keep a-callin' on us; and I say, 'O, de ole nigger-driver!' Den
anudder said, 'Fust ting my mammy tole me was, notin' so bad as nigger-driver,' Den I
made a sing, just puttin' a word, and den a nudder word."
Then he began singing, and the men, after listening a moment, joined in the
chorus as if it were an old acquaintance, though they evidently had never heard it
before. I saw how easily a new "sing" took root among them.
XXXVI. The Driver
"O, de ole nigger-driver! O, gwine away! First time my mammy tell me, O, gwine
away! Tell
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me 'bout de nigger-driver, O, gwine away! Nigger-driver second devil, O. gwine
away! Best ting for do he driver, O, gwine away! Knock he down and spoil he labor,
O, gwine away!"
It will be observed that, although this song is quite secular in its character, its
author yet called it a "spiritual." I heard but two songs among them, at any time, to
which they would not, perhaps, have given this generic name. One of these consisted
simply in the endless repetition-after the manner of certain college songs-of the
mystery line.
"Rain fall and Wet Becky Martin."

(Editor note: Above from music in "Slave Songs" by Allen.) But who Becky
Martin was, and why she should or should not be wet, and whether the dryness was a
reward or a penalty, none could say. I got the impression that, in either case, the event
was posthumous, and that there was some tradition of grass not growing over the
grave of a sinner; but even this was vague, and all else vaguer.
The other song I heard but once, on a morning when a squad of men came in
from picket duty, and chanted it in the most rousing way. It had been a stormy and
comfortless night, and the picket station was very exposed. It still rained in the
morning when I strolled to the edge of the camp, looking out for the men, and
wondering how they had stood it. Presently they came striding along the road, at a
great pace, with their shining rubber blankets worn as cloaks around them, the rain
streaming from these and from their equally shining faces, which were almost all
upon the broad grin, as they pealed out this remarkable ditty:
Hangman Johnny
"O, dey call me Hangman Johnny! O, ho! O, ho! But I never hang nobody, O, hang,
boys,
hang! "O, dey call me Hangman Johnny! O, ho! O, ho! But we'll all hang togedder,
O, hang,
boys, hang!"
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My presence apparently checked the performance of another verse, beginning,
"De buckra 'list for money," apparently in reference to the controversy about the payquestion, then just beginning, and to the more mercenary aims they attributed to the
white soldiers. But "Hangman Johnny" remained always a myth as inscrutable as
"Becky Martin."
As they learned all their songs by ear, they often strayed into wholly new
versions, which sometimes became popular, and entirely banished the others. This
was amusingly the case, for instance, with one phrase in the popular camp-song of
"Marching Along," which was entirely new to them until our quartermaster taught it
to them, at my request. The words, "Gird on the armor," were to them a stumblingblock and no wonder until some ingenious ear substituted, "Guide on de Army,"
which was at once accepted, and became universal. "We'll guid on de army, and be
marching along," is now the established version on the Sea Islands.
These quaint religious songs were to the men more than a source of
relaxation; they were a stimulus to courage and a tie to heaven. I never overheard in
camp a profane or vulgar song. With the trifling exceptions given, all had a religious
motive, while the most secular melody could not have been more exciting. A few
youths from Savannah, who were comparatively men of the world, had learned some
of the "Ethiopian Minstrel" ditties, imported from the North. These took no hold upon
the mass; and, on the other hand, they sang reluctantly, even on Sunday, the long and
short meters of the hymn-books, always gladly yielding to the more potent excitement
of their own "spirituals." By these they could sing themselves, as had their fathers
before them, out of the contemplation of their own low estate, into the sublime
scenery of the Apocalypse. I remember that this minor-keyed pathos used to seem to
me almost too sad to dwell upon, while slavery seemed destined to last for
generations; but now that their patience has had its perfect work, history cannot afford
to lose this account of its record. There is no parallel instance of an oppressed race
thus sustained by the religious sentiment alone. These songs are but the vocal
expression of the simplicity of their faith and the sublimity of their long resignation.
The previous two articles did mention the Negro camp meetings. Our
next article goes into detail about the songs used in these camp meetings. The
gatherings would last for hours with music a large part of the activities of the
participates - singing and dancing. The lyrics and music were freely improvised
and it is these gatherings that fostered the creative imagine and ability of the
Negro musicians. These camp meetings were said to have originated in southern
Kentucky and spread throughout the land, due to a large extent because of the
freedom of worship, large attendance possible outdoors and the need for
expressive religious fervor. The 35 years from the end of the war to the turn of
the century are the transition years, not only for the society upheaval but as
stated: "the old time melodies are fast disappearing and a new order of things is
beginning to supplant them." This new 'thing' is the beginning of the evolution
of Negro music that develops into jazz.
1892 - NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE
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NEGRO CAMP-MEETING MELODIES (By Henry Cleveland Wood) On my
grandfather's land, near a creek which runs through the town of Harrodsburg, Ky.,
there stood for many years a sycamore three under which, history relates, the first
religious services were held by early settlers on soil then a portion of the extensive
wilderness district belonging to Virginia. The genuine camp-meeting was said to have
originated in southern Kentucky, and the small gathering of intrepid pioneers under
the arching white limbs of a tall sycamore was probably the nucleus of a band of
worshippers which has since spread to large proportions. As the wild lands were
settled by increasing immigration, the camp-meeting became a recognized feature of
the new country on the one had, from the want of suitable places of worship, and on
the other, from the magnificent forest-trees and beautiful woodlands which offered
such alluring shade and ample accommodation to the seekers after righteousness.
Dating from the war, the liberated race has taken most kindly to the campmeeting, perhaps as much on account of the novelty if affords as the freedom of
worship and large attendance it permits; for during slavery the race was prohibited
from holding large assemblies even of a religious nature.
The Negro is nothing if not religious. It matters not how young, or how old, or
how good, or how sinful he may be in his normal state, he never fails to extract from
religion that fervid enjoyment that characterizes his type. He never wearies of
attending church; it comprises not only his religious, but his social life. He cares little
for pastime or entertainment, in general. He manages to extract both from his
devotional exercises, and is satisfied.
A friend of mine who lives near a church where the congregation is colored,
avers that a protracted meeting has been in active progress there for the past twenty
years; and the long series of meetings, of one kind and another, which have been held
in the building almost constantly, year after year, would almost warrant the assertion.
To see the Negro at the height of his religious frenzy, however, and in the full
enjoyment of its influence, one should attend camp-meeting, where the dusky
worshipper yields up himself fully to the spell of the fervor which enwraps him with
its intensity, and sways him with its peculiar forces.
This was especially the case a few years ago. Progress and imitative influence
have been at work, and have touched the scene, robbing it of much that was
characteristic. The last Negro camp-meeting I attended was held under a commodious
canvas, while a fashionable choir did the singing and rendered popular hymns of the
day to an organ accompaniment. Alas! I sorely missed the picturesque groupings
under the forest-trees and the grand volume of powerful voices chanting the weird
songs of this dusky people.
There were few scenes more impressive than the old-fashioned camp-meeting,
held at night-time beneath the overhanging branches of the trees, through which the
moonlight came in subdued rays, while brightly-burning torches amid the deeper
gloom made sharp studies in lights and shades. Add to this the rich, sonorous voices
of the worshippers, rising and falling in rhythmical cadences, lending to the silence of
the night their rare melody, and the scene is one that cannot readily be forgotten.
The words of these tuneful songs are frequently improvised, and are full of
repetitions, as is usually the case with compositions by the Negroes; and to reproduce
them apart from their proper surroundings is to rob them of much of their wild beauty
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and the strange impressiveness which they possess in so marked a degree, when
voiced by the lusty lungs of the camp-meeting worshipper.
The sermons are usually lurid, and carry convictions to the hearts of the
hearers, as numerous groans and mournful exclamations testify during its delivery.
"Oh! my soul," "Yes, Lord!" "jes' lis'en at 'im!" "Talkin' ter me!" "Now yer
Preachin'!" "Bress Jesus!" "Now yer hittin' me Hard!" are some of the expressions
heard, on this hand and on that, as the speaker waxes varyingly exhortative and
menacing. The climax is reached by a repentant sinner shouting out the joy of a newfound religion; and amid the moaning and praying and weeping, the excited, swaying
congregation takes up some jubilant refrain, until the echoes, far and near, are
awakened to tumultuous life.
The sermons themselves become almost a chant, delivered in a high-pitched
key, and with a sing-song monotony and a catch of the breath between sentences, or a
running of one sentence into another, all of which produces an effect that one must
hear to fully comprehend. The speakers are often very illiterate, and many amusing
mistakes are made in the use of words. The Negro orator usually has a great liking for
long and high-sounding words, and handles them recklessly at times. I recall hearing
one prayer offered up for all "ignominious" sinners, while another speaker grew
thankful for the number present of God's "childring," and dropped a tear for those
who were "casted away from out his glorifious presence," while yet another spoke of
the days that had been "hypothecated an' gone."
While gathering some of the most characteristic songs, I was informed by a
dusky singer that I had been "miscorrected" in regard to the words of one of them,
and that to have him, for a small consideration, line it out to me while I wrote it
down, would be the "supernatural" way to get at the matter.
The old-time melodies are fast disappearing and a new order of things is
beginning to supplant them; therefore, I have striven to preserve a few fragments, at
least, of song, in an effort toward perpetuating some of the quaint melodies before the
drilled choir and accomplished organist have fully established their innovations on
this distinctive feature of the Negro camp-meeting.
Chief among those hymns that stir one with their fervor is the one. "Campmeetin' in de wilderness."
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"Some says that nothin' ails me, some gives me up fer lost, An' ebery refuge
fails me, an' all
my hopes is crossed.
Chorus
Nex' door ter death they foun' me an' snatched me frum de grave, I tells ter all
aroun' me His
wondrous power ter save,"
Chorus
Several other verses are sung, which, are often improvised to suit the melody.
Another fine song is that entitled "I'm jes' from do Founting."

How grandly the voices rise and fall as this truly fine old hymn is sung by an
enthusiastic congregation, swaying their dusky bodies in rhythmic motion.
"Ain't Dat Lovely?"
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At the passage "an' its um-m-m," etc., each singer clasps his jaw and cheek in
his hand and rocks backwards and forwards, mourning dismally as if suffering with
an aggravated case of toothache. The effect is highly grotesque, as one may imagine.
"Who's Dat A Callin'?"
Moderato

Here is a portion of a hymn which reminds one of a Chinese novel that runs
into the hundred volumes, it is so lengthy; indeed, I have never been able to learn just
the number of verses which compose it: (Texts given)
"Done Took My Lord Away"
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As I have written in the first of this sketch, it takes the ensemble-the torchlit
grove, the moving, exultant mass of dusky worshippers, the nasal, sonorous voices of
these unlettered children of the sun-to give to such songs the full weirdness and wild
beauty which they possess. When one has once heard these melodies under these
favorable circumstances, it is something never to be forgotten."
The knowledge of Negro spirituals was not shared world-wide until the
grand tour of the gospel singers from Fisk University. Commencing the tour to
raise money for "Jubilee Hall" on campus, the real success if the tour was not
the money raised but the exposure of the Negro's music to the general public in a
concert atmosphere. As the article states: "The growing conditions among the
Negroes are unfavorable to the making of new songs." There was now an effort
to collect and preserve the melodies that were gradually disappearing. Negro
slaves used to sing songs of despair and to lighten the load of labor. No longer
did they have these incentives. As stated earlier the gerund of the new black
came from different motivations and different situations. The old style did
contain some syncopation (see "Tell Bruddah 'Lijah!') and rarely did the Negro
sing the 7th tone true. This bending of the pitch was why the Negro favored the
violin, banjo and vocal music. In these old spirituals we can find the seeds of
many of the elements that became the elements of a new music - jazz.
1893 - NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE - NOV.
OLD PLANTATION HYMNS By William E. Barton, D. D. - One of the most
genuine surprises ever given to lovers of music occurred in 1871, when a company of
students from Fisk University started north, to earn money for that school by singing
the plantation hymns of their parents. When Henry Ward Beecher admitted them to
Plymouth Church, the papers had not a little to say in a joking way of "Beecher's
Negro Minstrels." To the surprise of everybody, the moderate success for which the
promoters of the scheme had hoped and the dismal failure which the beginnings of
the enterprise prophesied were both forgotten in a most brilliant campaign upon both
sides of the ocean, resulting in the building of Jubilee Hall and in the publication of
the "Jubilee songs," by voice and press, wherever the English language is known and
even beyond. The story of these Negro boys and girls singing their quaint, weird
songs before crowned heads reads like a romance. The continued popularity of the
airs then first introduced is attested by their use at all manner of occasions, from
funerals to yachting parties, and their republication in all manner of books, from
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collections of Sunday School melodies to books of college songs. Whatever the critic
may say about them,-and what he says is usually divided between praise and
astonishment,-there is no denying their power. Many of us have seen great
congregations swayed by them as a field of grain before the winds. Dvorak calls their
tunes our only characteristic American music, and his suite based on their airs is well
known. To critics and to common people they are alike enjoyable.
There is a good deal of danger that we shall not discover many of these songs
not already familiar. The growing conditions among the Negroes are unfavorable to
the making of new songs, and the ground has been pretty well hunted over for the old
ones. It would be a thing quite worth while to discover a new or old one as sweet as
"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot," or as quaint as "Turn Back Pharaoh's Army," or as
pathetic and powerful as "Steal Away." If anyone knows any such, he ought to see
that they are preserved, both words and music.
It was the writer's privilege to live in the South from 1880 till 1887, and to
come into contact with a good many kinds of people. During the earlier years
especially he made careful records of most that interested him, and he supplemented
these records as the years went by with whatever came in his way. One of the things
which never was allowed to escape was an odd song, secular or religious; and
wherever possible the quaint air as well as the words was written down at the time.
These have waited for eleven years, and it is time that they were printed if they are to
appear at all. It is possible that some have been printed already; but even if so, the
variations will be of interest. The most of them, however, are probably new to almost
all who will see them here, and many, I am confident, have never been printed or
even written before.
Conspicuous among the religious songs of the colored people, as of the white
people in the Cumberland Mountains, is the large group of "Family Songs," in which
the chief or only variation in the successive stanzas is the substitution of "father,"
"mother," or other relative in order. One of the most unique of these is, Howdy,
Howdy!

"Howdy, Howdy"
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This is the entire hymn, except that it goes on to greet, and be greeted by, the
sisters, mothers, fathers, preachers and mourners of the company. It is a song for the
opening of service; and no type can indicate its warmth and fervor. The "M-m-m-mm" is a humming sound with closed lips. Any one who will close the lips and hum
this sound will discern something of the perfectly delicious expression of the joy of
meeting.
There are several songs that tell of going down in the valley to pray. The
valley seems to the colored Christian the proper place for all prayer save that of
ecstatic fervor; and that fervor voices itself in song rather than in prayer. Prayer, to
the Negro, was so commonly associated with the thought of trouble that often had no
other outlet, that all the drapery of the valley seemed to fit its mental association.
Sometimes he rose to sing, but this shout or praise was either song or hallelujah - it
was not commonly prayer. One of these songs, with a very pretty melody, is given
here.
"When I git up on de mountain top, I'll shout an' shout and nebber stop."
or,
"I'll praise de Lord an' nebber stop!"
The words are similar to those of a song used by the Jubilee singers, but the
melody is different.
"Down in the Valley To Pray"

This song does not usually follow through the family in order, but, being in
the nature of an exhortation, addresses the "mourners," "sinners," "seekers," etc. The
"mourners" of these songs, it should be remembered, are not necessarily those in
affliction, but those who frequent the "mourners' bench" and have not yet "got
through." Some of these songs inform these mourners that,
"When I was a mourner just like you I prayed and prayed till I got through."
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Not "till I got through mourning" or praying, but till that necessary
intermediate state, that limbo bordering upon regeneration, was passed. A period of
"mourning" is counted a prerequisite for conversion.
The music in this piece is very expressive. The word "down" has always a
descending note, and in the first and third lines covers three notes, re, do la; the word
"pray" falls as it were to its knees on the dominant below and is held for four beats.
So many of the negro songs are solemn and in 2:2 or 4:4 time, that when one
trips along in 2:4 time with a lively step it is worth noticing. One of these, in which
the Christian way is neither a struggle nor a *clijb, but a joyous progress with
confident hope, and almost gleeful measure, is:
" Goin' Over On De Uddar Side of Jordan"

The b flat in the fourth line is meant to suggest a slight variation of tone which
cannot be written.
In this, as in many such songs, the melody turns back to the refrain almost
before the stanza is completed, so that the held "O!" belongs almost as much to the
end of one line as the beginning of the next. The stanzas then take up "my sister,"
"my mother," and other godly relatives, but "my Lord" is retained in each.
One of the most effective uses of syncopation which I have ever heard is in
the song "Tell Bruddah 'Lijah!" or "No harm!" Brother Elijah is probably the prophet,
for there is no human character in the Bible too great to be counted a "brother," and
some of the allusions to "Brer Jonah" and "Brer Simon Peter" are as unexpected as
can well be imagined. In this hymn the explosive stress upon the word "Sinnah" is
startling; and the question, "Ain' you tired of sinnin'?" is wonderfully direct.
"Tell Bruddah Lijah"
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A corrupted version of a Jubilee song is familiar to many people, called
"Sooner in de Morning." It should not be "sooner," but "soon," or early. Another song
with the same burden, but very different tune, I have often heard in meetings of
colored people. There is a marked contrast between the two parts of its melody, the
refrain keeping the middle registers, and the verses swinging much lover, beginning
an octave below the first part, about middle C. It is a major melody, and moves
almost entirely in thirds. The few intermediate tones are quite as likely to be
accidentals as to take other notes of the diatonic scale; indeed, the Negro rarely sings
the seventh note true, to a musical instrument, but generally flats it more or less as in
the minor scales. Fondness for these slightly variable tones suggests a reason for the
Negro's love of a banjo or violin.
"Soon in de Morning"

This song is quite in line with the view of the world which most of these
hymns present. The world is a wilderness; the Christian has a hard time; and heaven
is his home. The thought comes out in "Mighty Rocky Road." It is a melody in 2:4
time, and trips along over the rocks very lightly, rising a full octave as a flight at the
thought of being "most done trabbelin'." It is an excellent illustration of the way in
which the twin birth of these words and notes fitted them to each other. To which air
are sung words whence a popular college song borrows the lines,
"Mighty Rocky Road "
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The tune to the last song has a swing not unlike the war-time melody,
"Great big brick house, an' nobody libin' in't,
Nobody libin in't, nobody libin' in't,
Great big brick house, an' nobody libin' in't,
Down in Alabam,"
to which air are sung words whence a popular college song borrows the lines,
"Hain't I glad to git out de wilderness, Leaning on de Lamb."
It was in Alabama, by the way, that I got the song, "New Born Again," whose
rising and syncopated "Free grace, free grace, free grace, Sinner," make the grace
more ample with each repetition. It has a certain dignity combined with light
joyousness which our Gospel Hymns often strive for in vain. Indeed, there are several
things for us to learn from these songs.
"New Born Again"
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Another song represents the journey through life in another way. It is not a
two-step nor a gay procession, but a solemn yet confident march. It is in stately 4:4
time, and has the suggestion of a quiet but effective drumbeat on its accented notes.
"Walk through the Valley in Peace"

At a meeting which I used to attend frequently, one of the leading singers was
Sister Bemaugh, who often started the tune. One night there came from another
settlement a famous singer, a man, who quite usurped Sister Bemaugh's place. There
was no denying that she felt it, as he stood up before the congregation whenever a
hymn was called for, in a most comfortable frame of mind, his head turned well to the
left and the thumb and finger in his right hand holding the tip of his left ear, as he
sang song after song. Many of the songs were new to the congregation, and were sung
as solos, and he liked them none the less on that account. Several times Sister
Bemaugh attempted to start a song; but each time he was ahead of her. At first she
joined in the singing; but at length, discouraged and displeased, she gave it up and sat
silent. The meeting held late, and Sister Bemaugh, who usually stayed to the very
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end, prepared to go. She got her lantern, which she had left in one of the front
corners, and was somewhat ostentatiously lighting a match, when a hymn was called
for,-and the visiting brother could think of none. It was Sister Bemaugh's opportunity.
She quickly lighted and turned down the wick, and began to sing "My good old
Auntie's Gone Along," and all the congregation fell in with her. I can see her now, as
in the dimly lighted tobacco barn where the meeting was held she stood holding her
lantern and singing. She was slender and had high cheek bones, but her face was
pleasant, and her voice had a certain soul-quality, with a ring of satisfaction. Almost
every other note in the song is chromatic, and it is no small task to sing it well; but
Sister Bemaugh sang it to perfection, standing and leading, as a woman does not
commonly do,-and having sung it to the end, she went along.
If the reader will pick out the notes of this song on the piano, and then sing it,
swaying slowly, I think he will like it.
.
"Gone Along"

No classification of Negro hymns is entirely satisfactory; but a very large
class is made up of a refrain to which is sung a series of verses in variable order, often
having no special relation to the refrain. Many of them are used with scores of
different songs, and never twice in the same order. Some present a slight variation in
the refrain, but have a uniform response. Of these I have a large number. One very
rare one, and one that I count among the best, is "Cold Icy Hand." The burden of the
song is the response, "Death goner lay is cold icy hand on me." An indescribable
effect is given to the "cold icy hand" by a syncopation. The word "cold" has the
accent of the downward beat, and the first syllable of "icy" takes a half note in the
middle of the measure. The surprise of the shock which this gives to the nerves,
together with the weird tune which prepares one for any uncanny effect, is not unlike
the touch of a cold hand. The effect is not less uncanny in the third line of the refrain,
in an accidental flat or natural given to the word "cryin'." It is a wail like that of a lost
soul.
"Cold, Icy Hand"
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In all these hymns the notes must adjust themselves to variations in meter. The
words of successive stanzas vary in length, and the notes must be varied also. In
writing the notes one has to compromise. In singing, they must be adjusted to the
different verses, as:

The foregoing song uses principally stanzas that have reference to death, and
contain a warming; but among a great collection of them there is no certain order.
Several hymns in common use furnish couplets for this purpose,-most of all, "Jesus
my all to heaven is gone." Other hymns are used. I have the music-strikingly like that
of one of our college songs - of one hymn which uses half a stanza of "Am I a soldier
of the cross?" and it is quite effective used in this way, with the question of the first
half unanswered. It is one of the few Negro hymns which require a bass clef. The
body of the hymn is sung in unison-the response being sung in bass and all accordant
parts.
In the published Jubilee songs, the harmony has been added for piano and
quartette; but it is rarely found in Negro songs.
"Soldier of the Cross"
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In this particular song there is no refrain, the lines being repeated several
times to make up a stanza out of half of one. Another hymn, which is sung also by the
white people of the Cumberland Mountains, takes the hymn "Did Christ o'er sinners
weep," and fits to its stanzas a refrain:
"This world is not my Home"

The melody above is smooth, flowing and restful, and while sad is not
hopeless. It sounds well with the words to which it is wedded.
I have one song which starts in with an introduction which has little to do
either in words or music with what follows and which belongs only to the opening
stanza, or rather to the first use of the refrain. It is not unlike the recitative which
preceded a formal movement, and with change of tempo.
"Heaven Bells Ringin' in my Soul"
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Some of these refrains are little more than reiterated ejaculations, the
monotony of which is somewhat relieved by the variable character of the couplets
which make up the stanzas.
"Sweet Heaven"

In much of our modern preaching the emphasis has shifted from the life to
come to that which now is; and sometimes good advice about diet and hygiene, and of
righteousness as tending to longevity hold the place once given to immortality. It is
not so in plantation theology. The thought of heaven is constantly to the fore.
The resurrection is a favorite theme in these songs, and its figures are well
supplied by Ezekiel's vision. Among them is one that is very simple in its movement,
starting with plain quarter notes in 4/4 movement, but growing irregular in the refrain,
and using with effect a syncopation on. "An' a Lawd," and bringing in a strong
upward swing on the long first syllable of "mawnin'."
"Dese Dry Bones' of Mine"
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The ease with which this rising is to be accomplished in the world to come,
has its contrast in a song of rising in the present life. Here Satan appears, and is a
familiar figure in Negro songs. It is to be noted that while he is a very real and terrible
personage, there is always a lively, almost mirthful suggestion in the mention of his
name. The melody of this song could not be wedded to a very serious line of thought.
The singers appear to feel little troubled over Satan's easy advantage, but cheerfully
throw upon him the responsibility for the difficulty of their earthly rising.
The personality of Satan is, therefore, at once a terror and a source of
enjoyment to the negro. The place he holds in Negro theology is not unlike that which
he occupied in the miracle plays of the middle ages.
There seems an inherent tendency to insincerity in Negro demonology, Satan
is a decided convenience. It is always possible to load upon him what else must be a
weight upon the conscience. That Satan holds the sinner responsible for this has its
compensation again in the fact that Satan himself is to be dethroned.
"Hard to Rise Again"
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One song is satisfied to snatch a single line from any convenient hymn, and
pair it with one of its own in the refrain, while borrowing couplets right and left for
the stanzas.
"I Want to Die A-Shouting"

While the fitting together of couplets and refrains almost at random leads to
some odd and incongruous combinations, upon the whole one is surprised to find with
what good taste the mosaic is made, especially when the singing is led by an old-time
leader with a wide range of couplets to choose from. Some of these men when
confronted by an inquirer with note book and pencil can hardly recall half a dozen of
these stanzas; but in the fervor of their worship they not only remember them by the
score, but by a sort of instinct rather than taste or judgment fit together words from
different, sources without a second's reflection or hesitation. It comes to pass
sometimes that the words of a certain hymn attach themselves to a given refrain so
that one rarely hears them separately. Here is one which I do not remember to have
heard except with "Jerusalem, My Happy Home."
"Comfort in Heaven"

While a majority of the negro melodies are in minor keys, the use of the major
is far from being unusual, and is often very striking. A song called "Wake up,
children" is of this character. It is impossible to imagine a more appropriate musical
setting for the opening words, or a clearer, heartier call to awaken.
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"Wake up, children"

The joys of heaven, prominent among which is its music, afford material for
several songs.
"I Want to go Where Jesus Is”

A good, ringing, hortatory hymn is entitled:
"Come Along "

A cheerful song, with a strong major melody is "Down by the River." The
Baptists use it at immersion; but it is not confined to such occasions.
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"Down by the River"

Many songs have a line three times repeated, with a fourth but little changed,
and thus builds a song out of meager material; but the tunes are usually distinct. A
very good one of this sort, and with a good tune, is

"The Winter soon be over"

I used sometimes to preach in a little church built by the colored people, the
result of no small sacrifice and hard work. Besides the long Sunday services, held on
stated Sundays once a month and whenever they had a preacher, they had
innumerable night meetings at "early candle-lighting." For a bell they had a discarded
circular saw from the saw mill, fastened to a tree before the door; and when I came in
Uncle Joe would say: "Here comes Mistah Bahton now; I'll go out an' knock on de
saw." The saw was a very good church bell, and brought the people straggling in from
all about. We would spend some time singing while they gathered. The young people
wanted book hymns, and had their way in part; but the older people were pleased that
I liked the others, and I got many of them in written form. One that was often sung in
those meetings was "Pray On." It is a hymn with a fixed refrain and variable stanzas,
and is also a family hymn.
"Pray on"
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There was a great revival in the tobacco barn, and the meetings continued late
into the night. They were late in beginning, for those who attended were working
people, and the "early candle lighting" proved very late for a start. However, those
who came first sang, and there was something going on some nights from dusk till
nearly daylight; for on the evenings when there was a good bountiful of tough old
"mourners" who had been there once a year or so for a long time, there was a siege.
The faithful called it "Marching Round Jericho," when, clearing the benches away,
they marched round and round the mourners' bench singing and stopping at intervals
for prayer or to shout out, "Believe, mourners!" Thomas Hughes, the genial author of
"Tom Brown," was making his last visit to this country at the time, and had never
been at such a meeting. He made me a brief visit, and I took him there. He was a
reverent and interested spectator, seeing the real spirit of worship that underlay some
of the odd proceedings, and also having an eye to all that was new to him in the
situation.
During this long revival, which lasted a good many weeks, a bright young
lady lay dying of consumption in the large house on the hill. As she lay at night near
her open window she enjoyed hearing the colored people sing, and there was one
hymn that touched her heart with its sweetness and pathos. As she felt her own time
"drawing near" and began to listen for the "charming bells," this hymn grew more
dear to her; and as the colored people came to know that she cared for it, they grew
accustomed to singing it each night, with all its stanzas, for her benefit.
Night after night I heard this song, -an invitation to the sinner, a glad
anticipation of heaven, and a salute from the humble but kind hearted worshipers as
they closed their meeting in the tobacco barn, to the dying girl in the big house on the
hill, who listened nightly for this greeting.
"Dem Charming Bells"
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As cold weather came on, she passed away, and we sent her body to the
Northern home whence she had come too late. We had a simple little service in the
chapel, and a company of the colored people sang the clear, bell-like notes of the
song, which ever since has seemed to me most beautiful, with its ringing, confident,
hopeful and inspiring words,"Lord, I'm almost home, I'm almost home!
Lord, I'm almost home, For to ring dem charming bells."
The Negro hymns seldom make allusion to the Bible as a source of
inspiration. They prefer "heart religion" to "book religion." In some places where an
ordinary hymn would strengthen assurance by a promise of God in Holy Scripture,
the Negro appeals to his own revelation from the Lord. The following hymn is an
illustration:
"We're some of the Praying People"

I have another Alabama hymn which, like the above, is made up of a threefold
repetition and a concluding line. The melody of this hymn starts in a way that reminds
us of the Gospel Hymn, but when we come to the refrain we find the familiar swing
and syncopation of the Negro.
"Wear a Starry Crown"
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These hymns are fairly representative of a once numerous, but now vanishing
class. Some are commonplace enough, both in words and music. But others glow with
genuine religious fervor, and afford valuable material for a study of the social and
religious life of the Negro, besides being an important contribution to American folk
lore. The last few years of the 19th century saw a growth in the popularity of Negro
music. The cakewalk reached its height in popularity in 1899. The publishing houses
that put out 'society band' arrangements of numerous cakewalks and Negro influenced
music and helped progress the evolution of this music into jazz. Negro music was
now accepted as part of the scene and with the emergence of ragtime and Negro
composers such as Scott Joplin, the popular scene has a dominance of Negro based
music. This acceptance was seen in American society as well. An example of
approval and acceptance can be seen in the tone of the next article that was a reprint
in the Shreveport, Louisiana newspaper, Shreveport being a northern Louisiana town.
1898 - SHREVEPORT SUNDAY JUDGE - JAN. 18
MUSIC AMONG THE NEGROES -In some instance it is of a High Order.
One of the chief features of every Negro gathering of a social character is the singing.
A musical people they undoubtedly are. Not a few have exhibited a high degree of
talent in this respect: as, for example, Blind Tom, whose performances on the piano
have delighted so many colored audiences. The darky fiddler, once so prominent a
feature of social gatherings, is still sought after in some communities. The popularity
of so-called "Jubilee" singers and Negro minstrels seems to increase with time. Many
of the most popular songs in this country, such as "Old Kentucky Home," "The Fatal
Wedding," and "Listen to the Mocking Bird" were composed by Negroes. For the
origin of most of their songs we must go back to the days of slavery. Just as the
laboring classes of England during the seventeenth century found expression for their
struggles and sufferings, in the popular ballads of the time, so the American slave
gave vent to his afflictions and heartaches in song. He sang of his griefs-and they
were many of hardships and oppression, of loss of home, of separation from friends
and relatives. In these songs one cannot fail to perceive a certain plaintive melody
that seems to breathe forth centuries of patient suffering. But the songs of the Negro
were not all dictated by the tragic muse. Even in slavery there were bright, sun-kissed
openings in the clouds of sorrow that darkened his life; and there is no better evidence
of the natural cheerfulness and gaiety of his character than the comic and festive
songs with which he was wont to celebrate these interspaces in his grief.-W. T.
Hewetson, in Chautauquan.
The next article contains excellent examples and analysis of many Negro
spirituals and brings out a number of important points: 1) There is little direct
reference to slavery in the Negro songs. 2) There is little resentment but
resignation to the Negro's plight. 3) The early spirituals which are most
characteristic contained little from association with outside influences. 4) The
use of the imitative bend of the Negro mind gradually manifests itself in the use
of outside influences in the music of the freed slave. 5) The use in church
performance of variation in melodic performance. 6) The use of the pentatonic
scale in many melodies (the same is true of Scotch songs).
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1899 - NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE - JAN.
HYMNS OF THE SLAVE AND THE FREEDMAN - BY William E. Barton,
D. D. - I began my quest for quaint hymns when I was a school teacher, and was
neither confined to a single place of worship nor prohibited by the responsibilities of
my position from taking notes during service. After I began to preach I had more
opportunities; but my field was somewhat restricted, and I was less sensitive to
peculiarities which had impressed me in the earlier years of my residence in the
South. I partially made my opportunities good, however, by visiting the older people
who knew old songs, and writing these down as they sang them. One of my best
friends in this regard was Aunt Dinah. It was from her I learned "Death's goner lay his
cold icy hand on me:" and I fear that I could never have written it down had I not
learned it from some one who would patiently repeat it again and again till I mastered
its wonderful syncopations.
It is a peculiarity of the Negro music that it can nearly all be swayed to and
timed with the patting of the foot. No matter how irregular it appears to be, one who
sways backward and forward and pats his foot finds the rhythm perfect. A young lady
friend of mine was trying to learn some of the melodies from an old auntie, but found
that the time as well as the tune baffled her. At length, when the old woman had
turned to her work, the girl got to swaying and humming gently, patting her foot the
while. The old woman turned and, patting the girl on the knee, said: "Dat's right,
honey! Dat's de berry way! Now you's a-gittin' it, sho nuff! You'll nebbah larn 'em in
de wuld till you sings dem in de sperrit!"
Now and then I would go to Aunt Dinah's cabin, and ask her for more songs.
She invariably began by declaring that I had long since learned all the songs she
knew; but I would plead with her to cudgel her brains for some of the old ones, the
ones they sang before the war. After the requisite amount of protesting, she would
promise to think and see if she could remember any, but with the declaration that it
was hopeless. "I'll go to de do' an' call Sistah Bemaugh," she would say, "an' we'll see
ef we can't find some. An' while she's a-comin' ober, you se' down dah, an' I'll finish
dis shirt."
I was fortunate to find her ironing, and wise enough not to propose songs if
she were at the washtub. It was near a furlong across the hollow to Sister Bemaugh,
and there was a sawmill between; but Aunt Dinah and Sister Bemaugh had no trouble
about making themselves understood at this distance, and about the time Aunt Dinah
had finished the shirt and set her irons down before the open fire, Sister Bemaugh was
on hand. Then they both protested that they had sung me every song they knew,-and
they invariably found one or two more. One of these songs was "Motherless Child,"
or "I feel like I'd never been borned." It is one of the most pathetic songs I ever heard.
Not very long ago I attended a concert given by a troupe of jubilee singers,
whose leader was a member of the original Fisk company. Toward the end of the
programme he announced that a recently arrived singer in his troupe from Mississippi
had brought a song that her grand-parents sang in slave times, which he counted the
saddest and most beautiful of the songs of slavery. It was a mutilated version of Aunt
Dinah's song; and it lacked the climax of the hymn as I have it,-then "Gi' down on my
knees and pray, PRAY!!" The swell on these words is indescribable. Its effect is
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almost physical. From the utter dejection of the first part it rises with a sustained,
clear faith. It expresses more than the sorrows of slavery; it has also the deep religious
nature of the slave, and the consolations afforded him in faith and prayer.
Sister Bemaugh did not know this song. Aunt Dinah explained it to her, as she
learned it with me, and I wrote down many scraps of their conversation while they
thought I was only writing down the hymn; and sometimes they talked for quite a
while undisturbed by my presence, as I sat at the ironing-table beating out the tunes
which they had sung. Said Aunt Dinah,-I copy from the margin of my score:
"You des' gotter staht dat song in a morurn. Dey hain't no uddah way to git de
hang ub it. Fus' time I hear it, I wis' de Lawd I cud lun it. I tried an' tried, an' couldn't.
I went home studyin' it, an' all to once it come a-ringin' through me. Den I sung it all
night,"
The stanzas are double, and the two halves are sung to the same tune.
Motherless Child

Sister Bemaugh had not sung so much in church since the visit of the singing
brother during the revival, to which I referred in my previous article. Proud as she felt
of the fact that they had had to call on her at the end to start a song, she felt sore about
the prominence of the strange singing brother that one night, and my effort to learn
from her some of the songs which he had sung was futile. They were "no 'count
songs," anyway, she thought. While I was writing down another song, I overheard a
conversation between her and Aunt Dinah, and wrote down a scrap of it, which I
quote verbatim from the corner of the sheet where I then wrote it.
Quote Sister Bemaugh to Aunt Dinah: "Does you know why I doesn't sing in
church no mo'? Dey hain't used to my voice."
To which Aunt Dinah replied: "Don' you wait for dat. You voice all right. You
kin sing des' like a parrot."
Their conversation developed the fact that Aunt Dinah knew one of the most
fetching songs which the visitor had sung, and she offered to sing it for me, taking
pains to save Sister Bemaugh's feelings. It appeared later that Sister Bemaugh knew it
also, though she would not sing it with him. She sang it with Aunt Dinah, however,
when it was once started,-and I got it all. One of the quaint things about it is the
expression, "Gwinteter argue wid de Father and chatter wid de Son." I had often
heard the expression, "Gwineter chatter wid de angels,” in these songs, but this
expression was new to me. "Argue," as here employed, does not mean dispute, but
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only to converse learnedly; and "chatter" does not imply frivolity, but only
familiarity. The underlying theology has always seemed to me interesting.
I'll be There

Both Sister Bemaugh and Aunt Dinah agreed that the church to which they
belonged was cold, and sometimes they had to provoke each other to love and good
works in view of its depressing influence upon them. It never seemed cold when I
was there, but they agreed that by the time meeting would get fairly to going here,
their respective home churches would have been "all in a mourn." Aunt Dinah
complained (I copy again from the margin of my score)"
"Dis chu'ch powerful cold. It des' scrunches me. It's so indifferent from our
home chu'ch. Sometimes I goes dah, an I feels de Sperrit, but I hangs my head and
squenches it. I knows I'se changed from nature to grace, but when I goes dah, I don'
feel like I'se gone to chu'ch. It ain't like it used to be wid me at home. De sperrit has
lifted me right up. I'se shouted dah much as I please, and sometimes I'se des' sot dah
an' tickled myself, and den agin I've might nigh hugged Sister Williams to death!"
To this Sister Bemaugh would respond: "When you feels de Sperrit, you
mustn't squench him." Perhaps the next time the complaint and exhortation would be
reversed. Anyway, they agreed in their declaration that the church was not what it
ought to be, and they sometimes grew almost ecstatic as they hummed and gossiped
in the chimney corner while I wrote at the ironing table.
One of Aunt Dinah's hymns was "The heaven bells ringin' and I'm a-goin'
home," which was sung to a ringing tune. It requires but little imagination to hear the
ringing of bells to its "going, going home." I have heard the same words sung to
another tune, but the ring of this one is remarkable.
Heaven Bells Ringin', And I'm A-Goin' Home
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Another of Aunt Dinah's songs was "Mighty Day." The refrain is a four-fold
repetition of the question, "O wasn't that a mighty day?"-but this is usually repeated
so as to make eight repetitions. The verses follow more or less closely the events of
the Apocalypse, and are of variable length.
In their fondness for eschatology, and the joy with which they anticipate the
Day of Judgment and dwell upon its terrific and sublime features, the hymns are a fair
echo and antiphon of the preaching which they accompany.
Mighty Day

Another hymn which I heard both at Aunt Dinah's fireside and in meetings
was "Anybody Here." Anyone who cares to sing it will recognize in the melody of the
second half a strain so decidedly like the Scotch that he might well wed it to one of
Burn's poems. The resemblance is apparent, not only in the slurring, hopping effect
which almost matches that in "Within a Mile of Edinboro' town," but also in the
threefold repetition of the final tonic note.
Anybody Here?

It was in connection with the song, "Rule Death in His Arms," that I heard
Aunt Dinah tell her religious experience to Sister Bemaugh. She was only a little girl.
She said, when the war broke out,-"jes a water-toter." That was as nearly as she could
estimate her age, that at the outbreak of hostilities she was large enough to "tote
water" to the men in the field. Her uncle, she said, was taken with other slaves to
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erect fortifications in Virginia before the time when colored troops were allowed to
enlist, and while at that work was shot. She saw him while he was dying, and said to
him, "You'd better pray;" but he cursed her and said, "I done got past prayin';" and
she added, "An' right den he died." She continued the narrative with a good deal of
awe, but with no special exhibition of concern for her uncle. Said she: "Dat night I
seed him. An' he was in dat ba-a-ad place! An' de debbil des' a-shovin' fire my uncle
looked up an' seed me. An' I says, 'Aha! You'd orter prayed when I tole you!' An' he
says, 'I wish de Lawd I had a-prayed!' Dat's what he said. See, "You needn't nebbah
want to come heah!' An' I says, 'I hain't a-comin' dah, now you des' see!' An' den de
ole debbil looked up, an' he says, 'Yes, an' I'm a-comin' to git you bime-by.' An' den I
looked, a from fallin' in. An' den I begun to pray. O, but I had a hard time a-gittin'
though! I reckon de Lawd mos' made up His mind not to wash away my sins, 'cause I
danced so much! But bime-by I learn dis song; and when I learn dat song, de Lawd
spoke peace to my soul."
The song is a chant with very irregular lines and a refrain. The figure, "Rule
death in his arms," is, I suppose, that of a parent subduing an unruly child. It is almost
impossible to write this tune. Even the selection of a key is difficult. It runs an octave
below its keynote, and while the range above is only five notes, it is common to sing
the "sinner" verse an octave higher, thus covering two octaves and a third. The time,
also, varies in the different stanzas, but with the same cadences. The value of this
melody is almost wholly in the expression given to it. The notes alone are colorless.
Rule Death in his Arms

Sister Bemaugh and Aunt Dinah sang this over and over while I was writing it
down, first for my benefit and then for their own enjoyment. I have other songs which
I learned from these two good old women, some of them used before and others to
follow in this path. Quaver, every slur, every syncopation was there, and I took the
greatest pains to write them as they gave them. There was one which they called "De
Coffin to Bind Me Down." They made a very long song of it by using the verses
again and again, the first line in one verse serving as the third in another, and coupled
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with a different companion. There were only four lines and the refrain, "De coffin to
bind me down;" but out of these they made certainly four times four stanzas.
The Coffin to Bind Me Down

Besides making a very respectable hymn out of a few lines, these two women
could make a reasonably good tune out of three or four notes. I have heard them sing
one which I could hardly believe had so small a compass till I came to write it and
found that it was all covered by the first three notes of the scale, do, re, mi. Such a
song is: "I don't want you go on and leave me." It is a pathetic little hymn.
I Don't Want You Go On and Leave Me

The singer is toddling along with short and broken steps, trying to keep in
sight of the Lord, and pleading not to be left behind. The Negroes have many hymns
of the "Old Ship of Zion." The talented young southern poet, Irwin Russell, gave an
exceedingly funny description of the ark as interpreted in the light of a Negro's
experience with a river steamer. Such anachronisms sometimes work themselves in
perfect good faith into these hymns. But the hymn of this sort which I liked best was
one which I learned from Aunt Dinah. The ring and swing of the refrain, "I'm no
ways weary," are truly inspiring. I used frequently to hum it on my long mountain
rides till there came some measure of relief from fatigue from its buoyant spirit.
The Old Ship of Zion
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Some of the old slave songs survive which had in them the bitterness of a
sorrow that never spoke its intensity in plain words, but sought figures from the Bible
or veiled its real meaning in inarticulate moans or songs of grief that never uttered the
real nature of the sorrow. Yet every minor note was the wail of a broken heart, and
every syncopation the snapping of a heartstring. One of these is called "Po' Me."
Po; Me!

One of the most pathetic of all these songs, its minor strains the very acme of
sorrow, is "Troubled in Mind." I think that it has been printed, but neither words nor
music are as I have heard them.
Troubled in Mind

The direct references to slavery in the Negro songs are surprisingly few.
Probably few of the people had come to think of slavery itself as abnormal or of its
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hardships as justly chargeable to the system; and it is still more probable that the grief
which they felt they were constrained to veil behind general lamentation without
speaking plainly the sorrows which they regarded as inevitable.
It is noteworthy that these songs, however much they bewail the sorrows of
slavery, contain no resentment. The only known exception, if it be an exception, is the
joy over the fact that
"When Moses smote the water, the waters came together.
And drowned old Pharaoh's army. Hallelu!"
The secular songs of freedom, "De Massa Run," "Babylon is Fallen,"
"Bobolishion's Comin'" and the rest, are tolerably familiar. But there is one hymn
which I used often to hear which speaks the freedman's joy in his new manhood. I
have heard it sung sometimes in the North by companies of educated jubilee singers,
who introduce it with the lines,
"Holy Bible! Holy Bible! Holy Bible, Book Divine. Book Divine!"
But I never heard these words sung as a verse of this or any native plantation
hymn in the South. Their references to the Bible are few, and such as are given in the
songs of this series, namely, allusions to well-known narrative portions of Scripture.
The "Holy bible" stanza was probably the addition of some "reading preacher." It is
quite as appropriate, however, as those which are sung to the song in the South; for
the freedman, preferring death to slavery, and singing his solemn joy in a strong and
stirring strain, comforts himself in the thought of the possibility of death, with the
details of the first-class funeral, in which he is to play the chief role. Such a funeral as
is described in this hymn is, next to heaven, the desire of the average colored man
even in a state of grace. But apart from all this, which may provoke a smile, there is
something that thrills one in the words:
Before I'd be a Slave

As I write the words of this hymn I seem to hear old Uncle Joe Williams sing
them. Slavery had not been unkind to him. He always hired his time from his master
and made money enough to pay for his labor, and had a good start toward buying his
wife and children when freedom came. But this is the hymn he loved to sing, sitting
before his door in the twilight.
For the most part the war did little for Negro song. The melodies which are
most characteristic gain little from association with outside influences. But here and
there we may trace in words or music a theme which the war suggested and which is
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worth noting. Choicest among these specimens is "Sinner, You'd Better Get Ready."
In several ways it seems a departure from ordinary Negro music, but it is quite
characteristic. It is in triple time; it is major; and the melody of the refrain, which is
its more important part, is entirely in thirds, unless we take account of the three notes
before the last one, which as now sung make a slight variation, but which are easily
changed to conform to the rule. As written, the lower notes are as sung; the upper
harmony is as it would be played. With this slight change it can be played on a
keyless bugle.
Sinner, you better get ready

Another song that uses almost wholly the open notes is "Little David, Play on
Your Harp." It is less like a bugle song than "Sinner, You Better Get Ready," but it is
striking in its use of major thirds and fifths, the more so as, following the Negro
predilection for minor beginnings, this decidedly major tune starts on la. Its opening
notes are, la sol do mi do, la sol do, do do mi sol.
Little David, Play on Your Harp

If the foregoing suggests a bugle, not less so do some others suggest the tap of
the drum. There is no better example than one lately given me by Rev. George W.
Moore, field missionary of the American Missionary Association, and husband of one
of the original jubilee singers, whose voice still is often heard at annual meetings of
that association. Anyone who will for a moment disregard the tones, and tap the notes
or sing them in monotone with a rat-tat-a-tat, will see that the time of the song "I'm
Goin' to sing" is such as might well have been derived from the beat of an army drum.
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I'm Goin' To Sing

Some of these war songs are exceedingly simple in structure, often having
only a single line that can be called a permanent part of the hymn. This is often
repeated, sometimes shortened, and again lengthened by a hortatory ejaculation or a
direct address; but the rest of the hymn is built up as occasion demands,-and in some
cases the one line, or germ cell of the song, is found to vary greatly in different
versions. sometimes a single couplet attaches itself to the refrain in such a way as to
be commonly recognized as the first stanza, but for the rest the song hunts about for
couplets from "Jesus, My All," or other hymns with lines of the same length. Some of
these, however, are rather effective.
Stay in the Field

No other couplet of this as I learned it has any military suggestion. The other
verses used are such as are given in the songs with constant refrains and variable
stanzas.
There are several simple songs that fit a military pledge of fealty to familiar
words, with a simple but effective tune, as:
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Soldier for Jesus

There are suggestions of enlistment in songs about joining the band. The
allusions are generally indefinite, but such as might well come from a general
suggestion of military figures adapted for use in worship.

Gwine ter jine de Band

Each stanza of the above hymn ends with a euphonic Ah! Which connects it
with and merges into the refrain. A like syllable is used at the end of the second line
of the refrain.
Now and then the word "Union," pronounced in three syllables, is added to
the "band" and may indicate yet more plainly the army origin of some of these songs.
One of these is:
Stand on a sea of Glass
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The Negro pronunciation of "This Union" was said to be turned to good
account by certain merchants living in the Border States during the war, among whom
a popular placard bore a picture of a contraband throwing up his hat and shouting,
"Dis Union Forever!" The words were so spaced as to leave the phrase beautifully
ambiguous, and it was explained as "This Union forever or “Disunion according to
the exigencies of the occasion.
Another version, with a different tune, is found in a grouping of the 'Union
band" with that theme of perpetual interest and ecstatic contemplation, the big camp
meeting in the promised land. There are many songs that dwell on the last of these,
and some that combine the two.
Big Camp Meeting in the Promised Land.

I have one song that seems to be made up from an army march tune and the
two hymns, "All Hail the Power" and "Am I a Soldier of the Cross?"
Crowned him Lord of All

One feature of army life impressed the Negro deeply. It was the calling of the
roll and the lining up of the men to answer to their names. It has its echoes in several
hymns, some of which have been published; but the most striking one which I have
ever heard I give below:
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When That General Roll is Called

These are quite enough to illustrate the effect of the war upon the songs of the
Negro, and are the principal hymns of this kind which have come to my notice.
These retain, for the most part, the genuine Negro characteristics, but illustrate
the imitative bent of the Negro mind, and manifest more or less distinctly outside
influences.
There is an element of religious selfishness in some of these songs and a
rejoicing in the relative exclusiveness of religion as the singers understand it. We
have noticed it already in such couplets as
"Wait till I get in the middle of the air, There won't be nary sinner there."
It constitutes the burden of some songs. I do not know that it is more
pronounced in these than in some more pretentious hymns. I hear quite often in
evangelistic meetings a song of heaven in which, as I first heard it, the words were:
"I shall know Him, I shall know Him And alone by His side I shall stand, I
shall know Him, I shall know Him, By the print of the nails in His hands."
Such songs are as open to criticism on the ground either of an unspiritual
materialism or of religious self-seeking as are any of the Negro hymns. Recently,
however, I have heard this one sung, "And redeemed by His side I shall stand," which
eliminates one objectionable feature.
The hymn which I give as illustrating this characteristic is "I'm Going to Walk
with Jesus by Myself." The tune is much the same as that of "Who Will Drive the
Chariot When She Comes?" And this reminds me that many of these tunes that seem
monotonously alike when written have a much wider variety when sung to different
words and with the adlibitum of the Negro singer. In this the melodies are much like
those of Scotland. Who ever would have known by ear alone that the tune of "I'm
wearin' awa, John," is the very same as that of "Scots wha hae wi' Wallace bled"?
And for that matter, who, knowing the pathetic sweetness of the one and the martial
solemnity of the other, would have suspected that both these airs are simply the silly
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old ditty of "Hey, tuttie, tattie"? Even so these Negro melodies are not to be too light
scorned because of their monotony, which is often more apparent than real.
I'm Goin' to Walk With Jesus By Myself

A good many of the hymns of the colored people deal with ecstatic
experiences but most of them are sufficiently modest in their claims of regenerate
character and of fruits meet for repentance. Now and then, however, there is a song
whose singer professes to have received sanctification. It has been my privilege to
know a number of people, white and black, who were thought by others to be
sanctified in the sense in which that term is commonly (and incorrectly) used; but
these people always denied it. On the other hand, I have known a number of people
who thought themselves to be sanctified, and in no case could any one else be made
to believe it. However, here is the hymn, which is rather a rare one of its sort.
It may be noted that while conversion implies a long struggle to "get through,"
sanctification, as here interpreted, is not related to antecedent experience. It occurs
simply while "walking along."
Done Been Sanctified
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A good old hymn is "don't you want to go?" I count it one of the gems of
Negro song.
Don't you want to go?

Jordan and the sea furnish abundant figures for these songs; and the river
applies equally well to baptism or to death. One of these songs is, "You can't cross
here." It is a dialogue, and a warning to the sinner who will one day attempt to cross
where he will not be able.
You Can't Cross Here

This brings us around again to the theme of the resurrection, which always
suggests a song. This time it may as well be, "Dese bones gwine ter rise again."
Sometimes family names are interjected before the third "I know," and varied.
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These Bones Gwine ter Rise Again.

With this good old hymn, I bring this paper to a close. It is a fitting one for a
finale. It is irregular in its composition, but with a flowing metre and with phrases of
equal length as measured, though wedded to lines of two, four, seven, ten and more
syllables. It has the characteristic introductory refrain and the monotonous croon for
the couplet and response. It has also the clear faith, the fondness for the supernatural
and the joyous conception of the Christian life common to these songs. (1899)
The music of the Negro was gradually being affected and changed from
the effects of newly found influence and the old spiritual was disappearing. This
change is seen in the lyrics of some of the songs as it sang about the railroad and
not the old symbol, the steamboat. This was seen especially in the words. The
music was now in a new direction with more steady rhythms, faster tempos and
we see a new direction of the melody and the lyrics. These facts are brought out
in the next article.
1899 - NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE - FEB.
RECENT NEGRO MELODIES -by William E. Barton, D. D. - In two
previous articles I have given fifty-four old plantation hymns, including both those of
unquestioned antiquity and those which show the influence of the war and the effects
of newly found freedom. In the present paper I propose to consider some which show
more recent influences.
I cannot pretend, however, that the classification which I have made is strictly
chronological. Material is lacking for a hard and fast division of these songs into
historical groups. A song which I have recently learned, and which the man who sang
it for me assured me was composed by a man well known to him, has all the
characteristics of the older melodies. I have selected, in part, the songs that had
common or contrasting features in melody or doctrine, and I shall include in this
article some songs that were simply left over from the preceding ones. and the socalled "railroad songs" which make up a part of this article, though in their present
form modern, represent a very old type of hymn structure, and had their beginnings
far back in the days of slavery. No one man made them, nor are they ever written or
ever complete. But I have endeavored to follow the general principle of grouping
these songs according to their probable age.
Beside the "railroad songs" proper, there are some that are about the railroad.
One of these will illustrate how modern influences in the south have affected the
content of Negro hymns.
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To the Negro on the levee the steamboat is the greatest thing afloat. But to the
Negro of the interior the place of the steamer in religious typology is assigned to the
locomotive. There are several songs about the Gospel Train, some of which are
familiar. The railroad seems to supernatural that it is hard to convince some faithful
old souls that heaven is not at one or the other terminus. There is a good old song
with this suggestion. It is in triple time, and pronounces "evening" in three sharp
syllables.
Git on the Evening Train

Railroad songs are so named from the fact that they are sung by large bodies
of men in the construction of railroads and other public works. Not many of them
originated on the railroad, but their use in the army building fortifications, and in
these more modern kinds of labor, has probably served to elongate them. The wise
contractor employing colored men at work of this character lets them sing. The songs
require little expenditure of breath, and are long drawn, monotonous chants. They
usually have a Scripture theme, and often tell at length a long Scripture story with the
Negro's own improvements and interpretations thrown in. The refrain comes at
considerable and irregular intervals, just often enough to quicken the lagging interest
of any who may have dropped out. Only the leader attempts to sing the words, though
perhaps a few nearest him catch a strain here hummed by others far and near, and
gives the time to which the spades sink into the clay or the picks descend.
To hear these songs, not all of which are religious, at their best, one needs to
hear them in a rock tunnel. The men are hurried in after an explosion to drill with
speed for another double row of blasts. They work two and two, one holding and
turning the drill, the other striking it with a sledge. The sledges descend in unison as
the long low chant gives the time. I wonder if the reader can imagine the effect of it
all, the powder smoke filling the place, the darkness made barely visible by the little
lights on the hats of the men, the echoing sounds of men and mules toward the outlet
loading and carting away the rock thrown out by the last blast, and the men at the
heading, droning their low chant to the chink! chink! of the steel. A single musical
phrase or a succession of a half dozen notes caught on a visit to such a place sticks in
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one's mind forever. Even as I write I seem to be in a tunnel of this description and to
hear the sharp metallic stroke and the syncopated chant.

One occasionally hears these long songs in an evening meeting. They are
interminable, and the only way to end them is to stop. One of them, a part of which
has been published, and the whole of which no one man knows is "Walk Jerusalem
just like John." Different versions of it have been printed, but none like the one I
have.
This song throws in almost at random couplets like:
Walk around from do' to do' What to do I did not know:
Walk Jerusalem on Zion's hill, Walk about on heaven and earth;
Satan tought he had me fast, Thank the Lord I'm free at last. I bless the Lord
I'm going to die,
I'm going to judgment by and by Oh, John he heard the trumpet blow,Hills
and mountains fall below.
. It has no proper end. It goes on at the will of the leader, and, unlike the
ordinary hymn, which may be ended either with a stanza or the refrain and usually is
meant to end with the latter, this is meant never to end so far as the structure of the
song is concerned. It may end with "When I come to die," or "Hes' like John"; but in
either case it gives the air of incompleteness, like the old Scotch and Irish songs
which ended so often on ‘re’ and were ready to begin again. Some of these songs
have a proper end, and may stop with the refrain any time; but the refrain is of
variable occurrence, and may come every two lines, or run on for an epitomized
biography of some Bible character.
Walk Jerusalem jes' like John

While the narrative portions of this song and others like it are used as a solo,
which is a great saving of breath, there is a humming accompaniment, with many an
"Amen" and "Yes," and frequently a chuckle or "holy laugh," especially at any
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suggestion of giving the devil what is conceived to be his due, or of any sharp turn of
Providence for the worsening of sinners. One of these songs, which I have heard both
on the railroad and in an evening meeting, is
The New Burying Ground

Another of these is "How Long Watch-a-Man?" The melody of this is worthy
of special attention. It is sweet, full, dignified and descriptive. The variations of
"Watch-a-man" are very telling, and the repeated and retarded final tonic notes,
suggestive of the passing of time as seen by the "Watch-a-man" are fine. It deserves
to be fitted with a strong, full harmony and to be widely known. I consider it a gem. It
is partly in 3:4 and partly in 4/4 time and the fitting of these into a smooth, flowing
melody in perfect taste is noteworthy. The words are not so good.
How Long, Watchman?

A good many people, no one of whom knew it all, contributed first and last to
give the foregoing hymn the degree of completeness which is here shown. The Negro
is reluctant to bring a service to a close. When, late at night, the end finally comes,
there is often a quotation concerning the heavenly assembly: "Where congregations
ne'er break up, and Sabbaths have no end." The thought enters several of their own
songs, among them one of the interminable ones such as we are now considering. It
runs on in narrative form with long or short stanzas, but calls for active and repeated
responses in the refrain, "I believe!" The refrain changes, also, from time to time, to
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suit the tenor of the stanzas, but the end is always the same, "And Sabbath has no
end."
Sabbath has no End

This last hymn I have heard in different places, but the part relating to the
crucifixion I have not heard except at religious services. The last of these hymns
which I shall give is one that I heard but once. I do not know that it is used as a song
to work with, but suspect that the "ham-mer-ring!" which is the constant response,
may be used sometimes to time the descent of the pick or sledge. As I heard it,
however, it was sung at an evening meeting, a single voice telling the story, repeating
twice each line, while the congregation sang a heavy bass "Ham-mer-ring!"
The Christians' Hymn of the Crucifixion

A good many of these railroad songs, I am satisfied, originated in those
gruesome vigils wherein a dozen or more people "sit up" with the dead. The night is
largely spent in singing, and the set songs run out long before morning. The family
sleep, or are supposed to sleep, often in the same room, and if not there then in a
room within easy hearing distance, and the singing is thought to comfort them, as
well as to help in keeping the watchers awake and to apply the occasion to the profit
of those present. The song about "The New burying Ground" is evidently of this kind.
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Its references to the little babe that had been taken, the mother left behind, and to the
next day as that of the burial, plainly show its original meaning; but it is sung now on
other and very different occasions.
These songs are long, low, monotonous croons, wherein the recitative is half
sung, half spoken, and the voices other than that of the leader merely hum with
occasional ejaculations and an intermittent refrain. The songs are modified by their
subsequent uses, but originating, as they do, without a distinct purpose to make a
song, they are most irregular in everything but rhythm, which is always such that they
can be swayed to and patted with the foot. They afford a good illustration of the way
in which the more elaborate songs originate.
There are some of the more recent plantation hymns which have added an
element of culture without diminishing religious fervor. One of the best of these is
"Were You there when They Crucified My Lord?" It dwells on the details of the
crucifixion, and the separate stanzas add only a single line each to the song. It is a
tender and beautiful hymn, the climax of its effect depending largely on the hold and
slur on the exclamation "Oh!" with which the third line begins, and the repetition and
expression of the word "tremble! tremble! tremble!"

Were You There?
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The foregoing modern song keeps much of the spirit of the older ones. It is in
striking contrast with the preceding song. It is a lively staccato, is full responses, is
not in the least shy of the fourth and seventh notes, and is thoroughly up to date
except perhaps in its theology. No higher criticism has yet eliminated from Negro
theology a vestige of the miraculous. Peter on the sea, Gabriel with his trumpet, Jonah
and the whale and Daniel in the lions' den are all here in a swift-moving panorama,
and with a lively good humor that is nothing less than mirth-provoking.
One of the most interesting places in which I have ever attended worship is a
well built and fairly well appointed meeting house erected by the colored people, well
out in the country, and adorned with crude frescoes that show a desire to beautify the
sanctuary of the Lord. I have been there in summer when the temperature of the day
did not exceed that of the meeting, and I have been there in winter when the minister
announced that he was "cold, brethren; cold two ways, cold in de body and cold
speritually;" and yet I have never been wholly disappointed in seeing something
worth while. The records of the business meeting of Saturday are read on Sunday
morning with a good many exclusions from the church "for immoral conduct," as the
charge has invariably read when I have been there; and not infrequently there are
people to be received into membership with ecstatic experiences proved by a
repetition of them on the spot. The preaching begins very moderately, but as one after
another comes to the front, the tide rises until the preacher in charge, who is said to
have been the longest settled pastor in Kentucky, rises and begins; and then there is a
demonstration. The company has long been swaying back and forth in the rhythm of
the preacher's chant, and now and then there has come a shout of assent to the oft
repeated text. Each time the preacher's almost incoherent talk becomes articulate in a
shout, "I have trod de wine-press," there are cries of: Yes!" "Praise de Lawd!" and
"Glory!" from the amen corner, where sit the "praying brethren," and the Hallelujah
corner, where sit the "agonizing sistering." In the earlier demonstrations the men
rather lead, but from the time when Aunt Melinda cries out "Nebbah mind de wite
folks! My soul's happy! Hallelujah!" and leaps into the air, the men are left behind.
Women go off into trances, roll under benches, or go spinning down the aisle with
eyes closed and with arms outstretched. Each shout of the preacher is the signal for
some one else to start; and, strange to say, though there are two posts in the aisle, and
the women go spinning down like tops, I never saw one strike a post. I have seen the
pastor on a day when the house would not contain the multitude cause the seats to be
turned and take his own position in the door with a third of the audience inside and
the rest without, and have heard him provoke the most ecstatic response to a reference
to his wife such as this, "O, I love dat yaller woman out dar in dat buggy, but I love
my Jesus bettah!" I have seen the minister in grave danger of being dragged out of the
pulpit by some of the shouters who in their ecstasy laid hold upon him. I have seen an
old man stand in the aisle and mump eighty-nine times after I began to count, and
without moving a muscle of his thin, parchment-like face, and without disturbing the
meeting.
There is more or less variation in the service at this church, but there is one
invariable feature, the collection; and the more white people there are present, the
more important is this feature. Two deacons sit at a table in front of the pulpit; a song
is sung, and the contributors walk up the aisle and deposit their contributions amid
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exhortations and plaudits thrown in at the end of the line. Each coin is scrutinized,
and there is no opportunity to pass a mutilated coin at par, as some people do in
dealing with the Lord, or make a button do duty for legal tender. One day some one
started a new fashioned hymn, and the people came up slowly. The preacher
interrupted the hymn midway saying, "Breddern, dah hain't no money in dat tune.
Sing one of de good ole tunes." In response to this suggestion they sang "jes' gwine
obver in de heabenlye lan'." It has a high air, covering only a diminished fifth, and
running mostly on the tonic note, but the monotony is broken and a decided character
is given to the melody in the refrain, "De heabenlye lan'," when from the last syllable
of "heabenlye" to "lan'" the voice rises from E flat tonic to D flat, which it holds with
a strong accent on a half note filling the last half of the measure.
Jes' Gwine Ober in de Heabelye Lan'

What conception the worshipers have of an angel is patent, for two of them
are wrought into the frescoes of the room. The feet of one turn abruptly to the right,
and the feet of the other to the left. One of them is cross eyed; both are white. There
was every indication that this song brought a good collection.
A good many of the Negro songs are written in the pentatonic scale. The same
is true of a majority of Scotch songs and the songs of Oriental nations. When Luther
W. Mason went to Japan to teach our system of music in the government schools, he
sought out melodies common among us that are written in the scale of five notes. The
first which he taught and which they received with great pleasure was one that we
received from the Orient. I think from India, "There is a happy land." Few of the
thousands of thousands who have sung this air all round the world have thought how
a part of its hold upon so many million of hearts is its omission of the two notes 4 and
7 from the diatonic scale. Several of the best of the Scotch songs are of this character,
as "Auld Lang Syne," and, with the exception of one or two notes which I believe are
modern, "Annie Laurie." It is a little strange that just when the breaking up of
Primrose and West's minstrel troupe might seem to indicate, and probably does
indicate, a decline of interest in the burnt cork show that has been so popular for
generations, and still is popular in England, there should be a great increase of so
called "coon songs," some of whose airs are very pleasing, arranged for the piano. To
any one who desires to write a fair imitation of a characteristic Negro melody, one
simple rule is good to start with; compose it on the black keys of the piano. It takes
more than this rule, however, to make a good Negro song, and the best of them are ill
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adapted to a piano. The violin or banjo fits them best, for they have no frets to
distribute the error in tone. A sharp and B flat are not mathematically the same, but
they must be represented by one tone on the piano. The Negro is able to make this
fine discrimination when he uses accidentals, and this makes it impossible to
represent the tones exactly upon the staff; but the five notes of the simpler scale
suffice for most of the hymns. "In Dat Great Day" is an example of a song whose tune
is major and which ranges over an octave and a half with no suggestion of a lack of
sufficient tone variety. There is great contrast between the startling warning, almost
breathless, "Whah you runnin', sinnah?" and the clear, exultant "O Is-a-rel" The entire
piece is of great power. It is a Negro Dies Irae. The use of the major is all the more
remarkable because the eschatological theme and the sombre succession of incidents
described would naturally suggest the minor.
This song illustrates a way in which the Negro varies his melodies. In theory
the song is sung in unison, and there is no harmony proper. But in practice the more
independent singers introduce grace notes and slurs, and the higher and lower voices
range above and below in fifths and thirds in the more descriptive portions, especially
in the latter verses. In this song the melody of "O Israel! O Israel!" is given in the first
line where those words are used, and in the notes which run nearest the tonic; but as
the song proceeds this simple theme is worked out quite elaborately and with much
greater variety than the notes here given indicate, but in a manner which they
illustrate.
In That Great Day

This quaint Dies Itae may well be paired with an equally quaint "Hallelujah
Chorus." It is a Baptist hymn, "Been down into the Sea." Its exultant hallelujahs
suggest, as one hears them, some passages in Handel's great masterpiece. I cannot
expect any one to agree with this statement who merely picks out the notes on the
piano; but one who hears the piece sung by a great congregation will not think the
statement wholly extravagant.
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Been down into the Sea

Now and then there is a piece that not only uses the diatonic scale, but makes
the most of it. One effective song, "When the Chariot Comes," uses the seven toned
scale, and emphasizes the fact by the prominence of its major thirds. For instance, the
first time the word "comes" is used; it is cut into five syllables with emphatic rough
breathings, and fitted to a do-sol-mi-sol-do.
When the Chariot Come

Among the eschatological songs, I do not remember any that have affected me
as did the song, "Who's Dat Uandah?" At the end of each inquiry, "Who's dat
yandah?" is a rest of two beats in the middle of the measure; and the effect is more
startling than the syncopation of a note. It is an emphasized silence of eager and
fearful expectancy. It is a pure minor, and runs almost wholly in thirds. This song is
so painfully realistic in its tone picturing as to cause an involuntary turning of the
head in expectation of some majestic presence. It starts with a refrain, which is
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repeated after every stanza and again at the end, as is usually the case where the song
opens with the refrain.
Who's Dat Yandah?

In this and the two preceding articles I have given nearly seventy of these
songs. It has been a sincere pleasure to prepare them for preservation in this form.
Growing out of the heart experience of the Negro, the older ones are absolutely
natural and unaffected, and exhibit no attempt to express the religious life in
conventional terms. Even their crudest oddities are of interest as data for study in
religious and social development, and this is by no means the limit of their value.
I have not counted it a part of my duty to write harmonies for these songs, but
have endeavored to preserve the melodies as accurately as possible.
These songs are such excellent exponents of "heart religion" that they are
certain to disappear before the swift coming "book religion," save as they are
carefully recorded and preserved. I exhort all teachers, pastors and others who are
able to secure these songs to do so, with the music wherever possible, and to see that
they are suitably preserved in print.”
The popular form of entertainment after the Civil War and up to the jazz
age was the minstrel show. Our next article emphasizes the history and
development of Negro minstrel music. It is a good essay on the progress of Negro
character and stereotypes that the nation had imagined when picturing the
Negro. From the spiritual to minstrel music and finally to ragtime, the Negro
was gradually being accepted that he could learn and develop as part of the
African culture and showed progress that he is striving for today.
1900 - MUSICAL RECORD - SEPT.
MUSIC AND THE NEGRO - To judge wisely and properly of the musical
capabilities of the negro, and his natural aptitude to acquire any of the various and
many forms of knowledge, it is entirely necessary first to divest ourselves of any and
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all prejudices, natural or acquired, with reference to the Negro, his race and color.
And until we can so impartially judge, we can enjoy a limited knowledge of the
capabilities of the Negro, and shall only have a variety of conflicting opinions on the
subject to vex us To be strictly impartial and just I am compelled to assume that the
white man has not generally "toted fair" with the Negro, to use an old Virginia
expression, either as a slave or a freedman. During the slavery days all honorable and
charitable owners treated their slaves kindly and well, and as human beings, feeding
and clothing them in a comfortable manner, allowing them wages for overwork,
church privileges, and so on. Education from the books was prohibited by the state
laws; yet some few were taught, to a moderate degree, reading and writing by some
kindly disposed member of the family, though in rather a surreptitious manner, while
the hard-hearted and meaner portion of the slave-owners worked them hard, with but
scant allowance of supplies of food and clothing. This latter class of slave-owners
accumulated much money from the labors of their slaves, while the aimab' et nob',
and thought it not well to be generous owners made but little more than their
expenses, and frequently not that; at least this was the general condition of affairs in
southern Virginia, where I was born.
The slave was generally gentle and confiding, easily managed, and his or her
confidence and even affection were easily secured. I, the writer, affectionately
remember our old "Uncle Dick," who hath carried me upon his back "a thousand
times," even when he was too old to perform any labor save picking up chips and
feeding the chickens. I also kindly remember our "Eliza," who was from my earliest
recollection my faithful nurse and sympathetic sharer of my little joys and sorrows.
Now, if we honestly believe the Holy Bible the word of God, we must accept
His word that we are "all of one blood." Of course there has always existed more or
less mystery regarding the Negro, I may say, from ancient times to the present; but,
acknowledging the word of God that we are "all of one blood," we can reasonably
conclude that the slight difference observable in weight of the brain, difference in
color and facial formation, is due to climatic influences and other environments and
conditions, over which they, the Negroes, had no control. Besides, there are many
differences, in many respects, among the white races.
But I am wandering somewhat from my subject regarding the "Negro and his
music."
My first recollection of the gentle voice of song was, naturally, the lullaby
songs of my beautiful mother. She also performed very prettily on the then very
popular "accordeon," her playing and singing being mostly confined to church music,
which was not surprising, as her father was a well-known Methodist preacher of the
country town of Suffolk, Nansemond County, Va.
My next possible remembrance of music was the congregational singing at the
country church by the whites, and the singing of the slaves, who during Sunday
services were located in a near-by grove of oaks, or bush tents, where they held
services in their own peculiar way, singing, shouting, swizing each other in a frantic
sort of dance, frequently swinging on the limbs of trees and shouting, "Glory to God"
in tremendous voices; and, sometimes, in case of 'revivals' or 'camp-meetings,' they
would exhibit so much excitement and violence that it became necessary to confine
them lest they might do themselves, unconsciously, some hurt.
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They were very enthusiastic and emotional; and, besides, they only copied the
actions of the white people in their mode of worship, which was almost as violent and
grotesque at that day as the Negroes.
I readily recall the fact that the Negroes easily acquired the melodies of hymns
and songs, but not so readily the words; hence in singing they generally 'made up' the
words to suit themselves, which were very striking and original, and often amusing
and absurd to a degree. It was quite natural that they should be more apt in learning
melodies than words, as they could not read and could have no practice, as is
necessary in committing to memory from the book, either of prose or verse, as the
white children of the family had.
But with these difficulties and disadvantages confronting them, I can say with
entire truth that the volume and quality of their voices compared very favorably with
the whites, and excelled them very frequently in loudness of tone and 'vim' of
delivery. To be sure, at that period, fifty years or more ago, neither whites or blacks
possessed advantage of a musical education; the whites sang from hymn-books,
without music, the leader being he or she who thought they could sing best; the
'leader' started the 'tune' so high sometimes that it sounded much like the discordant
notes of ducks and geese in the barnyard. I remember that in this connection an old
'darkey' being asked if his 'old master' was a singer, replied that 'old master' could
sing a 'powerful heap,' for sartin, but he, the 'old darkey,' could not determine whether
'old marse' was 'singin' or callin' de hawgs, fore de Lord'! The slaves, even at that
period, were not only vocalists but composers in their quaint way, both of words and
music; some of those best remembered were "Run, nigger, run, de pararole el cotch
you," "We is all agwine to de shuckin'," "Dear, dear, Belinda," and so on. It is
claimed by many that the really pretty little love-song of "Dearest May" was "made
up" by the Negroes, both words and music and afterwards the words were improved
by the "Negro minstrels," and then published later. I am quite sure that the song was
sung by the Negroes when I was ten years old. It then began in these words:
"Oh dearest May, you is lublier dan de day;
Your eyes so bright, Dey shine at night
When de moon am gone away."
It was a popular song all over the country at that period. "We is Gwine to de
Shuckin" began something like this: "We shuck dat corn, and blow dat horn, we all
are gwine to de shuckin; we shuck dat corn, and blow dat horn, we all are gwine to de
shuckin' ob de corn."
The extremely popular song of "Oh, Johnny Booker, Help Dis Nigger," was
made up by; the negro slaves in honor of "Johnny Booker," a white man who lived
near "Barber's Cross-roads" in Isle-of Wight County, and who was popularly
supposed to be connected with the "underground railroad that spirited away Negro
slaves to the North. It began like this: "Oh, Johnny Booker, help dis nigger, Oh,
Johnny Booker, do," the other words not being remembered. This condition of the
music of the negro continued until a few years previous to the War of the Rebellion,
when a church was built, or purchased, in Richmond, Va., for the exclusive use of the
Negroes, and was presided over by the celebrated negro preacher know as "Brother
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Jasper," who was a remarkable Negro in many respects, original and aggressive, with
a wonderful flow of language, and after the war lectured in many states, North and
South, upon the subject of "De Sun do Move" insisting that it "do move." Supporting
his assumptions by quotations from the Bible, at the same time challenging all comers
to answer him, "Sah."
At this church, known as the "African Church," considerable progress was
made in the voices of the Negroes; and some good ladies interested themselves in the
musical instruction of a young mulatto girl who had shown marked aptitude in
comprehending the "gentle art," and this girl presently performed on a little parlor
organ or melodeon, in the church.
Going North during the latter part of the war, I was commissary storekeeper at
the fortified military post of Portsmouth, Va., General Robt. Veile, commanding.
During the first of the year 1865, the post was threatened from the south, by the
Confederate General Longstreet; and General B. F. Butler sent us hastily, five
thousand Negro troops from his headquarters at Fortress Monroe, and they rapidly
disembarked from steamers and barges on the dock very near our commissary
department, formed and proceeded to the fortifications, a mile or two outside the
town, with two bands, one in front and one in rear, and while thus on the quick march
with both bands playing, with the clash of bands, roar of drums, and blaze of
trumpets, these five-thousand negro troops, all splendidly equipped, sang, in the most
tremendous volume of tone that I shall never hear again in this world, the popular war
song of "Babylon has Fallen," that fairly shook the town, and added consternation and
terror to the hearts of the rebel part of the population. Longstreet retired without
delivering the assault against our fortifications.
I may conclude by stating that just after the conclusion of the War of the
Rebellion, I was appointed a commissioner of the Freedman's Bureau, in the valley at
Staunton, Va., also having charge of the "Freedman's schools" established by Geo. O.
Howard, General superintendent of the "Bureau of refugees, Freedman and
Abandoned Lands," and therefore had exceptional advantages for observing the
aptitude and capabilities of the negro in receiving and comprehending the general and
musical education imported to the Negroes by the teachers sent from the North, three
ladies and two gentlemen; and I noted with pleasure the readiness with which they
received and retained the valuable instructions imparted to them, and I have no
hesitation in saying that Negroes can readily be taught music, successfully, or
anything else of value, by good teachers who understand something of the Negro
character. But one of the most depressing connections of the education of the Negro
is the lack of encouragement and approval on the part of the southern people
particularly, though the conditions in that respect are improving.
If music is the "voice of the angels," as Carlyle asserts very prettily, why
should we not encourage and teach the "voice of the angels" to the Negro? They
might even be "angels" -'some day." William J. Dews, Wash. D. C.
After the Civil War the face of American society took on many disguises
and expressions. Many citizens had not been exposed to the Negro culture or
person. There were many stereotypes and 'show business' propagated this type.
The popularity of the minstrel show after the war caused the media to multiply
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tremendously. It was from this exposure that the character of the Negro and his
music was presented. The minstrel show presented Negro music both by black
and white minstrels. Gradually though the minstrel show began to change and
present new features acts and the music presented was not authentic Negro
music. This is seen in the development of the many coon songs that gradually
reached into the new media that took the place of minstrels, vaudeville.
1901 - COSMOPOLITAN - OCT.
FROM BREAKDOWN TO RAG-TIME - by Charles Reginald Sherlock - The
most genuine things that have been done upon the stage in the guise of Negro
portraiture are as far apart as 1830 and 1895. The attempt began with the breakdown
of Thomas D. Rice and George Washington Dixon and ends with the rag-time of May
Irwin and Fay Templeton; as an example of fidelity to nature the "Jump Jim Crow" of
sixty-five years ago is to be compared only to the modern self. "You won't get no
money you needn't come runnin'. In the main the intervening years have been filled
with various forms of mimicry of the American Negro that can be described in no
other way than as broad caricature of the subject. You would look in vain in real life
for the counterpart of the traditional darkey of the stage, as depicted so delightfully by
a long line of Negro minstrels, among whom performers like Dan Bryant, Eph Horn,
Billy Birch Charley Backus, Cool White, Nelse Seymour, Cal Wagner, Dan Emmett,
Dave Reed, Sam Devers, Harry Stanwood, Hughey Dougherty, Billy Emerson, Lew
Benedict, Mike Barlow, George Thatcher and George Wilson take rank as premiers.
Amusing they were, beyond question, but they sketched so roughly in burnt cork that
their portrayals were as unreal as most of the theatrical properties" which went along
with them. It has been many years, indeed, since performers of the highest repute in
Negro minstrelsy have attempted to imitate even the dialect that still remains one of
the distinguishing marks of the race they represented. As a matter of fact, Dan
Bryant-and who ever wore the sable mask with greater honor?-was never so happy as
when singing "Shamus O'Brien" in black face and an Irish brogue! In costuming the
different creations with which their fame was identified all these celebrities went to
the farthest extremes, gross exaggeration being the invariable rule. With something
akin to underline action by the most famous performers has been distinguished by big
feet and diminutive hats, trademarks that seemed destined to resist innovation for all
time. Only with the advent of rag-time, four or five years ago, did this style of dress
start on its way to the rag-man. So it happens that the stage copy of the genuine Negro
is to-day nearer the original in essential characteristics than anything that has gone
before, for we have him in the modern form as New York knows him on Thompson
Street, and as he disports himself in the colored colonies of other cities.
Miscegenation, or something worse, has peaked the nose of the Negro of slavery
days, has taken the kinks out of his wiry locks, and has holy stoned his complexion,
but the shuffle of the tarheel still remains, as do his ingrained love of song and dance,
his heedlessness of life in general and his love of show in particular. In these traits,
accentuated for theatrical purposes, he is being made visible to-day.
It is to be said, therefore, that the modern performer has ceased to seek the
extreme and fantastic at the expense of truth, and is now going to original sources for
his material. This is what was done at the beginning, or what may be termed the
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beginning, by Thomas D. Rice, whose "Jim Crow" was for so long a period the
accepted type of the stage negro. Blackened faces had figured in the drama long
before Rice’s time-as far back as the date of a first production of “Othello”-but to him
seem to belong the distinction of having brought the Negro forward as truthful
picture. Rice, and Rice's predecessors in burnt cork, and "danced Juba" and executed
breakdowns, in every description of motley wear, regardless of the actual quaintness
of the droll people they pretended to represent. Rice found an old cripple of a nigger,
doing odd jobs around a livery stable in Louisville, and made him his own. By the
closest mimicry he put "Jim Crow" on the stage, dressed in tatters as he dressed,
shaking his palsied legs as he did and singing his very words:
"Wheel about, turn about, Do jis' so. An'; ebery time I wheel about I jump Jim
Crow."
Rice seems to have originated the only real Negro of his day. The cotton fields
of Georgia, the sugar plantations of Louisiana, the wide acres sown with tobacco in
Virginia, as well as the levees of New Orleans, of Natchez and of Memphis,
swarming with black people, seem to have been fallow ground in the estimation of
the actors of fifty, sixty and seventy years ago. "Jim Crow" ran his course, and in
quick sequence was followed by the "Dandy Jims," the "Spruce Pinks," the "Bone
Squahes," all fanciful delineations of the Negro, in so far as they avoided use of the
better material at hand. Except that the cars now set apart by law for the occupancy of
colored folks in certain Southern States usually go by the name of "Jim Crow," this
designation is only a memory. Even the fact that Joseph Jefferson, the grand old man
of to-day's stage, made his first appearance as a pocket edition of Rice's "Jim Crow,"
and with Rice, when the former was a toddler of three years, has not made the title
more familiar.
After "Jim Crow," the stage seems to have returned to a Negro representation
that scorned the truthful picture, droll as the truthful picture ought to have been. But
the fact is, we have had a traditional, not a real, Negro on the stage. First of all, he has
not dressed the part. After smutting their faces, the performers most famous in this
line have done little else to keep up the illusion. May Irwin in rouge and rice powder
gives a better imitation, in as much as aside from the black face she is the beau ideal
of somebody's "baby," or somebody who loves his "baby." Looking for the genesis of
the art, we find that for whole epochs the "long-tailed blue" was the prevailing
fashion. This garment got its name from a song that had its reign in 1838. Aside from
the perennial use of tremendous soles and miniature hats, the rule has ever been to
deck out the Negro in pantaloons of red-and-white checks of titanic size and coats of
outlandish pattern. Variations of these general forms have come down to us like
heirlooms. There came a period along in the '50's when there was a break in these
vain devices, the outcome of which was the introduction of a plantation darkey who
wore "pants"-the costumers who made the garments cut the word as well as the
gunnybag-held up by one suspender in a very precarious manner. This type of Negro
came as close to nature as the profession ever got. He was the shiftless, good-fornothing nigger, whose companion-piece many years later was Topsy in "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." With the advent of the darkey whose badge was the one suspender came a
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style of dancing that most resembled the dancing of the real Negro. It was called the
"Essence of Ole Virginny," and may be said to have reached its highest perfection
many years later in the performances of Dan Bryant. The jig and reel in one form or
another appear to have antedated the "essence" so -called, the widest departure from
these dances having been in the efforts of those who "jumped Jim Crow." the rocking
heel, which is an element of pedal motion in every Negro dance, was first exemplified
by Rice as "Jim Crow." In that respect his dancing was typical of the Negro race,
even if its originator did draw his inspiration from a single source. Frank Brower and
Murt Sexton, two performers of note in their day, had both danced "essences" as
Dixon had danced to the song "Old Zip Coon," seven or eight years earlier. Old prints
of Dixon in this specialty show him doing a step that must have been the foundation
of the "essence," a dance that made work for the hands as well as the feet, the palms
being held at right angles with the wrists, while the arms were extended in a sort of
pushing gesture. The essence had a long lease of life, due, no doubt, to its having
been made a conspicuous feature of Negro minstrelsy, in the regulation form of the
entertainment, after it had been established as such by Billy Whitlock and Dan
Emmett in 1843. Until their band was organized and made a bid for popular favor, the
stage Negro had been an unattached straggler whose individual efforts had been
sandwiched between the acts of dramatic productions, chiefly as interludes to a bill of
farces, but occasionally as a sugar-coat for a heavy dose of Shakespearean tragedy. In
their new combination of talent, including Whitlock, Dan Emmett, Frank Brower and
Dick Pelham (who’s "Ginger Blue" is a pleasing memory), new possibilities were
quickly developed, and one of the results was the gradual evolution of the half-circle
in which, from that day to this, the "first part" of every minstrel performance is given.
The Christys (E. P. and George) are, however, credited with the eventual arrangement
of the minstrel bill into acts in about the order that has since prevailed. Next in
historical succession came the walk-around-and as an accompaniment to it the older
breakdown, for which Dan Emmett wrote a long list of songs. "Lucy Long" walk
around, if not the first, was among the first, and there followed "Old Dan Tucker,"
"Walk Along, John," "Chaw Roast Beef," "Early in the Mornin'," "I Ain't Got Time to
Tarry," "High Low Jack," "Loozyanna Lowlands" and others. The walk-around was
always made the finale of the first part, and was usually repeated at the end of the
show as a spectacle on which to drop the curtain. It was intended to be written in
march-time, and to its spirited strains the whole company would circumnavigate the
stage, in a dance-step that was little more than a jerky elevation of the legs below the
knees, much like the "buck and wing" dances of the present day. It was as long ago as
this-the walk-around being in highest estate with Bryant's Minstrels in the sixties-that
the spatting of dance-time with the outspread palms on the knees was invented. To
this manual accompaniment the breakdowns were often done. Cleverly executed, this
tattoo will set the saltatorial nerves in motion as quickly as the catchiest music.
As the minstrel troupes multiplied in number, and new acts were demanded to
enliven the programs, the clog-dancers came to the fore, and faithful representation of
the Negro drifted farther away from its moorings. The clog, danced in shoes with
wooden soles, bore no earmarks of Dixie. The darkeys never did it. Half the battle in
the clog-dance was a gaudy costume, consisting of a ruffled shirt, silken knee
breeches, spangled stockings and red leather shoes. By and by the dancers mounted
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high pedestals, on which, with marble slabs for a footing, they cut graceful capers.
They tacked pennies loosely on their heels to make a little jingling accompaniment
for the music, and when dancing in duets, trios or quartettes, devised steps which
involved taps upon each others' heels. There was too much poetry of motion in this
dancing to resemble in the slightest degree what the Negro did, or could do, on his
feet. The essential element of grotesqueness was entirely absent. Female
impersonation, of which the Only Leon and the Great Eugene were the best
exponents; the banjo soloists, among whom Harry Stanwood and Sam Devere ranked
highest, and stump-speak progressive members were sitting up o' nights trying to hit
on something novel. All sorts of efforts were made to get out of the old ruts, but not
until the specialty known as the "song and dance" was developed did the Negro
minstrels reach a milestone. Like the clog-dance, however, the best that could be said
of it was that it was graceful and pretty. It did not go to original sources. It was like a
revival of the "Dandy Jim of South Carolina," which Barney Williams, afterward the
Irish comedian, did in 1838. It set the performers who went with the tide singing
love-songs, and not a few of them were skillfully written and beautifully scored.
Unusual chances were afforded men who had vocal gifts. Of these, perhaps Billy
Emerson was the foremost. His singing of a waltz like "Love Among the Roses" was
a grateful reminder to old theater-goers of the good times in minstrelsy when "Old
Folks at Home," "Massa's in the Cold, Cold Ground," "Way Down Upon the S'wanee
River," "Oh, Susanna, Don't you Cry for Me," and other songs as tuneful and
plaintive, were made to suggest the melody of the wind soughing in the canebrake. It
can be said of the older minstrels that they did not often believe the name they took.
They could sing. Emerson and Bobby Newcomb, too, were personifications of grace
in their movements, and in the natty dress which the fashion of the specialty
prescribed; they made pictures that are painted on the memory in fast colors. This
dress was a jaunty silk or plush jacket, with bobtails and wide lapels, a flaring
waistcoat and knee breeches of the same material, all in bright color; silk stockings,
usually striped in red or blue, and a nobby straw hat. The idea was to portray a very
genteel member of the colored population.
Contemporary with Emerson and Newcomb, as well as a host of seconds in
command, Delehanty and Hengler, who sang and danced double, did as much as
anybody to popularize this style of entertainment. Their "Little Bunch of Rose by My
Side" was a genuine treat of its kind. They struck on the little trick, everywhere
copied in later years of making their entrance to low music from opposite sides of the
stage, backing into a dance-step. After a time the exquisiteness of this form of song
and dance was relegated to the rear-though not absolutely-to be replaced by a
modification of it, introducing a team in which one member appeared as a wench.
This act was usually dressed in the traditionally grotesque way-big shoes, little hats,
checkered trousers - and immediately the musical value of the song went by the
board. Of this kindred were "I Really Shall Expire," "The Yellow Gal That Winked at
Me," "Big Sunflower." "Sally Come up," and loudest voiced of all, "Shoo fly, Don't
Bodder Me." This song is said to have been picked up on the Isthmus of Panama,
where it was indigenous to the soil, by a Negro who taught it to Billy Birch and his
partner, Charley Backus, but its success was so great that it was soon appropriated by
every mountebank who had a match and a cork to burn. The refrain of this tropical
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ditty became engrafted into the American tongue as a catch-phrase, and on one
occasion in the House of Representatives was so viciously hurled at a party leadernoted as a parliamentary wit - who was interrupting a debate, that he staggered under
the shock. Thus was the laugh of the country turned on "Sunset" Cox.
The song and dance lasted long enough to bear fruit. For example, there was
an acrobatic song and dance, in which the dance was elaborated by the performer
throwing flip flaps in circus style. This was Charley Walters' device, and he came
from the sawdust arena to do it. Other tumblers, looking for winter employment,
followed suit, and in due course the minstrels and variety-halls were being recruited
from the tented ring. It is of interest here to remark, possibly, that in the infancy of
Negro delineation black-face acts were performed on the backs of circus horses, and
that Robert Farrell, an equestrian, claimed to have been the original "Old Zip Coon."
As an incident of the genteel song and dance, Charley Diamond performed it with a
harp slung from his shoulder, to the delicate pickings of which he warbled and
shuffled.
Much that has had the merit of newness has had a place in Negro minstrelsy
during the past twenty or twenty five years. It is true nevertheless; that the old-time
brand of performance in black face has not undergone improvement, for its sphere of
usefulness has been superseded by the variety-hall and after that by the vaudeville
houses. Now and then only, during these years, have entertainments under the old
name been given equal in rank to those remembered at the hands of Byrant, Buckley's
Serenaders, Kelly and Leon, Lew Benedict, Sam Sharpley, Birch, Wambold, Backus,
Budworth and the rest. Across the stage have paraded long processions of "musical
mokes," "knock-abouts" and "monologists," while the singer and the dancer have
vainly sought restoration to their pristine glory. Performers like Lew Dockstader,
George Thatcher and George Wilson, who have done a stint of work driving dull care
off the face of the earth, pretend to sing, but as Billy Florence used to say of Bardwell
Slote, "those who have heard them say they don't." We had glimpses of old-time
minstrelsy in such things as Luke Schoolcraft's "Watermelon Man," Happy Cal
Wagner's "Funny Old Gal from the South Carolina State," and Milt Barlow's
inimitable mimicry of Negro old age, but they have been as fleeting as summer
clouds. It began to look as if the Negro delineator, like Uncle Ned, would have to
"hang up the diffle and the bow," for minstrelsy was of a truth on its last legs. Not a
theater in New York was devoted to it, where once it held high revel. And yet the
Negro can never wholly lose his place on the American stage. Even where the oldtime darkey has not been preserved, his melodies are sung and his steps are executed
by the vaudeville artists or the ballad singer, and even the Irish comedian often tells a
"coon" joke. There are, moreover, but few light operas or plays which can afford to
ignore the darkey lullaby or rag-time, and it is safe to say that while the Negro may be
slighted for a time he has left a lasting impress on the American stage.
The Mungos, Fridays, Gumbos, Sambos and Boneses of the old days are gone,
but the American Negro lives again in Mr. Johnson, Mr. Jackson and Mr.
Washington, of Thompson Street, who were antedated no doubt by the advent of
Harrigan and Hart's "Full Moons," who, with Johnny Wild at their head, carried
everything before them in Ned Harrigan's series of stage pictures of New York life.
With an ear thus attuned to darkey melody the stage was ready to listen, two or three
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years later, to a new herald of the south the "mammy's lullaby"- which strangely
enough had waited all this time for its deserved recognition, some desultory attempts
of the long past to introduce it having come to naught. "Louisiana Lon" was in this
class of song one of the most noteworthy. Others as plaintively sweet followed, and it
was not long before the whole country was crooning in the minor chords of this
tender music. Our colored brother is with us once again, a type, too, claiming
reasonable likeness to what he is in actual life. The remorseless processes of
civilization have lifted him above the level of his venerable ancestor. "Jim Crow," but
he boasts the same distinction at last. He is real in many things. In the back streets of
most southern cities the eccentric evolutions of the buck-and wing- dancers have been
known for years. Even the rag-time, that decidedly unique development of harmonies,
is a child by adoption of the stage. As for the cake-walk, it had been a waiters'
diversion in hundreds of hotels long before it was subjected to the glare of the
footlights, and introduced into ballrooms to relieve the monotony of the Virginia reel.
Who can say whether rag-time is not the much-vaunted music of the future?
Verily it has had a glorious past already, for was it not to the joyous acclaim of
"There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town To-night" that the American victors in
Spanish Santiago signalized the long-delayed end of tyranny in the West Indies, July
1, 1898? From the uxonions Moor in the first "Othello" to the crap playing "Mr.
Nigger" in May Irwin's song is a far cry, but in the end the American Negro has come
into his own, and that he reads his title clear is proved by his determination to share
the rewards of minstrelsy with his white imitators. The Georgia Minstrels were the
most notable of the early organizations in which genuine black men replaced the
usual white performers, and in these latter days the company of real "coons" and
"yaller gals" and "pickaninnies" with its cake-walks and characteristic rag-time songs
has almost a monopoly of the Negro minstrelsy field. The real Negro is on the stage
himself in full feather, for the first time in his history the professional disputant of the
white actor in the same line."
I include this article here as it is a discussion of what true Negro music is.
It is not the "coon" songs or Suwanee River (written by white men) but the old
spirituals. We must remember and be tolerant and remember that this article
was written in 1903. The last paragraph is shocking to the present day readers
but is historically accurate as to the way that some writers thought at the turn of
the century.
One sentence is very interesting and I give it without any analysis: "It is
quite the fashion among learned Northern men to call this imported African
music 'the only folk music of America.' Why should we not with equal justice
call the transplanted Scotch, Irish and the music of other races our American
music?"
1903 - INDEPENDENT - JULY 23
THE TRUE NEGRO MUSIC AND ITS DECLINE - by Jeannette Robinson
Murphy - Some day we who are so fortunate as to have been rocked to sleep on the
broad, tender bosoms of old mammies will be the envy of our own grandchildren.
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There is a danger as they will clamor in vain for truthful restoration of those old days
when ....etc. (It is hard to read the remaining parts of the first paragraph.)
Many people in America to-day, not .... the wealth and beauty of the true
Negro songs, not only tolerate the manufactured "coon songs," but fail to recognize
their spurious quality, and permit these attempted imitations with which the country is
flooded to pass unchallenged as the true article. Even poets of the colored race are
adding to this great wrong, and are creating a false, flippant new song to be put into
the mouths of a guiltless people.
There are writers whose vaporings attract attention, and who think nothing of
composing so-called Negro songs and passing them off on a credulous public,
confident that their careless readers cannot tell the counterfeit from the genuine
music.
The only plan which will effectually preserve the old slave music in all its
beauty, its power, its quaint and irresistible swing will be for the Negroes themselves,
buy the aid of skilled annotists, by phonographs and by every art available, to awaken
to the real value of this wonderful music. They alone can work in every corner of the
unique and varied field, creating a new interest among their race alike in their camp
meeting "spirituals," the crooning lullabies of the nursery and the roustabout songs of
the river.
The sporadic efforts of a few far seeing Negroes will avail little. The Negro
preachers over the entire South should be encouraged to lead in this grand work. Our
judicious praise of their "spirituals" might do much to prolong their life, but without
united effort on our part looking to that end, and an increased interest and desire on
theirs to sing the songs, they must surely die. Their songs, which need no
instrumental aid of any kind, are even now, in our inconoc.... cities, being supplanted
by hymns from regular English hymn books, to the accompaniment of an organ-an
innovation to be deplored, since this new singing is not to be compared in heart power
to their own spontaneous outpourings.
There never yet has been a song what could touch the heart more in
evangelistic meetings than their beautiful "Prodigal Son"

with its winding, appealing measures and soul-satisfying, plaintive words, words
which tell out the whole beautiful Bible story. In this song alone there are sometimes
rendered fully one hundred different verses, all used, it would seem, according to the
mood and the inspiration of the leading singer.
This "spiritual," like all of their others, is sung differently in every locality,
and furthermore, no Negro ever sings the same song twice in just the same way.
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The version of "The Prodigal Son," as reproduced on page 1724, is the one
generally used at Georgia camp meetings.
All of their hymns lose immeasurably by being taken out of their original
settings in the churches and sung as solos, and yet even in this form they produce a
miraculous effect upon the emotions of both the learned and the ignorant.
There is a weird, savage "shout" where the same line is repeated four times,
as is evidenced in the song, "Ole Ship O' Zion:"
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The chief beauty in this song seems to lie in getting off the key in each verse.
The congregation, as a body, is incapable after the leader sings alone the first verse of
getting a secure hold of the difficult diminished seventh occurring in the note used to
the first syllable of the word "Zion" in the first line, so the leading singers hit any note
that comes easiest, and the great chorus of worshippers gloriously join in with them,
singing the remainder of the tune in a higher or a lower key, generally a higher.
This song has no refrain, which is a rarity, for most of their "spirituals" have
very stirring and plaintive refrains. In the fascinating "Sinners, Yer Wallin' on er
Slender Stran'," the words and melody are used for the body of the song and also for
the refrain, the words to the first verse being repeated for the latter.

The old aunties say that these songs are so "filled wid de Holy Sperit" that
they forget they are working if they just keep singing all the time. No southerner ever
doubts the truth of this statement.
It is quite the fashion among learned Northern men to call this imported
African music "the only folk music of America." Why should we not with equal
justice call the transplanted Scotch, Irish and the music of other races our American
music?
These melodies certainly were brought by the Negroes from the Dark
continent along with the customs and traditions and sickening voodooism which are
surviving here to-day.
To the majority of people the mention of a negro song brings up instantly
vistions of "I Want Yer, Ma Honey," or "Alabama Coon," or even the lovely
"Suwannee River" and "Old Kentucky Home"-all written by white people who are
not so constructed mentally as to be able to write a genuine Negro song. Some of
these imitations are indeed fetching, but it is to be hoped that none of them will
survive to work further havoc with the truth.
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In questioning great numbers of ex-slaves I have yet to find one who does not
implicitly believe that God himself inspired the words of all their religious hymns. If
by any miracle the Bible were ..... us to-day we could look to these unappreciated
Negro "spirituals" for fully one-fifth of its contents. The memory and knowledge of
the Bible among the Negroes of the old school are simply miraculous.
Way down in Kentucky was an old uncle whom every one respected. He was
a great singer, and seemed to know, as thousands of them do, countless numbers of
these wonderful songs by heart. When asked about the origin of this great and heart
reviving music, which does seem to be so imbued with the power of the Holy Spirit,
he answered me as follows: "Us old heads used ter make 'em up on de spsurn ob de
moment after we wrasded wid de Spirit and come 'thoo.' but de tunes was brung from
Africky by our own granddaddies. Dey is jis milliair (merely ear) songs. Dese days
dey calls 'em ballotts, but in de old days dey calls 'em 'spirituals,' honey, case de Holy
Sperit done teached 'em ter us. Some finks Moss' Jesus teached 'em, an' I'se seend 'em
start me myself in de meetin'. We'd all be at de 'Prayers' House' on de Lawd's Day an'
de white preacher, he'd be hired ter 'splain de Word, and he read whar Moss' Zekiel
done say 'dry bones gwine er lib ergin,' or 'Daniel in de lion's den' and Chile ob
Grace;' de Lawd would come a-shini' thoo' dem pages an' revibe dis old nigger's
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heart, an' I'd jump up dar and den and holler and shout and sing and pray, and dey
would all cotch de words, an' I'd sing it ter some old shout song or war song I'd heard
'em sing fum Africky, and dey'd all take up de tune an' keep long at it, an' each time
dey sing it dey keep a-addin' mo' an' mo' verses ter it, an' den dar it woulf jis natchully
be a 'spiritual." dese 'sprituals' am de purtiest moanin' music in de whole world, case
dey is de whole Bible sung out and out. Notes is good nuff fer you people, but us
likes a mixtery. Dese young ladies what we see comin' 'long now ain't wuth killin' fer
dey don't keer 'bout de Bible nor the old hymns nor nuffin. Dey 'plenty spiled wid de
white blood an' de eddication an' de big orgin an' de white folks' hymn books, till it
done tuk all he Holy Sperit outen 'em. Dey ain't no better dese days, wid dere dancin'
an' singin' an' cuttin' up dan de shoutin' Mefodis white folks is."
The Negro by some mysterious power does not take a breath at the end of a
line or verse, but carries over his breath from line to line and from verse to verse at
the imminent risk of bursting a blood vessel. He holds on to one note till he has a firm
hold of the next one, and then besides he turns every monosyllabic word into two
syllables and places the accent where it does not belong, on the last half of the word.
An instance is given immediately below where the voice swings down ward a whole
octave on the word "yes."

With great ecstasy they throw their whole souls and bodies into the singing of
each hymn, and seem carried away for the time being by the potent spell which each
song casts over one and all. A marked peculiarity of the Negro singing is that very
often in the heat of their religious fervor they will repeat again and again the same
verses. In studying the music one finds that each verse is usually composed of one
statement, frequently a crude attempt at a Bible quotation, repeated three times.
Occasionally, however, the same line is repeated but twice at the beginning and again
as a last line to each stanza. An instance of this exception occurs in the hymn "I Don't
Want er be Buried in de Storm."
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Since this hymn is not infrequently employed by servants while washing
windows, an interested listener has a fine opportunity to catch every syllable and
typical quirk, for we all know that the Negro servant, if left alone to "sing and git
happy," will occupy an hour or more in the cleaning of a single window.
It is often stated that there is a continuous note of sadness running through all
the Negro music, and that the songs are usually in minor keys. I should say, on the
contrary, that the majority of them are in the major key, and that there is a ring of
jollity, wild abandon and universal happiness in most of them. There are doleful
passages occurring occasionally, and some sad minor songs, but even in these there is
pretty .... to be a change into the major key before the hymn is finished.
Many Northern people think that if they say "Lordy Massa," letting the voice
rise at the end, they have made great strides in mastering the Negro dialect. There
cannot be found many examples of the employment of this rising inflection either in
speech or in song. This seems to be characteristic of the Irish race, while, on the
contrary, we find the old aunties and uncles repeatedly dropping the voice even two
octaves. An example of this is that most fascinating of all their lullabies, "A
Christmas Song."
"Mary, What Yer Gwine er ame Dat Purty Leetle Baby?"
The old mammy did not quite understand the meaning of that verse in Isaiah
(9, 6) where he says: "And the government shall be upon his shoulder." So she
reasons it out that some one is eding the baby Jesus on her shoulders and "calling
Him dare Governor." It is a pretty conceit, the way she carries out the whole touching
song.
We can easily imagine inquisitive shepherds and adoring wise men asking the
Virgin Mary what she intends to name her precious little baby. We can see her
hesitate, since she had been told he was to be called Jesus," "Son of God" and also
"Son of the Highest." So the mammy thinks, with all these prophecies concerning the
naming of the baby, it must be finally left with the Blessed Mary to decide. The
Negroes will sing a great many answers to this most natural question, giving he
innumerable names by which the Son of God was called until the satisfactory name is
etched, which distinguishes Christianity from all their religions.
They all seem to know by the most wonderful instinct every "spiritual" which
was ever born. Let a colored stranger from Kentucky go to a Louisiana church and
begin to sing a new song; none of those present may ever have heard this song, and
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yet in a few moments they are all singing and patting it like mad, and the most
singular, inexplicable thing about it is that each member of the congregation seems to
know almost to a man as quickly as the singer himself exactly what words he is going
to sing. No "lining out" is ever practiced in their singing: only with the hymn book
“hymns" is this quaint custom followed. They surely must have some occult telepathy
among them, for they never make mistakes-viz., some singing one verse and some
another.
The old slave loved best the miraculous points and dramatic passages in the
Bible, and if the Negro could be trained along his natural lines, and his race blood
kept perfectly sure, there would come some day from this people one of the greatest
orators, one of the greatest actors, one of the greatest romance writers, and surely the
very greatest musician ever lived.
But side by side with the too highly civilized white race the Negro must in
time have eliminated from him all his God-given best instincts and so fail utterly. For
are they not already ashamed in our large cities of their old African music? They
should be taught that slavery, with its occasional abuses, was simply a valuable
training in their evolution from savagery and not look upon their bondage and their
slave music with shame. For during that period these songs could develop because the
Negro was kept in such perfect segregation, and his instincts and talents had full play.
He received then those things which he needed most-viz., work for his hands and
God's revealed word for his heart and mind. "
There is a close rhythmic relationship between the Scotch snap and the
characteristic cakewalk rhythm. Our next article explores the relationship of
Scotch music to Negro music.
1906 - METRONOME - OCT.
NEGRO MELODIES OF SCOTCH ORIGIN - In an article on Negro songs,
the musical critic of the New York "Evening Post" described them as "a hodge-podge
of Spanish, Portuguese, English, German, French and American tunes."
A writer in "Musical America" (New York), Mr. Angelo M. Read, now
declares that they are derived largely from Scotch airs. He is in agreement with recent
writers on the subject in denying that the Negro melodies are "purely African." For
generations, Mr. Read asserts, "The Negro, while under the ban of slavery, and in
contact with the enlightened white race, did not fail to change in nature, so much so
that in life, language and song he eventually became American. In certain parts of the
southern States the early settlers were largely of Scotch descent. It is natural,
therefore, that the Negro should take kindly to the Scotch music, both major and
minor. It is also natural that through a process of evolution these Scotch melodies
should in time become Negro." How the music which now passes as characteristically
Negro was derived from Scotch airs is explained in the following:
"Clever at imitation the negro did not fail to appropriate this music to his own
use, and by passing it along through generations from parent to child the original
melody lost its contour entirely and became a new thing to create needs.
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This fact is the more conclusive because the Negro used his smooth voice to
transmit this music from one to the other. This explains 'the change of the story in the
telling.'
The negro came from barbarism to civilization. In his schooling he threw over
the simple chant of his native Africa, for a more progressive American one. This
latter he adapted to his larger life according to his capacity.
From the first the Negro was surrounded by a culture exceeding his own.
Naturally ignorant, though endowed as I have said with a mimetic sense and
impulsive nature, he relied upon others for a livelihood, rather than occupy any
responsible position. In music, however, he has attained a distinction which will at
least add much interest to the history of the colored race in America. The fact of
association with the music of the whites adds much to the theory that the Negro
assimilated much of the music of his superiors in education during his earlier days of
slavery. Especially may this be said of the Southern districts inhabited by the Scotch
Settlers.
There is therefore reasonable truth in the assertion that the airs sung by these
Scotch descendants were taken up by the slaves and transformed by them, through
different generations, into distinct Negro melodies. If we trace the source of these
slave-songs, we find the pentatonic scale is used for many of the major, and the minor
scale with a minor seventh for many of the minor songs. This substantiates pretty
clearly the assumption that the Negro was impressed by this Scotch music, which
latter is also constructed upon these scales.
There are, however, many of the finest Negro 'spirituals and shots' constructed
upon other scales, the result no doubt of local influences. There is, however, another
reason which lends force to the argument. It is in the sudden syncopations, in other
words 'Scotch catch or snap,' found in both the Scotch and Negro music. This may
have suggested the so-called 'rag-time' attributed to the negro, which recently reached
so much exaggeration in the 'coon-songs' seems to me a fallacy promulgated by
Anton Dvorak and others to designate Negro music, the national music of America.
Because the music is not national at all, so long as it is restricted to a few less
enlightened colored people and they chiefly local." (From the "Literary Digest.")
This next article relates a closer step in the final evolution of the Negroes
music that would lead to ragtime and jazz. It states that: "Negro music is an
expression of his real life (Sic: meaning his new existence after slavery) His songs
seem to rise spontaneously to match every emergency of his experience."
1912 - DONALDSONVILLE CHIEF - MAY 25
NEGRO FOLK-SONGS - Quaint Ballads of Southern Darkey, Some of
Which Are Echoes of His Primitive Life in Africa-Rhythm a Prominent Part of His
Emotional Make-up. Austin, Texas, May 15, 1912.
Editor Chief: Dear Sir
As a Sholdon Fellow of Harvard University I am engaged in collecting the
folk-song of America my work being at present especially concerned with the songs
of the negro; his "reels," his spirituals, and his pray songs. I ask your aid in gathering
together the words and music of the most distinctive Negro "ballets" precisely as he
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has sung them and in many places continues to sing them. Almost all Negroes sing.
Sometimes their songs are versions of music hall ballads; oftener they are a crude,
natural expression of his emotions, his real life. Perhaps some are echoes of his
primitive life in Africa. He improvises readily and rhythm is a prominent part of his
emotional make-up; and his songs seem to rise spontaneously to match every
emergency of his experience. In the cotton-patch he sings. "Fus' time I saw de voll
weevil He was settin' on de square: Nex' time I saw de boll weevil He had all of his
family dare,-dey was lookin' for a home, jes a-lookin' for a home." As a teamster on
the levee: (first line depleted in paper -stained) Billy done holler for its oats an' hayGwine t' harness in de mornin' soon, soon, Gwine t' harness in de mornin' soon.
As a Mississippi riverman:
"Long come de Katie Adams with her headlight turned down stream and her side
wheel
a-knockin'. Great-God-I been redeem'."
Of one of his desperado friends:
"Twas on a Christmas morning, the hour was about ten
When Stagalee shot Billy Lyons and landed in de Jefferson pen-O Lawdy, po'
Stagalee."
In his church:
"When my blood run chilly an' col' I'se got to go (Thrice) When by blood run chilly
an' col', I'se got to go way beyond de sun." Among the reels, "Alabama Bound,"
"Frankie and Albert," "The Blues," "Big Jim's Dead an' Gone," "Railroad Bill,"
among the spirituals, "Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray," "There's a Little Wheel a-Rollin'
In My Heart," 'God's Goin' t' Ride on a whislin' Chariot," "Norah Hist de Winder," are
all genuine negro folk-songs. Many of your readers know such songs or know where
they can be had. I shall heartily appreciate any help given me in getting into a
permanent form this illusive material, both the words and the music. Possibly the
music of the Negro will turn out to be his most important contribution to American
culture. It can be easily caught on the phonograph. Others of your readers who have
not been thrown into contact with the Negro may know ballads equally as interesting.
There are current in America many ballads of the cowboy, the gold-seeker, the
soldier, the mountaineer, the sailor, as well as interesting versions of the traditional
old world ballads. All are of interest to the student of music, of literature and of social
customs; and I shall be most grateful for any help in collecting this shifting, fastvanishing expression of the American ballad spirit. I particularly invite the
correspondence of persons who are willing to help in collecting this material.
Sincerely yours, John A. Lomax, President, American Folk Lore Society. 1912 JACOBS
After listing a program that includes mostly Negro spirituals this next
article, instead of a review, is an essay on Negro music and its history. It is a very
informative article and it begins with an interesting statement by Samuel
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Colridge Taylor: "There is a distinction between the African Negro and
American Negro melodies. The African seem to be more martial and free in
character, whereas the American are more personal and tender."
1915 - NEGRO FOLK SONG RECITAL - MAY/JUNE
Mildred Bryant, Louisville, Ky.
Program
1 Steal Away to Jesus, Swing Low Sweet Chariot
2 Live-a-humble, Going to shout all over God's heaven.
3 Were you there? African Folk Song "Loko-ku-tiga" (At the dawn of day.)
4 Listen to the lambs, I couldn't hear nobody pray
5 (a)-The Coppah Moon-Shelley
(b)-I would that my love-Mendelssohn.
6 Lord, I want to be a Christian, Roll on.
Negro music is essentially spontaneous. In Africa it sprang into life at the war
dance, at funerals and at marriage festivals. Upon this African foundation, the
plantation songs of the South were built. According to the testimony of African
students at Fisk University, Hampton and Tuskegee Institutes, there are strains in the
African melodies that reveal the close relationship between the music of America and
Africa.
The late lamented Samuel Coleridge Taylor, in the preface to "24 Negro
Melodies transcribed for the piano," said:
"There is a distinction between the African Negro and American Negro
Melodies. The African seem to be more martial and free in character, whereas the
American are more personal and tender, though notable exceptions to this rule may be
found on either side. The sentiments to which the Folk Song of the American Negro
gives expression are the outgrowth of the trying conditions under which the
transported children of Africa lived. Wherever companies of Negroes were working
together-in cotton fields, in the tobacco factories, on the levees and steamboats, these
melodies sprang into life and oft-times in slavery-as in certain parts of the south
today-some man or woman with an exceptional voice was paid to lead the singing-the
idea being to increase the amount of labor by such singing. It is said that the Negro
works best when he sings.
The Negro Folk Song has for the Negro race the same value that the folk song
of any race has for that people. It should foster race pride as in the days of slavery it
furnished an outlet for the anguish of smitten hearts. The music of these songs comes
direct from the heart. Some colored people do not encourage the singing of these
songs because they bring to mind the dark days of slavery, but the race as a whole is
beginning to realize that, aside from the music of the Red Man, the Negro Folk Song
is the only distinctively American music, and that though the songs were the
outgrowth of bondage and oppression, they contain surprisingly few references to
slavery but, instead, they breathe forth an abiding faith and trust in the Father of us all
who makes no discrimination in the bestowal of His love and mercy."
About forty-five years ago there was being conducted, in an old army barracks
and hospital building in Nashville, Tenn., a school for Negroes. Rev. Erastus Milo
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Cravath and Mr. Geo. White were among the leading spirits of the teaching force.
Rev. Cravath was a former chaplain in the army and Mr. White was one of the first
graduates of the Oberlin Conservatory of Music. The pupils increased so rapidly that
they outgrew the buildings and it was found that either they had to be greatly enlarged
and repaired or replaced. The American Missionary Association (under whose
auspices the school was conducted) had no funds for this purpose and consequently
decided that the school must be abandoned. Rev. Cravath and Mr. White prayed over
the matter and decided that the school must not be abandoned. Mr. White conceived
the idea of taking a band of singers north to try to sing the money out of the pockets
of the people. Everywhere this was looked on as a wild goose chase. Nevertheless, he
called for volunteers from his choir and singing class and chose eleven voices which
he trained daily.
At last, taking every cent of money he had, all the school treasury could spare
and all that he could borrow, Mr. White started out with his little company. They sang
in the churches of many cities. At first their programs were composed entirely of the
White man's music but circumstances and the demand of the public soon changed this
and two or three slave songs were added to the program and, finally, the programs
were chiefly composed of the Negro melodies and only two or three numbers of the
White man's music used. Their first campaign ended at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. and
besides having raised the Fifteen Hundred Dollars, necessary to repair the old school
buildings, they carried home with them Twenty Thousand Dollars-with which was
bought the present site of Fisk University in Nashville, Tenn. Mr. White decided to
call his little band "The Jubilee Singers" for that had indeed been their year of jubilee.
They were invited to sing at the second World's Peace Jubilee and were to
lead the audience in singing "The Battle Hymn of the Republic." Generally it is sung
in the key of C-but Mr. White reasoned that it would probably be sung in E-the key in
which the instruments of the orchestra would harmonize-so day by day using his
violin, he trained them a little higher and higher until their voices were clear and true
in E. On the morning of the opening of the Peace Jubilee, when excited and eager to
reflect credit on their beloved instructor, they sang as one voice "He hath sounded
forth the trumpet that shall never call retreat," the vast audience of over forty
thousand persons arose with wild cheering. Strauss, the great composer, waved his
violin excitedly and threw his bow into the air.
Through the kindness of friends, they were invited to go abroad and in 1873while the guests of the Duke and Duchess of Argyle, they gave their first concert in
Great Britain. The newspapers gave favorable criticisms and Lord Shaftsbury secured
for them official invitations to Edinburgh and all of the leading cities of England,
Ireland and Wales. Queen Victoria drove to the dome of the Duchess of Argyle and
asked them to sing for her. She wept over the sadness of their songs but declared that
they comforted her. The Queen of The Netherlands had their songs translated into her
language in order that her subjects might correctly understand the songs as they were
being sung. The Crown Prince of Germany had them sing in Martin Luther's room in
the old monastery at Wittenburg. At Brunswick they met Franz Abt and received a
warm greeting. At Darmstadt the court theatre was placed at their disposal.
At last, after having sung before almost every crowned head of Europe and
having had undreamed of financial success, they sailed for America in July, 1878.
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Jubilee Hall at Fisk University was built with part of the proceeds of their foreign
tour. The Negro Folk Songs (or Jubilee songs as they are often called) form a part of
the daily program at Fisk University and are sung from the hearts as well as the
voices, of the entire student body.
Both Taylor and Cook are respectable and first rate composers. We have
read some of the opinions of Taylor. William Marion Cook relates in the next
article his personal history of Negro music. It is interesting and very accurate.
Cook relates the feeling of inferiority of the black man and that "any reference
to the past was a disgrace." The Negro rose above this inferred opinion and
developed his musical talents to the point that began to be accepted in the
musical scene of popular American music.
1915 - THE CHICAGO DEFENDER - MAY 1
WILLIAM MARION COOK - by Cary B. Lewis - Will Marion Cook, the
greatest champion of the race in folklore songs, was in the city last week and stopped
at the Wabash Y. M. C. A. This noted genius was to have appeared at the "All
Colored Concert" at Orchestra Hall but owing to a physical breakdown had to return
to his mother at Washington, D. C., the city of his birth. For a number of years Mr.
Cook has lived in New York City and here he has labored in the musical world. His
songs, for the most part racial, have been sung up and down Broadway with
wonderful success. He has put more talented members of the race on the road than
any of our musicians, namely; Holland Hayes, Abbie Mitchell, Harry Burleigh,
Melville Chalton, and others of this character. Mr. Cook's forte is chorus directing. It
is in this particular that made him famous by directing the world renowned Williams
and Walker Company. His genius, however, is known for his folklore compositions.
Musical critics here and abroad claim that Mr. Cook has out classed all other
composers of this character. Some of his biggest songs are "Springtime," "My Lady,"
"Love's Lane," "My Love is in de sky 'Mid de Moon," "Exhortation," "Rain Song,"
"Swing Along, " "My Lady's Lips." These are the numbers that stamped his
individuality and ranked him as the champion of racial composers. A score of his
compositions are among the incidental music in the shows of the race that have
appeared in the past twenty-five years. All the great singers of the race that have
become successful used compositions from Will Marion Cook. His success as a
director and composer of both the orchestra and the chorus and in developing of
talented individuals is widely known both in this country and abroad. Chicagoans
greatly regretted to learn of his serious illness last Thursday and hope he will be able
soon to be at his desk to carry on the work which he has so nobly and ably begun......
The Beginning - 1619-1850
The songs of sorrow, of joy, of humor, and of sentiment, were the natural growth of a
race, musically inclined, in Africa, and whose melodious outpourings were intensified
by the conditions of slavery. 1850-1865 - Minstrel songs full of character, but less
lofty of sentiment, and less true of real Negro aspiration and inspiration. (See songs of
Jim Bland and others.) 1870 - Advent of jubilee singers-an artistic triumph. 1875-
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1888 - No further development in Negro music. Cause: The Afro-American had been
so thoroughly taught by the white man that his color, condition and accomplishment
were inferior, that the younger generation at once threw aside all tradition. Any
reference to the past became a disgrace. Except in a few schools of the South, to sing
jubilee melodies to an Afro-American audience would be an insult, and would lead to
the dismissal of the teacher urging them. The Moody and Sankey hymns were used
exclusively in our churches and schools-the glorious old slave hymns and spirituals
frowned upon as "reminding us of a past full of shame and misery." (This is quoted
from the protest of a prominent music teacher twenty years ago in the city of
Washington.) Talented Negroes sought in their musical study to eradicate all traces of
that individual character that had attracted the attention of the world. Result, milk and
water imitations of inferior white musicians.
Beginning of Ragtime
About 1888. The starting and quick growth of so-called "ragtime." As far back as
1875, Negroes in the questionable resorts along the Mississippi had commenced to
evolve this musical figure, but at the World's Fair, Chicago, "ragtime" got a running
start, swept the Americas, then Europe, and today the craze has not diminished. Cause
of Success: The public was tired of the sing song, same, monotonous, mother, sister,
father, sentimental, songs. Ragtime offered unique rhythms, curious groupings of
words, and melodies that gave the zest of unexpectedness. Many Negroes, Irving
Jones, Will Accoe, Bob Cole, Johnson Brothers, Gussie L. Davis, Sid Perrin, Ernest
Hogan, Williams and Walker and others wrote some of the most celebrated rag songs
of the day. In other instances white actors and song writers would hear in St. Louis
such melodies as "New Bully," "Hot Time," etc., would change the words (often
unprintable) and publish them as their own creations. At this time came Dvorak. He
saw that from this people, even though their material had been debased, must come a
great school of music-not necessarily national-but rather new and characteristic. The
renaissance in Negro music. A few earnest Negro music students felt as did Dvorak.
They studied the man-so broad, genial, and human-carefully and thoroughly.
Harry Burleigh's work. Some Negroes of real musical accomplishment:
Harry T. Burleigh, a pupil of Dvorak, is baritone soloist at St. George's Church, New
York City, George W. Walker, the late lamented partner of Bert Williams. His has
been the greatest influence in the development of modern Negro music. At 28 he
could not read a note and could hardly write his name, yet day and night he talked
Negro music to his people, urged and compelled his writers to give something
characteristic. Each year he wanted bigger, better things. He engaged the best Negro
voices in the United States, and their success in ensemble singing was as great in
London, Paris and Berlin as in New York, Boston and Chicago. (See criticisms of "In
Dahomay," "Bandanna Lond," "Abyssinia") Dvorak would have been proud to have
known such a man. In all reverence - Dvorak - George Walker. They had high ideals
and they showed the way. Perhaps in a vast hereafter these two men may meet. The
rough, uncouth, but genial Bohemian master; the uneducated but highly polished,
ebony-hued African, with the gleaming ivory mouth. Do you doubt that with one
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impulse their hands will join, and the mastiff smile of the Bohemian will match the
lazy grin of the American "Zulu" as they both whisper one word: "brother."
Race Music In America
Today. Developed Negro music has just begun in America. The Afro-American is
finding himself. He has thrown aside puerile imitation of the white man. He has
learned that a thorough study of the masters gives the knowledge of what is good and
how to create. From the Russian, he has learned to get his inspiration from within;
that his inexhaustible wealth of folklore legends and songs furnish him with material
for compositions that will establish a great school of music and enrich musical
literature. The Menace. The Afro-American wants results quickly. He does not
believe in making haste slowly. He quickly turns to false white and colored friends,
who wish to exploit him for ulterior motives. The political "carpet bagger" of '68 and
'72 has his prototype in the musical "carpet bagger" of 1915. Dvorak, Safonoff, Hirsh
and other great European directors and composers; De Bachman, D'Albert,
Paderewski, as well as many great singers, have told of the coming glory of the Negro
musician. It is becoming a fad. In some of the large cities of the country, New York in
particular, well meaning but ill advised white people are gathering together large
choruses of poorly trained singers, without education either musical or general, and,
in conjunction with unschooled instrumentalists, are giving widely advertised
concerts, claiming to represent the accomplishment of an entire race. They promise
much-fulfill little. Let them rather show what their particular school is doing and,
with success or failure, no harm is done. There is still an element of doubt in the mind
of the cultured American. He says: "We concede the Negro's talent for music; we
doubt his capacity for thorough development." The right way. What the AfroAmerican has thus far accomplished is only a promise-an expectation; the realization
belongs to the future. A school must, and will, be established, perhaps at Washington
D. C. To head this school, an eminent European composer and teacher secured
(preferably a Russian) who, unhindered by prejudice, will understand, appreciate, and
foster the peculiar musical genius of the Afro-American child. While giving the child
the same grasp upon the science of composition as was Beethoven's he will also show
that strength of character and profound knowledge of his people, as well as technical
skill, made Beethoven the master individuality, and then, more individuality. Such a
school will require money. It will not be forthcoming if, as soon as a few Negroes
have learned the first principles of breathing, or being able to play the scale of G one
or two octaves without serious offense to tonality, they are at once exploited in some
temple of music, where, may be, the Boston Symphony Orchestra had just finished a
concert, perfect in every detail. The Negro composer (and there are a few in the
United States who are receiving serious consideration) should mainly find his
inspiration in the imperishable melodies of his enslaved ancestors. When he shall
have developed works worthy of rendition be will find both Negroes and Whites
ready and willing to offer them. All through the South, Southwest and West there are
Negroes with beautiful voices. What is known, because of the home life of these
people they are gaining real culture. They are laying aside their shame of the past, and
are beginning to glory in their unmatched heritage folklore and folk songs. The
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"Afro-American Folk Singers," Washington, D. C., the chorus at Howard University,
and others, are ready to do justice to the choral works of a Negro Beethoven, should
he appear. See note below. To them we look for results, by them would we be judged.
New York and other large cities of the North are neither seeking nor finding "the right
way." Continuing, he said: "I do not mention Hampton, where they sing the primitive
slave melodies so beautifully, for this reason: To sing works of development to which
the composer gave thought and culture requires thought and culture. It you, admitting
an inferior condition, fail to give to the child opportunity for breadth, which only
come from comprehensive development, just so far you have hindered his
understanding, appreciation and rendition of all masterpieces."
Earlier the Blues were briefly mentioned. In our next article we read an
essay based on an interview with W. C. Handy. Perhaps the role of the Blues can
be better understood when reading the opinion of Handy. Handy's Blues: "were
based on folk songs and sayings and express the racial life of the Negro.”
1916 - FOLK LORE SOCIETY OF TEXAS
THE "BLUES" AS FOLK-SONGS by Dorothy Scarborough - There are
fashions in music as in anything else, and folk-song presents no exception to the rule.
For the last several years the most popular type of Negro song has been that peculiar,
barbaric sort of melody called "blues," with its irregular rhythm, its lagging briskness,
and its mournful liveliness of tone. It has a jerky tempo, as of a cripple dancing
because of some irresistible impulse. A "blues" (or does one say a "blue?"-What is the
grammar of the thing?) Likes to end its stanza abruptly, leaving the listener expectant
for more, though, of course, there is no fixed law about it. One could scarcely
imagine a convention of any kind in connection with the Negroid free music. It is
partial to the three line stanza instead of the customary one of four or more, and it
ends with a high note that has the effect of incompleteness. The close of a stanza
comes with a shock like the whip-crack surprise at the end of an O. Henry story, for
instance-a cheap trick, but effective as a novelty. Blues sing of themes remote from
those of the old spirituals, and their incompleteness of stanza makes the listener gasp,
and perhaps fancy that the censor has deleted the other line.
Blues, being widely published as sheet music in the North as well as the
South, and sung in vaudeville everywhere, would seem to have little relation to
authentic folk-music of the Negroes. But in studying the question, I had a feeling that
it was more or less connected with Negro folk-song, and I tried to trace it back to its
origin.
Negroes and White people in the South referred me to W. C. Handy as the
man who had put the bluing in the blues. But how to locate him was a problem. He
had started this indigo music in Memphis, it appeared, but was there no longer. I
heard of him as facing been in Chicago, and in Philadelphia, and at last as being in
New York. Inquiries from musicians brought out the fact that Handy is now manager
of a music publishing company, of which he is part owner, Page and Handy, and so
my collaborator, la Gulledge, and I went to see him at his place.
To my question, "Have blues any relation to Negro folk-song?" Handy replied
instantly, "Yes, they are folk-music."
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"Do you mean in the sense that a song is taken up by many singers who
change and adapt it and add to it in accordance with their own mood?" I asked. "That
constitutes communal singing in part, at least."
"I mean that and more," he responded. "That is true, of course, of the blues, as
I'll illustrate a little later. But blues are folk-songs in more ways than that. They are
essentially racial - the ones that are genuine (though since they became the fashion
many blues have been written that are not Negro in character), and they have a basis
in older folk-song."
"A general or a specific basis?" I wished to know.
"Specific," he answered. "Each one of my blues is based on some old Negro
song of the South, some folk-song that I heard from my mammy when I was a child.
Something that sticks in my mind that I hum to myself when I'm thinking about it.
Some old song that is a part of the memories of my childhood and of my race. I can
tell you the exact song I used as a basis for any one of my blues. Yes, the blues that
are genuine are really folk-songs."
I expressed an interest to know of some definite instance of what he meant,
and for answer he picked up a sheaf of music from his desk.
"Here's a thing called “Joe Turner Blues," he said. "That is written around an
old Negro song I used to hear and play thirty or more years ago. In some sections it
was called “Going Down the River for Long,” but in Tennessee it was always “Joe
Turner.” Joe Turner, the inspiration of the song, was a brother of Pete Turner, once
governor of Tennessee. He was an officer and he used to come to Memphis and get
prisoners to carry them to Nashville after a kangaroo court. When the Negroes said of
any one, 'Joe Turner's been to town', they meant that the person in question had been
carried off hand-cuffed to be gone no telling how long."
I recalled a fragment of folk-song from the South which I had never before
understood, but the meaning of which was now clear enough:
"Dey tell me Joe Turner's come to town.
He's brought along one thousand links of chain,
He's gwine to have one nigger for each link.
He's gwine to have dis nigger for one link!"
Handy said that in writing the “Joe Turner Blues” he did away with the prison
theme and played up a love element, for in the song “Joe Turner” became not the
dreaded sheriff but the absent lover.
Loveless Love, a blues which Handy calls a blues ballad, was, he said, based
on an old song called Careless Love, which narrated the death of the son of a
governor of Kentucky. It had the mythical "hundred stanzas" and was widely current
in the South, especially in Kentucky, a number of years ago. Handy in his
composition gives a general philosophy of love instead of telling a tragic story as the
old song did.
Long Gone has its foundation in another old Kentucky song, which tells of the
efforts a certain Negro made to escape a Joe Turner who was pursuing him.
Bloodhounds were on his trail and were coming perilously close, while he was
dodging and doubling on his tracks in a desperate effort to elude them. At last he ran
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into an empty barrel that chanced to be lying on its side in his path. He sprang out and
away again. When the blood-hounds a few seconds later trailed him into the barrel,
they were nonplused for a while, and by the time they had picked up the scent again,
the darkey had escaped.
The song was printed as broadside. I reproduce by permission the words. It is
interesting to note that the chorus varies with some verses, while it remains the same
for others.
"LONG GONE"
Another "Casey Jones' or "Steamboat Bill"
Everybody is singing
"Long Gone"
With These Seven Years
Eventually you will sing "Long Gone" with a hundred verses First Verse:
Did you ever hear the story of Long John Dean?
A bold bank robber from Bowling Green,
Sent to the jailhouse yesterday,
Late last night he made his getaway.
CHORUS
He's long gone from Kentucky,
Long gone, ain't he lucky,
Long gone and what I mean,
He's long gone from Bowling Green.
etc.
Handy said that his blues were folk-songs also in that they are based on folksayings and express the racial life of the Negroes. "For example," he said, "The
Yellow Dog Blues” takes its name from the term the Negroes give the Yazoo Delta
Railroad. Clarksville colored people speak of the Yellow Dog because one day when
some one asked a darkey what the initials Y. D. on a freight train stood for, he
scratched his head reflectively and answered: 'I dunno, less'n it's for Yellow Dog.'"
Another one of his blues came from an old mammy's mournful complaint, "I wonder
whar my good ole used to be is!'
He says that presently he will write a blues on the idea contained in a
monologue he overheard a Negro address to his mule on a Southern street not long
ago. The animal was balky, and the driver expostulated with him after this fashion:
"G'wan dere, you mule! You ack lack you ain' want to wuck. Wel, you is a
mule, an' you got to wuck. Dat's whut you git fo' bein' a mule. Ef you was a 'ooman,
now, I'd be wuckin' fo' you!"
The St. Louis Blues, according to its author, is a composite, made up of racial
sayings in dialect. For instance, the second stanza has its origin in a Negro's saying,
"I've got to go to see Aunt Ca'line Dye," meaning to get his fortune told, for at
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Newport there was a well-known fortune teller by that name. "Got to go to Newport
to see aunt Ca'line Dye" means to consult the colored oracle.
Been to de Gypsy to get mah fortune tole,
To de Gypsy done got mah fortune tole,
"Cause I'se wile about mah Jelly Roll.
Gypsy done tole me, 'Don't you wear no black'
Yas, she done tole me, 'Don't you wear no black.
Go to St. Louis, you can win him back.'
I asked Handy if the blues were a new musical invention, and he said, "No.
They are essentially of our race and our people have been singing like that for many
years. But they have been publicly developed and exploited in the last few years. I
was the first to publish any of them or to develop this special type by name," He
brought out his Memphis Blues, his first "blues" song, in 1910, he said.
The fact that the blues were a form of folk-singing before Handy published his
is corroborated by various persons who have discussed the matter with me, and in
Texas the Negroes have been fond of them for a long time. Early Busby, now a
musician in New York, says that the shifts of Negroes working at his father's
brickyard in East Texas years ago used to sing constantly at their tasks and were
particularly fond of the blues.
Handy commented on several points in connection with the blues - for
instance, the fact that they are, he says, all in one tone, but with different movements
according to the time in which they are written. The theme of this modern folk-music
is, according to Handy, the Negro's emotional feeling apart from the religious. As is
well recognized, the Negro normally is a person of strong religious moods,-but they
do not reveal all his nature. The Negro has longings, regrets, despondencies and
hopes that affect him strongly, but are not connected with religion. The blues,
therefore, may be said to voice his secular interests and emotions as sincerely as the
spirituals do the religious. Handy said that the blues express the Negro's two-fold
nature, the grave and the gay, reveal his ability to appear the opposite of what he is.
"Most White people think that the Negro is always cheerful and lively, he
explained.”But he isn't, though he can be that way sometimes when he is most
troubled in mind. The Negro knows the blues as a state of mind, and that's why this
music has that name,"
Handy said that the blues were unlike conventional, composed music, but like
primitive folk-music in that they have only five tones, like the folk-songs of slavery
times, using the pentatonic scale, omitting the fourth and seventh tones. He added that
while most blues are racial expressions of Negro life, the form has been imitated
nowadays in songs that are not racial.
The blues, Handy pointed out, represent a certain stage in Negro music.
"About forty years ago such songs as Golden Slippers were sung. That was written by
a colored man but is not a real folk-song. At about that time all the songs of the Negro
liked to speak of golden streets and give bright pictures of heaven. Then about twenty
years ago the desire was all for coon songs. Now the tendency is toward blues. They
are not, as I have said, a new thing among the Negroes, for they were sung in the
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south before the piano was accessible to the Negroes, though they were not so well
known as now."
It is not often that a student of folk-songs can have such authentic information
given as to the music in the making, for most of the songs are studied and their value
and interest realized only long after the ones who started them have died or been
forgotten. Rarely can one trace a movement in folk-song so clearly, and so I am
grateful for the chance of talking with the man most responsible for the blues.
Even though specific blues may start indeed as sheet music, composed by
identifiable authors, they are quickly caught up by popular fancy and so changed by
oral transmission that one would scarcely recognize the relation between the originals
and the final results-if any results ever could be considered final. Each singer adds
something of his own mood or emotion or philosophy, till the composite is truly a
communal composition. It will be noted in this connection that the song called "Long
Gone" announces of itself that while it is first published in seven verses, people will
soon be sing it "with one hundred verses." (Negroes ordinarily speak of a stanza as a
verse.) The colored man appropriates his music as the White person rarely does.
Blues also may spring up spontaneously, with no known origin in print, so far
as an investigator can tell. They are found everywhere in the South, expressing Negro
reactions to every concept of elemental life. Each town has its local blues, no aspect
of life being without its expression in song. Here, as in much of the Negro's folksong, there is sometimes little connection between the stanzas. The colored mind is
not essentially logical, and the folk-song shows considerable lack of coherence in
thought. Unrelated ideas are likely to be brought together, and stanzas from one song
or from several may be put in with what the singer starts with, if they chance to have
approximately the same number of syllables to the line. Even that requirement isn't
held to, for a Negro in his singing can crowd several syllables into one note, or
expand one syllable to cover half a dozen notes. The exigencies of scansion worry
him but slightly.
The Texas Negroes are especially fond of blues, and, as I have said, were
singing them for years before Handy made them popular in print. W. P. Webb
published, in an article in the Journal of American Folk-Lore, some years ago what he
called a sort of epic of the Negro, which the singer called Railroad Blues, which
didn't stick to one subject, even so popular a one as a railroad, but left the track to
discuss many phases of life. Fragments of blues float in from every side, expressive
of all conceivable aspects of the Negro's existence, economic, social, domestic,
romantic, and so forth.
Morton Adams Marshall sends an admirable specimen from Little Rock,
Arkansas, which, however, was taken down in southern Louisiana, reflecting one
black man's bewilderment over the problems of love.
DON'CHER LOOK AT ME, CA'LINE!
Don'cher look at me, Ca'line, Don 'cher look at me.
You done busted up many a po' niggah's heart,
But you ain't a-goin' to bust up mine!
Oh, it's hahd to love, an' it's might hahd to leave,
But it's hahder to make up yo' mind!
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A fragment sent by Mrs. Cammilla Breazeale, of Louisiana, expresses an
extreme case of depression, without assigning any cause for it.
Ah got de blues, Ah got de blues,
Ah got de blues so doggoned bad,
But Ah'm too damn mean-I can't cry!
A good many of these fugitive songs have to do with love, always excuse
enough for metrical melancholy when it is unrequited or misplaced. Mrs. Tom K.
Bartlett, of Marlin, Texas, sends two specimens having to do with romance of a
perilous nature. The first one is brief, expressing the unhappiness felt by a "creeper,"
as the colored man who intrudes into another's home is called.
Baby, I can't sleep, neither can I eat.
Round your bedside I'm goin to creep.
Four o'clock, baby, four o'clock.
I'll make it in about four o'clock.
Mrs. Bartlett says of the next: "You will brand me as a shameless woman
when you read this. I wrote it without a blush, however, and say that I have read as
bad or worse is classic verse and fiction."
Late last night when the moon shone bright,
Felt dizzy about my head, Rapped on my door
Heard my baby roar, "Honey, I'se gone to bed!"
"Get up and let me in, 'case you know it is a sin.
Honey, you haven't treated me right.
I paid your big house-rent
When you didn't have a cent."
"Got to hunt a new home tonight!"
CHORUS
"Baby, if you 'low me one more change!
I've always treated you right. Baby, if you 'low me
One more change! I' goin' to stay with you tonight!
Baby, if you 'low me one more chance
I'll take you to a ball in France. One kind favor I ask of you,
'Low me one more chance!" Then this coon begin to grin,
hand in his pocket, pulls out a ten
Her eyes begin to dance, "Baby, I'll 'low you one more chance!”
The central character in a ditty sent by Louise Garwood, of Houston,
advocates adoption of more bellicose methods in dealing with the fair dark sex. No
wheedling or bribing on his part!
Ef yore gal gits mad an' tries to bully you-u-u,
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Ef yore gal gits mad an' tries to bully you,
Jes' take yore automatic an' shoot her through an' through, Jes' take yore
automatic an' shoot her through an' through!
A similar situation of a domestic nature is expressed in a song given by
Gladys Torregano, of Straight College, New Orleans, through the courtesy of Worth
Tuttle Hedden.
A burly coon you know who took his clothes an' go,
Come back las' night but his wife said, "Honey,
I's done wid coon. I'se gwine to pass for white."
This coon he look sad, He was afraid to look mad,
but his wife said, "Honey, I can't take you back.
You wouldn't work, so now you lost your home."
CHORUS
Oh, my little baby, Do you make me go!
I'll try an' get me a job, ef you'll 'low me a show.
All crap-shooters I will shun. When you buy chicken,
all I want is the bone; When you buy beer
I'll be satisfy with the foam. I work both night and day,
I'll be careful of what I say, Oh,
Baby, let me bring my clothes back home!
"Oh, Baby, 'low me a chance! You can even wear my pants.
Don't you give me the sack. I'll be quiet as a mouse.
All round the house. If you'll take me back,
Tell the world I ain't shook, I'll even be the cook
I won't refuse to go out in the snow," "Don't you tell, my little ink-stand,
Life's dreaming is over. So there's the door, and don't you come back no
more!"
Mrs. Bartlett contributes another that describes the woes of unrequited love,
which she says was sung by a colored maid she had some years ago.
Ships in de oceans, Rocks in de sea,- Blond-headed woman made a fool out of me!
Oh, tell me how long I'll have to wait! Oh, tell me, honey, Don't hesitate!
I ain't no doctor, nor no doctor's son, but I can cool your fever till the doctor comes.
Oh, tell me how long I'll have to wait! Oh, tell me, honey, Don't hesitate!
I got a woman; She's long and tall, sits in her kitchen with her feet in the hall!
Oh, tell me how long I'll have to wait! Oh, tell me honey, don't hesitate!
A brief song from Texas uses rather vigorous metaphors in addressing some
one.
You keep a-talkin' till you make me think. Your daddy was a bull-dog,
your mammy was amink. Oh, ho, Baby, take a one on me!
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You keep a-talkin' till you make me mad, I talk about yore mammy mighty
scandalous bad.
Oh, ho, Baby, take a one on me!
A Negro lover does not sonnet his sweetheart's eyebrows, but he addresses
other hymns to her charms, as in the blues reported by Professor W. H. Thomas, of
College Station.
A brown-skinned woman and she's chocolate to the bone
A brown-skinned woman and she smells like a toilet soap.
A black-skinned woman and she smells like a billy-goat.
A brown-skinned woman makes a freight train slip and slide.
A brown-skinned woman makes an engine stop and blow.
A brown-skinned woman makes a bull-dog break his chain.
A brown-skinned woman makes a preacher lay his Bible down.
I married a woman; she was even tailor-made.
The colored man in a song sent by Mrs. Buie, of Marlin, obviously had reason
for his lowness of spirits. Po' Lil'l Ella is a favorite in East Texas saw-mill districts.
I'll tell you something that bothers my mind,
Po' Li'l Ella laid down and died. (twice)
I wouldn't 'a' minded little Ella dyin'
but she left three chillun.(twice)
Judge, you done me wrong,ninety-nine years is sho' too long!(twice)
Howard Snyder heard one of the workers on his plantation in Mississippi
singing the following song, which could not be called entirely a paean of praise for
life.
I WISH I HAD SOME ONE TO CALL MY OWN
I'm tired of workin', but I can't fly. I wish I had some one to take my care
I wish I had someone to call my own, I'm tired of livin' an' I don't want to die;
I'm tired of coffee and I'm tired of tea, I'm tired of you, an' you're tired of me.
I'm so tired of livin, I don't know what to do;
You're tired of me an' I'm tired of you.
I'm tired of eatin' an' I'm tired of sleepin''; I
tired of yore beatin' an' I'm tired of yore creepin'.
I'm so tired of livin' I don't know what to do;
I'm so tired of givin' an' I've done done my do.
I done done my do, an' I can't do no mo';
I've got no money an' I've got no hoe.
I'm so tired of livin' I don't know what to do;
You're tired of mean' I'm tired of you.
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Other interests of the colored man's life beside love are shown in another song
from Professor Thomas monograph. Note the naive confusion of figures in the first
stanza, "a hard car to roll."
JACK O' DIAMONDS
Jack o' Diamonds, Jack o' Diamonds, Jack o" Diamonds is a hard card to roll.
Says, whenever I get in jail, Jack o' Diamonds goes my bail;
And I never, Lord, I never, Lord, I never was so hard up before. (Three additional
verses)
And so the blues go on, singing of all conceivable interests of the Negro, apart
from his religion, which is adequately taken care of in his spirituals and other
religious songs. These fleeting informal stanzas, rhymed or in free verse that might fit
in with the most liberate of verse-libertine schools of poetry, these tunes that are
haunting and yet elusive within bars, have a robust vitality lacking in more
sophisticated metrical movements. One specimen of blues speaks of its own tune,
saying "the devil brought it but the Lord sent it." At least, it is here and has its own
interest, both as music and as a sociological manifestation. Politicians and statesmen
and students of political economy who discuss the Negro problems in perplexed,
authoritative fashion, would do well to study the folk-music of the colored race as
expressing its feelings and desires, not revealed in direct message to the whites. Folkpoetry and folk-song express the heart of any people, and the friends of the Negro see
in his various types of racial song both the best and the worst of his life."
We have previously touched upon the true origin and influences of the
Negro spiritual. The next article elaborates on this subject. There is no doubt as
to the conclusion that the author reaches. He writes that: "The Negro 'spiritual'
is not of racially African origin, but is simply an African variation of the
American evolution of the folk choruses of England and Scotland."
1916 - CHOIR LEADER -DEC.
THE ORIGIN OF THE NEGRO SPIRITUALS - While there is less popular
interest in the Negro spirituals than there was thirty or so years ago, there is, we
believe, a greater interest among artistic musicians. Mr. H. E. Krehbiel, the eminent
musical critic, has written a book on the subject which he has discussed with
characteristically German thoroughness. If he has laid too much stress on the
bibliographical sources of information instead of making first hand investigations,
well, that is characteristically German, too.
Mr. Krehbiel argues that these songs, racially African though they be, are an
American product, but gives no clue to the impulse that confined itself exclusively to
American Negroes. That is the more surprising, as he was the son of a German
Methodist preacher, and in his boyhood must have heard the German versions of the
campmeeting choruses that were then so prevalent among the Methodists. Here was
the clue to the origin of the jubilee songs. These choruses were largely pentatonal in
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scale as are the Negro melodies. They had a nerve-exciting rhythmical swing that led
the congregation to self-hypnotize themselves and often produced cataleptic trances.
Here are the essential elements of the Negro spiritual. The susceptible African took
these White "spirituals" and gave them a racial twist and so evolved the Negro
"spiritual." The White and Negro "spirituals" shade into each other in such a way that
it is often difficult to classify them. The tune of "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" is
a camp-meeting chorus born among the Methodists of Maine but is often referred to
as a jubilee song. "The Old Time Religion" is another white spiritual often classified
as a Negro "spiritual.” So the Negroes have been credited with individual songs as
well as the origin of the character of the "spiritual" music.
These White "spirituals" again are not exclusively American in origin. They
are closely related in scale, form of stanza and rhythmical character to sailors'
chanteys, and other popular English choruses. The result is that where the Negroes
have heard these English folk melodies, they have evolved Negro melodies of the
same character, as the Negro "spiritual." In Jamaica, they have been largely secular in
character, the impulse coming from sailors. A missionary from Sierra Leone, an
English colony on the West Chanteys Coast of Africa, assured me that the natives had
no songs of this character, but that in the Freetown colored churches they were in
constant use. On further inquiry he stated that these had been introduced from the
United States via Liberia.
This seems to justify our position that the Negro "spiritual" is not of racially
African origin, but is simply an African variation of the American evolution of the
folk choruses of England and Scotland.
They say that a little education is dangerous. I might add that all progress
is not always positive. In the case of the education of the Negro, acquiring
education and the direction of this education hastened the end of the Negro
spiritual as we have come to recognize it. The author states that the spiritual "is
gradually being abolished, owing to the better education of the Negro
throughout the South." The evolution of Negro musical direction was a product
of education and influence and in so doing this; an art form was being lost.
Those involved were perhaps too close to the situation to realize what was
happening. Probably with good intention, but without a mind that they were
destroying an art form, probably never to be duplicated, continued to belief that
they were showing the Negro race a new and better way of life. The success of
this process is seen as we read: "These spirituals are now (1917) rarely heard on
the lips of the Negroes of that State." (Virginia)
1917 - THE CHOIR LEADER - NOV.
THE PASSING OF THE NEGRO "SPIRITUAL by Thos. M. Carlton. - It is a
curious fact that the music which the Negro originates differs essentially in spirit
from that which most pleases his fancy as coming from other sources. The old Negro
"spiritual" a species of folk-song as interesting as it is unique-the most truly
characteristic music the race has as yet produced, is gradually being abolished, owing
to the better education of the Negro throughout the South.
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Spirituals are the religious songs composed by the Negroes themselves, never
written or printed, but passing from one generation to another with such additions and
variations as may suggest themselves from time to time. In borrowing he chooses
gay, stirring strains, but his own native songs are nearly always minor and sad in
character. Even the dance-tunes, to the rhythm of which bare little black feet while
away many an idle hour, aft generally a sort of rhythmic monotone with minor
cadences.
Most of the songs of the jubilee singers, while of the nature readily adopted by
the Negro, are foreign to his creative genius; but in the spiritual its stamp is
unmistakable.
As the Negro becomes educated he relinquishes these half-barbaric, but often
beautiful, old words and melodies, and their place is taken by the standard hymns and
the current Gospel songs, which are becoming more and more popular wherever
schools have sprung up. But among those who are as yet innocent of any educational
aspirations, especially among the coast Negroes, upon whom the yoke of civilization
rests but lightly, spirituals still hold undisputed sway, and hymn are regarded as the
sacred property of city churches and those who have attained greatness through
knowledge of reading, writing and "figgahs."
The musical talent of the uneducated Negro finds almost its only expression in
religious song, and for this there is a simple explanation.
A race strongly imbued with religious sentiment, one rarely finds among them
an adult who has not gone through that emotional experience known as conversion,
after which it is considered vanity and sinfulness to indulge in song other than that of
a sacred character. The new-found child of the church knows but little of that which
he must forego, for his mother before him sang only spirituals, and to these he
naturally turns as to old friends whom his own religious experience have clothed in
new dignity and light. These spirituals have never been systematically collected, and
they bid fair to become, a few years hence, only things of the past. To those who have
heard them from childhood they are too familiar to seem interesting or valuable, and
the stranger who seeks to collect them will meet with many difficulties.
The Negro feels that the white man's religion is very different from his own,
and is sensitive about submitting to an uncomprehending critic a sacred thing, which
he fears may be ridiculed, or at best regarded as strange and peculiar. Then, again, the
imitative tendency of the race leads them to adopt the white man's methods as fast as
they can be learned, and the would-be student of spirituals is likely to find the
obliging colored brethren serving him with hymns picked up from a white person and
remembered with pride in various degrees of perversion.
One can sometimes steal, unobserved by the many, into a camp-meeting and
hear the spirituals sung there, but a white presence is very apt to disturb the workings
of the "Spirit," which must come upon the assemblage in full force to make the
meeting a real success. The best way, after all, is to be cradled with an old mammy,
who sits at evening in a squeaky rocking-chair by an open fireplace, and sings the
baby to sleep, while the flicker of the firelight, the peaceable tone of the old rocker,
and the long, mysterious shadows on the wall seem but parts of the old melodies that
nightly mark the stations to dreamland.
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The low-country, or coast child, will reap a richer harvest than the child
whose mammy comes from the up-country. The songs of the coast are more plaintive,
more poetic and imaginative, carrying in their minor cadences a sense of loneliness
and a pathos that seem born of the sound of the waters. They have in them something
of the dignity of the solitary palm and the moss-draped oaks which have stood as
silent witnesses of their birth, as they were first sung amid the creative excitement of
a camp-meeting, or about the graves of those who have entered into that rest for
which the singers cry. The up-country spirituals are not lacking in imagination, but
they often present abstract ideas, whereas the low-country spirituals are invariably
pictures. Both species deal at times with Biblical subjects, but the coast Negro sings
them as personal experiences, and frequently alters them to suit his own conceptions,
while his up-country brother sings them as he interprets them in the Scriptures.
Thus, in the up-country one hears:

The length of this spiritual is almost infinite, for any Biblical character may be
put in place of John, and the song continued until the list is exhausted. As a child I
can remember being shown a little cabin which stood in a tangle of wild honeysuckle,
woodbine, and yellow jasmine, with hollyhocks, four-o'clock, larkspurs, and other
old-fashioned flowers running to waste in the neglected garden, and listening with
awe to the story of Maum Rizpah, who once lived there. Whence she came no one
could tell, and all that remained of her was her song, well known to the colored
people on the plantation, and believed to have been composed by her. She had
appeared soon after the Civil War, and had taken quiet possession of this unused
cabin, as the superstitious Negroes thought, she worked her charms. She was half
Indian, and the proud dignity of her bearing, in addition to her other peculiarities, led
to the belief that she was a witch. As such she was secretly visited by the colored
people in times of sickness or misfortune, and their offerings served as her
subsistence. Her one visible occupation was singing - always the same pathetic strain,
which came to be familiar on the plantation, though no presumptuous voice dared
echo it until after her death, when it was generally sung. During the day she would sit
in her cabin crooning it softly to herself, rocking to and fro, with sometimes a little
bundle in her arms; but at night, and especially when the moon shone over the fields
around her little hut, she would stand in the doorway, and the song would float out on
the still night air with a sweetness and pathos that stamped itself indelibly upon the
memory of her hearers. She had been dead for years when I was taken to see her
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cabin, and the little wooden cross had fallen into decay over the grave by the edge of
the wood, but the tears stood in my old mammy's eyes as she told me all she knew of
the singer's history, and how, over the open grave on a moonlight night, the whole
plantation sang:

It was my good fortune to be down in an out-of-the-way little settlement in
Beaufort County, South Carolina, during a protracted revival among the Negroes of
that region, and there I learned four spirituals which rank foremost in my affections.
The meetings were held in a little log church furnished with a few wooden
benches, a table on a platform as a pulpit, and lighted by long pine torches stuck in
the cracks of the wall. Sometimes, in their devotions, the members forgot the torches,
which burned so close to the wall as to ignite the mud-bedaubed logs; but this had
occurred often enough to make the deacons expert in extinguishing the blaze, which
no longer created any excitement. Soon after dark the congregation began to collect,
the women often carrying in their arms babies, which they laid in a row, on shawls
and blankets near the door, to sleep undisturbed throughout the service. By nine
o'clock the preacher had arrived, and from then until midnight the woods re-echoed
with the sound of prayer and praise. The service began generally with this spiritual"

After prayer and exhortation a voice would raise the sweet old melody of "De
Mo'nin' Dove," and the first verse would wail through the dark woods slowly, softly,
and sadly. Then with a quickening tempo and a ring of triumph, as the eagle in his
flight crossed their spiritual vision, they sang:
"Sometime I feel like a yeagle een de yeah," again, with the pathos which so
largely makes the beauty of the Negro voice, "Sometimes I feel like a muddahless
chile," etc.
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Another exhortation was followed by the fine old shouting spiritual"

Before the close of the service they always sang the pathetic, dirge-like "Why
Will Ye Die?" Often, as they sang, the dark faces would be bathed in tears, sobs
mingling with the wall of the melody, and many and heartfelt were the petitions for
mercy offered up after the hymn.

Equilibrium was, however, always restored by the following, the most
remarkable of the collection. Each one sang it with exultation, a feeling of exemption,
and a righteous joy in the probable gruesome fate of his neighbor, and then departed
to his home with complacency delightful to behold.
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An answering voice in the background would cry between the verses:

And each one, contemplating the fate of his neighbor, was satisfied.
A graduate of a Virginia institute told me recently, as an example of the
splendid work of the Virginia institutes, that these old spirituals are now rarely heard
on the lips of the Negroes of that State. It is inevitable that they give way before the
advance of education. While rejoicing in the progress of the race, one cannot but feel
that these quaint old spirituals, with their peculiar melodies, having served their time
with effectiveness, deserve a better fate than to sink into oblivion as unvalued and
unrecorded examples of a bygone civilization.
After reading the above article we are now told that the research on these
spiritual is being neglected by musicologists. There is research being conducted
on Indian, Hawaiian and White Mountain music, but little on early Negro music.
He gives us a good description of various style and types of Negro music. I
wonder how much he has researched the work done by earlier researchers?
1918 - NEW MUSIC REVIEW - APRIL
NEGRO SPIRITUALS by Harvey B. Gaul - Music adventurers have probed
the depths of the Ukulele and the Hawaiian Homesick song: they have graphophoned
"Lo, the poor Indian," until his warrior's song and triumphal chant are in every
household.
Lately Mr. Cecil Sharp and Mr. Howard Brockway have been sojourning with
the Mountain Whites, and the result has been some fine folk-song specimens.
A great deal has been done for the Indian under the guidance of the
Smithsonian Institute. Virtually nothing has been done for the American Negro by his
white brethren. What has been accomplished has been done by Fisk University or
Tuskegee.
The amazing thing is that the Negro is so much richer in his peculiar folk-song
than the Indian, Hawaiian, or Mountain White. Joel Chandler Harris, beloved of all
who have the Peter Pan instinct, found a deep vein in Negro folk-story. Coleridge-
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Taylor and Dvorak thought well enough of the Negro folk-songs to employ them in
different forms.
Possibly the Red Man has human interest and the Hawaiian "heart interest";
one thing is positive, the Negro has music in his soul. It is questionable if there is
another class of people that has the latent music potentialities of the black. The
colored man sings when he works and when he loafs,-he does both alternatively. He
sings when he is sad and whistles when he is happy.
In thought the Negro Spiritual is as modern as Billy Sunday, (see the Brewer's
Big Horses). While it is traced back to Revolutionary days, it reaches its zenith in the
War of the Rebellion. Then the Negro had something to sing about and filled his
songs with the desire for freedom. At the time of the secession the Negro borrowed
the war theme abundantly. There are many allusions to it and to the promise of
emancipation.

At the conclusion of war, he sang of peace; and his song accordingly assumed a note
of security and contentment.
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In Africa the native folk-song had its inspiration in the war dance and funeral
ceremonial. Judging from the few examples extant, it was barbaric and heavy,
lugubrious and never happy. In the American Negro folk-song there is rarely a
barbaric note, and it is seldom heavy. Very often it is sad, due to the Negro's religious
psychology. It is a strange paradox, but very often when he is happiest he will voice a
most mournful note. Stephen Foster caught this when he immortalized the Negro in
his Suwanee River and other songs intended to depict the black.
The Negro folk-song, unlike the Gallic and Teutonic, is usually religious.
Hence the word "spiritual" or "shout." They have a few secular songs that deal with
occupation, e.g., rowing a boat or loading a boat and cotton picking. And there are a
few songs known as fiddle songs, devil songs (rare), and corn songs.

For the greater part, his songs have to do with salvation. There are a few love
songs - and a number of ribald ones-but no songs of heroism; and that is where the
Ethiopian differs from the Caucasian; for the white man in his early days was wont to
sing of his mighty deeds of valor and his amorous conquests-to wit, the Troubadours
and Minnesingers.
One reason the Negro folk-song is religious is because it dates back chiefly to
the ante-bellum period, when he was a slave and longed for freedom and religion was
his great comfort. To be sure, he is emotional, hysterical, superstitious, and in the
days when he made most of his songs, quite ignorant; but the underlying motive is
really "gettin' religion," as he expresses it.
The Negro can sing, and the white man knows it and has commercialized his
ability. Below the Mason and Dixon line, sometimes north, almost all laboring gangs
have their vocal leaders. The leader or precentor, like the leader of the orchestra,
receives extra pay for directing. Through his vocal efforts, he stimulates his gang into
working. The leader may stimulate work, but he is never known to overdo it. The
holding of a loose rope or the final push on a wheelbarrow is enough for him.

In Baltimore, Savannah, or New Orleans, wherever longshoremen are colored,
you will hear the men singing. The leader carries the burden, the men take up the
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chorus, sailor chantey fashion. These singing leaders are not unknown along the
wharves of Philadelphia and the back streets of Harrisburg.
Recently the Westinghouse plant in Pittsburgh employed a lot of roustabouts
to load munitions aboard the cars. The men started work; nothing had been said about
a vocal leader. It was not long before the men grew listless and finally quit altogether.
One of the Westinghouse men, sensing the trouble, hurried out and secured a singing
foreman. The result was the men worked and sang till the consignment was finished.
The songs the Negro seems to prefer while working are the religious ones.
Possible it keeps his mind off his work. Below is an example of a boat-song. It is
essentially a song of labor, but there is the hodge-podge of Biblical illusions that
characterizes his song. The rhythm is of backward and forward pulling at the oars.

The only thing these songs have in common with the Venetian gondoliers is to
while away the time. Travelers from the upper Nile claim that the Negro boat-song, in
rhythm and charm, has a marked resemblance to the Egyptian.
There are many types of Spirituals. The chief theme is salvation, and the
secondary one penitence. In their penitent songs they bewail their manifold sins and
wickedness, with quite a Litany effect.
There are exhortation or revival songs, in which the expressions, "Seeke,"
"Searcher," "Member," are used. Then there is another style, the "Good-bye" songs,
sung at the end of camp meetings. It is a sort of religious Auld Lang Syne, in which
they wish each other well until the next "meeting'."

Last, there is the "Shout," and it is all the word implies. It is more of a
frenzied dynamic Spiritual than the others, and is surcharged with hallelujahs
(sometimes abbreviated to "Hallelu!") and plentifully sprinkled with Glory!
The "Shout," in its unadulterated form, is used at revivals and love feats,
where emotions are unrestricted and spontaneous. The "Shout" is passing, as the
Negro rarely gets religion in the violent form his fathers did.
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Remarkable as is his love of Christ's doctrine, there is never any mention of
the Nativity. There is occasional reference to the Resurrection and Ascension. For the
greater part, he sings of faith, hope and charity, and a great and everlasting wish for
redemption.
The structure of the Spiritual is more of an emotional sequence than a logical
one. Very often it is not sequential at all, but only an association of ideas. The words
are taken-improvised is nearer the sense-from the Scriptures and fragments of hymns,
and there is a plenitude of personal pronouns, all mixed in together. There is little
attempt at versification, unless it comes under the caption of Vers Libre. There is a
slight desire to rhyme or make near rhymes; and there are many unintelligible
phrases, such as "Why don't you move go slow?" Whatever they lack in rhyme, they
make up in rhythm. The same sense of lilt that has made the Negro dancing worldfamous has gone into his folk-song.
Syncopation, that offshoot of rhythm, is employed extensively; ignorant
people claim that the Negro invented syncopation. He neither invented syncopation,
nor was he the first to use it. It existed long before he was brought in shackles to this
country-examples may be found in the old Greek and Hebrew melodies. Syncopation
was probably discovered by the first aborigine who beat on a hollow gourd with a
thigh bone, and has been used ever since by "all nations that do dwell upon the face
of the earth.”
As in all folk-songs, the Spirituals are sung in unison. Unlike the Russian,
there is a verse and chorus in almost every one. In that respect they resemble the
British folk-song. Occasionally some one will try to harmonize, in which they will
"Base it" (supplying elementary chord roots). The Fisk Jubilee singers have
harmonized many of the Spirituals with splendid results.
The Spirituals are from four to sixteen bars in length; some are longer. They
are constructed of one or two simple themes, and these repeated according to the
word phrases. In delivery they are sometimes sung in straightforward fashion,
sometimes with a marked portamento, sometimes with roulades and notes of
anticipation. Often they are as invertebrate as recitations. As the Negro sings them,
they are usually wistful, unless they are "Shouts." The timbre of the Negro voice and
the minor cadences give them the triste, yearning quality. Many German, Italian and
Scotch folk-songs are in 3-4 time. There is hardly a Spiritual that is written in 3-4 or
its derivatives. They are in 2-4 or 4-4. Almost all have the accent falling on the after
beat. The reason the Spirituals are in 2-4 time is because they were probably
improvised to the swaying of the body and the clapping of hands, which is almost the
march rhythm. Some music historians claim this is the primitive or original pulse.
The stress of the bar line is strongly felt, many are pitched at Adagio, though some
are Allegro. The scale employed is that of the early Greeks, it is also the one in which
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most of the Scotch folk-songs are written, with the 4th and 7th tones omitted. It is not
uncommon to begin in a minor key and end in a major.
Folk-songs and the Negro Spirituals in particular, upset all the laws of melody
writing, as advocated by text-book composers. They go up when they should go
down, and they close in a minor when they should finish in a major; and yet when
they are heard they are satisfying to cultivated ears-possibly that justifies a melody.
While the Spirituals are common to all the South, particularly the rural
districts, they are not all known in every State. In some States there was little
migration. In the North, where there was ebb and flow, songs were added from other
States. That is why there are often two or three variants of the same song. "Roll
Jordan" is peculiar to Virginia; "Wrestle on Jacob" belongs to South Carolina. It is
curious tonight that the songs from the seaboard States often refer to boats and water,
while the inland States hardly ever mention things maritime.
These Spirituals were not composed or designed, but are the spontaneous
expression, both of words and music. The unsophisticated black could no more have
composed a song in the academic sense than he could have invented an automobile;
but by letting his mind and voice go untrammeled, he was able to improvise songs
that have enriched the world invaluably.
Folk-songs such as these are the pure fruits of inspiration. As was said of the
Russian peasantry, they are a "natural production of a race of remarkable musical
capacity."
Vachel Lindsay, in his Poem, "The Congo," has epitomized the Negro and his
religious zeal in the following lines, and from these lines you can see the Spiritual
arising:
"A good old Negro in the slums of the town
Preached at a sister for her velvet gown,
Howled at a brother for his low down ways,
His prowling, puzzling, sneak thief days,
Beat on the bible till he wore it out,
Started the Jubilee revival shout.
And some had visions as they stood on chairs
and sang of Jacob and the golden stairs;
And they all repented, a thousand strong,
from their stupor and savagery and sin and wrong,
And slammed with their hymn books till they shook the room
with 'Glory, glory, glory!' and 'Boom, boom, boom!'"
An important set is taken in the preserving of the Negro spiritual and
that is the invention of the phonograph. We read of one of the first efforts to
record actual performances of Negro spirituals. We also have one of the best
descriptions of the performance of the spirituals and a very good analysis.
1919 - MUSIC STUDENT - SEPTEMBER
NEGRO FOLK SONG - When the Fisk Jubilee Singers visited England, some
forty or more years ago, the study of Folk Song here had taken no hold upon the
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musical world, and the colored singers made their appeal and won their success by
means of the fervent religious emotion of their renderings and the luscious blend of
their voices. The simple music itself was not a matter of interest to trained musicians.
To-day, however, when the word "Folk" has become a battle-cry, we find an
American musician, Mr. H. T. Burleigh, discovering that the Plantation Songs known
as "Spirituals," are "practically the only music in America which meets the scientific
definition of Folk Song." "They were never 'composed,' but sprang into life ready
made, from the white heat of religious fervor during some protracted meeting in camp
or church, as the simple, ecstatic utterance of wholly untutored minds."
Mr. Burleigh has "arranged" a dozen or so of these spirituals, these simple,
intense outpourings of the religiously-moved Negro of some years ago, for solo voice
with piano accompaniment. The piano is not perhaps the most suggestive medium for
songs which came to life (did they not?) to the accompaniment of the banjo or the
concertina, if not merely to that of other voices. But Mr. Burleigh's piano parts are on
the whole extremely judicious, never overshadowing the voice, nor introducing
anything alien to the atmosphere. Here and there a touch of banjo idiom, as in Go
down, Moses, and My Lord, what a Mornin', is brought in with excellent effect.
As one would expect with songs formed spontaneously and under deep
emotion, the melodies are very brief, and the rhythms very simple and repetitions of
phrase and of harmonic shading are very prevalent; but the extreme simplicity of the
phraseology and the primitive sweetness of the musical utterance combine to make a
very touching piece of untutored art. As Mr. Burleigh says in an admirable Note: "It
is a serious misconception of their meaning and value to treat them as 'minstrel'
songs, or to try to make them funny by a too literal attempt to imitate the manner of
the Negro in singing them. Success in singing them is primarily dependent upon deep
spiritual feeling. Their worth is weakened unless they are done impressively, for
thorough all, there breathes a hope, a faith in the ultimate justice and brotherhood of
Man."
English singers are not likely to fall into the snare of a too realistic rendering
of these songs, and if they will bear in mind their origin, they will find among Mr.
Burleigh's arrangements some valuable additions to their repertory of Folk Songs.
One or two, in which the phraseology is not likely to raise a smile, such as By an' by
and Swing low, Sweet Chariot, might well be added to a singer's list of sacred songs.
My Lord, what a mornin', reaches the highest level of any of the collection,
with its subdued ecstasy in the opening lines of address, its contrasting second
portion, minor in tone and melismatic in treatment, and its return to the quiet first
phrases, thrilling now with an additional note. The rather far-fetched chords of the
accompaniment on the last page, though probably not what a "Sambo" or a "Mammy"
could have executed ex tempore, have a squeezy lusciousness which is not at all
foreign to the feeling. Oh Peter, go ring-a dem bells is another of the melodies with a
fairly wide range, and the tinkling bells of the accompaniment are prettily done. The
dignified and sombre Go down, Moses ("Let My people go") will be familiar to all
who know anything of Plantation Melodies, likewise Nobody knows de trouble I've
seen. On a plane apart is the curiously-touching melody of Weepin' Mary. Had the
arranger harmonized the time with the notes of its own mode, the Dorian, he would
have made a much more distinguished and also more correct accompaniment.”
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Early jazz was known for its collective improvising. This form of
performance was the main ingredient of the gospel choir of every Negro church.
When first heard it was difficult for trained 'legit' musicians to understand how
the Negro choirs could collectively give a performance without rehearsals and
worked out parts. Again we see a jazz element being used in early Negro church
music.”
1919 - MUSICAL QUARTERLY - OCTOBER
BLACK SINGERS AND PLAYERS by Natalie Curtis Burlin - "Who trains
the chorus? It is marvelous!" The question was eagerly put by a young German
musician who was visiting the Hampton Institute in Virginia and for the first time
heard the great chorus of nine hundred colored students sing the "Plantations," as the
Negroes call the old melodies that had their birth in days of slavery,-religious songs
that were the voice of the bondsman's soul. From a technical as well as purely
musical standpoint, the extraordinary unity, the percussion in "attack" and the
faultless pitch of the Negro singers impelled the musician's query.
And my answer baffled him: "Why, one trains these Negro boys and girls,
their singing is natural." "I don't mean," he persisted, "who trains their voices (of
course, I understand that these are natural voices), but who teaches them their parts,
soprano, alto, tenor, bass,-who drills them as a chorus?"
"No one."
He stared at me incredulously. But I assured him that these black singers made
up the "parts" themselves extemporaneously and sang together with the same
spontaneity of unity that individuals feel when, gathering with a group, they fall in
line and keep step as they walk. This quick contagion of musical sympathy, this
instant amalgamation of the personal musical consciousness into a strong massfeeling,-this it is that would make "chorus-drilling" certain death to the inspirational
spirit of those superbly simple old Negro songs.
But the musician would not believe that such results could be achieved by
instinct alone. And so I finally referred him to Major Moton, now Booker
Washington's successor as principal at Tuskegee, who was at that time commandant
at Hampton and sang the solo parts-the "Lead" (leader), in Negro musical parlance.
His reply emphasized through its laughing surprise the inborn intuitive quality
of the Negro's love for music.
"Why, nobody ever taught us to sing!"
"Well then, how do you do it?" asked the musician in amazement.
"I don't know. We just sing - that's all!"
Surely a people who can "just sing" in extemporaneous four and six and eight
part harmonies are gifted not only with rare melodic and rhythmic sense, but also
with a natural talent for harmony that distinguishes the black race as among the most
musically endowed of peoples.
These nine hundred boys and girls at Hampton whose chorus singing is so
"marvelous" are not divided and seated according to "parts" like the usual white
chorus: indeed, technically speaking, this is no "chorus" at all,-only a group of
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students at the Hampton Institute who sing because music is a part of their very souls.
And so in chapel, where the old "plantations" are sung, the boys sit together at the
sides, and the girls sit together in the middle, each singing any part that happens to lie
easily within the range of his or her voice, harmonizing the slave-songs as they sing.
A first alto may be wedged between two sopranos with a second alto directly
in front of her. A boy singing high tenor may have a second tenor on one side of him
and a second bass on the other. But the wonderful inspirational singing of this great
choir is sustained without a flaw or a single deviation in pitch through song after
song, absolutely without accompaniment.
"How do they do it?" One may well ask! For the singing is not only faultless
in its simple and natural beauty, but profoundly stirring in its emotional wealth of
feeling. Few listeners can withhold a catch in the throat when, after the final
benediction in chapel, a deep silence which seems to hover like a benediction itself
over those hundreds of bowed heads, is broken by a soft-breathed note of music,
almost inaudible at first, like hushed wings, like the ascent of the Holy Spirit. And
then, still breathed rather than sung. Gathering in volume as group after group catches
it up, from those bent black heads rises a chanted "Amen," of such penetrating
sweetness, such prayerful intensity that,-well, every white person that I have ever
seen visit Hampton for the first time leaves chapel wiping his eyes!
"Only in Russia," declared one musician, "have I heard chorus singing
comparable to this." Indeed, in my opinion, at Hampton, Tuskegee and Fisk Institutes,
and other southern schools, are to be found the great choruses of America.
Through the Negro this country is vocal with a folk-music intimate, complete
and beautiful. Not that this is our only folk-lore, for the song of the American Indian
is a unique contribution to the music of the word; also our Anglo-Saxon progenitors
brought with them the songs and ballads of the British Isles still held in purity in the
mountain fastnesses of the Southern States, though strange versions of them crop up
in the cow-boy songs of the frontier. But it is the Negro music (with its by-product of
"Ragtime") that to-day most widely influences the popular song-life of America, and
Negro rhythms have indeed captivated the world at large. (Some have denied that our
popular American music of to-day owes its stimulus to the Negro.) A most interesting
and conclusive account of the evolution of "Ragtime" is contained in the
"Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man" by James Weldon Johnson, published by
Brown, Little & Co., Boston. "Rag-time" is not unjustly condemned by many for the
vulgarity of its first associations, a vulgarity that cannot be too deeply deplored but
which is fortunately fast slipping out of the march and dance songs of to-day. Yet this
first association can not annihilate the interest of the Negro rhythmic form from
which sprang "Ragtime," for this form has intrinsic character. Though now widely
copied and almost mechanically manufactured by commercial white song-writers of
cheap and "catchy" music, the extraordinary syncopation of "Rag-time," which makes
the rhythm so compelling, is undoubtedly Negro and of real value and interest
musically. Nor is this rhythmic peculiarity confined, with the Negro, to popular and
secular music only. Lifted into noble breadth of accent, syncopation is found in the
old Spirituals, or prayer-songs, for it is the rhythm natural to the Negro; intensely
racial, its counterpart may be found in the native African songs from the Dark
continent. (See my Foreword to "Negro Folk-Songs," Book II. G. Schirmer, N. Y. and
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Boston, 1918.) Nor may we foretell the impress that the voice of the slave will leave
upon the art of this country-a poetic justice this! For the Negro, everywhere
discriminated against, segregated and shunned, mobbed and murdered,-he it is whose
melodies are on all our lips, and whose rhythms impel our marching feet in a "war for
democracy." The irresistible music that wells up from this sunny and unresentful
people is hummed and whistled, danced to and marched to, laughed over and wept
over, by high and low and rich and poor throughout the land. The down-trodden black
man, whose patient religious faith has kept his heart still unembittered, is fast
becoming the singing voice of all America.
And how spontaneously he sings. Who can forget the first concert given by
the "Clef Club," a Negro orchestra in New York, before a large and representative
white audience about eight years ago in Carnegie Hall? Music-loving Manhattan felt
a thrill down its spine such as only the greatest performances can inspire when, at a
climax in the opening piece (a march composed by the colored leader), that entire
Negro orchestra of over a hundred men burst out singing as they played!

"Can you imagine," whispered to me in the midst of the music a guarantor of
one of our great orchestras, "Can you imagine our white musicians singing while they
play?"
"And do you now," I whispered back, "that the man playing a tenor solo on
the 'cello may be singing first bass ("baritone" the Negroes call it), and that the big
man playing the bass drum and cymbals may be caroling a high falsetto, while the
first violin sings second bass?"
For I had been to rehearsals of the Clef Club and I knew that these men who
sang simply because music burst out of them, thought no more of playing one part on
their instrument and another on their larynx-all at the same time - than their cousins in
Africa think of clapping one rhythm with their hands while with their feet they dance
a different one. Indeed, the men of a European orchestra, each carefully schooled to
automatic accuracy in his given role, would be as baffled if called upon to do the
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almost inhumanely difficult things that these intuitive black players did naturally, as
would be the member of a white chorus if asked to improvise alto or tenor while those
around them sang different parts! The average Negro, in music, seems inspired as
compared to the letter-ridden, unimaginative, uncreative, and prosaic (however
correct) white performer.
Buried in New York's "Black Belt" - congested streets wholly populated by
thousands of colored people who are restricted to these cramped quarters - the Clef
Club had played a year or two for its colored patrons before its existence was
discovered by the white directors of the Music School Settlement for Colored people
(at 6 West 131st St. N. Y. and under musical direction of the talented colored
composer, W. J. Rosamond Johnson) who then brought it to Carnegie Hall and to the
knowledge of all Manhattan. Few of the players in that great band of about a hundred
and twenty-five members had at that time received any musical training whatever.
They were - by profession - elevator men, bell-boys, porters, janitors, or followers of
still humbler tasks, for few trades-unions then admitted colored men, so that the
vocations open to the Negro were about as restricted and over-crowded as the Negro
streets themselves. These men met together and played and gave concerts in the
"colored quarter" simply because music was an irresistible human outlet for them,
and they loved it. Each man played any instrument that he happened to know and
fancy. There were many violins, violas, 'cellos and double basses; but it was a motley
group of plectrum instruments of all sorts and sizes - mandolins, guitars, banjos, and a
few ukuleles, that gave to the immense tone of the huge band an absolutely distinctive
sound, a "tang" like the flavor of pine-apple amid other fruits. Then there was an
indiscriminate assortment of reed and wind instruments including several
magnificently regal trombones that strode froth with a sound of crimson pomp amid
the trembling sway and glitter of the mandolins; there were drums and tambourines,
big and little, whose sharp accents danced across the jagged syncopations of the
music, recalling the elaborate drum-orchestras of Africa; there was an inspired
timpanist whose swiftly rolling sticks evoked music like the sound of in-sweeping
and breaking waves; there was a huge bass drum, humorous, dramatic, sometimes
even tragic; and - "Well, Mr. Manners," explained one of the violinists to David
Mannes when we were together interviewing the band prior to its first concert for
white people.
"Well, Mr. Mannes, at our concerts we usually have to have about ten upright
pianos in five pairs, back to back, running in a half circle 'round the edge of the
orchestra."
"Ten pianos!' (in amazement).
"Yes sir," (very quietly) "ten pianos."
"Get to your pianos!" The Negro conductor would call at rehearsal. "Get to
your pianos!" And then truly beautiful rich and unusual was the color and body given
to this band of plectrum, strings and brass by the adroit manipulations of those then
little uprights which were treated purely as orchestral instruments, weaving a
sonorous background of tremolos, deepening with tone-values the roll of the kettledrums, sharpening percussion effects with varieties of pitch, emphasizing rhythmic
outline, coloring the accents, blending strings, brass, plectrum and drums into a
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vibrant unity of sound-a link between them all. "Barbaric," one college bred Negro
called the Clef club.
"Barbaric" we exclaimed in astonished admiration. That an orchestra of such
power, freshness, vitality and originality could have remained so long undiscovered
in novelty-hunting New York, was a silent and reproachful comment on the
oscillation of the "Negro quarter."
And such rehearsals-pathetic in their poverty of opportunity! A crowd of
colored men stuffed suffocatingly under the low ceiling of a room that had seen better
days as a private dwelling before the elevated railroad made like impossible and the
street was abandoned to Negroes. No acoustics, no elbow-room even, the bass tuba
threatening with annihilation the poor drummer next him who could hardly lift his
sticks without hitting the cornet player. Perhaps one or two in each group could read
music-the rest simply caught by ear what their neighbors played and then joined in.
"I always put a man that can read notes in the middle where the others can
pick him up," explained the conductor. There were not enough music-stands, and so
here and there the notes would be spread on a chair over which a single, sophisticated
player would peer and bend, while five or six eager heads hovered near him, mouths
open, musical intuition alert in every eye, "picking him up."
"Oh yes," the conductor said, "they can catch anything if they hear it once or
twice, and if it's too hard for 'em the way it's written, why, they just make up
something else that'll go with it."
And this was so-once they had caught the main outline of the music, the
whole band began to improvise. And how quick they were! It was mostly dance
music that they played-typical Negro syncopated dance and march-rhythm. To my
astonished question: "But how can they play a new piece in public next week when
they've never even tried it over yet?" The leader replied:
"Don't you worry! Once those follows hear that music and catch its swing
they'll eat it right up!" They did. And then New York at them. That first concert of
Negro music in Carnegie Hall was an ear-opener. The dance craze was then sweeping
the city, and the Negro players were feverishly demanded. The sun shone, the colored
musicians became professional, the band split up into smaller groups and much hay
was made. This was the lighter side. But those of us who had attended those first
rehearsals and had seen the colored players in their shirt-sleeves bending over their
instruments in that stifling room, weary from menial toil, yet singing their hearts out
(they were there because the day's work was over, or the "boss" had let them off), we
realized the unconscious spirit of creative art that stirred in that humble group and we
felt, with reverence, as though we had been present at a birth. We had seen the racial
soul, denied all opportunity, awake, nevertheless, and sing; and the song, ephemeral
though it was, seemed a prophecy of the dignity and worth of Negro genius.
Jazz is now called an art form. Its journey from the beginnings in early
religious music and work songs passed through this transition period after
World War I. It proceeded developing through the cakewalk and stomps to
ragtime and finally into various styles of jazz and has continued to develop
today. In 1919 we see the beginning of the 'jazz age' and as early as the turn of
the century we have Negro music being called an 'art form.'
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1919 - MUSIC EDUCATORS JOURNAL
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MUSIC OF THE NEGRO FROM THE FOLK
SONG TO THE ART SONG AND THE ART CHORUS. By John Wesley Work,
Professor Latin and History, Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn. The Folk Song of the
American Negro is American Soul, a large part of American life interpreted and
translated into African Melody. It is a close communion of African form with
American spirit. The distinguishing features of this form are scale, syncopation,
rhythm, melody, and an almost unvarying arrangement of verse and chorus.
If there is any one quality which is more prominent and more impressive than
all others in this music, it is the quality of rhythm. More than any other quality, it
gives the music its peculiar character. A conception of Negro Folk Song Music
without this exquisite rhythm ever progressing towards perfection is a conception of
the day without the light of the sun. Without a clear understanding and appreciation
of this fact, there can be no proper conception and appreciation of this music. When
we hear it in its natural environments and indigenous conditions, we are at once
impressed with this sense of rhythm. It is rhythm, rhythm, everywhere-the whole
atmosphere is rhythm - and voluntarily our vitalized emotions, often find expression
in a motion of our bodies, the rhythmic sway, the rhythmic pat of the foot, the
rhythmic clap of hands, telling the soul's experience of overwhelming happiness. The
rhythm of the Negro's music is, to him, impelling. Did you ever notice a crew of
Negro laborers? Were they not singing? Were not their hammers, or their drills, or
axes, rising and falling to the rhythm of some song? They always work well, they
always fight well, when working or fighting to the accompaniment of their music.
The African Folk Song is constructed upon the verse and chorus plan. The
leader expresses the subject and meaning of the song and the chorus repeats and
emphasizes. Often the chorus is one simple expression but it is reiterated in such
manner that there is no mistaking its meaning, or its importance. Some times it
repeats each verse but it is always emphasizing and driving home the thought of the
verse. It is a striking fact that the African's form of musical expression which he
contributed towards the creation of the Folk song of the American Negro, has
persisted through the centuries, and preserved its identity almost without change. The
one noteworthy change, which is an American contribution, is the addition of one
note, flat seven, to the scale, making a sexatonic scale the vehicle of American Folk
song Music. This flat seven is a surprise note in the scale and quite probably
expresses the surprise of the African at the newness and strangeness of the New
World.
There are no secular Negro Folk Songs worth the name. What we find are
almost always worthless fragments or unworthy doggerel. But there are thousands of
sacred songs more or less valuable, that have sprung from the heart of the Negro,
giving him inspiration, hope and courage, and bringing to him joy and consolation.
All these songs are based upon the Scriptures. They go over the whole scope of the
Bible from Genesis to Revelation. Every individual song draws its inspiration from
some biblical expression, thought, or event in sacred history.
To the slaves this was more than a Messianic prophecy; it was the promise of
liberty.
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With this folk music as a source, a religious and social history of the South
could be written; the Bible could be reconstructed.
This article mentions a number of very prominent Negro composers
among them H. T. Burleigh. A pupil of Dvorak, H. T. Burleigh was Dvorak's
link to the colored race and its music. Burleigh became a prominent musician
and made arrangements of many Negro spirituals which are beautifully
harmonized and a great addition to folk and Negro music.
1923 - JULY - METRONOME
THE STORY OF NEGRO MUSIC - The story of Negro music is one full of
challenge and is woven around adventure, daring, courage, faith, patience, hope,
sorrow and optimism. It represents the expressed hope of a people who faced
desperate odds, who braved the hardships of slavery, and who, when all was dark and
dreary, found solace in its own songs.
When the Negro came to this country on a little Dutch vessel, in 1619, landing
in Jamestown, Va., in a strange country, practically the only weapon he brought with
him was his songs, and with these songs he faced the long stretch of slavery, covering
a period of 250 years, with courage probably unequaled in the story of races. With his
songs he made known his sorrows, his hopes, his aspiration, his patience, and he has
sung of the freedom to come.
Prof. John Wesley Work, a noted Negro educator and musician and for many
years a member of the faculty of Fisk University, in his book on "The Folk Songs of
the Afro-American Negro," tells of his many years of research throughout the south,
studying the songs of the negro.
Noted Negro musicians, like Harry T. Burleigh, Nathaniel Dett, Carl Diton, J.
Rosamond Johnson, Mrs. Harriett Gibbs Marshall, Cameron White and ColeridgeTaylor, all have recognized the value of this music and each of them has brought to it
his or her own valuable contribution.
Another thing that has done much to save Negro music, as offered in these
songs, has been the attitude toward them of the Negro leaders. These leaders have
been quick to recognize the value of these songs and have kept before the younger
generation of Negroes their duty in helping to save them.
Dr. Robert R. Moton, the principal of Tuskegee Institute, while he was at
Hampton, urged the importance of a knowledge of these plantation songs as a
necessary part of the education of the students.
Will Marion Cooke, another Negro musician, refers to Hampton as a good
center for the development of this music. Booker T. Washington, while at Tuskegee,
drilled into the students the respect they should have for their music.
Negro music expresses itself in Negro folk songs, and Negro folk songs are
called such because they are peculiar to Negro folks. If the numerous songs that were
sung by the Negro during slavery had been built up from other songs of other peoples,
they would not have been Negro folk songs. That is the reason why "Old Black Joe,"
"My Old Kentucky Home" and "Swanee River," are not Negro folk songs, because
they were written by a white man, Stephen C. Foster, although built around a Negro
theme.
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This point is one that should be remembered, because it is the common
impression that the songs of Foster are Negro music. There are many notable
characteristics of the real Negro folk songs; among them are their many direct
references to the Scriptures and their wonderful strength of reserve and resignation.
The reason for the many references to the Scriptures is that the Bible was the only
book that was read to the slaves. Concerning their strength of reserve and resignation,
out of the 500 or more of these songs that have been collected, not one of them shows
resentment or breathes revenge.
Although these songs were sung for many generations on the plantations
throughout the south, their charm, beauty and strength of character were not
recognized until 1871 when Fisk University at Nashville, Tenn., one of the first
institutions for the higher education of the Negro, sent out a group of young colored
men and women properly to introduce these songs and leave it for the world to place
its proper value upon them.
So on October 6, 1871, under the direction of Prof. George White, the Fisk
Singers began their tour. Their first stop was in Oberlin, Ohio, where the Councils of
Congregational Churches were in session.
Permission was asked for the singers to sing, but the request was waved aside.
While the convention was debating the fact, however, as to whether or not they
should be heard they had stolen around in the gallery without anyone seeing them. All
of a sudden there floated over that large convention the soft strains of "Steal Away to
Jesus." A hush fell over the audience as the strains of that song floated over the hall.
There was pathos, harmony, sympathy, in the song, because these were
trained singers, and they carried away that vast audience. They stopped, the
convention cried for more, and from that moment to the present time no one has
doubted the place these songs have in American life.
Fortunately for the Fisk Singers, Henry Ward Beecher, who was then pastor in
Brooklyn, was visiting that convention, and after he heard the jubilee singers he arose
in the midst of the convention and invited them to come to his church in Brooklyn.
The singers started for the north with trepidation and trembling, because on what the
New York critics said would depend the future of the songs.
But the singers came, and came with faith in their music. Their coming had
been widely heralded and a capacity audience greeted their first appearance in this
section. The New York newspapers the next day were full of praise, heralding the
singers as a splendidly trained group of singers, who were bringing to America its
own original music.
After touring America the Fisk Singers traveled throughout England and
Europe, touching the heart of peasant and nobility with these American melodies.
Professor Work vividly describes the tour of the singers. They traveled with
equal success in Germany and France. For eight years these singers toured the world,
touching deeply the hearts and consciences of people, until when they returned to
Fisk University they laid at the doors of their alma mater $150,000, which went
toward the erection of Jubilee Hall, a building that stands on the campus of that
university, dedicated to Negro music.
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We find another excellent account of the Negro spiritual and that "Negro
music is different in various parts of the U. S.” We find that the writers now take
their subject further and add jazz to their content of material to mention. We
read that: "Jazz is going to make the world safe for musical democracy."
1924 - APRIL - METRONOME
NEGRO SPIRITUALS by Nan Bagby Stephens - Recent custom of including
at least one Negro spiritual on concert programs has familiarized the public with
songs long hidden from any but the Southern People, who, having always accepted
them as part of the very fibre of their existence, did not recognize their full value.
For many years the slave songs, camp meeting tunes and the real spirituals of
the church service were passed from father to son literally by word of mouth.
Gradually they came to be regarded as worth recording. It is eminently fitting that
men of the Negro race-Burleigh, Coleridge-Taylor, Carl Diton and others-should be
the first to acquaint the music lovers of America with the songs of their own people.
There are as many different dialects among the Negroes as there are in the
various sections of Italy. The Negro from the coast of South Carolina or Georgia
speaks a foreign language to the wharf darky of New Orleans. And again, the Negro
from the lower part of Florida mingles in his speech so many words from the Spanish
of the Cuban population that he is not able to make himself understood by those from
the inland States. Essentially a child of the valley and of warmth and sunshine, it is
rare that he is to be found in the mountain regions.
The same holds true with Negro music. The song of the coast Negro as he
sells shrimps or bananas is different, not so much in the actual intervals as in the
cadences and rhythm. The Negro of the Louisiana wharves shows plainly the
influence of the French in his gay tunes that of the Florida Negro the Spanish lilt
strangely mixed with the minor intervals of his own race. Perhaps the best example of
the Negro music can be found in the plantation songs of Georgia, Alabama and
Mississippi. There has been no foreign influence here. The music is elemental,
plaintive, almost weird. The intervals are not on the keyboard of our pianos. If the
Negro music were actually written as it sounds, it would be a new scale with new
intervals that would astonish the ultra-modernists.
Spirituals, being the elemental music of the race, are simple. They are not
suited to the elaborations of a concert achievement, as some composers seem to think.
Their beauty is so sincere, their appeal so direct, that they need no embellishment.
To hear them at their best one should pass by some small country church and
listen to the singing from a distance. It is then that one hears the unusual
harmonization, the weird humming cadences, the wonderful pathos and beauty of the
Negro music.
Rhythm is the foundation of their music, of their speech, of their motion. It is
impossible for them to listen to a sermon without some expression either of song or of
rhythmical speech, so timed as to be in accord with the tempo of the minister's
phrases. The result is astonishingly like well-rehearsed chanting, although it is never
twice the same.
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The words of their spirituals seldom mean what the music makes of them, but
we accept them as fitting without exactly knowing why. The songs must not be
analyzed if one would keep their value.
Last Spring I had the privilege of attending a service at Fisk University in
Nashville, where three hundred singers delighted us with spirituals sung with that rare
quality of voice, that simplicity and plaintive tenderness of the old plantation negro. It
is a great contribution to our music of America that these songs are being preserved
as race music by the Negroes themselves. The school at Tuskegee, Ala., founded by
Booker Washington, has a large chorus and a band which travels through the South,
giving concerts not only in the Negro churches but in the concert halls of the larger
cities. It is hard to estimate the influence of such organizations in contributing toward
greater music for America. If each section of our country were taught the value and
significance of its own particular music and followed the example of the Negro
choruses, we should have a foundation of folk music which would quickly develop
into national value
PREDICT BRIGHT FUTURE FOR MUSIC CALLED JAZZ
Berlin, Whiteman and Hasselmans Regard it as America's Contribution to the
Arts of the World. What is the future of jazz? Is it a passing fad, or will it stay? Three
of the leading authorities on the subject were asked by the New York Times what
they thought about it. Here is the composite of their answers:
"It is a contribution of America to the arts. It is recognized the world over as a
part of the musical folk lore of this country; it is as thoroughly and typically
American as the Monroe Doctrine, the Fourth of July, or baseball.”
"Further, jazz is going to make the world safe for musical democracy. It is
going to seat the highbrow beside the lowbrow at concerts. There will be endowed
chairs for the dissemination of knowledge of jazz at the foremost conservatories of
music. In that bright future, syncopation will doff its informal attire and don evening
clothes, even to the high hat and the cape.
"The jazz composers have not really begun to write. Jazz is today where the
automobile was in 1899.
Irving Berlin, Paul Whiteman and L. Hasselmans are the painters of this
glowing picture. Mr. Berlin writes jazz, Mr. Whiteman plays it, Mr. Hasselmans
listens to it. The last named is conductor at the Metropolitan Opera House when
French operas are given.
There is a profound and lasting quality in America popular music that assures
it of consistent development, according to Mr. Berlin. To him it is the rhythmic beat
of our everyday lives. Its swiftness is interpretative of our verve and speed and
ceaseless activity. When commuters no longer rush for trains, when taxi-cabs pause at
corners, when business men take afternoon siestas, then, perhaps, jazz may pass
Jazz must no longer crack the ear-drums to win attention, according to Mr.
Whiteman, who has been called the "King of Syncopators."
Mr. Hasselmans thinks that undoubtedly some popular music is bad, but that
this is also true of some classical music.
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All friends of jazz admit that it has an unpleasant and unfortunate name. They
expect it to lose its infant appellation and assume a more sober title somewhere along
its progress toward establishment as a permanent form of music.
We find in our next article an excellent account of the Negroes that have
been successful and a good description of the Negroes music. I would like to
mention one statement: "To America the Negro could bring only his music, and
with his freedom his music was one of his greatest possessions."
This statement, while accurate, does not go deep enough into the
relocation of a population and the possibilities and assimilation into a new social
structure as to the preservation of its previous and past arts. We know that they
could not bring their possessions such as sculptures and painting (the tangible
arts), but they still brought their various talents for these arts. We know there
were musicians among the captives but surely there were also artists and
dancers.
It was thought that the Africans had a very primitive society and had not
developed the arts to the level of Western civilization. This is not true. If
anything their arts were at the same level and perhaps higher. It was just that
their art and culture was so closely related to their everyday life. Their art was
part of their daily living and the direction and purpose of their arts were
entertained with their daily living.
Being relocated the process of assimilation began. There was no need or
chance to continue their artistic talent in the direction of sculpturing and
painting. The African society did not include literature as a written art but as an
oral art. This oral process was continued as their stories and legends were passed
down generation by generation. Music being a large part of their previous
society did not fit into their new environment. Gradually from generations past
the true African culture was disappearing. Music adapted to their new needs
and emerged as work songs and most important as religious exercises. Once
scholars began to be interested in African culture these African arts began to
emerge and be studied and appreciated for the art that was present. Once the
Negro was free from slavery (but not labor) the race began to have the
opportunity to bring into the foreground the characteristics and culture. (This is
true of any race as to talents and characteristics, especially if they had been
'bottled up.') Thus we find new talented individuals because of their talent and
dedication, becoming important in the public scene and appreciated for their
work and talent and not being hampered because of their situation or any
prejudice present.
1924 MAY - ETUDE
THE MUSICAL GENIUS OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO - An Expert Paper
upon "Negro Spirituals," "Plantation Songs" and the Achievements of Negro
musicians. By Clarence Cameron White (President of the National Association of
Negro Musicians) it is generally conceded that achievement is measured not so much
in terms of actual heights attained, as in the amount of progress made from the point
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of departure. If this be true, when one attempts to write of the musical attainments of
the American Negro he must establish by way of statistics and cold facts something
of an historical background. The American has well-known respect for facts and also
a great desire for general information; therefore the writer thinks it will not be amiss
to mention first of all, statistics and general information that will contribute to the
interest of this article, although in the main they have only an indirect bearing on the
subject matter.
In America today we have somewhere between ten and twelve million people
of Negro or African descent. Reckoning back to the slavery period, the United States
Census Bureau tells us that the increase of the Negro population was 120 per cent in
the fifty years between 1860 and 1910. The progress of any people will be greatest by
those groups which are in closest contact with civilizing influences. It is also true that
races are human first and racial afterwards; so it is reasonable to suppose that since
the slavery period the Negro has made his greatest progress in America. Over half a
century, however, has wrought profound changes.
To America the Negro could bring only his music; and with his freedom his
music was one of his greatest possessions. It is only natural that, with even a limited
opportunity for improvement, he turned with greatest zeal to the development of this
gift. Says Dr. W. E. R. Dubois. The Negro is primarily an artist. The usual way of
putting this is to speak disdainfully of his sensuous nature. This means that the only
race which has held at bay the life destroying forces of the tropics has gained there
from as some slight compensation a sense of beauty, particularly for sound and color,
which characterizes the race." There is no more pathetic chapter in the history of
human struggle than the smothered and suppressed ambition of the Negro race in its
daring endeavor to meet the greatest social exigency, to supply the professional
demand of the masses; and immediately after his freedom, this was especially true in
music. The opportunities for the study of music were nil. The stronger and more
aggressive natures pushed themselves into high callings by sheer force of untutored
energy and uncontrolled ambition.
The federal census of 1900 furnished the information that there were three
thousand, nine hundred and fifteen Negro teachers of music in the United States.
Since that time the profession has grown to approximately seven or eight thousand.
At first the Negro music student refused to put confidence in the Negro music
teacher, notwithstanding the closer intimacy of social conditions. But with greater
preparedness on the part of the Negro teacher, and with a growing pride in racial
achievement, this has to a large extent ceased to be; and we find today most of the
Negro schools equipped with a musical faculty of their own teachers.
The Slave Period
Returning for a moment to the music of the Negro of the slave period, it is
well to consider briefly his contribution in labor and also in Art. Running thorough all
will be found his original and natural gift of song - everywhere a song and that song
so unlike any other so full of the human element that touches and grips and stays, that
artist and layman alike respond to its thrill. Many have essayed to analyze the
peculiar quality that gives the Negro music its extraordinary charm; but, though they
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give various names, few have caught its deeper and nameless meaning. Percy
Grainger says, "It is the most American music imaginable, breathing the spiritual
fervor and abandonment and the fragrance of sentiment so strangely typical of this
wondrous, this generous-souled continent: yet world wide in its applicability."
The so-called "Negro Spiritual" or "Plantation Song" is so well known today
that it may be of interest to record that as far back as 1871 these songs were
introduced to both America and Europe by the "Fisk Jubilee Singers," a band of
Negro students from Fisk University at Nashville, Tennessee. These singers, after a
successful tour of American cities, visited England and even essayed a tour of the
principal cities of Germany in 1877. Everywhere they were received with the greatest
enthusiasm; and funds collected on these tours were used to erect "Jubilee Hall," one
of the largest buildings at Fisk University, which stands today as a monument to this
little band of Negro singers and to the power of their music.
The Negro's rising standard of education, which carries a deeper appreciation
of the esthetic, has also brought a racial consciousness and pride in his musical
background. He knows and is proud of the Negro blood in Chevalier Saint-George,
born in 1745 in the town of Basse-Terre, Guadeloupe, who was a pupil of Gossec
Saint-George wrote two concertos for violin and orchestra and numerous quarters.
Lawrence declares that Gossec and Saint-George were the first French musicians to
write string quartets. We find the manuscript of his "L'Amant anonyme" in the library
of the Paris Conservatories. Saint-George died in Paris, June, 1799. There is a street
in Basse-terre, Guadeloupe, which since November, 1912, has borne the name St.
George.
G. A. Bridgetower, Mus. Bac.
The Negro is also proud of the Negro blood of George Augustus Bridgetower,
violinist, born about 1779 in Biola in Poland. Bridgetower was a friend and associate
of Beethoven; and it was he who played the famous "Kreutzer" sonata with the
composer at Vienna in 1805. In June, 1811, Bridgetower took the degree of Mus. B.
at Cambridge. He died in England about 1845. A complete account of his career may
be found in Thayer's "Life of Beethoven."
Edmund Dede, a New Orleans Negro, born in 1829, entered the Paris
Conservatoire in 1857 and took high rank as a violinist. He composed numerous
orchestral works. Perhaps the best known was "le Palmier Overture." He died at
Bordeaux, France, where for many years; he was conductor of the Opera.
One other Negro who achieved lasting fame in Europe was Joseph White,
born at Matanzas, Cuba, January 17, 1836. Upon the advice of Gottschalk he was sent
to Paris, in 1855, where he became an honor pupil of Alard, winning the first prize in
violin playing in 1856. He composed a violin concerto and numerous small works.
White was appointed a teacher at the Paris Conservatoire in 1864; he visited America
in 1876, playing in New York and Boston with great success. On his Boston program
in March, 1876, he played the Mendelssohn Concerto, Op. 64, and the Bach
Chaconne. He died in Paris in 1920.
The musical world at large knows full well of the Anglo-African composer,
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, born in London, August 15, 1875, and who achieved
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lasting fame in thirty-seven short years. He died in London, September 1, 1912.
Herbert Antcliffe calls him "one of the most original thinkers among musicians of his
generation."
The achievements of these five musicians of Negro blood are achievements of
which any race might be proud; and the American Negro realizes that with proper
training he may reflect a degree of credit upon American Art. On the whole here in
America the musical output has been both large and creditable, although, of course,
comparatively little known. Few names have appeared, and only here and there work
that could be called really first class; but this is not a peculiarity of Negro music. The
sum of accomplishment is but an imperfect indication of what the Negro race is
capable of in America, with proper technical training. And this proper training is
eagerly being obtained by the present day Negro musician. The Negro youth is
acquiring a degree of confidence and pride in his race that is awakening in him a new
spirit; and his true poet soul, which has found expression in a humble way through his
Plantation melodies, begins to mount to sublimer heights of expression. The
storehouse from which he may draw are filled with material, albeit most of these
storehouses are the minds of his hoary-haired parents and grandparents who are fast
disappearing from his midst.
Negro Spirituals
Many people in speaking of Negro music are inclined to think of it as
consisting solely of Negro spirituals. They are possibly ignorant of the wealth of
Negro compositions, both those based upon the spirituals and other Negro themes and
music which is not Negroid in character or in any way connected with or expressive
of racial feeling or idiom. For the past eight or ten years there has been a steady
increase in the number of services for church choirs of other sacred compositions, and
works of Negro composers for vocal solo, mixed choruses, pipe organ and violin
solos. It is perhaps natural that the Negro singer has attracted attention first rather
than the Negro composer. It is an accepted fact that even the untrained Negro voice
has an appealing quality that arrests one's attention; but the Negro singer of today has
not lost sight of the fact that proper training of the voice is essential to artistic singing;
so we find most of them before the public today with highly trained voices.
Famous Negro Singers
Most American musicians are acquainted with the names of Harry T.
Burleigh, baritone soloist at St. George Church of New York and at the Temple
Emanuel in the same city. Mr. Burleigh was born in Erie, Pennsylvania, (1866) where
he received his early education, graduating from High School in 1887. Later he was a
scholarship pupil at the National conservatory of Music, New York, and at one time a
teacher of singing at this school. He has traveled extensively abroad and it has been
his rare privilege to sing for the King and Queen of England, Prince Henry of Prussia,
Prince Louis of Battenburg, the Crown Prince of Sweden, and many other members
of royalty and nobility. A pioneer for the Negro's right to enter the field of serious art,
Burleigh has worked for years in New York, never lowering his high standard, never
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doing anything that would compromise his dignity as a musician, and never allowing
himself to be beaten back by prejudice. Quietly, unassumingly, but firmly, he has
maintained his hard earned place among professional musicians.
Another Negro singer living in New York is Harry A. Williams, tenor, a
native of Cleveland, Ohio, a one time pupil in Paris of Delle Sedie and Sbriglia.
During his student days he became a great favorite in the drawing rooms of London
and Paris. He became the friend of both Denza and Tosti whose songs he often sang
accompanied by the composers. For several years before his return to America, Mr.
Williams was a voice teacher at the London Academy of Music.
In Cleveland, Ohio is living Rachel Walker Turner, who for several years was
a pupil of Madame Marchesi in Paris. Mrs. Turner was well known in musical circles
in Paris and in London where she was introduced by the late Mrs. Ronald.
Musicians to-day are no doubt familiar with the achievement in London, Paris
and Vienna of Roland Hayes, the Negro tenor, born in Georgia, and a product of the
Hubbard Studio at Boston, Hayes was recently soloist with the Colonne Orchestra, in
Paris, where he created a sensation by his artistic singing. Mr. Hayes is announced
this season as one of the soloists of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
During the past few years several Negro singers have graduated from
America's best conservatories, winning high honors. Florence Cole Talbert,
Antoinnette Garnes and one or two others have won medals from the Chicago
Musical College. In instrumental music, where perhaps a greater mental effort had to
be put forth to acquire a modern technic to become a successful performer, the
American Negro has apparently had this mental qualification to surmount these great
difficulties and has acquitted himself creditably. To mention a few who are not so
well known as their qualifications warrant.
Negro Pianists
R. Augustus Lawson, twice piano soloist with the Hartford (Conn.) Symphony
Orchestra; a one-time pupil of Bagrilowitsch, and whose playing was highly
complimented by Leschetizky when Mr. Lawson played for him in Vienna. Mr.
Lawson has been for several years a teacher of piano at Hartford; and quite recently
one of his pupils, who happen to belong to the opposite race, was made a teacher in
one of America's large conservatories where Negro students are not admitted. Quite a
choice bit of irony!
Several seasons ago, Hazel Harrison, a young Negro pianist of Laporte,
Indiana, a pupil of Victor Heinze in Chicago, and later a pupil of Busoni in Berlin,
made her debut in the latter city, playing two concertos with the Philharmonic
Orchestra.
A few years back, Helen E. Hagan, a Negro girl of New Haven, Connecticut,
graduated from the music department of Yale University, playing her own piano
concerto with the New Haven Symphony Orchestra under Dr. Horatio Parker, and
winning the Sanford prize of $2,000 for foreign study, later becoming a pupil in Paris
of Blanche Selva and a pupil in composition under D'Indy.
During the past season Cornella Lampton, a one-time pupil of the Oberlin
Conservatory of Music and later a private pupil of Percy Grainger, graduated with
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honors from the Glenn Dillard Gunn School of Chicago, winning high praise from the
Chicago critics for her artistic playing of a concerto with orchestra.
At the Institute of Musical Art in New York, Sanoma Talley, a young Negro
girl of Nashville, Tennessee, won the $500 prize for her piano playing, graduating
with honors for high scholarship.
Negroes who have attempted to gain distinction as performers on the stringed
instruments and other orchestral instruments have had very little opportunity for
serious work. As Yet the symphony orchestra have managed to get along without
their services. A few who were capable have applied but were unable to get
employment. Personally, I know two members of leading symphony orchestras here
in America who are Negroes, but who for obvious reasons prefer to be known as
Spanish.
Tragic Limitations
The picture of well-trained young Negro graduates is inspiring and tragic;
inspiring in that each is a living proof that, when equality of opportunity is given, the
line that indicates the "fittest to survive" cannot be drawn along racial differences;
and, tragic to think that these new beginners on account of their color will have to
suffer greater handicaps to achieve success. This is the reason why some of the Negro
graduates of our best conservatories pursue courses, not altogether by choice, which
follow the lines of least resistance. There is today living in New York a Negro
violinist who won the diamond medal upon his graduation from a well known
Western Conservatory, and who was later a pupil of Becker at the Leipzig
Conservatory, who is now a member of a "Jazz" band in New York. Another, a 'cellist
of really great ability,' a pupil for many years of both Schroeder and Schultz, who is
also a member of the same "Jazz" band. Still another Negro violinist, a graduate of
the New England Conservatory of Music, under Winternitz after having served in the
American army during the World War, returned to France and studied there under one
of the leading teachers. Returning home he has had to accept a place in the orchestra
of a Negro moving picture theater in Washington, D. C. Any one of these mentioned
is qualified to and would rather fill a more dignified plain in some body of symphony
players. These cases are cited, not to show that Negroes should be given places in
symphony orchestras simply because they are Negroes, but that they might be
accepted in spite of the fact, when they are really qualified.
A few years ago Will Marion Cook, the Negro violinist and composer, and a
one-time pupil of Joachim in Berlin, formed an orchestra made up of a number of
these talented Negro instrumentalists and took them to London where they created a
great sensation, playing programs of good orchestral literature in a highly creditable
manner. It might be that some philanthropist will yet endow a Negro symphony
orchestra in America. It is well worth considering.
A Negro National Conservatory
We read that there has been established in Boston, by Minkowsky of Odessa,
a Jewish National Conservatory to promote the study of Jewish music, especially of
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the liturgical type. The same sort of thing has been launched in New York by Harriet
Gibbs Marshall, the first Negro graduate of Oberlin Conservatory for the
establishment of a Negro National Conservatory for the study and development of
Negro music. There are approximately a dozen Negro schools of music with complete
faculties already established throughout the United States, and most of the Negro
schools in the South have well equipped music departments under the direction of
well-trained Negro music teachers. A movement is now on foot to establish
throughout the United States Community Orchestras at the various Negro Community
Centers, as a branch of the excellent work being done by Community Service among
the Negro population of America. The "Boston Chronicle," a Negro publication,
remarked editorially, after hearing one of these orchestras already established there:
"Community Service made a happy discovery of a practical way of social
uplift by establishing an orchestra to give concerts in the South End. This project has
from the first met with the hearty response of our people. They have listened gladly.
Of all the different American groups, there is none who loves music more than ours.
To guide this love in wise channels, making it contribute to our growth and
development as American citizens, is the crux of our social problem. These concerts
merely show the possibilities of music to awaken higher feeling and promote better
good will. We believe that the salvation of the black man is just as possible with an
orchestra as it is with a plough. May these orchestras increase! Then into our
communities would come the Drama - in short all of the fine arts to minister to the
higher life of our group, with a natural love for the Artistic."
Famous Composers of Negro Birth
In the field of composition several names are comparatively well known. First
and foremost is Harry T. Burleigh, whose arrangements of Negro spirituals are to be
found upon the programs of many celebrated singers. Quite apart from these excellent
arrangements, Mr. Burleigh has written numerous compositions for voice, piano,
chorus, and for violin and organ. During the World War his "The Young Warrior"
was used extensively in Italy and aroused great enthusiasm wherever heard. Many of
his art songs are well known and used by American and European musicians. Naming
a few other songs by Mr. Burleigh: "Five Songs of Lawrence Hope," "Her Eyes Twin
Pools," "The Grey Wolf," "Saracen Songs," "Little Mother of Mine," "Three
Shadows," and for mixed voices, "Ethiopia's Paen of Exaltation," and "O, Southland;"
and for violin and piano, "Southland Sketches."
R. Nathaniel Dett (born, Drummondville, Quebec, 1882), of Hampton
Institute, has attracted attention by his piano compositions and choral writings. His
"Chariot Jubilee" is used by numerous choral societies both in the United States and
Canada. For several years Percy Grainger has featured his "Juba Dance" both in
America and Europe. Mr. Dett has also written, among other things, "Enchantment
Suite" for piano, which includes "Incantation," "Songs of the Shrine," "Dance of
Desire," "Beyond the Dream;" and for violin and piano, "Ramah."
J. Rosamond Johnson, a one-time pupil of the New England Conservatory of
Music, has written numerous songs. His "Since You Went Away" was featured a few
seasons ago by Amato, and his "Morning, Noon and Night" by Graveure. The late
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David Bispham sang for several seasons Will Marion Cook's "Exhortation;" and his
"Swing Along" has been used extensively by numerous choral societies in America.
N. Clark Smith, a vocal pupil of Oscar Saenger, has composed numerous
choral and orchestral numbers of real merit. His "Rhapsody on Negro Airs" has been
highly commended by Rudolph Ganz, conductor of the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra.
Among composers for the organ, Carl R. Diton, of Philadelphia, a pupil of
Constantin von Sternberg, and later a pupil at Munich, Germany, has attracted wide
attention. One of his compositions has been extensively played by Clarence Eddy, the
eminent American organist. Mr. Diton has also written in the larger forms for
orchestra and already has his first symphony in manuscript.
Gerald Tyler of St. Louis, Missouri, was one of the three musicians that State
selected to write the music for the Centennial drama in commemoration of the one
hundredth anniversary of Missouri's admission to the Union. The music was
presented by the Morning Choral Club and the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra. One
St. Louis paper says, "Yes, the most important musical feature in the celebration of
the one hundredth anniversary of a former slave State was composed by the son of a
former slave." Numerous compositions of Mr. Tyler's have been published by
Schrimer, of New York. Among them, "Ships That Pass in the Night," "Syrian
Lullaby," "Dirge for a Soldier" and "Heart O'Fancy." Three of these songs were
mentioned recently in a leading music journal as among the most important songs
published this season. Mr. Tyler is a graduate of Oberlin Conservatory and was later a
vocal pupil of Herbert Witherspoon.
Maud Cuney Hare of Boston, who was perhaps the first to collect and bring to
the attention of the American public the beauties of New Orleans Creole music, has
appeared successfully in lecture-recitals with William H. Richardson, baritone,
throughout America and more recently in Cuba.
Among young Negro composers who bid fair to attract attention are J. Harold
Brown of Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee, who is writing very original piano
music, and a young African, Nicolas Taylor, who is a scholarship pupil at the Institute
of Musical Art in New York. Taylor already has to his credit an attractive orchestral
overture on African themes and a cantata for chorus and orchestra. Nora Douglass
Holt Ray of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, with the degree of Master of Music from one
of the Chicago conservatories, has written attractive piano music and songs, not to
mention four excellent string quartettes. Edmond T. Jenkins, a native of Charleston,
South Carolina, at present a teacher of clarinet at the Royal Academy of Music
(London) where for several years he was a student, has written charming piano music
and has appeared in London as a conductor of orchestra. Edward Margetson, a native
of St. Kits (B. W. L.) and a pupil at Columbia University, New York, is writing piano
music and songs that are highly praised by his instructors there. Hall Johnson, a gifted
violinist and pianist, and J. Harvey Hebron, student at the University of Pennsylvania,
have written excellent music, the former a string quartet on Negro themes and the
latter a sonata for violin and piano that won a prize in a contest of original
compositions offered by the manuscript Society of Philadelphia.
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At the High School memory contest held in Chicago in March, 1923, the only
American composition played by members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra was
one written by an American Negro.
A National Association
The National Association of Negro Musicians, organized in 1919 with Henry
Lee Grant as president, is doing a splendid work in encouraging the serious study of
music among Negroes. This organization has as its object: "To foster Negro talent
and labor for economic and educational betterment of the music profession." During
the past four years over fifty local organizations have been established throughout
America, with a total membership of about nine hundred. Conventions have been held
in various centers of the United States; and from these conferences the wholesome
reactions outlined below followed in the wake of discussions, papers and inspiring
musical numbers:
(a) A stimulus to the feeling of personal duty in the cause of Negro music and
the profession at large.
(b) Sensitiveness to need of personal improvement.
(c) Pride in the musical power of the Negro race.
(d) A new vision of possibilities of Negro Folk songs and Negro music in
general as a means for establishing a Negro school of music in America as a
direct contribution to American Art.
In recent years, with the establishment of foreign scholarships by
philanthropists and with the establishment of the Franco-American school at
Fontainebleau, the Negro composer hopes for some kind of encouragement to
contribute his bit to the glory of American art. He has peculiar gifts which merit all
possible cultivation and which will some day add to the glory of the country. William
Dean Howells once said, "I permit myself the imaginative prophecy that hostilities
and prejudice which have so long constrained the Negro are destined to vanish in the
Arts; that is to be the final proof that God has made on one blood all nations of men."
Seldom, if ever, can one find the roots of a folk song. Especially hard
would be to find the roots of a Negro spiritual. The next article has attempted to
do this. The spiritual mentioned is 'Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen." The
author states that its origin was from the heart of a Negro slave. He does not give
his name nor proof of his facts. Perhaps it is generic, using any slave as being
able to have been the one.
1924 - JUNE - THE MUSICAL OBSERVER
THE STORY OF THE NEGRO SPIRITUAL "NOBODY KNOWS THE
TROUBLE I'VE SEEN" by Clarence Cameron White. (Clarence Cameron White is
an American composer-violinist, who has made an extended study of Negro folk
songs and spirituals, and whose article should be helpful to music club members as
study material. His setting of four of these spirituals, "Bandanna Sketches," has
attained a wide vogue.)
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The story of any Negro Spiritual necessarily begins with the story of that dark
cloud of human slavery, which for two hundred years hung ghost-like over the
American nation. Each Spiritual is but the reflection of the slaves' mental picture of
experience during that period of our history. Of the bards who brought these songs
into being, we know nothing, as individuals, but we do know that each and every
"Spiritual" reflects an individual talent closely akin to genius. Even though these
songs were born of a very vital depression and sorrow, we can today catch something
of the lyric pathos and beauty of these inspired melodies.
Upon extensive research, we find that "Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen"
first sprang from the heart of a Negro slave whose trials were almost more than he
could bear. After having his wife and children sold away, he withdrew to his little
cabin and poured out his sorrow in this song. His singing of it was so heartrending
and reflected the experience of the other slaves on the plantation to such an extent
that it was soon learned and chanted at all the "meetings" of the slaves held after the
toils of the day were over. Thus it became one of the best known and most frequently
used in all parts of the Southland and the Sea Islands off the Atlantic Coast. The
treatment of the words "Nobody Knows" shows in its drop of a sixth, just how
hopeless this slave felt over his loss.

Then notice the serene flow of the melody "Nobody Knows but Jesus,"

The thoughts occurred that there was comfort in knowing that Jesus, who
knows all things, knew and understood this great sorrow and loss, and the voice raises
in praise for this comfort in the lines "Glory Hallelujah,"

Then comes a recitation of his many trials in the lines "Sometimes I'm Up,
Sometimes I'm Down." The word "down" coming quite properly on a downward
inflection,
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The slave's hope of salvation and a re-union comes in the words "If you get
there before I do, Tell my friends I'm coming, too," and in the ending "Oh, yes,
Lord"; notice the sounding of conviction in the biblical promises in the broad
accented phrase of the music.

The setting of these Spirituals "Bandanna Sketches" (of which "Nobody
Knows the Trouble I've Seen" is No. 1), published by the Carl Fischer Company, was
the suggestion of the late Dr. Booker T. Washington during a visit to Tuskegee in the
summer of 1915. These songs were sung at Tuskegee as solos with the important
lines accompanied by choir voices and they seemed to me especially suited to the
violin, utilizing effective double stopping in the chorus parts. So upon my return to
Boston, I began to transcribe the numbers for violin - truly a labor of love. These
settings remained in manuscript for two years before they were submitted for
publication to the Carl Fischer Company, and it has been a great source of pleasure,
to say the least, that they have been programmed by such artists as Fritz Kreisler,
Zacharewitch, Mayo Wadler, Isadore Berger, Roderick White, Kathryn Platt Gunn,
Irma Seydel, Pauline Watson and numerous other artists. They have recently been
used in orchestral version by numerous large orchestras throughout America, and
were included in the "Pop" concerts at Symphony Hall, Boston. During the present
season, the orchestral version was played by the Chicago Symphony at the High
School memory contest held in Chicago in March, and the arrangement for military
band has been used at concerts by municipal bands at Baltimore, Washington and
numerous other places.
There are moments in history that fail to be recorded. There are
individuals who make a real contribution to the preservation of history and are
never given credit. (One can think of Eva Gauthier and her inclusion of jazz
song in her classical concerts). I believe Charles Stratton is such a person. We
read of his career in a brief article below.
1925 - NOVEMBER 14 - MUSICAL AMERICA
SONGS LEARNED FROM NEGRO NURSE AND FOLK-WORKS
INTEREST CHARLES STRATTON A Southern Negro "mammy" rocked a white child, crooning to him mournful,
rhythmic tunes with words about rabbits' feet and "debbils." Come the day when the
white child grew too big for the nurse to hold, but still in his child brain lingered the
haunting melodies that had lulled him to sleep. He planned to be a singer. He
confided in his mother, herself a good amateur musician. She promised to help him,
taught him what she could, helped him override his father's objections. There were
years of study, winters spent in Boston and New York, and Charles Stratton tenor,
began to appear in public.
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He remembered the spirituals his "mammy" taught him, made them a part of
his programs until now they are everywhere connected with his name. The Negro
spirituals will be on his program again this year. He will also specialize in Icelandic
songs, the study of which he has found very interesting.
"They are written on the five-tone scale," he says, "and they give the effect of
being a combination of ultra-modern and folk-music."
Mr. Stratton will also feature this season primitive Greek songs. They are
working songs, songs of the peasants that have been unearthed and arranged by
Ravel. The rest of his programs will be made up of modern French and Italian songs.
"I am using now, in addition to the Negro songs I learned at home when I was
a boy, a group of songs that I learned from the Negroes on St. Helena's Island South
Carolina, Every part of the south has its own special songs. The Tennessee spirituals,
for instance, are different from the Virginia spirituals, the Alabama from the
Kentucky. Each section has its own dialect, its own individuality," he says.
Mr. Stratton is about to start on a concert tour that will keep him busy until
after Christmas. He will sing at the opening concert of the Chaminade Club in
Brooklyn on Nov. 17. On Nov. 22, he will sing as soloist in two performances of the
Beethoven Ninth Symphony in one day with the Boston Symphony, under the
leadership of Serge Koussevitzky. Incidentally, these will be the sixteenth and
seventeenth times Mr. Stratton has sung in the Beethoven work in public. He has sung
it with orchestras under Bagrilowitsch. Stokowski, Monteux, van Hoogstraten and
Damrosch. He will make a tour of the south after Christmas and again after Easter.
Besides his concert activities, Mr. Stratton is soloist for the Brick Church and
the Temple Bethel in New York. A.J.
After the exposure and success of the Whiteman/Gershwin experiment in
music we find a concert given on Negro music 'From Spirituals to Swing." It is a
great historic statement as to the progress of Negro music.
1925 - DECEMBER 9 - NATION
FROM SPIRITUALS TO SWING - For many of us the season of cheer began
on the Friday evening of December 23, when at Carnegie Hall From Spirituals to
Swing, the NEW MASSES concert of Negro music made honest men of its most
extravagant prognosticators. It is difficult enough to draw an attendance of three
thousand, to achieve exciting and commendatory comment from the daily and weekly
press, to hold an audience spellbound - all of which the concert did; but to top this it
gave a lesson in the history of American music; to use a dread word, it educated. It
marked the close alliance between the music made in the everyday life of the Negro
and the music which has come to be called swing; it maintained an authenticity which
served as a crushing indictment of commercial jazz with all its attendant chicanery
and lack of sincerity; and finally, it proved that an instinctive love of music will break
through the thickest fog of oppression, and, with lightning speed and irrefutable
argument, record that impression.
The playing of a recording of tribal music from the West Coast of Africa was
the signal for the unfolding of a history. This record served to show basic origins and
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to emphasize the fact that the rest of the program would be living history, told by
human beings. From Spirituals to Swing proceeded to prove that jazz has a patrimony
which many have tried to deny it; an authentic beginning in the soul of a folk art. No
one appreciated "Sonny" Terry, the blind harmonica player (and a truly naive country
fellow) more than did the sophisticated players of hot jazz who also appeared in the
concert. And, to turn about, "Sonny" was in a seventh heaven when listening to Count
Basie and his orchestra. Such an untutored homogeneity of taste can have no other
explanation than that both musical expressions spring from the same germ.
It seems inconceivable that any history of American music cold ever have
been written without thorough cognizance and acknowledgment of this aspect of our
native art, yet it has been done time and again with only a nod to the Negro composer
who could best dilute his own musical feelings so as to make them acceptable in
fashionable concert halls.
Last Friday I unreservedly liked everything on the program, but it is not my
intention to idle adjectives one on top of another in expressing my appreciation. I
want, rather, to submit a listing which will tell something of what each performer did,
and which is arranged in what I feel to be the historical chronology of the concert.
Sanford "Sonny" Terry blind harmonica player from Durham, N. C. "Sonny"
has all the attributes of a real folk artist who employs primitive devices for producing
his music. Magnificent effects are achieved through a combined playing and singing.
He provides amazing accompaniments for his voice and equally amazing vocal
overtones to his harmonica playing. The music of Fox-Chase, New Orleans Love, and
Train Blues is essentially simple, but his harmonica is capable of intricate rhythmic
designs and amazing blues notes - sustained wails which he undulates by the
movement of his hand.
Mitchell's Christian singers: This male quartet from Winston, N. C., projected
a dignified and deeply emotional quality in their singing of While He's Passing By,
You Rise Up, My Poor Mother Died Shouting, and others. They showed clearly the
elements of jazz inherent in the most isolated Negro music no matter what its subject
matter, and their entirely unique concept of spirituals consists of unusual intonations,
rhythmic patterns, and harmonic ideas.
Williams "Big Bill" Broonzy: He bought a new pair of shoes and got on a bus
in Arkansas to make his first trip to New York to sing blues and play the guitar at
Carnegie Hall. His blues are of the most fundamental kind, and his appealing,
lackadaisical, and bemused performance of them is typical of hundreds of itinerant
musicians of the South.
Sister Tharpe: Possessed of one of the most remarkable voices to appear
during the evening, Sister Tharpe sang Holy Roller hymns which had the same
vibrancy and excitement as blues. She poured unequaled fervor into such songs as
Rock me, and I Can't Sit Down.
Sidney Bechet and his New Orleans Feet Warmers: This group, with
inimitable style and vitality, gave aural picture to the early New Orleans jazz era.
Included in the ensemble were such pioneer jazz players as Bechet himself, Tommy
Ladnier, and James P. Johnson.
Ruby Smith: Niece of the beloved Bessie Smith, Ruby recreated some of the
songs that were sung by her famous aunt. These included Nobody Knows You When
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You're Down and Out, and the Porter Granger composition, He's Mine, All Mine. At
the piano was Bessie's favorite accompanist, James P. Johnson. Though not as great
as Bessie, Ruby nevertheless gave the flavor of the blues in the glorious style of her
predecessor and provided an example of the bedrock solid blues foundation.
The Boogie-Woogie Pianists: Perhaps no other part of the presentation
received so much applause as those masters of the giant jazz passacaglias, Meade
"Lux" Lewis, Albert Ammons, and Pete Johnson. Over stunning ostinatos in the left
hand, the nimble right hands of these virtuosi pounded out music which was insistent
and compelling. Individually, each pianist was treat enough, but when they sat down
to two pianos and an old upright with a mandolin attachment, to turn out a superb
collective boogie-woogie, it was incredibly wonderful
Pete Johnson and Joe Turner: Joe Turner is a typical Kansas City blues
singer, using a clipped, sophisticated style which is ejaculatory and direct. His voice
is exceptional and he enjoys the benefit of the masterful accompaniments of the
already mentioned Pete Johnson. In fact, they work entirely as a unit, and together
have created the songs Roll 'Em Pete and He's All right.
The Kansas City Six, Basie's Blue Five, Count Basie and His Orchestra:
These three groups (the smaller one derived from the large Count Basie Orchestra)
were possibly the only logical climax of what had gone before on the program.
Certainly, an organization with less drive and dynamic force would have found
themselves in a difficult spot. As it was, these orchestras capped the evening with just
the right amount of well punctuated verve, leaving the audience gasping at the
spectacle of powerful talent let loose.
The whole program was a testimony to the vitality, interest, good taste, and
unceasing devotion to Negro music of John Hammond, who conceived and master-ofceremonied the entire concert. J. Sabastian Bach.
Who better to author an article on how to understand and enjoy Negro
spirituals then James Weldon Johnson. One of the great Negro musicians of his
day writes this informative article on the subject.
1926 - JUNE - FLUTIST
HOW TO UNDERSTAND AND ENJOY NEGRO SPIRITUALS by James
Weldon Johnson.
Fifty years ago those who loved Negro spirituals, unless they had the privilege
of going south, waited for an opportunity to hear the famous Fisk Jubilee singers. A
decade or two later they could hear them sung also by the quartets of Hampton,
Atlanta, and Tuskegee. Today the spirituals can be heard with frequency from the
concert stage, given in the programs of both white and colored singers. The spirituals,
at the present time, have a vogue. Indeed, they have a popularity that brings them
dangerously near to being a fad. And to-day those who love the spirituals, or are
interested in learning about them, do not wait to hear them sung; they buy them, take
them home, and try them over. The results, however, are not always completely
satisfactory; for, in spite of their apparent simplicity, the spirituals offer some
difficulties for those who are not familiar with them. In fact, it is this seeming
simplicity that is the most baffling thing about them. It may be worth while to say
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something about the understanding and appreciation of these songs necessary for the
fullest enjoyment of them.
To begin with, it is necessary to know something of the origin and history of
the spirituals, and of what they had meant in the experiences of the people who
created them. It is also necessary to know something of their peculiar characteristics.
There are many persons who have heard these songs sung only on the vaudeville or
theatrical stage, and have laughed uproariously at them because they were presented
in a comic vein. Such people have no true conception of the spirituals; they probably
think of them as a new sort of jazz, and have no idea of the manner in which they
really should be sung. And there are those who err almost as grievously in another
direction; they think the spirituals should be rendered like German leider or French
love songs. Either of these conceptions is doomed to failure, so far as true
interpretation is concerned.
Let us first briefly consider whence these songs sprang-these songs
unsurpassed among the folk songs of the world and, in the poignancy of their beauty,
unequaled. A little over 300 years ago a Dutch vessel landed twenty African natives
at Jamestown, Va. They were quickly bought and made indentured servants, or
slaves, by the colonial settlers. This was the beginning of the slave trade in this
country. To supply this trade, Africa was raped of literally millions of men, women,
and children. Hundreds of thousands never reached these shores, but as many as
survived the horrors of the passage were immediately thrown into slavery and held in
servitude for approximately 250 years. It was from these people in bondage this mass
of noble music sprang; this music which is America's only folk music and, up to this
time, the finest distinctive contribution she has to offer the world.
I term this music noble, and I do so without any qualifications. For example,
there is not a nobler theme in the whole musical literature of the world than Go
Down, Moses. If the Negro had voiced himself in only that one song, he would have
given evidence of his nobility of soul. When in addition we consider Deep River;
Stand Still, Jordan; Roll, Jordan, Roll; I'm troubled in Mind; Walk Together,
Children; Ride on, King Jesus, we catch a spirit that is a little more than mere
nobility; it is something akin to majestic grandeur. The characteristic nobility which
can be felt or sensed in the spirituals is due in a very large measure to the fact that
their inspiration is spiritual, and in this they are unique among the folk songs of the
world.
Early in the Negro's history in this country there was at hand the precise
religion for the condition in which he found himself thrust. Far from his native land
and customs, despised by those among whom he lived, experiencing the pang of the
separation of loved ones on the auction block, knowing the hard taskmaster, feeling
the lash, the Negro seized Christianity, the religion of compensations in the life to
come for the ills suffered in the present existence, the religion which implied the hope
that in the next world there would be a reversal of conditions, of rich man and poor
man, of proud and meek, of master and slave. The result was a body of songs voicing
all the cardinal virtues of Christianity-patience, forbearance, love, faith, and hopethough a necessarily modified form of primitive African music. The Negro took
complete refuge in Christianity, and the spirituals were literally forged of sorrow in
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the heat of religious fervor. They exhibited, moreover, a reversion to the simple
principles of primitive, communal Christianity.
The thought that the Negro might have refused or failed to adopt Christianity and there were several good reasons for such an outcome, one being the vast gulf
between the Christianity that was preached to him and the Christianity practiced by
those who preached it - leads to some curious speculations. One thing is certain; there
would have been no Negro spirituals. His musical instinct would doubtless have
manifested itself; but is it conceivable that he could have created a body of songs in
any other form so unique in the musical literature of the world and with such a
powerful and universal appeal as the spirituals? Indeed, the question arises. Would he
have been able to survive slavery in the way in which he did? It is not possible to
estimate the sustaining influence that the story of the trials and tribulations of the
Jews as related in the Old Testament exerted upon the Negro. This story at once
caught and fired the imaginations of the Negro bards, and they sang, sang their
hungry listeners into a firm faith that as God saved Daniel in the lion's den, so would
he save them; as God preserved the Hebrew children in the fiery furnace, so would
He preserve them; as God delivered Israel out of bondage in Egypt, so would He
deliver them. How much this firm faith had to do with the Negro's physical and
spiritual survival of two and a half centuries of slavery cannot be known?
Thus it was by sheer spiritual forces that African chants were metamorphosed
into the spirituals; that upon the fundamental throb of African rhythms were reared
those reaches of melody that rise above earth and soar into the pure ethereal blue.
And this is the miracle of the creation of the spirituals.
Without these facts in mind these songs cannot be understood. Of course it is
pardonable to smile at the naiveté often exhibited in the words; but it should be
remembered that in scarcely no instance was anything humorous intended. The maker
of a song, when it came to the use of words, was struggling as best he could under his
limitations in language, and, perhaps, also under a misconstruction or
misapprehension of the facts in his source of material, generally the Bible. And, too,
it ought to be remembered that often, like his more literary poetic brothers, he had to
do a good many things to get his rhyme in. But almost always he was deadly in
earnest. The spirituals have a primitive dignity in which they must be clothed if they
are to be appreciated.
Going a little deeper into the subject, true interpretation of all Negro music
depends fundamentally upon the ability to sense its rhythms; or, in other words, to
catch the "swing" of it. In this there is involved the difference between Negro, or
African, music and the music of Western Europe and America. Speaking generally,
the European concept of music is melody, tune, and the African concept is rhythm.
Melody has, relatively, small place in African music, and harmony still less; but in
rhythms, African music is beyond comparison with any other music in the world. In
my Preface to the Book of American Negro Spirituals, I have gone more fully into this
phase of the subject than space here could possibly allow me. I can here only
summarize briefly and say: The spirituals possess the fundamental characteristic of
African music, in that they have the same striking rhythmic quality. Indeed, their
rhythm is of their very essence. You may do almost anything to the spirituals except
fail to catch the "swing," and not entirely destroy their beauty.
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In all authentic American Negro music the rhythms may be divided roughly
into two classes; rhythms based on the swinging of head and body, and rhythms based
on the patting of hands and feet. Again, speaking roughly, the rhythms of the
spirituals fall in the first class, and the rhythms of Negro secular music in the second
class. The "swing" of the spirituals is a rather subtle and elusive thing. It is subtle and
elusive because it is in perfect union with the religious ecstasy that manifests itself in
the swaying bodies of a whole congregation, swaying as if responding to the baton of
some extremely sensitive conductor. So it is difficult, if not impossible, to sing these
songs sitting or standing coldly still and at the same time capture the spontaneous
"swing" which, as I have said, is of their very essence. The "swing" is the more subtle
and elusive because there is a still further intricacy in the rhythms. The swinging of
the body marks the regular beat or, better, surge, for it is something stronger than a
beat; at the same time the swaying of the head marks the surge off in shorter waves
than does the body. The Negro loves nothing better in his music than to play with the
fundamental time beat. He will, as it were, take the fundamental beat and pound it out
with his left hand almost monotonously, while with his right hand he juggles it. There
is a close similarity between these rhythmic patterns and the beating of the big drum
and the little drums by African natives.
In addition to the "swing" of the spirituals, there are the curious turns and
quavers and the intentional striking of certain notes just off the key with which the
Negro loves to embellish his songs. These characteristics and peculiarities do
constitute difficulties in singing the spirituals for those who are not more or less
familiar with them, but it is not necessary to say that the lack of complete mastery of
all these difficulties is not at all fatal to drawing pleasure from singing these songs. A
group does not have to be able to sing with the fervor and abandon of a Negro
congregation to enjoy them. Nor does one have to be a Hayes or a Robeson or a
Johnson or a Gordan to give others an idea of their beauty and power. There are two
chief things to be remembered by those who are interested in the spirituals and wish
to enjoy singing them; first, no matter how intricate the secondary rhythms may be,
the fundamental beat or surge, which may be measured by the swaying of the body,
should never be lost; second, the capacity to feel these songs while singing them is
more important than any amount of mere artistic technique.
Something should be said in a general way about the "language" in which
these songs were written. Negro dialect in America is the result of the effort of the
slave to establish a medium of communication between himself and his master. This
he did by dropping his original language and formulating a phonologically and
grammatically simplified English; that is, an English in which the harsh and difficult
sounds were elided, and the secondary moods and tenses were eliminated. Of course,
it is not necessary to be an expert in Negro dialect to sing the spirituals, but most of
them lose in charm when they are sung in straight English. For example, it would be
next to sacrilege to render:
"What kinda shoes you gwine to weah? by
"What kind of shoes are you going to wear?"
Let me again refer to the Preface to the Book of American Negro Spirituals,
and say that there I've laid down the general principles of Negro dialect and its
pronunciation. Here I can only say that the main thing to remember about the dialect
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is that it is fundamentally English and that its distinctness is much more a matter of
pronunciation than of idiom. It is an English that has been softened down and made
more musical by cutting out the harsh sounds and ignoring the troublesome
consonants that keep syllables and words from running into the other. For these
reasons, the dialect is a much easier medium for singers than is straight English. With
a general idea of the principles of the dialect a singer may give even Negro songs
written in straight English the proper color. One should always avoid overdoing the
dialect; that is worse than no dialect.
There are many beauties in the spirituals that will richly repay those who
interest themselves in these songs; beauties of melody, beauties of harmony, and
beauties of poetry, too. As The New York World in a recent editorial said about the
spirituals, "Poetry like this, with the music that goes with it, touches the stars. Let us
doff our hats to the race that brought it into being." Southeastern Christian Advocate.
We are at the zenith of the jazz age and the interest in Negro music.
There is a strong interest in the past history of Negro music and in particular the
Negro Spiritual. Written by two respected Negro musicians we find a very
informative description of the music and these two are actual performers of
what they write about.
1926 -AUGUST 19, - MUSICAL COURIER
THE SPIRITUALS COME INTO THEIR OWN J. Rosemond Johnson and
Taylor Gordon - Unique Interpreters of the Negro Folk-Songs-A New Johnson Book
of Spirituals.
J. Rosemond Johnson dropped in at the Musical Courier office the other day
and the conversation naturally turned to the second book of Negro Spirituals, which,
following the marked success of the first book, that has already sold some 15,000
copies, will naturally follow. Publication will come in September from the Viking
Press. The new volume, said Mr. Johnson, will have more Spirituals of a philosophic
turn and less prayerful ones, than the first volume. "I think on the whole it will be
better than the first book." said he, "It has fewer of the best known Spirituals, most of
which were included in the first volume, but these others are equally fine and a great
many of them have never been set down before." Among them are: Sometimes I Feel
Like a Motherless Child, Walk Together Children, I Want God's Heab'n To Be Mine,
Zekiel Saw De Wheel, A Little Talk Wid Jesus Makes It Right, Daniel Saw De Stone,
Same Train, I Want To Die Easy When I Die, Walk Down De Lane, Members, Don't
Get Weary, and That Great Gettin-up Mornin'. Mr. Johnson quoted a couplet from
one of the songs in the new book, which has a strikingly poetic beauty:
Death been to my house: didn't stay longLooked in the bed, and my mother was gone.
"What started you making this collection of Spirituals, Mr. Johnson?'
It was a promise I made to a man who was always very friendly to me, the late
Henry Edward Krehbiel, for many years critic of the New York Tribune. He said to
me once, 'Johnson I think you are more fitted than anybody else to do justice to those
splendid folk songs, now so rare, which we know as The Spirituals, and I want you to
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promise me that when you have an opportunity you will set them down so that they
may be preserved for posterity.' I never had the chance till after Mr. Krehbiel died."
That Mr. Krehbiel, himself particularly interested in Afro-American music
and author of books on the subject, was right in his feeling that Mr. Johnson was
particularly fitted for this work is proved by the result. He is a thoroughly practical
musician, a native of the south, and was for ten years supervisor of music in all the
colored schools of the State of Florida.
He and his associate, Taylor Gordon, a colored tenor with a most unusual
voice, won striking success in the series of recitals of Spirituals they gave last winter
in New York and other large cities of the East. W. J. Henderson, writing in the New
York Sun of January 2, after their first New York recital, paid the two men an
extraordinary compliment:
"Swinging the lantern through the shadows of the week, one discovers that the
outstanding personality is Rosemond Johnson. Of course Taylor Gordon occupies a
place in the light, but somehow that crouching figure at the piano and that low, faint,
sepulchral voice chain the thought. This writer knows no other artist who can equal
Rosemond Johnson in his particular accomplishment, which is not easy to define. He
is too young to have known slavery days and conditions. He is an educated man and a
trained musician. Yet he sings and plays accompaniments for spirituals as if he had
lived through a whole library of Uncle Tom's Cabins. But always behind everything
he does, no matter how realistic, and in some moments even seemingly elemental,
there lurks the spirit of the artist. Yes, Rosamond Johnson was the foremost
personality of the last week and together with Taylor Gordon he has revitalized the
spiritual, which was pretty nearly drowned under the flood of sophistication." Their
audience was not content with hand-clapping but time after time burst into vocal
applause and cries of bravo. Next season they will be heard in numerous cities
throughout the country, their itinerary including appearances on the pacific Coast.
They sing Spirituals as they should be sung. There is no softening them, or turning
them into art songs. The Boston Globe said of one of their programs: "an evening
more spiritual than many church services, more dramatic than many plays, more truly
musical than most concerts." Above all their offering is unique, something new on the
concert platform, with a feeling of genuineness that is too often lacking in recital
halls. Without doubt they will enjoy the same popularity in the South and West that is
already theirs in the East.
There has always been a controversy on the origins of the Negro spiritual.
This article addresses this controversy. One sentence seems to address this best:
"The Negroes in America brought with him from Africa his native instinct and
talent and that was a striking capacity for rhythm." It is this inner talent that is
instrumental in preserving and advancing Negro music.
1926 - DECEMBER 4 - MUSICAL NEWS AND HERALD
THE SOURCE OF THE NEGRO SPIRITUAL - It is now more than 300
years ago since a Dutch vessel sailed into Jamestown, Virginia, carrying twenty
African natives to that country. They were quickly bought up by the colonial settlers
there, and thus began the African slave trade in the colonies of America. The demand
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being always greater than the supply, hundreds of thousands of men, women, and
children from various parts of Africa were shipped across to the Western continent to
be sold into slavery. Here they were, like the Jews of old, captive in Babylon, cut off
from all they held most dear, and found themselves fact to face with an utterly strange
civilization, with its strange language, and intolerable burden of slavery.
Yet these are the very people from whom the Negro Spiritual originally
sprang, and these therefore, are the pioneer folk-song makers of America. At first
sight, this statement may appear quite incredible, but it must be remembered that
many of these unfortunate natives were not the ignorant barbarians they are often
reputed to have been.
It is now generally recognized by students that the majority of these Africans
were in no sense 'savages' but that they possessed a culture and civilization which has
left its mark upon the painting and sculpture of Europe to-day. Indeed, in his book on
African Negro art, M. de Zayas goes so far as to say that 'of all the arts of the
primitive races, the art of the African Negro savage is the one which has had a
positive influence on the art of our epoch.'
About African music, on the other hand, not very much is as yet known,
possibly because their idea of it is so different from ours; for, whereas the West thinks
of music chiefly in terms of melody and harmony, the East regards rhythm as its most
characteristic expression. Now the Negro in America brought with him from Africa
his native musical instinct and talent, and that was a striking capacity for rhythm. It is
not surprising, therefore, that the Spirituals reflect this characteristic very clearly, but,
both in melody and harmony, they show a marked advance on the indigenous music
of Africa. How, then, is this remarkable development to be accounted for? Why did
not the native, even though transplanted into an alien soil, revive there the music of
the drum and tom-tom and continue to revel in the dances which their rhythm evoked
in the land of his fathers?
It was in Christianity, no doubt, that the Negro found most complete
consolation for the present and surest hope for the future. Despised by those among
whom he lived, and experiencing all too frequently the bitterness of separation from
friends and loved ones in the slave markets of America, he turned with fervour to the
Christian religion as to a mighty deliverer, and it was in the fire of this fervour that
the spirituals were forged. This, it would seem, was the motive power which brought
the great majority of these noble songs into being, and without its aid it is doubtful
whether such melodies would ever have been produced. Thus, by sheer spiritual
force, the African chant came to be translated into the Negro Spiritual.
A comparison between the structures of these two forms throws an interesting
light on the whole problem. The following are the opening lines of a song sung by
Negro minstrels of Bornon in praise of their chief:
Give flesh to the hyenas at daybreak oh the broad spears!
The spear of the Sultan the broadest-oh, the broad spear!
I behold thee now, I desire to be none other. oh, the broad spears!
My horse is as tall as a high wall. Oh, the broad spears!
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from Narrative of travels in Northern and Central Africa (Denham and
Clappertone)
This may be compared with the spiritual 'One mo' ribber to cross':
Oh, de ribber of Jordan is deep and wide-One mo' ribber to cross.
I don't know how to get on de other side- One mo' ribber to cross
Oh, you got Jesus, hold him fast- One mo' ribber to cross
Oh, better love was nebber told- One mo' ribber to cross.
and with many another of the same type. Most of the spirituals are conceived in this
form, a line sung by the leader and the refrain by the chorus, and this is the pattern on
which most of the native African songs are found to have been written.
With regard to the melodies themselves, most are cast in pentatonic mold, and
many are strangely moving, but they are not intended to be sung as solos, and much
of their mobility is lost if they are treated in this way. When the solitary voice of the
leader is answered by a chorus which surges and swells like the rolling sea, the effect
is profoundly inspiring. It is this convincing contrast between the single voice and the
antiphonal chorus which, more than any other element makes the rendering so
impressive.
Now, though the actual melodies of the spirituals have much in common with
the folk-songs of other races, they are entirely unique in one respect, being sung for
the most part in harmony. The Negro has always had the reputation of being a singer,
but it must be admitted that if that reputation has been founded upon the quality of his
voice, it can only be through the enchantment that is lent by distance. It is more
likely, however, that this popular credit given to Negroes as singers is derived from
their extraordinary capacity for harmonizing and not from the quality of their voices.
Thus, in a very large number of these spirituals is found a triple contrast, produced by
alternating the solo voice, chorus in unison, and chorus in harmony.
Too many, no doubt, the words of the songs will seem crude, and sometimes
even grotesque, but there was certainly no humour intended; the singer was in grim
earnest indeed. It must be remembered, too, that the song-maker, when it came to the
use of words, was struggling with a language of which his knowledge was limited,
and with a religion .....etenets of which he could not always clearly grasp. Yet there is
something about this very crudity and grotesqueness which is noble, dignified, and
eminently sincere. Many of the melodies, it has been suggested, are beautiful, and
both Dvorak and Coleridge-Taylor, to mention only two notable composers, have
shown us how rich and dignified they sound in more elaborate contexts; is it
unreasonable, therefore, to hope that in the near future they may be wedded to
religious verse of a more cultured, but not necessarily of a more sophisticated, style,
and used, as many other less worthy melodies are, periodically in our churches?
'Scrutator'
The Negro spiritual by 1928 was one of the most popular types of music
being bought by the American public. The next article contains a great
discussion on the difference between the popularity of Negro music and the lack
of popularity of Indian (Native American) music. We know that the popularity
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of the Negro spiritual is still in favor with the American public but is no longer
in the 'popular' scene of American music.
1928 - APRIL - MUSIC DIGEST
THE NEGRO SPIRITUALS-FAD OR FOLK MUSIC? An Inquiry Into the
Reasons for Their Popularity Here and Abroad; How to Sing and Listen to Them
Intelligently; and the Possibility of Their Influencing Composition. By Joan Foster.
Spirituals have come into the Promised Land. For a time shortly after the Civil
War they were like a 'motherless chile' deserted even by the then self-conscious
Negro. Newly emancipated and educated, he became ashamed of the mode of
expression of this slavery and plantation days. But by 'n bye the Deep River of folkmusic rolled on, gathering adherents on its way until "O when I git in glory"
expresses the position which spirituals have reached.
A few weeks ago we visited one of the heads of a leading music publishing
house.
"Tell us," we begged, "what kind of American music you have the most call
for."
"Spirituals," he replied unhesitatingly. "The songs of the nineties and all types
of folk music are popular but these Negro melodies seem to exceed them."
So, armed with a clue, our curiosity led us to investigate further the appeal of
the spiritual, to see whether its message was a universal one, to find out all we could
about the art of singing and understanding.
For this purpose we sought some of those who have made and are making the
spiritual not only what it is today but what it was in the yesterday when darkies
gathered at a camp meeting to chant their hymns with swaying bodies and hands
clasped criss-cross.
First we called on the soprano Edna Thomas, who has sung the songs of the
South in the East of her country and to the peoples of Western Europe. It did not take
much coaxing to make "the lady from Louisiana," as she has come to be known,
discuss the slave and plantation melodies.
"Sperechils'," she began in a mellow Southern accent, "reach the heart. They
have sincerity. Our life today is so hectic that we seek a mental oasis through
something that touches the heart. It takes only a few moments of Negro music to
produce that wave of feeling. Their melodies make us relax. They soothe the nerves.
"Not, however, when they are done in an 'arty' fashion. The way to sing
'sperechils' is to sing them like the Negro. First we must understand the psychology of
the Negro, have an understanding of his life, and make allowances for his
shortcomings and his virtues, his fidelity and a certain dignity of spirit. The Negro
was originally a savage who became exposed to the civilization of the white man and
melody came to him after he came in contact with it. His philosophy and humor saved
him. The 'sperechils' have healing power for his wounded spirit.
"In my opinion only Southern people can really sing them. When I was a baby
in New Orleans my colored mammy sang them to me all the time. I used to hear them
float up from the kitchen along with the aroma of jumbo.
"Over in England there is an excellent understanding of these songs. The
English, as you know from American history, were Southern sympathizers during the
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Civil War. A common bond existed between the gentry. The squire who presided
over his peasants and the plantation owner with his slaves had much in common.
"Many of the sons of the gentlemen of Virginia, Carolina and Kentucky had
gone to England for education and awakened their interest. They also took with them
the minstrel songs they had heard at home. During the reconstruction period
following the war the English sympathized even more closely with the South.
Then, in 1874, the Fisk Jubilee Singers went to England, Holland, and
Germany with their chorus of twelve mixed voices to sing 'sperechils.' A minister in
Brooklyn gave Theodore F. Seward, the leader of this group, a letter of introduction
to an Episcopalian dignitary in England. He in turn arranged for them to appear
before Queen Victoria. The Anglo-Saxons are sentimentalists. This, coupled with
what they had already absorbed about our life in the South, made 'sperechils' gain a
foothold.
"I found the English most responsive, Lord Balfour sang them for me,
accompanying himself on an accordion. Lord Salisbury also showed a deep interest in
them, and asked me to sing his favorites for him. Audiences were spontaneous in their
enthusiasm.
"In Germany the reaction was entirely different from that in England. The
listeners were enthusiastic but the analytical Teutonic type of mind was more
interested in the scientific production of the voice in singing the melodies than in the
melodies themselves. You know, to do them like the colored people the voice
production cannot be free. Vowels should not be open and the consonants must be
pronounced the way they pronounce them rather than the way that makes for correct
singing. In Hungary the melodies made a deep' impression and, though I have not
toured there as yet, I understand that the Russians are highly appreciative towards
them. In Spain, I do not think the 'sperechils' moved people deeply. The blind critic of
El Sol, however, not being able to see me, expressed his enjoyment at having heard
them sung by one of the race.
"Do not think, though, that I consider the 'sperechil' the basis of American
music. I believe it to be more so than Indian music on account of its heart quality but
I do not regard it as an influence on composition. The 'sperechils' occupy a distinct
place in the sun and are part of the sunny South."
Harry T. Burleigh, of Deep River fame, agrees with Edna Thomas that the
spirituals should be regarded as "a body of folk music," and that they will not act as a
great influence on composition.
"If ever the spirituals were to have actuated the writing of music it would have
followed right after Dvorak introduced his Symphony from The New World with its
Goin' Home in the largo. Most of the themes in that work, however, were more Indian
than Negro. I know that for a fact because I studied with him." (We are inclined to
believe that Mr. Burleigh was modest at this point, unless the study was reciprocal.
Because in the introduction to seventy Negro Spirituals edited by William Arms
Fisher, the editor states that 'it was through Harry T. Burleigh that the Bohemian
composer made his first direct contact with these songs.')
"Indian music has rhythmic qualities and a certain color. But spirituals are
deathless. In the first place folk music can't die. In the second place the spirituals
depict the sorrows of a people. They are the offspring of sorrows.
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"There is a general fallacy that they are all sad. That is not correct. They are
full of hope, faith, and triumph. There is no quality of hopelessness in them, nor do
we find the anger, malice, retaliation, or resentment the enslaved people might have
expressed against their owners."
"Don't you think, father," his son Alston interposed, "that the spirituals have a
prevailing mood of melancholy?"
"That describes it much more accurately than sadness," said the elder
Burleigh, beaming at the son "he had raised to be a singer, but who had turned actor."
It did not seem to be a bitter disappointment for the father seemed proud of his son's
histrionic ability in Abraham's Bosom and Meek Mose, especially since he had
trained the chorus in the music of this colored drama now running on Broadway and
had collaborated with Stribling, the author of Teeftallow, another current Broadway
attraction, in transcribing the music. Many of the spirituals are written in the
pentatonic scale," Harry T. Burleigh continued. "This seems to have been easily used
by primitive people to express sorrow. The Volga Boatman is also found in that scale.
Speaking of this Russian folk song reminds me that the best method of interpreting a
spiritual is to sing it like any other folk song, the German, for instance. The Negro
usually intones it with exaltation, suppressed ecstasy and abandon which the white
people who sing it try to copy.
"I feel," observed Burleigh, Junior, "that a great many of our race try to make
themselves over into what they think the white people expect them to be like. The
same applies to the way many of them sing spirituals today.
"True," replied his father, "and it does not necessarily follow that just because
a person is colored he can sing spirituals. I know some who haven't the faintest
conception of how they should be handled. In fact, there are still many people who do
not understand spirituals because they do not understand the colored race. Within the
last few years, of course, spirituals have been popular. It came as part of the
widespread recognition accorded the artistic and literary ability of the Negro although
there is a dancer now of labelling anything written by a Negro Art.
"A few years ago in France this interest was aroused when a young French
Negro, Rene Maran, wrote an expose of conditions in Africa in his novel Batouala
which won the Goncourt Prize. All Paris was reading it. Roland Hayes happened to
be in London at the time. Pierre Monteux heard him and engaged him for a concert
here. Paul Robeson's singing, his acting and that of Charles Gilpin, The Survey, and
such novels as Black April and Porgy (by the way, the spirituals in the superb
dramatic version are local), all these helped fan the flame. However, spirituals are not
a fad. The preposterous jazz arrangements of them are. They will never live as jazz,
but they will always be in the first rank of the world's folk music."
James Weldon Johnson, who in collaboration with his brother, J. Rosamond
Johnson, brought out the Book of American Negro Spirituals and the Second Book of
Negro Spirituals, also spoke against jazzing the spirituals. "They lose their rhythm, a
certain undersurge, and the most important thing to remember in interpreting
spirituals is not to spoil their swing. Nobody needs to learn how to sing them. All one
has to do is to feel them.
"A knowledge of their history, how they were brought out and what they
mean to people is important. I attended a concert in Chicago a short time ago at which
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the spiritual O When I Get to heav'n Goin' to Sit Right Down was sung. The audience
laughed. There was really nothing to laugh at. It was very tragic. The slaves who
wrote it had in mind how they were driven from sunrise to sunset without a chance to
rest.
"It seems to me that among the slaves there were some individuals who were
talented creators of music and who gave the impetus to a group constantly acting and
reacting to the spirituals. A number of them are recent compositions. Some twenty to
forty that have come to my attention I had never heard before. There are different
spirituals in different sections of the South.
"I advanced a theory in the preface to my first book of spirituals that one way
to date the spirituals is by form. There is no way of actually determining which of the
three, Go Down, Moses, Swing Low, or Roll Jordan is the oldest. Yet some spirituals
are almost identical with the primitive African form. In Swing Low we have the line
of refrain and the reiteration of the African lyric form. Go Down, Moses becomes
more complicated. The leader sings a line which changes. The group never changes
its portion. Then the leader and the chorus sing in unison to the last line, which is in
three-part harmony. We have the leader singing three lines, the chorus answering,
followed by all singing in unison and dividing it into harmony. By the time we come
down to Deep River we have a choral spiritual. This may be more modern.
"After all, though, rhythm is the core of music which our race brought from
Africa. As I see it, we are getting back to the primitive in everything. Jazz is the
jungle - the interest in Harlem cabarets, the revues we stage, the primitive motif in art.
"Spirituals were already popular before the war. The recognition was
contemporary with our going into the war when people awoke to all things artistic
pertaining to the Negro. A reversion of opinion regarding Africa and the Africans
came around that time through exploration and a closer study of the tribes. The
discovery was made that they were not merely savage but had a culture and a
civilization. With the interest in the paintings of Matisse and Picasso came the
revelation that their art was founded on those of the African Mormons. With the
vogue of cubism the interest in the art of black tribes increased.
Through the singing of Paul Robeson, Roland Hayes, and my brother
Rosamond Johnson and such groups as the Fisk Jubilee Singers and the Utica Singers
(the average quartet, unfortunately, injects barber shop harmonies into spirituals) the
vogue for spirituals grew. It has abated somewhat now, nevertheless their value is not
lessened. They have been, are, and will ever be recognized as fine folk music."
Folk music is a monophonic music. The Negro spiritual, while it has been
heard in solo performance is also harmonic music. The Fisk Jubilee Singers, at
first a group of eleven, did sing in harmony, harmony that was not written but
made up during rehearsal and once decided upon, remained for the future
forever.
1930 - MUSICAL QUARTERLY - JULY
THE STUDY OF NEGRO HARMONY by Percival R. Kirby - During recent
years a great deal has been written upon the subject of the so-called "spirituals" of the
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American Negro, and many authors have taken great pains to extol them for their
wonderful originality and beauty. While not denying the beauty of many of these
songs, I venture to join issue with those writers who would attribute them entirely to
the Negro, and I would endeavour to suggest that the tunes themselves contain pretty
conclusive proof of the influences that have been brought to bear upon them, as well
as of the elements to which they owe their musical creation.
To one who has lived for many years in southern Africa, and who has studied
the music of the black man both in its unadulterated state and in its various stages of
contact with the music of the white, it is obvious that the music of the American
Negro presents many parallels with that of the South African black, especially in view
of the common race-stock involved.
Now, in discussing this question in detail, one must guard against being led
astray by the many clearly Europeanized forms in which American Negro songs have
appeared, especially in recent years. The deliberate alteration of the harmonies
originally used by the Negro, in fact, appears to have been undertaken from the time
when these songs first began to appear in print, in order to make them acceptable to
the European ear. The well-known collection of "Jubilee Songs," Which had such a
vogue in Europe as a result of the tour of the "Jubilee" Singers in the early seventies,
shows such alteration throughout. But, in fact, the whole history of the "Jubilee"
Singers indicates that a definite system of musical training, based upon European
methods, had been in vogue even from the time of the opening of the Fisk School.
And if the "Jubilee" Singers show the influence of the European, the arrangements of
the "spirituals" which have been made in later years for voice and pianoforte show it
still more clearly, even when such arrangements have been made by Negro musicians.
This is particularly the case with the settings of "spirituals" by Henry T. Burleigh.
But although such settings represent the form in which the "spirituals" are
chiefly known in Europe, they most certainly do not represent the form in which they
were originally sung, and of which distinct traces remain to-day, if one may judge by
the four books of "spirituals' and Negro work and play-songs which were collected,
recorded, and transcribed into musical notation at Hampton by Natalie Curtis-Burlin,
and published by Schirmer in 1918-1919. There is no doubt that these songs are the
real thing, and that the books constitute an ethnological document of exceptional
value. An analysis of these songs yields very interesting results. The authoress, in the
foreword to Book I, states that they represent:
"Faithful efforts to place on paper an exact record of the old traditional
plantation songs as sung by Negroes. The harmonies are the Negroes' own. I have
added nothing (she says) and have striven to omit nothing. Every note in every voice
was written down as sung by groups of Negroes, utterly untaught musically, who
harmonized the old melodies as they sang, simply because it was natural for them to
do so."
The last statement is further explained in the Preface to Book 2, where the
authoress says:
"Another characteristic of the Negro, musically, is a harmonic sense
indicating musical intuition of a high order; [and again], one has but to attend a
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colored church, whether North or South, to hear men and women break naturally into
alto, tenor or bass parts (and even subdivisions of these), to realize how instinctively
the Negro musical mind thinks harmonies. Yet it has been asserted by some people
that the harmonic sense of the Negro is a product of a white environment and that the
black man owes his intuitive gift to the slave-holders who sang hymns, ballads, and
popular songs in his hearing."
I propose to analyze the harmonic elements in these "spirituals," and hope to
be able to indicate in some measure the influences which have been brought to bear
upon the black musicians who were responsible for their creation. But before doing
so, I shall say a word or two about the music and the musical practices of some of the
native peoples of southern Africa, since these have an important bearing upon my
conclusions concerning those of the American Negro, so far as I have been able to
examine them.
South Africa native music, like the music of other peoples, may be roughly
divided into two branches, vocal and instrumental. Instrumental music is usually
"solo," save in the case of occasional ensemble performances on reed-pipes, horns,
drums or combinations of these, and in the case of the singular ensembles of pipes
and marimbas, in which Eastern influences would appear to be at work. The great
majority of South African musical instruments are made for solo performance, their
very nature tending to exclude them from use in ensembles. African vocal music, on
the other hand, is frequently organized to a considerable extent, although without the
aid of a musical notation, except where definite contact with white people has been
established. The nature of many of the African languages is such as to suggest a
particularly close connection between speech and song, especially in the days before
the advent of the white man in Africa, a connection which is still seen, both in Africa
and in other parts of the world. In a paper which I read before the south African
Association for the Advancement of Science in July, 1926, and published in
Johannesburg in that year by that Association, I attempted to show that the "speechtone" of the Bantu had not only influenced his melodies, but had also directed the
course of his polyphonic thought in a direction analogous to that taken by the
polyphonic thought of the peoples of Europe during the early centuries of the
Christian Era. An examination of many African songs showed that approximate
scales of a pentatonic nature formed the basis of most of the melodies, and that such
polyphony as existed in purely vocal ensembles was the result of parallel singing
within the limits of these pentatonic scales, or scales derived from them, the interval
of parallelism being usually the fourth or the fifth. This parallel singing, analogous to
the "organum" of mediaeval Europe, was, I suggested, due to the influence of
speech-tone, which is so important in the Bantu languages that alteration of the tones
of the various syllables of a word will frequently alter its meaning, even though it is
otherwise correctly pronounced. I argued that the presence of such definite speechtone in the Bantu languages must necessarily result in parallel singing whenever a
number of singers attempted to intone a common sentiment simultaneously, in order
that the sense of the words might be preserved. Such parallel singing could, of course,
conceivably be affected without any musical choice being exercised as to the interval
or intervals between the voices concerned, since the primary function of such
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parallelism would not be a musical one. Actually, however, the influence of the lower
sounds of the "harmonic series" would soon be felt, these being the sounds that are
most readily elicited from primitive wind and stringed instruments, such as are those
still made and played by African musicians; and these sounds would tend, little by
little, to create a rudimentary harmonic sense, by bringing about a gradual
stabilization of note-centres (which through diversity of language would vary from
race to race), and by implanting in the mind of the black a feeling and desire for the
simultaneous sounding of notes of different pitches. It must, however, be noted that
parallel singing at the interval of a fifth or fourth, within the limits of a pentatonic
scale (such as is found in Africa), forces the singers to take cognizance of new
intervals, the sixth and the third, as will be seen from the accompanying examples.

This distinguishes the "organum" of the African from that of mediaeval
Europe, in which the original interval of a fourth or fifth was maintained throughout,
owing to its being based on hepatonic scales. In fact, the early European polyphoists
deliberately altered the one imperfect fifth which their system involved, in order to
maintain perfect parallelism. Thus it would appear that parallelism within the limits
of a pentatonic scale would tend to lead naturally to a harmonic knowledge of
intervals other than the simplest ones, whereas parallelism within the limits of a
heptatonic scale or scales, such as those used in early Europe, would tend to delay
such knowledge. But in all cases independent polyphonic movement of parts would
not occur systematically until tone ceased to be the predominant factor in language,
and stress took its place.
The South African black was therefore in a position to assimilate readily the
European harmonic system in its simpler aspects; and with the advent of the white
man, and particularly of the white missionary, he did so with avidity. As a result, one
can observe in south Africa native music in all stages of development, from the
unadulterated type found in the kraals, to the completely Europeanized variety,
which, however, does not display anything like the degree of development which has
been achieved in the best work of black musicians of the United States who have
been trained on European lines.
An examination of the organized vocal music of the "raw" South African
native will reveal certain general characteristics. Antiphonal singing, where a soloist
is answered by a chorus, is common; in fact, it is so frequently met with that it may be
considered to be basic. Polyphonic parallelism, already explained, is also
characteristic, the intervals usually present being the unison, the fifth or fourth, and
the sixth or third. Together with octave reduplication when men and women sing
together. Absence of musical notation leads to great variation in detail within the
limits of a definite general style of performance. There is a tendency for melodies to
proceed in a downward direction, this being the normal tendency of melody in its
primitive state. The musical forms employed are of the simplest, as a general rule
they rarely exceed a single musical sentence. As the words and the melody qualify
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each other, their formal structures are similar. The following example illustrates many
of these features. It is an old-time chant of the Mpumuza chiefs of Natal, which I
recorded photographically, and afterwards transcribed. naturally, it is quite impossible
to represent accurately the true pitch of the sounds sung, so the system utilized has
been the common one of giving the nearest sound in ordinary musical notation, and
indicating by a + or - whether the sound is slightly above or slightly below the note
written.
Chant: "A jeza je" ("The soldiers come from far")

The melody, it will be seen, is carried by the upper male voice, duplicated in
the octave above by some of the women's voices. The lower male voices sing in
parallel at the interval of a fifth below the melody. At times some of the women
duplicate this part in the upper octave. The presence of the interval of a sixth will be
seen in the fourth, seventh and eighth bars; it is due to parallelism within the limits of
the pentatonic scale, fourth form. At (a) the second male voice "disappeared." At (b)
the upper D was distinctly heard; the suggestion of a triad being very significant, the
G also being unmistakably present. The slanting lines at (c) indicate "portamenti," or
glidings from note to note. The chant was started by a woman (or alternatively by a
man and woman in octaves), who intoned a portion of the second "phrase" a man
joined in, and then all the singers began the first "phrase" quite decisively, the men
singing in two parts, and the women an octave above the higher male voice part,
except during bars three and four. The tune is of definite, though elementary
structure. It consists of two equal phrases in duple time, each containing four strong
and four weak accents, and commencing with an anacrusis. The two phrases balance
perfectly, the whole forming a complete musical sentence. It will be observed that not
only the melody notes, but also the notes used in "harmonizing" that melody, belong
to the particular pentatonic scale employed, save that the "gliding" referred to above
implies a certain flexibility of treatment at times. It must also be pointed out that the
upper male voice is made to sound more prominent than the other voices.
Now let us examine the eight Negro "spirituals" contained in the first two
books of Natalie Curtis-Burlin's work. These are:
(1) O Ride On, Jesus
(2) Go down, Moses
(3) Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray.
(4) Good News, Chariot's Comin'.
(5) "Tis Me, O Lord.
(6) Listen To De Lambs.'
(7) O Ev'ry Time I Feel De Spirit.
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(8) God's A-Gwine Ter Move All De Troubles Away.
They were sung by groups of four singers, tenor, "lead," baritone and bass.
The "lead" maintains the melody throughout, and acts as soloist during the antiphony
which is characteristic of these songs, and which strongly suggests African influence.
The melodies are all definitely pentatonic, all but No. 2 being in the fourth form of
the pentatonic scale, and No. 2 itself being in the second form.

The only case where a note foreign to these scales is introduced into a melody
is in a variant of No. 1, where the fourth of the scale occurs as a "passing" note,
suggestive of the "glide" in the African pentatonic songs.
The harmonics present a very interesting problem. Although I have made a
complete quantitative and qualitative analysis of them, it is necessary in a study such
as this to condense it, and I shall therefore confine myself to illustrating the main
point in my argument, which lead up to the conclusions that I have come to.
Since Tune No. 2 is in the second form of the pentatonic scale, I shall neglect
it for the present, and deal with the remaining seven. The notes used in harmonization
are, with rare exceptions, diatonic; and the bulk of them are constituent notes of the
pentatonic scale being used. When the fourth or the seventh are found in a chord, they
have been introduced for harmonic reasons, or they occur as "passing" notes. These
notes appear in the following chords, which exclude some less usual combinations,
dealt with separately. The infrequent use of chords of the seventh indicates the
essentially elementary nature of the harmonizations.

The different spacings of these chords used in the harmonization’s shows that
there has been a general tendency to utilize principally the chords of the tonic,
subdominant and dominant, and their inversions, with the occasional use of the triads
of the remaining notes of the diatonic scale, except the seventh note. It is also seen
that there is little variety of chord-spacing except in the case of the tonic chord; for,
whereas the minimum number of spacings of the root position of the tonic chord is
three, and the maximum sixteen, all other chords or their inversions appear in one or
two spacings only, with the exception of the first inversion of the tonic chord, which
appears in five spacings in Tune No. 3. It will, therefore, be seen that the harmony of
these songs is primarily of an elementary nature.
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But there are throughout the songs a number of combinations of notes of a
much less simple nature, which, contrasting violently with the simplicity of the bulk
of the harmony, relieve it of its monotony. These combinations call for special
consideration. They are as follows:

All these combinations will be seen to be the result of passing or auxiliary
notes in the part-singing. The combination in tune No. 6 is definitely European, and is
undoubtedly of relatively recent introduction into the harmonic system of the Negro.
But whereas in European polyphony the various parts are related closely to each other
as well as to the basic part, in these Negro songs the singers appear to be content if
the different "harmony parts" are in agreement with the "lead," even if they are not at
all times in agreement with each other. Thus chordal combinations have arisen which
are not usually found in simple European harmony, and the result sounds to the ear
much more advanced in design than it really is. Or, in other words, the Negro has
arrived at a number of unusual, and therefore fresh-sounding, progressions by a
species of "short-circuiting" which is of great interest. The following passages show
the process.

Another feature of the Negro harmonizations consists of a tendency to cause
the leading-note to fall in the penultimate chord, when such chord is a dominant or a
dominant-seventh. This is due to a persistent desire for complete cadential chords. All
the characteristics which I have pointed out are to be found in the music of the South
African black where he has been in contact with the European and his music. In
particular, the desire for complete chords at the conclusion of a song has led in South
Africa to the use, at times, of the following cadence, for which the "gliding" of the
alto voices is no doubt responsible.
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Further, the "spirituals" which we have been considering show yet another
important feature. Though the harmonization’s generally bear unmistakable signs of
European influence, there are places where a reversion to primitive methods is clearly
seen. The first tune "O Ride on, Jesus," affords an excellent example. The "lead"
starts off, unaccompanied, with the powerful pentatonic melody. After two measures,
the remaining voices join in, adding harmonies which are obviously of European'
descent; but at the vergal climax, which is also the climax of the tune, "Ride on,
Conquering King," the European influence abates, and the four voices revert to
parallelism, the bass actually reduplicating the melody of the "lead" in the lower
octave in absolute defiance of European principles.
"O Ride on, Jesus"
With sweep and majesty

The second tune, "Go Down, Moses," which I have hitherto neglected, since it
is in a different form of the pentatonic scale, exhibits similar features; in particular,
the phenomenon of parallelism is very pronounced, and this leads to unorthodox
doubling of notes of the chord of the dominant seventh, and to an abnormal resolution
of it.

The work and play songs which are contained in books 3 and 4 of the series
likewise exhibit the same features as the "spirituals"; some of them, however, consist
of simple melodies with antiphonal answers in one part only, and these are
completely African in nature.
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Summarizing my analysis of all these tunes, I would suggest that:
(1) The melodies are clearly pentatonic throughout, or, if other notes have
been added, these are rarely used, and they occur principally as passing notes, which
may be explained by the "gliding" which is so characteristic of African peoples,
although they may have become stabilized by harmonic influences.
(2)The accompanying parts are in the main pentatonic. With few exceptions
additional notes are due to harmonic influences. When these notes are the fourth or
seventh of the scale, they are almost invariably introduced for harmonic purposes.
(3) The chords used are relatively few in number, and as a rule are very
closely connected. Modulation as such is practically non-existent. What at first sight
appear to be unusual chords are due to the fact that conflicting polyphonic lines, each
simply related to the main melody, clash; and unusual endings will frequently be
found to be due to a conflict between a European "authentic" cadence, and an African
"plagal" melody.
(4) The general style of the harmonizations would appear to be of relatively
recent origin. The fact that the melodies are consistently pentatonic, while the
harmonies show distinct European influence, would indicate that the melodies,
together with their words, are of earlier date than their harmonies. it is therefore
probable that the melodies represent African practice governed to some extent by
European formal structure, due to direct or subconscious borrowing of fragments of
European hymnology and the like, which in course of time have been modified by the
black, whose elementary sense of form is reflected in the tunes and in the words;
while the harmonies represent a definite attempt on the part of the black man to
emulate the white man's harmonic methods, and to secure his results. In so doing, the
black man, by limiting himself in his choice of chords, and by dispensing with
notation, has acquired a flair for the practically extemporaneous harmonization of the
simple, pentatonic melodies that are characteristic of his people, which is not
normally found among the whites.
Robert Emmet Kennedy made a life-long study of the Negro Spiritual. He
published a number of books on the subject Negro music and dialects, among
these: "Mellows" (re-published by Basin Street Press), and, "More Mellows."
Both these books contain a large number of Negro spirituals with detailed
analysis and history of each song presented. (Sic: Kennedy was the Uncle of
famed New Orleanian cornetist Emmett Hardy - an influence on "Bix"
Beiderbecke).
Kennedy's first sentence stands out: "the white man's religion was
responsible for their evolution and development."
Kennedy mentions the influence of the Wesleyan revival meetings on the
Negro temperament. He also mentions that the interest in Negro music of the
public became apparent after the Civil War.
1931 - DISQUES -NOV.
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NEGRO SPIRITUALS by R. Emmet Kennedy - In studying the spiritual
songs of the American Negro it is well not to lose sight of the fact that the white
man's religion was responsible for their evolution and development. At a very early
date after his introduction into this country the Negro began to put aside his
superstitious belief in his African charms and fetishes, and the teachings of
Christianity took a strong hold on his pliable imagination. While he never completely
relinquished his faith in sorcery and witchcraft or his belief in the protective powers
of his native idols, the diluted religion he evolved for himself became the means of
changing his whole emotional expression. Taking into consideration the epidemics of
fanatical revival meetings which visited the South, from the time of Jonathan
Edwards to the early part of the nineteenth century, it is easy to see how the Negro's
hysterical visionary temperament succumbed so readily to the white man's religion
with its Old Testament pageantry and impressive phantasmagoria as preached by the
Wesleyan revivalists. Likewise the loud rejoicing and lusty congregational singing
indulged in at these meetings acted as a vitalizing stimulant upon his music-loving
nature. Regardless of whether he took active part in the exciting demonstrations or
only witnessed them from a distance, the influence is unmistakable. Becoming
familiar with the camp-meeting hymns heard again and again, the Negroes began
singing them after their own fashion with certain rhythmic, melodic and textual
changes, and before long the characteristic African syncopation had so altered them
that the "white" models were lost sight of and the songs were looked upon as original
Negro productions. some of the early hymnals and "revival songsters" printed
between 1800 and 1860 show conclusively the source of inspiration; but as time went
on the spirituals took on a character all their own and have come to represent the
genuine religious feeling and artistic expression of these musically endowed people.
It is interesting to note that although the Negroes were making their soulful
"ballads" and spirituals from an early date and could lay claim to an important place
among the singing people of our country, the generally accepted musical expressions
of their hopes and longings, joys and sorrows, were the minstrel travesties which took
so firm a hold on the American imagination in the thirties, and the Foster plantation
melodies so popular in the fifties and the early sixties. It was only after the Civil War
that the actual songs of the Negroes became known to the general public and a real
interest awakened in them. Intelligent Northern soldiers, returning from the South
with vivid memories of the singing blacks, set about recording the unusual songs they
had heard, and in 1867 the Allen, Ware, and Garrison collection, Slave Songs of the
United States, made its appearance. In June of the same year Col. Thomas W.
Higginson contributed to the Atlantic Monthly an informative essay on Negro
Spirituals, giving the words of numerous songs he had collected among the soldiers
of his black regiment. In December, 1868, J. M. Brown contributed to Lippincott's an
article called Songs of the Slave, giving a general analysis of the kinds of song. From
this on the serious recording of spirituals has continued, and the songs have come to
occupy a prominent place in the catalogue of indigenous folk-song.

II
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When considering the nature of the words of many of these spirituals a
sympathetic show of indulgence is often necessary. The scholarly critic is apt to pass
over them with a smile of amusement, regarding them as childish and silly, the efforts
of simple, illiterate minds; but how great is his surprise when he learns that their
counterparts are to be found in some of the old camp-meeting hymn manuals, and,
silly as they are, that they were sung lustily and with fervent seriousness by white
worshipers, and without the aid of gracious dialect, the element which lends such
distinct charm to the Negro rendition. In a little book called The Golden Harp, a
collection of camp-meeting hymns selected by G. W. Henry and published in 1854, in
a song called The Gospel Steamer, are such lines as these:
I step'd on board the steamer
Constructed by the LordPrepared to sail that very day
He spill'd his precious blood.
And again:
I took my gospel telescope
To view the promised landOn the other side of Jordan
I saw the precious Lamb.
Then ending with:
We'll stand upon the sea of glass,
All mingled too with fireAnd there we'll all shout victory,
And join the heavenly choire.
Compare this with a stanza from a song "composed by Sister Della Gardy, StarPilgrim B. C. Missionary," which says:
Wen I get up in Heaven
I'm goin' to the sea of glass
I'll make a little inquiration,
Have I got home at last.
The mental attitude of the respective authors of these lines is essentially the same. Put
the first three stanzas into dialect and they would readily pass for a Negro production.
Versions of The Gospel Ship, The Heavenly Railroad, and the Old Ship of
Zion, all dear to the Negro ballet-maker's heart and strangely identified with his
inventive genius, are also found in the Golden Harp. The last-mentioned song is
designated a "Negro Hymn," with the statement that it was "altered by John Stamp," a
fact which would seem to settle all doubt regarding the original authorship. There is
also a large number of songs with the repetitious form of chorus or refrain peculiar to
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the Negro spirituals. It is difficult to say which of the two singers was the first to use
this monotonous form of burden, but upon comparing the spirituals with the hymns in
question it will be seen that the untaught Negro has achieved a far more interesting
and artistic effect than the educated song-writer has. Where the white singer is
content to let an unvarying musical phrase repeat the same line of the refrain with
dreary monotony, the Negro sets his repetitious words to bold melodic changes,
seeming to vary the sense and feeling and make each repetition carry a new emotion.
The following is a good example:

III
It is quite remarkable that these illiterate singers, devoid of all technical
knowledge and training, were able to achieve the very novel and artistic effects which
Poe strove to attain in some of his poems, notably The Raven, of which he gives an
interesting explanation telling how it was evolved. Having lived in Richmond from
1816 to 1833, when he went to live in Baltimore, it is not all unlikely that much of
Poe's inspiration was derived from having heard the Negroes sing their unique songs
during his residence in Virginia. Writing of Poe in this connection, Edmond Clarence
Stedman says: "I have had a fancy that our southern poet's ear caught the music of
'Annabel Lee' and 'Eulalie,' if not their special quality, from the plaintive, melodious
Negro songs utilized by those early writers of 'minstrelsy' who have been
denominated the only composers of a genuine American school." Taking into
consideration Poe's extraordinary sensitiveness to tonal beauty, the colorful sound of
words, the irresistible lure of music and the rhythm of untrammeled nature, it is
reasonable to assume that he must have accumulated some knowledge of plantation
life and have had something like a sympathetic understanding of the poetic and
musical sensibilities of the Negroes he saw around him.
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In his essay called The Philosophy of Composition, Poe says: "In carefully
thinking over all the usual artistic effects-or more properly points, in the theatrical
sense-I did not fail to perceive immediately that no one had been so universally
employed as that of the refrain. I considered it, however, with regard to its
susceptibility of improvement, and soon saw it to be in a primitive condition." (What
better example could he have had in mind than that of the Negro's song?) "As
commonly used, the refrain, or burden, not only is limited to lyric verse, but depends
for its impression upon the force of monotone-both in sound and thought. . . I
determined to produce continuously novel effects, by the variation of the application
of the refrain-the refrain itself remaining, for the most part, unvaried."
Charles Kingsley's poem, The Sands of Dee, is another fine example of the use
of cumulative monotone. Like many of the spirituals, it undertakes the telling of no
great story, but by slightly varied repetition of certain descriptive lines, a simple
dramatic incident is made to assume the aspect of deep tragedy, and the stark dreary
grandeur of the event impresses the imagination with a strange reality. What could be
more simple, and at the same time more impressive, than the lines:
The creeping tide came up along the sand,
And o'er and o'er the sand,
And round and round the sand,
as far as eye could see.
The rolling mist came pouring down,
The blinding mist came pouring down,
Cam down and hid the landAnd never home came she.
With nothing like the scholar's art, but possessed of a native sense of the
dramatic, the Negro sings his graphic song of the Dry Bones, telling about 'Zekal and
what he saw in the valley of the dead men, the element of gruesomeness growing with
each succeeding verse of his song, finally ending with the sinister lines;

Yes, some dem bones goin' a-make me laugh
Wen dey gather for to rise an' shine;
An' some dem bones goin' a-make me weep,
'Cause some of dem bones is mine.
However monotonous and uninteresting this repeating of lines may appear to
anyone undertaking the study of the spirituals, he will be gratified to know that there
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is small likelihood of his ever meeting with anything as excessive as the following
verse of a '"white" hymn, sung to the tune of the Holy War:
When I was sinking down, sinking down, sinking down,
When I was sinking down, sinking down,
When I was sinking down
Beneath God's awful frown,
Christ laid aside his crown for my soul.
Of course, this is intended in all seriousness, and the intelligent critic who
would dare let himself smile when reading it knows full well that he would be
solemnly rated for his impiety, whereas he would be permitted to laugh outright at the
song of the colored missionary "known as the World's Battle Ax," who tells how.
God got angry on his throne,
he called the angels and they began to moan;
They dropped their wings and veiled their face,
And cried, have mercy on the human race.
IV
Another very striking feature of these Negro productions is the ballet-maker's
understanding of the economy of words as shown in the verse part of his song when
he sets out to tell a story. He has little thought for superfluous detail, but occupies
himself only with the essentials; attaining in nearly every instance a result nothing
short of amazing. Take for example the following two verses of the spiritual called
Wasn't That Hard Trials:
O the judgment seats they all filled out,
Come for to judge my Savior;
O the multitude was very great,
Spoke nothin' in his favor.
V
Could any account of the sorrowful happening, however expanded or
embroidered, succeed in giving a more appealing and affecting sense of utter
desolation, or cause one to feel more poignantly the deep pity of the situation, than
the last two lines of each of these verses succeed in doing? The same heroic quality is
felt in the spiritual called He Never Said a Mumblin' Word, which recounts the
passion of the Saviour with majestic restraint, the superb plaintive melody with its
reiterated sighing burden of "not a word, not a word, not a word," combining to make
it a song of great emotional power.
Song is the life of the Negro's religion and without it his devotions would
have little meaning. Singing, he feels, is intended for the worship of God and "the
better the voice is, the meter it is to honor and serve God therewith." Sharing the
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opinion of John Wesley, perhaps unconsciously, he feels that "singing, to be suitable,
must include every variety of manner; slow and solemn, soft and gentle, sweet and
warbling, quick and lively, sprightly and energetic, loud and rapid; each in turn and
mingled and modified, according to time, place, and occasion"; and anyone attending
his church service will soon learn to what a wonderful degree of perfection he has
followed the exacting demands of this formula.
An interesting article appears next. It examines the creation of the Negro
spiritual by a Negro named Tom, a house servant during the day and a Negro
preacher on the week-ends. His description of the process of composing a
spiritual is very enlightening.
1931 - MUSICAL QUARTERLY
NEGRO SPIRITUALS IN THE MAKING by Lucile Price Turner - Much has
been written of Negro spirituals, and of their collection and preservation. A great
many of them, perhaps six hundred, have been written down. It would seem that,
except for historical and analytical studies, the subject is exhausted. But is it?
For many years, when I thought of the matter at all, I fancied, vaguely, that
spirituals were the expression of a primitive and deeply religious people under stress
of slavery; and that the making of Negro spirituals in America had passed with the
conditions that produced it.
That was before I knew Tom.
When, some twenty years ago, I came to Arkansas to make my home, I found
a wealth of anecdote, legend, and folk-lore that interested me deeply. There were tales
of frontier days; tales of the country under French rule; innumerable stories of the
easy, genial life, before the Civil War. Reminiscences of it were all around me. A few
of my friends remembered that life, and their old darkies (or the darkies' children) still
served them with affection. The migration northward had not reached this part of the
South, and the Negro population was-as still is-a simple-hearted and kindly one.
One of my first acquisitions in my new home was Tom. And since that day
our floors have been waxed, our house cleaned, our yard and garden cared for, by
Tom. Little by little, as the years went by, I found that the tall, slender darky who was
my willing, good-natured servant on week days, was, on evenings and Sundays, a
fiery and devout preacher; and that, when he came to his work looking tired and
worn, his church was having something in the nature of a revival, not only every
night, but all night.
At such times, Tom sang and prayed softly while at work. Sometimes the song
was a well-known spiritual. More often the words and music were strange, and
seemed, like the prayers, in process of composition. When, on warm summer
mornings, he cut the lawn, I knew that solitude and the rhythm of the lawn mower
would soon prove inspiring; and I usually made myself comfortable behind a halfclosed shutter to watch and listen. As Tom works, he sings, pushing the mower in
short jerks to emphasize the rhythm. He stops to kneel a while in the shadow of the
shrubbery and chant a prayer-perhaps original-perhaps reminiscent of the night
before.
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A friend, to whom I recommended Tom, objected to this practice. When her
rugs were spread upon the grass to be cleaned at thirty cents an hour, she insisted that
they should not be converted into prayer rugs. She was, no doubt, right. But she was
not interested in spirituals, nor had she my grateful memories of years of happy
service from Tom; Tom coming five miles to save my magnolia from breaking under
a heavy fall of snow; Tom waxing floors to a working song from the cotton-fields
learned in his youth; Tom cleaning the stair-carpet to his own version of "All God's
Chillun Has Shoes," the whisks and flourishes of his small broom not calculated to
produce a dustless atmosphere, but highly satisfactory as a rhythmic accompaniment.
(Tom could have used the Hoover; but what a tame performance!)
Tom tells me that his church is called "The Church of Christ in God," and that
its members are called "Holiness People." Like Tom, they are childlike and un-selfconscious, composing their own songs and prayers out of their own needs and
experiences. Most of the Negro churches, even in the South, have grown
sophisticated in imitation of the white man's church; but Tom's church is not so. Its
members are, for the most part, poor, living "a day at a time," and "trusting the Lord"
for everything-even for the cure of the sick. Once a year, there is a "Conference" at
Memphis, when they come (so he says) from many states, especially from the South.
It is to this Conference that each church sends the new spirituals which it has
composed during the year. If Tom's church, for instance, has made three new
spirituals, some member of the congregation takes them to a local printer to be made
into "ballets." (The words of each song are printed on a single sheet which is then
called a "battet.") These ballets are taken to Memphis to the Conference, and their
success or failure there stamps them as worthy or unworthy of publication in a
pamphlet to be sold to all the churches in all the different states. Sometimes a new
spiritual spreads like a prairie fire in the Conference, and every visitor goes home
singing it.
As for the music, it is never written down, even in the pamphlets. It is not
necessary. The ear and the musical memory of the colored race had generations of
training, and, in any case, the subtle shadings of Negro harmonies cannot be set down
on our five-line staff. It is an utter impossibility. I have one of the pamphlets, a small
yellow one called "Songs of Mystery." There is no music-nothing but words, and no
author's name anywhere in the book.
But why are the songs on the ballets called spirituals, and how were they
composed? Tom says they are spirituals because they are mystical songs inspired by
the Holy Spirit. He uses his word mystical in its sense of direct communications with
God. Most of them have been composed in church, by the entire congregation; but the
germ of them may be traced to your lawn or mine-to your rugs or my stair-carpet.
If you will go with me to Tom's church, you may hear (and see) how the
composing is often done.
You will find yourself in a small frame building with some seventy-five
Negroes-men, women, and children. There is the usual raised platform for the use of
the preacher, and, in this case, for a piano.
The service begins with a well-known song, perhaps a spiritual, perhaps an
ordinary sacred song. There is a prayer and a reading from the Bible. Next comes the
testifying: "You know we live by the day, and we testify how the Lord has kept' us.""
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Then "the Spirit begins to rise." "It's like electricity," Tom explains, "When you take
hold o' hands; so with the power 'p of Holy Ghost." Someone begins to "speak in
tongues." You and I do not understand the words; but Tom assures me that everybody
belonging to the church does-by "inspiration"-"like the signs of a secret order."
Dancing and chanting begin, accompanied by soft patting and clapping, and by
ejaculatory prayers. They are "dancing in the Spirit." They are "Singing in the Spirit."
A rich tenor voice suddenly sings a felicitous line: "O Lord, search my heart." Half
the congregation take it up: "O Lord, search my heart." The whole congregation
sings, each in his own way contributing to the weird, swaying harmony which rises
and falls like the wind: "O Lord, search my heart." And the rich tenor finishes alone:
"For you know when I'm right, when I'm wrong." They repeat the four lines. They
have the first stanza of a new spiritual. Again the tenor rises on a new line: "Please
Jesus, search my heart." The congregation makes a second stanza. The man at the
piano, with eyes shut and body swinging backward and forward, follows the song in a
most astonishing accompaniment. On they go, into the third and fourth stanzas: "Holy
Spirit, search my heart"; I'm so glad, search my heart." A new spiritual is born.
"Will you," I asked Tom, "bring your wife and sing some of these unpublished
spirituals for me?" He is quite willing.
Some evening, at an hour agreed upon, Tom and Rose and I sit round the
kitchen table-intent-happy. They sing: I write the words.
Another evening, we take the written words and go to the piano, where I
struggle to set down the elusive melodies. I do not attempt harmony. At best it would
be white man's harmony. A new staff with notes indicating new intervals would be
required. But I do not try to indicate the rhythm expressed by Rose and Tom in the
delicate impulses of their voices, and in explosive syllables.
The following spirituals have been set down in this way. The melodies fit the
first stanza, and are varied by the singer to fit the others. The melodies are, as to key
and pitch, exactly as they were sung to me. All except one are in the key of G minor,
using the natural minor scale; but wherever E is used, it is a natural instead of a flat.
To Be Sung Slowly
O Lord, search my heart;
O Lord, search my heart;
O Lord, search my heart;
For You know when I'm right, when I'm wrong.
II
Please Jesus, search my heart;
Please Jesus, search my heart;
Please Jesus, search my heart;
For you know when I'm right, when I'm wrong
III
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Holy Spirit, search my heart, etc.
IV
I'm so glad, search my heart, etc.
The first stanza in most of these songs is used as a refrain.
(Page 484 here missing)
All my trials will be over
When I lay my burdens down.
All my trails will be over
When I lay my burdens down.
(All my sorrows-burdens-troubles-warfare-sickness, etc.)
Last stanza:
I'm going home to live with Jesus
When I lay my burdens down.
This spiritual was brought to the Conference in Memphis two years ago by a
"sister" from Kentucky.
I
Sweet Jesus, sweet Jesus!
He's the Lily of the Valley, the Bright and Mornin' Star.
Sweet Jesus, sweet Jesus!
He's the Gov'nor of the nation, bless his name!
(2) He's my Saviour, He's my Savior
He's the Lily of the Valley, etc.
(3) Oh, how I love Him, how I love Him!
(4) He sanctified me, He sanctified me!
(5) He baptized me, He baptized me!
(6) He saved me, yes, He saved me!
(7) He's my keeper, he's my Keeper!
(*) He's my Healer, he's my healer!
II
I have started for the Kingdom;
I have started for the Kingdom'
I have started for the Kingdom'
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I won't turn back; I won't turn back.
If my friends go back on me;
If my friends go back on me;
If my friends go back on me'
I won't turn back; I won't turn back.
(An indefinite number of stanzas are added: If my mother goes back on memy sister-my brother-my neighbors-everybody, etc.)
III
A Prayer
To be sung kneeling
Yes, Lord, Thy will be done;
Yes, Lord, Thy will be done;
Thy word is settled in heaven.
Yes, Lord, Thy will be done.
In my heart, Thy will be done';
In my heart, Thy will be done.
Thy word is settled in heaven.
In my heart, Thy will be done.
(In my mind-In my soul-Everywhere, etc.)
IV
Glory, glory hallelujah!
When I lay my burden down.
Glory, glory hallelujah!
When I lay my burdens down.
The most controversial opinion as to the origins of the Negro spiritual
was stated by George Pullen Jackson. Below is his well-known essay on Negro
spirituals.

1932 - AMERICAN MERCURY - JUNE
THE GENESIS OF THE NEGRO SPIRITUAL by George Pullen Jackson. When, in
the early 70's a chorus of colored students from Fisk University at Nashville, Tenn.,
set out on a concert tour of the North to raise money for the institution, the songs they
sang were mainly such popular pieces as "John Brown's Body" and the common
gospel hymns of the time. Both at Fisk and on tour they avoided what they knew as
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slave songs, for these slave songs were an uncomfortable reminder of their late
bondage.
But after a while, apparently at the urging of some of their hearers, they
waived their reluctance, and at once the slave songs made an extraordinary success.
In a short while, indeed, the Fisk singers were specializing in them, and the musical
public was hailing what seemed to be a new song form.
Before long the first collection of these Jubilee Songs, as they were renamed,
appeared. The Northern compilers and commentators knew, of course, little if
anything of the background of the songs beyond what the Negroes told them. The
easiest assumption was that they were the Negroes' own, sprung into life among the
slaves, "ready-made, from the white heat of religious fervor." This view was
generally accepted.
In the following decades, however, some doubts arose. One commentator,
Wallaschek, declared them to be nothing but rehashes of European music. But
presently skeptics were silenced, for a time at least; buy a supposedly authoritative
word from the well-known critic, Henry E. Krehbiel.
Krehbiel's arguments began with the thesis that there was no such thing as a
folk-song breeding environment anywhere in the South aside from that of the slaves.
He then analyzed a large number of spirituals, shelling out their characteristics, such
as modes, harmonies, pitch intervals, rhythms and stanzaic structure. His conclusion
was that the whole showed a style learned in Africa and developed in the land of the
Negro's enslavement.
The first to reply to Krehbiel was Newman I. White in "American Negro
Folk-Songs." His chief contribution was in the matter of the spirituals' texts. Even
before his book appeared most competent students agreed that the Negroes had
borrowed some "textual fragments" from the hymns of white folks, but Professor
White, going further, pointed directly to the camp-meeting hymn-books of a century
and more ago as documents which, he was sure, revealed the sources of the spirituals'
texts. And he marshaled a formidable array of stanzas and parts of stanzas to prove
his contention.
The musical side of the argument, untouched by White, was taken up last year
by Guy B. Johnson in his "Folk Culture on St. Helena Island." Dr. Johnson found, in
two early books of song-with some camp-meeting songs among them-, melodies
which were clearly the sources of a round dozen tunes or parts of tunes now generally
looked upon as Negro melodies. He did more. He searched his camp-meeting books
for those melodic characteristics which Krehbiel had labeled as purely African, and
he found them in generous measure.
But in the face of this proof of the essential identity of the camp-meeting
songs and the Negro spirituals there were some who still questioned. The inertia of
faith prompted them to dissent from the conclusion that the direction of the influence
was from white to black; they felt that it should be the other way around. The
Negroes, these objectors contended, were in the South long before the poor whites
arrived in any number. What did they sing all that time, if not their own spirituals? In
answer to this question a little history may be offered.
Mass revivals were from the start the Methodists' favorite means of combating
the devil. In the American hinterland the business got completely out of control, even
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of its denominational over-lords. Sects became less important than salvation at the
hands of any wandering revivalist. Churches were less needed and less available than
camp-meeting sites in the wilderness.
As for the songs these revivalists brought in, one may begin with the
statement of America's most distinguished hymnologist, the late Louis F. Benson, that
"it is of the very nature of revival enthusiasm to develop its own song." The first
Methodists in England had done this. John Donald Wade tells us, in his biography of
John Wesley, that they used tunes of salacious popular songs and Scotch ballads.
Thus the tradition of the sect was established. In America the authorized "hymns and
psalms," even though approved by the very church fathers in England who had
already gone so far down toward the folk level, were discarded in favor of a
homespun musical whoopee that either grew on the spot or was cobbled for the
purpose by the preacher or his song leader.
In the making of these songs a favorite custom was to take a line or couplet
from some older hymn, follow it with a hallelujah or a glory hallelujah, add more
borrowed lines and hallelujahs, and then subjoin a chorus of still further ejaculations.
The following stanza, based on an Eighteenth Century hymn by Samuel Medley,
Amy serve to illustrate:
Awake, my soul, to joyful lays,
Oh, glory hallelujah!
And sing the great Redeemer's praise,
Don't you love God? Glory hallelujah!
Chorus:
There's union in heaven and there's
union in my soul,
Oh, glory hallelujah!
Sweet music in Zion's beginning to roll,
Don't you love God? Glory hallelujah!
Compilations of such patchwork texts, without music, multiplied in the campmeeting period proper, that is, from 1800 to 1830. A volume of the type, printed in
Newbern, N.C., in 1806, bears on its title page the scriptural injunction: "Speak to
yourselves in psalms, and hymns, and spiritual songs." The title of that collection,
"Spiritual Songs," became the generic name of the then new sort of songs created in
the revival atmosphere, and it was used by the rural whites of the South for perhaps a
century before the programme leaflets of Negro concert groups brought it to the ken
of Northern audiences.
The tunes to which these spiritual texts were wedded were likewise the
product of revival conditions. All that was demanded by preachers and singers was
simplicity and swing. I am inclined to believe that their musical debt to the longdraw-out psalm tunes of the colonial period was small. The following examples may
indicate this limited borrowing. A widely used song of the traditional staid type is
called "Albion." Its words are attributed to Watts.
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Some camp-meeting tune cobbler seems to have given this born-to-die text a
happier turn, and to have speeded up the tune and introduced the customary revival
ejaculations. The result was a song usually called "Burges":

I am sure also that the camp-meeting folk, like the Salvation Army of
yesterday, drew largely on secular music, both the popular tunes of the times and the
still-sung tunes of other days. Let us take, as an example of the former, the revival
song called "The Beggar.”

Here it is easy to see a parody on some ballad which ended with "and ahunting I will go." I add an example of a tune borrowed from earlier times. It appears
in a song which the camp-meeting folk called "Saint's Request":

This, obviously, is a close relative of the traditional ballad, "Barbara Allen."
From the above the deduction must be made that the camp-meeting song, a
true product of the Methodist revival movement, could not have begun to develop on
these shores before the last quarter of the Eighteenth Century, when that movement
began here. It should be clear also that it developed in the revival environment and
did not come into it from without. It developed in America as a similar body of song
had developed in England, and as similar types have developed in the years since
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among the Moodys and Sankeys, the Gypsy Smiths and Rodeheavers, and other such
revivalists.
In the early days these essentially white man's revivals throve best where
fugitives from all over-lords, temporal, spiritual and traditional, were most numerousthat is, in the upland south. The camp-meeting was born in Kentucky in 1800. It first
spread to Tennessee and the Carolinas and then to the rest of the nation. It was in the
settlements of the Middle South, among Scotch-Irish-English-German newcomers,
that Methodists, Baptists and Presbyterians amalgamated their various theologies,
under the "white heat of religious fervor," into a true folk religion, and that this folk
religion begat an equally folkish type of religious song.
How did this song get to the Negro? Easily enough. The Negroes were already
there. The upland south was, as Johnson has pointed out, the center of the domestic
slave traffic. And readers of his book or of White's can easily learn how the revival
movement infected the blacks. It appealed to them mightily, and they soon adopted its
preaching and praying methods, its shouting and hand-clapping, its jerks, barks,
dancing and holy rolling, its speaking in unknown tongues, and all the rest of its
manifestations of crowd emotionalism. The songs went along with the rest.
But if we accept all this as reasonable proof of the source of the Negro
spirituals, we may still wonder why its discovery was so long delayed. Or, as
Professor Johnson expresses it, why did it take so long for "the reading and writing
world to discover what the illiterate folk knew all along?" The first factor making for
delay was doubtless the will not to discover. This will was apparent in three distinct
factions: (1) those who had a vested interest in the perpetuation of the untruth; (2) the
professional Southerners of big plantation presumptions who would do anything to
lower the stock of the poor white trash, and were thus willing to discount their black
retainers' indebtedness to their upland white neighbors; (3) the southern urban church
folk, who have always been eager to forget and disown the camp-meeting songs, the
illegitimate children of their own early hymnody.
A second reason for the delay in the discovery has been that students of the
tunes have been confronted by what amounted to an all but complete absence of
recorded camp-meeting music. The revival crowds of a century ago were not
provided with tune books. If they had anything better to go by than an instinct for
imitation and a good memory, it was a scant supply of books with words only. But
eventually the tunes were recorded, and by the very "illiterate whites" whom Johnson
mentioned. These were the singing-school folk, the only purveyors of musical culture
to a pioneering people from the times of the first settlements on to comparatively
recent days. It is to their tune books of religious songs that we must turn for
practically the only records of camp-meeting music.
But such singing-school books-and especially the southern-made ones, which
were uniquely hospitable to the kind of tunes in question-have been hard to find. The
list of them in Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, American Supplement,
offers the titles of but two volumes which contain camp-meeting tunes in any
considerable quantity. The two tune books consulted by Johnson, "The Millennial
Harp," 1843, and "The Christian Lyre," 1830, also contain some of these spiritual
songs, and the latter, in its day, was very popular in the upland South.
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I have been lucky enough to uncover, during the past few years, quite a
number-thirteen, to be exact-of these practically forgotten books, all of which were
compiled and used in the southern camp-meeting belt during the generation preceding
the Civil War. The list of them begins with "The Kentucky Harmony" from the
Valley of Virginia, 1815, and ends with "The Social Harp" from Andersonville, Ga.,
1855. The earlier ones include but few of the songs we are seeking, but in the later
books they are the rule. So here at last is offered rich material for the student
interested in the genesis of Negro spiritual tunes, and texts too.
I have examined this material to find which songs were taken over by the
Negroes. It has not been hard to establish the forebears of twenty-one Negro songs;
"In the Kingdom," "Roll the Old Chariot," "Stand the Storm," "My Soul Wants
Something That's New," "Pilgrim's Song," "I Fold Up My arms," 'I'm Just A-going
Over home," "Poor Pilgrim," "I'll Hear the trumpet sound," "Weeping Mary," "Old
Ship of Zion," "Let Us Praise Him," "Keep A-Inchin' Along," "I'm A-Travelin' to the
Grave," "I'se Got a Mudder in De Promis' Lan'," "Wonder Where is Good Ole
Daniel," "Roll, Jordan, Roll," "Few Days," "Don't Get Weary," "Dust an' Ashes," and
"Good News de Chariot's come." These, plus the songs whose white prototypes have
been found by others, will tally, after allowing for all duplications, about a third of a
hundred.
The Negro versions show varying degrees of fidelity to their originals, as
those originals appear in the singing--school books. Those in the early post-Civil War
Negro song collections-"I'll Hear the Trumpet Sound" and "Weeping Mary," for
example-are comparatively close to the forms in the white people's books. The
ancestors of the more recently recorded Negro songs are less obvious but still
recognizable to the discerning eye and experienced ear. The reasoning for this
variation is clear enough. Up to the Civil War period the rustic whites and Negro
slaves must have sung exactly the same body of old-time revival songs, and as long as
this condition persisted there could not be any radical difference between, let us say,
"Weeping Mary" as sung at a revival meeting of whites, and the same song at a
meeting of whites and Negroes or of Negroes alone. Hence the greater similarity of
the earliest recordings of Negro-sung versions to the singing-school versions.
But that condition did not persist. Beginning with the period of conflict
between the North and South, the love of the rural southerner for his camp-meeting
songs began to wane. New times, new ideas. Melodeons, parlor organs and the abovementioned gospel Hymns began to put the old "wild chants" on the shelf. But among
the Negroes they were still sung, and this continued singing, in the absence of the
pristine matrix and without control of printed word or notated tune, was bound to
result, in the run of two more generations, in just the divergences which we find.
When the Negro went over, in some measure, after the Civil War, to the
Gospel songs side he found there some material for further borrowing-material which
has been worked into another batch of spirituals. His "Out of the Wilderness" and
"Old-Time Religion," and his many "Gospel Train" songs are probably of this later
vintage. But that is another story which I shall not follow further.
I have not yet gone as far as I hope to into my study of the parent songs in
comparison with their Negro offspring. But my findings thus far justify the assertion
that the former show most of the ear-marks observable in the latter. To illustrate, let
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us take those supposedly purely African vestiges, the gapped scales, and especially
those of the five-tone and six-tone sorts. Krehbiel found them in 53% of a large
number of Negro spirituals. The songs in Johnson's two source books showed 30%
and I have found, in a group of eighty songs selected from my southern rustic
singing-school books solely for their great popularity during the ante-bellum times,
no less than 50%. And among the twenty-one white man's tunes which, as I have said,
the Negroes have borrowed, fifteen are either pentatonic or hexatonic.
I may mention in closing the chief remaining argument of the die-hards for the
Negro source of the Negro spirituals-the artistic merit of these songs. How could any,
the argument runs, but a natively musical and sorely oppressed race create such
beautiful things as "Swing Low,," "Steal Away," and "Deep River'? No reasonable
person denies that the Negroes made some songs, and I shall not, until I find concrete
evidence to the contrary, deny that they made the three songs just mentioned. But
were not the whites of the mountains and the hard-scrabble hill country also "musical
and oppressed"? Cecil Sharp said their secular songs would "challenge the very finest
of the folk-tunes that have been found in England." I can say as much also for their
religious tunes. Perhaps it may be pertinent to note here that their "Morning trumpet,"
taken over by the Negroes and sung by them with but slight change as "I'll Hear the
Trumpet Sound," called for the following endorsement from the late John W. Work:
"If there is in all the collections of folk song a pure melody, this is it." Yes, these
whites were musical, and oppressed too. If their condition was any more tolerable
than that of the Negroes, one certainly does not get that impression from any of their
songs of release and escape.
One may even admit that the specific Negro spiritual is in some instances
more beautiful than its known white ancestor and still ask how much of this
superiority is due to the difference between the recording ability of the singing-school
master of a hundred years ago and that of the skilled forklorist or caterer to the
concert singer of today. To be sure, the Negro seems to have loosened up the white
man's metrical patterns, limbered up his harmony-determined pitch intervals, and
injected a wealth of emotion which was not there before. But who can prove that he
really did so? Who knows how the rustic whites actually sang four generations ago?
Do we quite realize the width of the chasm which yawns between the recorded,
arranged, harmonized, piano-broke and printed composition which goes by the name
of negro spiritual today, and the actual "wild chant" of the remote southern Negro
camp-meeting? The Aframerican's contribution to the white man's primitive song
cannot be appreciated until the student crosses that chasm. Maybe not even then. For
there is still that other chasm of a hundred years of elapsed time.
The spirituals were propagated and encouraged by the Negro Church.
Below we read of the pride taken in an individual’s church and in each group
that sings these spirituals. Churches held contests for groups singing these
spirituals. Below we read of some of these contests.
1933 -- MUSICAL AMERICA - NOVEMBER 25
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NEW SPIRITUALS SPRING INTO LIFE IN THE SOUTH - Groups of
Negro Singers Compose Religious Music for Their Own Use - Contests Held in
churches - Marked Individuality Seen. By Frances Dennsmore.
Music, religion and drama are still untied in the minds of the Negroes. They
sing the old spirituals that they learned from their mothers, but they are composing
religious songs of their own and singing them with dramatic action. These songs are
composed by male quartets, then known as "Fours," who work together to make new
settings for familiar verses. The leader outlines the melody and the other members of
the quartet are consulted as to its final form. When this has been decided, of parts are
added by the individual, singers, each working out his own art. They experiment and
consult until all are satisfied, then the song becomes a fixed unit and is rehearsed in
that form, no further changes being made. Each man remembers his part as though he
had learned it from a printed page, though the composition is never committed to
writing.
There are several Negro quartets in Miami, connected with the colored
churches, and others are scatters throughout the state. I heard four of these quartets
and obtained information about two others, all the groups composing songs, and using
them in the same manner. The Jubilee Four of Miami has sung over WIOD in that
way but the others do not sing for pay, their performances being factors in the
religious meeting of their several churches.
They Hadn't Joined a church - At a meeting which I attended in
Okeechobee in a small colored church certain a Negro quartet was not allowed to sing
because its members did not belong to a church. The pastor explained this to the
congregation, before its own quartet of faithful church members came on the
platform. His quartet was called the Jolly Four but their faces were troubled. They
had persuaded the other quartet to come to the meeting so that I might hear them sing
and they had been "barred by a technicality." To make matters worse, the pastor took
the occasion to give a forceful discourse on the presumption of men who thought they
could sing in religious meeting when they were not church members. And the old
colored mothers said "A-men, A-men."
One of the largest colored churches in Miami is the Mt. Zion Baptist church
which has 1500 members. Its quartet members are William Young, J. Bryant, V. A.
Turner and James Marvin. They sing together during the winter but usually
discontinue when the hot days of summer arrive. The pastor Rev. J. R. Evans is
deeply interested in their work and states they will resume their programs for the
church in winter.
My first experience in hearing a Negro quartet was on a Sunday afternoon, in
Miami, when I attended a "Program" at the Israel Primitive Baptist Church. This
church is on a side street in the colored section and is a small one, attended by the
people of the neighborhood. The program was in charge of a young people's society,
and we were met at the door by a young woman in white, wearing white gloves and a
large satin badge with gold fringes. The seats were plain wooden benches, but a few
places were reserved for white guests. The program was varied, and included a
discourse by the pastor and a collection which was publicly counted and found to be
too small. This is the first time I ever saw an encore to a collection, but the plates
were passed again, the amount again counted publicly, and this time it was
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satisfactory. The program was then allowed to proceed. Some little boys wearing
large white cotton gloves recited poems, with gestures like those of a colored
preacher. The quartet connected with this church is known as the Sunshine Four, and
they sang the songs they had composed for an approaching contest with the Bartow
Boys, or Bartow Four, coming from a town of that name. These songs were entitled
In His Care, I Want to See My Mother, and I Can't Sit Down. Simple dramatic action
accompanied the songs, and the congregation showed the keenest pleasure in the
performance.
The visitor Win. Two weeks later I attended the contest, which was held in the
Mt. Zion Baptist church. The Bartow Boys were younger than the Sunshine Four and
appeared in blue coats and white trousers, walking to the platform with a snappy air.
The Sunshine Four, in somber black, sang the songs they had composed on the
prearranged themes, as well as other spiritual songs, and then the Bartow Boys sang
the same selections. After due deliberation the judges awarded the palm to the
visitors, reporting the score on various points. The result of the contest seemed to
meet with universal approval. The quartet of Mt. Zion church did not appear, but the
Jubilee four contributed one or two numbers while the judges deliberated. A few
solos were given by members of the young people's society, with piano
accompaniment. The program for the contest included: In His Care; I Want to See My
Mother (many other relatives in heaven were mentioned in succeeding verses), I Can't
Sit Down; They Took My Sins Away; Mourning in the Land' Dry Bones; I'm So
Glad, and who built the Ark?
Slight suggestion of "Modernism" The three original compositions differed
in the organizations, the Bartow Boys presenting songs that were more lively than
those of the Sunshine Four, with a slight suggestion of what might be called
modernism. The sunshine four were very dignified and their songs were in sonorous
harmonies. Judged by the standards of concerted singing, both performances were
excellent. Both groups added dramatic action to their performance of several songs.
This action was carefully planned and varied in the two quartets, though having the
same general character. In the first song a chair was placed in front of the singers and
a tenor, representing "Mister Jesus," sat down, the others fathering around him to tell
their troubles and assuming various attitudes. Such phrases as "Going to try on my
white robe," and "Going to put on my shoes" were interpreted in a manner that was
general, and unerring in it, a sense of group-rhythm. "Who built the ark? was full of
active inquiring.
The voices were untrained and evidently unaccustomed to an accompanying
instrument, which added to the charm of their performance. They were no longer four
voices but a perfectly blended whole, with an organ like tone.
Long Programs Preferred. The Negro likes a long entertainment, and the
solos and contest were not enough. The quartets sang familiar spirituals-Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot-and others that the white race has adopted for its own. The long
continued singing of the Negroes should be noted, as it is in part responsible for the
long, swinging rhythms of their songs.
The Negro has never asked the white people to listen to this phase of his
singing. It is dedicated to his religion. The contests have their purpose in bringing
together the several groups and stimulating an interest in their music, but the
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competition is friendly. The unwritten compositions are a racial art, under the surface
of our commercial civilization.
The tour of the Fisk University Singers made a lasting inpression on the
white public, but was not a lasting influence on music used in the Negro Church
after the Jubilee Singers. Our next article gives a good history of the Jubilee
Singers and their influence on American music.
1934 - BRITISH MUSICIAN - AND MUSIC NEWS - NOV.
THE SPIRITUAL - ITS PUBLIC DEBUT The present vogue of the Negro
hymn owes nothing to what was done with it publicly by Negro singer in the latter
portion of the 19th century. Theirs was definitely an enterprise planned to serve a
certain end, into the economy of which art did not enter. To-day art forms the first
consideration; and, for good or bad, the concert-room singer of the hymn is regarded
exclusively as an artist, while the hymn itself is regarded strictly as representative
folk-song.
The leading traveling troupe of Negro singers sixty years ago were the Jubilee
Singers of Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee. Their story is one of the most
amazing of all in the history of musical and missionary enterprise.
When the slaves were freed, efforts were at once made to provide the younger
people with means of education, one result of which was the founding of Fisk
University in 18666-1867,-practically without funds.
The music department of the Fisk institution was in the hands of George L.
White (1838-1895), a white man who, originally a village blacksmith's boy in Cadiz,
New York (his native town), had been successfully a school-teacher, a soldier in the
war, and a worker for the freed Negroes immediately after the close of the war. White
had given some concerts in 1868, 1869, and 1870 with his Fisk College chorus; and
in 1871, in order to raise funds for the University; he organized a tour through the
towns on the northern bank of the Ohio, taking with him a band of eleven singers.
These people started literally without money. And they were badly clothed;
one of the men wore a coat a foot too long for him, and trousers several inches too
short; one of the women had to travel in carpet slippers, and this in winter. Moreover,
prejudice against the Negro was so powerful that often they could not hire a hall for a
concert or secure sleeping accommodations in a hotel. Friends and sympathizers,
however, appeared in sufficient strength to help them over the first few weeks of the
tour, and eventually the moment came when they had fifty dollars in had. And then
since this happened in the week when Chicago was destroyed by fire, they sent the
money to the Chicago Relief Fund. For these poor men and women, Christian charity
began somewhere else than at home. On the return to Nashville, the choir was
reconstructed and enlarged to a membership of twenty-four. Only one of the twentyfour singers had been born free. Three had been born of parents who had once been
slaves. The remaining twenty had themselves been slaves.
The choir was now named the Jubilee Singers, after the great Day of Jubilee,
or Freedom, for which the Negroes had waited and prayed throughout their bondage.
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The second tour was financially successful. Within a couple of years the choir
raised 10,000 pounds for the funds of Fisk University. Then they visited England (in
1875), where they raised another 10,000 pounds, and were recognized and supported
by men and women of power, character, and position, - Spurgeon, Gladstone, the Earl
of Shaftesbury, the Duke of Argyll.
On a second visit to England they passed over into Germany, where they won
the same success, and were discussed very seriously by the German music critics,
who found in the Negro hymn a new type of music of great beauty, character, and
value.
In 1878 the Jubilee Singers had served the purpose for which they were
originally instituted. The University thereupon disbanded them.
But the reorganized themselves into a private joint stock company, which
existed for two years.
Then in 1882 they reorganized themselves afresh as a party of eleven singers
under the directorship of Frederick J. Loudin, a free-born mulatto, and set out upon a
six years' tour of the world. They were in England, apparently for the last time, in the
middle of the 1890s; and it seems that they were finally disbanded before the end of
the century.
There were other troupes of Negro hymn-singers in the generation after the
Civil War. None, however, were so successful, or traveled so extensively, and none
did anything so amazing as to raise, within six or seven years, some 30,000 pounds
for a cause. Individual musicians have fiddled their way to fame and fortune, starting
as tramps. Various bands, such as those of the Viennese Strauss, the American Sousa,
and the "jazz kings' of the present--day, have won world-wide fame and accumulated
for their proprietors vast sums of money. But all these other people have worked with
exceedingly secular music. The Jubilee Singers went about with a hundred and fifty
hymns, the bulk of which were of the artistic and emotional calibre of the Moody and
Sankey "Sacred Songs and Solos."
The various bodies of singers from the South induced the Negroes of the
North to use for awhile more of the plantation hymns in their church service. But
towards the end of the century, the American Negro, in every quarter, began to let the
hymns slip out of his repertory. His mood became very carefully selective toward
them; and, moreover, his universal desire to imitate his white brother inclined him to
favour more and more strongly the hymns used by the latter.
Thus where the Negro himself is concerned, the influence of the Jubilee and
other singers was not lasting. Where the White man was concerned, it was almost
mugatory. The only reflection the hymn secured in vital art-music seems to be
Dvorak's use of a phrase from the hymn, "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot," in the New
World Symphony.
By 1900 the world in general seems to have forgotten that such a thing as a
Negro hymn- a hymn as distinctive in its way as the Lutheran chorale-existed. And
then, after a break of some fifteen years, the hymn suddenly sprang into its present
fame in the Concert-world."
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The interest in the secular music of the Negro lapsed near the end of the
19th century and ragtime became a major influence. As stated above and in our
next article, the changing state of American popular music continues to evolve.
1935 - MUSIC & LETTERS - APRIL
RANDOM NOTES ON THE SPIRITUAL. The secular music of the American
Negro flourished in the world of popular entertainments for about seventy-five years.
Then, towards the end of the nineteenth century, it lapsed: the 'plantation song' and its
various offsprings went out of favour. But dance in the rhythm called rag-time
remained, which (as no doubt the reader has heard) developed eventually a kind of
music called Jazz.
During the nineteenth century the religious music of the Negro was unknown,
except as it was sung by certain traveling bodies of black singers. These worked
chiefly in the eighteen-seventies and 'eighties. One body-the Jubilee Singers of Fisk
University-toured America, England and Germany, winning such fame that great
noblemen, leading politicians, and even royalty, recognized them and made them
their guests. But towards the end of the century this activity also lapsed, and the
hymns were forgotten by all the world, apart from a few students of folk or race
music.
Then, quite suddenly, the hymns were revived, this time by concert artists.
The revival took place shortly after the war of 1914-18, and the singers were both
black and white. It brought about something of a 'cult' of the Negro Spiritual, and the
world divided itself into two parties: those who were moved by the hymn and those
who were bored by it (bored, because they found it childish and commonplace).
I have used the word revival. Properly speaking, however, the word does not
apply. The present-day interest in the spiritual is mainly artistic: the singer of the
Spiritual is regarded as an artist pure and simple. The work of such bodies as the
Jubilee Singers was entirely evangelical; its purpose was to inform the world of the
character of the former slave population of America, and to gather funds for the
various institutions that were established after 1865 for the education of black people.
(Fisk University was one of these institutions: it started without capital; the Jubilee
Singers began their travels as beggars, dressed in garments given them by charitylong frock-coats on short men, short trousers on tall men, and carpet slippers in some
cases instead of boots; yet within a few years they had raised 30.000 pounds for their
University. Consequently, since the concert singer of the Spiritual is artistic, and its
propaganda-singing of sixty years ago was not that, the former owes nothing to the
latter; and its present activity is not a revival, but a discovery.
I
Various explanations have been offered of this strange emergence of the
hymn. Of these, the most unsatisfactory, because the shallowest, is one adduced by
Sir Richard Terry, who wrote in 1928 (T. P.'s Weekly, December 1):
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“We are now witnessing a vigorous revival of the old Negro-slave
hymn, sung by soloists. But even the excellent soloists would have found their
propaganda difficult, if not impossible, had not some transatlantic genius hit
upon a title that carried no suggestion of hymnology about it. He called the
hymns Negro Spirituals (a title which the Negro did not originally apply to
them), and it caught on at once. The present generation has taken to singing
them under the impression that they are something new, whereas they are
merely singing (under a new name) the old Jubilee type of hymn, just as our
parents and grandparents sang them in the 'seventies.”
The one historical point which is made in this passage is incorrect. The title of
'Spirituals' is older even than the term 'Jubilee Hymn,' which at one time used to be
applied to the Negro religious song: as far back as June, 1867, an essay appeared in
the Atlantic Monthly under the heading 'Negro Spirituals,' the author being a T. W.
Higginson. Consequently the 'new name' to which Sir Richard Terry attributes some
of the present popularity of the Negro hymn is no new name at all, and no
'transatlantic genius' could have invented it as a clever device to impose an old type of
music on people as something new.
Moreover, apart from this matter of plain historical fact, it is not sensible to
suggest that the title has proved so exceedingly powerful a factor in the popularizing
of the hymn. Titles do help, certainly. But they help individual things only, never
songs of a general character: such titles as 'Unfinished' and 'Pathetic' help to
popularize individual symphonies, because they are particular; but the term
'Spirituals' is as general as is the term 'Symphony,' and like the latter, it applies to a
type of music, not to a separate, individual piece.
There is no need to make an elaborate search after an explanation of the
present popularity of the Spiritual. All that has happened is that the Zeitgeist has
brought it forward and elevated it; this, and the accident of a number of singers
appearing at the right moment with the gifts, artistic and mental and spiritual,
required to perform it to perfection. In the world of art-music today is a wide interest
in all forms and types of primitive folk-music; and the popularity of Negro Spiritual,
like that of the Hebridean song, is merely a manifestation of that interest. Among
these singers the greatest is possibly Paul Robeson, who was born in 1898.
It should be understood that the pleasure the hymn gives as an element in the
concert-world is confined to white people. An American student observed recently
that 'no colored audience, or very few, would pay to hear a Negro musician sing
Spirituals.'
And it should be understood further that such great singers as Paul Robeson
no more like having to sing the Spiritual all the while, and to the practical exclusion
of classical and modern songs of universal character, than an English singer would
like to be restricted to English folk-song. But fate has imposed the task upon them,
and a Negro singer is felt to be leaving his proper sphere the moment he leaves the
hymn. Thirty years ago the position was entirely different. The leading Negro singer
of the period centering upon 1900, Harry T. Burleigh (born 1886), made his fame as a
singer of classical songs from Bach to Brahms, and he was never expected to sing a
Spiritual at a recital.
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II
It is probable that a taste for the Spiritual cannot be acquired. One has it, or
one has it not. In the matter of personal experience, we are best prepared to
understand the hymn if in childhood we were in living contact with such things as the
Moody and Sankey pieces. In the matter of personal constitution, we are best
equipped when our poetic imagination is vigorous and comprehensive.
This applies equally to text and to tune. Regarded critically, the tune seems
commonplace, the text threadbare; and, indeed, to read through a set of unfamiliar
Spirituals as they are given on the printed page is to have mind and sense stifled, so
very thin and flat, to the merely rational attention, is their substance, and so
apparently lacking in variety. But every good Spiritual is a poem, in the full, absolute
sense of the term, for the person who can perceive the reality of which its material is
the symbolical or metaphorical expression. More than this, the music of every good
Spiritual manifests all the pure qualities of absolute music, so that it appeals to the
musical faculty of the listener exactly as the 'classical' music of Bach, Haydn, Mozart
and Beethoven appeals to it.
These assertions will strike a reader who is by nature antipathetic to the
Spiritual as extravagant. Yet they are simple truth, to which the individual who can
make them would bear witness on oath.
I myself was, as a child, brought up in the religious atmosphere of the
missionary revival hymn. I was sent to chapels where every service-whether for
adults or for children, and whether on Sunday or on a week-day-was an emotional
experience, the emotion being derived from the contemplation of something which
was held to be positive in its truth and certainty. Before I was five years old I was
present at Cottage Meetings, after-service gatherings of a few neighbors in the
kitchen or parlour of the house of one of them, over which presided the wonderful
man who an hour before had stood on the platform of the chapel, his radiant face and
trembling hands now brought (miracle of miracles!) into the room where I or my
playmates lived. My first perception of poetry-of the rendering of the abstract in
terms of the concrete-came when I heard people sing about 'scattering seeds of
kindness.' My first experience of the picturesque came when I heard men and women
assert that for them Jesus was 'The lily of the valley, the bright and morning star, the
fairest of then thousand to my soul.' (I got up in the dark one day to see the 'bright and
morning star,' and I cried that I could never see a 'lily of the valley,' because there
were no valleys where I lived.) My first knowledge of the expressive genius of music
came of contact with tunes that were attached to ideas of sorrow being buried-of the
fort being held for the Saviour-of the Master rebuking the disciples for their fear and,
for their ease of mind, charming the waves to quite-and of the baby fingers which,
pressed to-day against the window-pane to-morrow might be stiff in death.
And then, when some thirty or forty years later I came into contact with the
Negro Spiritual, as it is sung by such singers as Paul Robeson, I found all these
impressions and effects of my extreme childhood confirmed and intensified; and as
for the 'art' which produced them, I found that in a condition of ideal perfection. For a
generation previous I had lived with high poetry and high music. Shakespeare and
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Bach were my daily bread. Lyrical poetry was my hourly joy, and the Lutheran
Chorale as steadfast with me as prayer is with the devout believer in an organized,
orthodox religion. I walked hand in hand with Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven; and
Palestrina and Byrd were never far off from me, I certainly recognized that between
the Negro Spiritual and the Lutheran Chorale is intellectually and aesthetically a gulf
as wide as the gulf between the Sousa march and the Beethoven Symphony. And yet I
saw that the Spiritual was a thing of total completeness, and therefore a thing of
sublimity-metaphysical philosophers defining 'sublimity' as 'total completeness.'
III
The reader will have observed that I refer to good spirituals. Those I have in
mind are chiefly the following;
1. Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
2. Steal away to Jesus
3. Sometimes I feel like a motherless child.
4. Swing low, sweet chariot, comin' for to carry me home.
5. Joshua fit de battle ob Jericho.
6. Deep river, my home is over Jordan.
7. I'm goin' to tell god all o' my troubles.
8. I got a home in dat rock.
9. That's another witness for my Lord.
10. My Lord, what a mourin' (otherwise mornin')
11. Git on board, lil' chillun.
12. Dere's no hidin' place.
13. Oh didn't it rain!
14. Mary had a baby, yes Lord.
15. Bear de burden in the heat of the day.
16. All God's chillun got wings ('You got a robe').
17. Roll the Chariot along.
18. The Pilgrims' Song ('I am a poor wayfaring stranger').
These, and some half-dozen more, are all available in H.M.V. gramophone
recordings of the singing by Paul Robeson. In the remarks I have yet to make I
confine myself chiefly to the hymns here listed.
IV
Spirituals are ancient or modern. The modern ones date from the freeing of the
slaves, or from the last couple or so of decades before that event, and their text is akin
in nature to the text of the ordinary hymn, that is to say, it is 'through composed,' the
expression of a continuous idea.
'Steal away,' 'Witness,' and 'Pilgrims' song' (no. 2, 9, and 18) are examples of
the modern spirituals. The 'Pilgrims' song' was written by a Negro minister, Bishop
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Allen, on his deathbed; and like all other modern Negro hymns, it blends
conventional Methodist ideas with ideas that are representative of the old hymns:
I'm a poor wayfaring stranger,
While journeying through this world of woe;
But there's no sickness, toil, or danger,
In that bright world to which I go . . .
I'm going there to see my mother,
She said she'd meet me when I come;
I'm just a-going over Jordan,
I'm just a-going over home.
'Steal away' is a kind of dies irae:
My Lord he calls me,
He calls me by the thunder;
The trumpet sounds it in my soul
I hain't got long to stay here.
Green trees are bendin',
An' po' sinner stan' tremblin' . . .
My Lord he calls me,
He calls me by the lightning . . .
Tombstones are burstin',
Po' sinner stan' tremblin' . . .
'Witness' proceeds through the Bible stories, accumulating references to
Samson, Isaiah, Nicodemus, etc., thus:
Read in Genesis, you understan'
Methuselah was the oldest man,
Lived nine hundred and ninety-nine,
Died and went to heaven in due time.
Wasn't that a witness for my Lord.
Wasn't that a witness for my Lord?
This 'Witness' is one of the quick, lively, bright and joyous Spirituals. So is
'The Gospel Train' (no. 11), the text of which is a perfect picture, illustrating in the
highest degree the symbolism of the Negro hymn, and the melody of which is one of
the happiest in the entire range of the hymns:
De gospel train's a-comin',
I hear it jus' at hand,
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I hear de car wheels rumblin'
An rollin' trough de land.
Git on board, lil'l chillun,
Git on board, lil'l chillon,
Git on board lil'l chillon.
Der's room fo' many a mo'.
I hear de train a-comin'
She comin' round de curve,
She's loosened all her steam an' brakes,
An' strainin' ev'ryu nerve . .
De fare is cheap an' all can go,
De rich an' pore are dere,
No second-class aboard dis train,
No difference in de fare. . .
The Jubilee Singers used to present this in 'white man's dialect,' and it was
perhaps written for them. But when the Negroes themselves took it over and brought
it into their hymn-books and into their social use, they naturally let it slip into their
own native accent; and as Paul Robeson sings in, it becomes on of the most
captivating of all the picturesque and animated Spirituals.
God don't talk like a natural man,
(Don't you see?)
God don't talk like a natural man
He talks so sinner can understan'
(Don't you see?)
The older Spirituals are mostly characterized by two essential features. One is
the three-fold utterance of the first line of a pair. The other is the presence of a certain
word or key-phrase.
The repetition of the first line of a couplet, as shown in the refrain of "The
Gospel Train,' is literally essential. If it were omitted, and fresh words substituted, the
Spiritual would be ruined; this is because the Spiritual approximates to pure music.
Like the Bach fugue, and like certain late-period movements of Beethoven, it consists
of one single idea, an idea as self-contained and exclusive as an object of Nature. The
four phrases of the tune are exactly akin to the four phrases of a musical ''sentence' in
classical composition; the first three are parallel or complementary, the fourth is
cadential or final, and any new text to the second and third phrases would falsify their
function in the general scheme of the tune. Directness of meaning belongs to pure
music, as it does to Nature; and the same directness of meaning, the same entire
concentration on one simple point of issue, belongs to the Spiritual.
In this respect the Spiritual differs radically from the chorale, for the latter is
associated with some Office, it is 'proper' to some phase in a Service or ritual, and so
it, in a manner of speaking, complex, or at least dual, in its significance and purpose.
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Because of this peculiarity in the Spiritual, it can, I believe, never develop an
'art' of composition. That is to say, from the Spiritual can never come an art which, in
a modest degree, would be the counterpart of that which has proceeded from the
German hymn. Thus the Spiritual begins and ends in itself. It has no germinal power.
It is entirely lyrical, lacking altogether dramatic or universal qualities.
The other essential feature of the Negro hymn-the detached key word-is even
more personal and subjective. It represents the singer's absolute self-concern. He
himself is the person seeking salvation, afraid of damnation, assured of safety, happy
in his Saviour, insolent to his overcome enemy, the Old Devil, proud of his
recognition by King Jesus, filled with grief over his hard lot in the world, and so
forth. He exhorts other sinners to repent. But he does that as it were by the way or in
passing, and if they obstruct him, if they get in the path of the Chariot to which he
himself clings behind, well, as in 'Roll the Chariot Along' (no. 17), the vehicle must
simply be driven over them, be they brother or sister, wife or mother, or a deacon of
the church.
This key-word attaches to itself the loveliest touch of music in the tune, and
its emotional power is extreme, so that it affects the listener in a manner that is
frequently poignant. It is the element in the piece by his delivery of which the solosinger of to-day is to be tested; and it is the element by which Paul Robeson, to my
understanding, is proved perhaps the greatest singer of Spirituals yet born.
The word is generally such a one as 'Home' or 'Heaven,' these two being, of
course, synonymous for the Negro. As a slave he had no home. At any moment he
might
be removed, in the way an animal is, from one place to another-torn up as by the
roots, and mutilated by severance from his family.
His craving for the stability of heaven was therefore as the very heart of all his
desires; and is such a hymn as 'Sometimes I Feel Like A Motherless Child' (No. 3),
the treatment of the word 'home' is as profound and as significant within the genre of
the Spiritual as Bach's harmonies in the Passion Chorale are within that of the
Reformation hymn.
The same is the ease with 'home' in 'I'm goin' to tell God all my troubles, when
I get home'; in this piece the word is rendered almost melismatically, so that the
moment it occupies becomes akin to the movement when the final syllable of alleluia
was sung in the mediaeval church,. Sometimes the word is repeated, as in 'All God's
chillun got wings' (No. 16):
Haven, Haven
Everybody talkin' 'bout Heaven,
Goin' to shine all round God's Heaven!
Sometimes it is an ejaculation, as the 'True believer!' of 'Sometimes I feel like a
motherless child' (No. 3), Sometimes it is an interjected phrase, as in 'I got a home in
dat Rock' (No. 8) But for the most part it is a word in the phraseology of the line, or
the element of adjective and noun, as in 'Deep river' (No. 6), where the swell on 'deep'
is of a haunting beauty, and of a power equal to anything in the sublime song of the
European churches:
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Deep river!
My home is over Jordan;
Deep river!
Lord, I want to cross over into camp-ground.
Oh, don't you want to go to that Gospel-feast,
That promised land where all is peace? , , ,
I'll go into heaven and take my seat
Cast my crown at Jesus' feet . . .
Oh, when I get to heaven I'll walk all about,
There's nobody there for to cast me out . . .
In this hymn the curious emotional tremor of the melody at 'Deep river ' is
cadenced into a splendid firmness and finality at the word 'camp ground.'
There is, naturally, nothing of abstract quality in the Spiritual. The Negro
must see everything. And he must see everything with an eye that relates the object or
the theme to his own state. The Devil is one who, if he had the chance, would be a
cruel master with a whip, or a trickster who is outwitted by the superior skill of the
Christian. The crucifixion is something the Negro may experience daily, and it affects
him as his own sufferings do-as in 'Were you there?" (No. 1)
Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
O sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble:
Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
Were you there when they crowned him with the thorns?
Were you there when they pierced him in the side?
Were you there when they laid him in the tomb?
The flood and the adventure of Noah are distinctly as an every day event,
possible in any district where there is a river that overflows its banks. (No. 13):
Oh didn't it rain!
Oh didn't it rain!
Hallelujah didn't it rain!
Some fo'ty days and nights!
God told Noah 'bout de rainbow sing,
No mo' water but fire nex' time. . . .
Well, it rain fo'ty days and nights widout stoppin',
De sinner got mad 'cause de rain kep' a-droppin'. . .
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The notion of the Holy Ghost is inevitably beyond the Negro. It eludes his
imagination, as does the mysterious concept of spirit in general. Even the idea of the
Day of Judgment (No. 10) cannot present itself to him as a thing of awe, but only one
of a solemnity which he his content to sing about in music which strikes the white
listener as dull:
My Lord, what a mournin'
When the stars begin to fall.
You'll hear the trumpet sound
To wake the nations underground.
Lookin' to my God's right hand,
When the stars begin to fall.
You'll hear the sinner mourn . . .
You'll hear the Christian shout . .
.
This lack of any mystical quality in the Spiritual, its inability to embody the
abstract or to express the mood engendered by contemplation of the awful, is, it
seems to me, a further reason why the Spiritual will never lead to a developed art. The
abstract produces a work like the Mass in b minor. The awful resolves itself into
profound calm, as in Bach and Beethoven. Even within the Spiritual itself calm is
rarely existent, but only a living, vital emotion, the sense of something still to be
achieved, or a state still to be attained to.
V
It is sometimes said that Negro music is America's folk song. If it is, then
America is black, for this music expresses absolutely the soul and the temperament of
the people who accepted it and moulded it to their mind and heart. And, moreover,
the music manifests the history of the people who so made it; which means that if the
Negro music is the folk-song of America, then the history of America must be the
history of the slaves.
At the time of the Civil War the colored people in the States numbered about
four millions. They were thus an extreme minority.
A minority can impose itself socially and politically upon a majority, but only
when it is free, and when it is in a leading and commanding position. In the same way
it can impose itself intellectually and emotionally, when free and in the superior
place.
The Negro was not free. And his general position was as low in every respect
as that of the animals. His music reflects his emotional reaction to these
circumstances and conditions. Therefore it cannot be the folk-music of the rest of the
country, and so could not become the fons et origo of an American art-music.
Sometimes it is said that if the Negro should develop, he will create an artmusic out of his folk-music, especially out of his hymns. The question is, naturally
one for speculation only; but there are a number of facts (some of which I have
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already hinted at ) which make it fairly safe to speculate that the Negro never could
make such an art-music, however finely he may develop along the paths that lead to
the creation of art. (Sic: I believe jazz conforms to an art-music!)
The chief of these facts, to my mind, is this: the Spiritual does not represent
the natural man (the man developed in the conditions that are native for him); and
hitherto all the art of the world has proceeded out of the folk-matters which do
represent the natural man.
The black, as he existed between, say 1750 and 1850 (which was the period
when the Spiritual perfected itself), lived a dwarfed, stunted life. He was in every way
isolated in the midst of an alien and opposed community. He could form and exercise
no corporate sense with the other members of his race. He could not foster his own
expansion as an individual: if he showed signs of possessing an unusual personality,
he was 'broken in,' as a young horse is, either by his master, or by someone who
specialized in the business of overcoming the spirit of such a man. (Thus Frederick
Douglas (1817-1895), the great Negro orator and propagandist, when it was found
that he had taught himself to read, was sent to a certain Edward Covey for 'treatment,'
though for once this Mr. Covey met with defeat.) The Negro was allowed to meet for
social entertainment and for religious exercise. He was therefore allowed to use his
emotional faculties in his spare hours. But he was not allowed to meet for intellectual
exercise, and so he was rendered unable to foster any common ethical or moral sense.
Consequently the music of the Negro, sacred and secular alike is that of a race
which was mentally active only in one direction and in every other repressed to
inertia. This is the vital consideration. The directions in which the Negro was
repressed are not only of equal importance with the one direction in which he was
encouraged, but they are its essential concomitants. The intellectual is the necessary
companion of the emotional, as the corporate or ethical sense is the same of the sense
of individuality, civilization depending on the union of the two. The Negro was
therefore unbalanced, and it follows that his music is unbalanced likewise; it
expresses the incomplete man, and so cannot become, as the German chorale became,
the ground of a complete art.
It is worth noticing that all the music of the American Negro is peculiar to
himself. It is literally 'plantation music.' The native in Africa has nothing like it. Nor
did the slaves in any other part of the world create anything like it. The Spiritual, in
particular, is exclusively southern.
Thus the hymn-the religious, and so the more vital part of a folk-art-belongs
not to the Negro as a member of the black race, but to the Negro as a member of the
comparatively small proportion of that race which has lived for some three centuries,
in very peculiar and unnatural conditions, in the southern states of America.
VI
Now as those perverting conditions formed the American Negro, mentally and
emotionally, so they themselves gave him the material of his music.
Students attempt to show an affinity between the plantation dance and hymn
and the native music of Africa. I myself have been struck with a certain likeness
which the Battle Hymn of the Ewe tribe bears to 'Pompey ran away' (the latter is a
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Virginian Negro Jig that was popular in England a hundred and fifty years ago; the
former is available in a gramophone record, Zonophone 3972). A number of hymn
melodies are in the five-note scale. Others are in a minor scale with flattened seventh.
One famous hymn-famous because it was the hymn which sustained Frederick
Douglas in his attempts to escape from slavery-is in the Dorian mode; d minor, with
the sixth note natural, and the seventh either sharp or natural: this hymn is 'Run to
Jesus.'
But the majority of the hymn-melodies are akin to the white man's tunes of the
Wesleyan period and of the first half of the nineteenth century, and the rest are akin to
the various types of British folk-song: thus Stanford told Coleridge-Taylor that some
of the tunes used by Dvorak, also the tune of the 'Pilgrims' Song' (No. 18 of my list)
were of Irish origin.
All arts make use of borrowed or transferred material: an appreciable part of
Bach derives from Italy, but the arts graft their foreign elements on a vigorous native
stem, so that the blood which courses through it is that which is native to the artist.
The American Negro has certainly rendered his borrowed material into the
likeness of his own emotional nature. You can no more mistake a Spiritual than you
can a chorale. He has rendered it idiomatic, as he has the spoken language he has
borrowed from the White man. But he has not grafted it on his own prime and
original musical stock, because, as it would seem, he has no such stock.
His music, therefore, is not essentially native to him; and the lessons of
history teach that he cannot ever develop it into an art. His music is a dialect, as his
speech is; and it has never been suggested that the language and the intellectual
material of the American Negro will ever develop a literature.
There are several minor considerations that incline one to believe that the
Spiritual can never pass into art. One of these considerations is that text and tune are
inseparable. Neither has vital character when standing alone. Another is that the
spiritual is nothing without its singer-it must be made concrete by actual performance,
and cannot live in an abstract, general sphere, as the chorale can. A third
consideration is that the Spiritual is, very strictly, manner; the singer must sing it in
its own way, he can be an artist only within its own range: the moment he tries to
expand, vary, or modify it according to the prompting of his personal individuality, he
destroys it.
From this third consideration it follows that the Spiritual can only be sung by
Negroes like Paul Robeson, or by other people who, as is the case with Edna Thomas,
have been in first-hand and exceptionally impressionable contact with old coloured
folk. White singers can no doubt manage the technical execution of even the hardest
of the melodies. A piece like 'On ma journey' (No. 19 of my Robeson list):
On ma journey now,
Mount Zion.
Well I wouldn't take nothing for ma journey now,
Mount Zion:
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could probably be articulated by a dozen students in any leading College of Music.
But it is unlikely that one in a hundred of such students would enter into the strange
mental world of the hymn, and reveal thence its peculiar spirituality.
VII
Nothing human can be sui generis, for if it were, it would be contrary to
human nature. But the Negro Spiritual is so peculiar to itself, and so complete in
itself, that it comes near to being that; from which it follows that thought about it
must proceed without much help from external sources.
The philosophical key to its mystery lies, I believe, in the circumstance that it
is essentially subjective, and therefore exclusively emotional, a thing animated
entirely from within the person who makes use of it, and that it is able consequently
to exercise only its one particular kind of magic.
And that magic is very potent, for people susceptible to it. Emerson writes in
his youthful essay on nature that 'Every scripture is to be interpreted by the same
spirit which gave it birth,' and that 'Every object rightly seen, unlocks a new faculty of
the soul.'
His remarks apply to the Spiritual, for those who, like myself, are sensitive to
it. The hymn unlocks a faculty of my soul which is very near the faculty unlocked by
Bach constantly, and be Beethoven every often; and I have observed with great
interest that while I have been putting together the above thoughts, facts, and ideas on
the Spiritual, the piece of art-music which has been hovering in the depths of my
consciousness is the molto adagio from Beethoven's A minor quartet, op. 132, which
is probably the most purely spiritual piece of music produced in the early nineteenth
century.
For the Spiritual truly is spiritual, and is therefore rightly named. It is the
Negro slave's response to Paul's exhortation. 'Let the word of Christ dwell in you
richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs, singing with spiritual character that it has to be received by the
cultured, civilized hearer, Sydney Grew.”
Many thought that the Negro was not capable of performing other kinds
of music than jazz. In the early part of the 20th century Negroes were not greatly
involved in classical music. Once they overcame the stereo-type Negro musician
the public saw that performing classical music is one of talent, not race, creed,
etc. Below is a description of a concert performed by the National Symphony
Orchestra and a Negro soloist.
1936 - ETUDE - NOVEMBER
SPIRITUALS TO SYMPHONIES A brief survey of Negro Music in America,
from the Jubilee singers and their Spirituals to the playing of Dawson's "Negro Folk
Symphony" by the Philadelphia Orchestra by Shirley Graham.
On the evening of April 2nd,, 1935, Rankin Memorial Chapel of Howard
University was filled to capacity for the sixth annual concert of the Howard
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University concert Series. The guest artists were Hans Kindler and as many of the
members of the National symphony Orchestra as could be crowded upon the rather
small platform of the chapel. The first part of the program had gone well. Bach, both
Johann and Karl Philip and Wagner had been received by the Howard Hill section of
Washington with a grateful appreciation which must have warmed the hearts of
conductor and players alike. So far there had been little else to differentiate this
concert from hundreds of others given by the National Symphony Orchestra. But
when, for the second half, the lights dimmed and through the back door came Hans
Kindler, the evening took on a unique interest. For preceding the conductor, his violin
under his arm, his step lacking nothing in either grace or dignity, walked-a black man
"Colored" is such a meaningless word; this man was black. As they took their places,
the one upon the conductor's stand, the other facing the audience, a quick look of
understanding passed between the two men, a smile flashed for a moment. Then the
orchestra began to play.
Do you recall the vigorous attack of the first movement of Edouard Lalo's
Symphonie Espagnale? It is direct, challenging. Eagerly the soloist tucked his violin
beneath his chin; his bow seemed to leap into motion. As I leaned forward there was a
vague feeling of having experienced it all before. Not the symphony alone, but all
those little "turns an' twistin's," rhythm that seemed attuned to the pulsing of warm
blood, a beat as relentless as the beating of a heart. There came to mind the words of
Alfred Friedenthal who, in his "Musick, Tanz and Dishtung," says:
"Here stand these two races facing each other, both highly musical, but reared
in different worlds of music. Little wonder that the Spaniards quickly took advantage
of these remarkable rhythms and incorporated them into their own music. We
therefore have, in a way, the union of Spanish spirit and African technic."
Spanish spirit and African technic! Edouard Lalo is one of those Frenchmen
who with Bizet, enjoys the prestige of disseminating throughout the world the spirit
of Spanish music. Though born and educated in France, he is perhaps more truly the
precursor of De Falla than is Pedrell, J. B. Trend, in his book "Manuel de Falla and
Spanish Music," writes that the change which occurred at the end of the nineteenth
century was not a renaissance, but a getting down to facts.
The second movement of this Symphonie Espagnoleis one of the most
beautiful of its kind in all violin literature. A change came over the black man's face.
It softened, his eyes closed, and I saw again the face of Roland Hayes as he sings
Sometimes I feel like a Motherless child. Here was no novice. Behind him was not
only the New England Conservatory, but ten years of concentrated study in Paris. He
knew what he was doing; he knew the elements that had gone into the making of
those melodies. This night he went for those black Moors who were forgotten.
A Racial Contribution. AFRICAN TECHNIC! It came through in another
way in the third movement. Pain and tears were gone. He laughed, his teeth gleamed,
his body rocked. The entire orchestra caught the passion of his playing and they, too,
played with abandon. Black and White meeting on the common ground of Spain,
Black jongleur!
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This is not an imaginary fantasy. It really happened. Louia Vaughn Jones was
the soloist. This incident is recounted not because it is extraordinary, but because it is
typical of something which is to-day happening in America.
Last November over the network of the National Broadcasting Company,
thousands of people heard the first performance of William Dawson's "Negro Folk
Symphony," as it was played by the Philadelphia Orchestra; when the announcer
generously allowed the radio audience to hear the spontaneous applause which
interrupted the symphony at the close of the second movement - a rare departure from
the usual dignified procedure at the Academy of Music. Many of the listeners were a
little bewildered. Had not the program announced a number written by a Negro?
Could this music have been written by a Negro? Less than a week later Dr. Stokowski
directed Dawson's Symphony in Carnegie Hall, New York. Again it was
enthusiastically received.
Olin Downes, writing in the New York Times of November 21st, said:
"The audience reserved its enthusiasm for the symphony of William Dawson,
the Negro composer born in Alabama, who now teachers in Tuskegee Institute. The
end of the concert saw a majority of them remaining to applaud long and lustily and
to call Mr. Dawson several times back to the stage. Some will attribute this acclaim to
the audience's impulse to honor a gifted artist of the Negro race for a signal
achievement. In this they would be partly right, but it they estimated the symphony by
any such measurement, they would be signally wrong."
It is not our purpose here to quote the columns which were written in every
Philadelphia and New York paper about this symphony and about its modest thirtyfive-year old composer. They were re-printed in periodicals over all the country.
There was even a regrettable touch of sensationalism. In this Alabama was not to be
outdone. She lavished praise upon this native son. The Montgomery Advertiser quotes
Dr. Stokowski as saying:
"The folk symphony of Dawson is an important step in the development of
music which truly represents and expresses the spirit and rhythm and life of our
country. Its themes are spirituals, and rhythmic and melodic forms which, although
African in distant origin, are American in their present spirit.
Dawson has made himself a master of the white man's most highly developed
musical instrument, the symphony orchestra; and as an American musician I am
happy to be his interpreter and to welcome him as a brother artist."
The Birmingham Civic Symphony Orchestra closed its season, on April
Second, with a brilliant performance of Dawson's symphony, directed by Dorsey
Whittingham.
And Wider Recognition. Yet the truth is that Dawson's Symphony is the
third symphony by a Negro, which in the last four years has been played by a
reputable orchestra in this country. And one of these symphonists is a woman!
Florence B. Price.
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Mrs. Price was born at Little Rock, Arkansas, and is as graduate of the New
England Conservatory, where she studied counterpoint and composition with
Frederick S. Converse. She also had later study under Wesley la Violette and Arthur
Olaf Anderson, in Chicago. She has written songs; a piano sonata and other piano
pieces; a sonata, a passacaglia and a fugue for the organ; a string quartet; a quintet for
strings and piano; a concerto for piano and orchestra; two symphonic poems; a chorus
for voices, organ and orchestra; and the symphony already mentioned.
On June 15th, Dr. Frederick Stock included this "Symphony in E minor: on a
program of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, at the Century of Progress Exposition,
which was broadcast. Then, in 1934, the Chicago Musical College invited Mrs. Price
to appear as soloist in her "Concerto in D minor' for piano and orchestra. This same
number was played by the woman's Symphony Orchestra in Chicago.
In 1931 the Rochester Symphony Orchestra played the first symphony of
William Grant Still, of whom Stanley Nelson, writing in the Melody Maker, London,
states: "Still is in many ways the most remarkable man in American music today."
Marion Bauer, in her "Twentieth Century Music," refers to him as 'a Negro who uses
Negro music as the basis of his composition in modern vein." She gives as his most
important works an "Afro-American Symphony," "Africa," for orchestra, and two
stage works, "La Guablesse" and "Sahdji."
Neither of the other two symphonies was so widely acclaimed as was
Dawson's. Perhaps he was particularly fortunate in time and place. Still's work was
played in the winter of 1934-1935, in Leipzig, Stuttgart and Berlin;' and he himself
was for the second time awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for continued
composition.
No one has made a comparative analysis of the three symphonies, nor is
anything like that to be attempted at this time. The writer has seen the score and heard
only one of them: but every one of those original sheets which were handled revealed
clearly that the composer was one who had been careful trained, had poured over
many scores, and knew instruments. Which stirred the reflection that his parents
could sing only spirituals.
Spirituals to symphonies in less than fifty years, How could they even attempt
it? Among her millions of citizens. America can boast of but few symphonies.
Delightful piano pieces, songs, marches-yes; but very, very few symphonies.
Primitive Backgrounds. There are behind this seeming phenomenon the
natural laws of evolution and development. It is possible to trace that evolution
directly from Africa. In our opening paragraphs we have touched upon Africa's
influence upon the music of Spain. It is equally true that whenever black men have
gone they have left the unmistakable trace of their presence upon the music of that
land. And that added color has been for the enrichment of the music.
Secular music of American Negroes developed first in the extreme south, and
particularly in those sections which were controlled by French and Spanish peoples.
The West Indies Islands, the shores of the Gulf of Mexico were not subject to the
rigors of winter. Nature was friendly. The planters themselves asked only for comfort
and ease. Except for the occasional efforts of some zealous priest, the blacks were left
undisturbed to follow their own emotional tendencies. That they did follow them is
shown by the fact that African transplanted may still be found in certain portions of
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the Virgin and West Indies Islands, Cuba and northeastern South America. These
were not the sections that produced spirituals, but here were rebuilt African
instruments, rhythms and dance patterns in their purest forms.
That this music lends itself to instrumental development is attested by many
modern works. Henry Cowell, writing in Modern Music, January 1931, said, "Cuba
possesses both a highly original Negro folk music and talented cultivated composers
who have developed some of the unique features of the primitive material into the
basis of a sophisticated style."
It is not mere chance, or even necessarily superior genius, that makes the jazz
of Darius Milhaud much more effective than that of his compatriots who were
working in the same medium Milhaud had the opportunity of hearing the black man's
music in that environment where it had developed without restraint. He spent two
years in Brazil, he explored the islands, he watched the natives dance, and when in
1919 he returned to Paris he imitated what he had seen and heard, in his cycle for the
piano, 'Saudades de Brazil." Of his more ambitious work "The Creation du Monde,"
Aaron Copeland says, "Le Creation du Monde," written in 1923, on a scenario of
Blaise Cendras, treats of the creation of the world according to African legends.
Much of the musical material is based, appropriately enough, on jazz. There are a
fugue on a jazz theme, a fascinating blues section, and then a long melody over a
barber-shop chord accompaniment. Milhaud has understood, better than any other
European, how to assimilate the jazz idiom" (Modern Music, November, 1928).
Much could be said of how this music found its way 'up' the Mississippi River
and along its tributaries (rivers see strange things), of how it crossed the Atlantic with
Williams and Walker, and how finally it became one of the determining elements of
that expression called "jazz." It is from this section that Samuel Coleridge-Taylor
took his Bamboula and Nathaniel Dett his Juba Dance.
The Negro composer is heir to all this, but if he is born in the United States
the spirituals are even more definitely his own.
The Troubadour Prophets. No one knows just how they came to be called
"spirituals." Negroes called them "plantation melodies." There is a story of how the
first group of singers received their name. It was in 1871. The little band of ragged
Fisk students had so charmed the assembly of Congregational ministers and church
officials convening at Oberlin that they had been invited by Henry Ward Beecher to
sing at his rich and influential Brooklyn church. Mr. White, treasurer of Fisk, had
braved the scorn and ridicule of his associates by taking out this band of colored boys
to sing their own simple songs. Now he rejoiced in their triumph. He had a passionate
belief in his mission and in the power of this music. What to call his singers? Not
minstrels, certainly. Looking into the future, visioning the trails they would blaze, the
hearts they would reach, he said, "This is our year of jubilee, this is our time for
rejoicing and thanking God. We are the Fisk Jubilee Singers," Even he could not have
dreamed how prophetic were his words.
Of the spirituals and these early Jubilee Singers much has been written. We
would avoid mere repetition, but there should be stress on the fact that it is the
"Africanisms" of these spirituals which our composers are endeavoring to develop today.
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Natural Classification - Negro Spirituals fall largely into Four Classes:
1. The oldest and nearest related to the African chant. This type of song is that
which is begun by a "leader" (In Africa the medicine man, voodoo man or priest) and
calls forth a choral response. These melodies fall into a scale closely related to the
pentatonic and can be easily imagined as being sung over the accompaniment of
heating tom-toms. Repetition and overlapping of melody is frequent. Examples: I
goota Home in dat roch and sometime I feel like a Motherless child.
2. Melodies of a slightly later period find the addition of tones from the
European scale, a greater spontaneity of group singing and the lessening of the strong
drum beat.
3. To the third group belong those harmonious, rich musings of united spirits
which move with all the dignity of men who, through suffering have come into a
deeper realization of their relation with powers outside themselves. It has usually
been assumed that this attitude was possible only because of the slaves' early
acceptance of Christianity. Studies recently being made of African religions tend to
shake that assumption. It would seem that a fundamental belief with the African is the
oneness and omnipotence of God. The teachings of Christianity were grafted upon
this old religious conviction and gave birth to Steal away to Jesus.
4. The fourth group of spirituals offers serious difficulty of classification.
Their existence implies one of two things: first, either the African was capable of
much higher musical expression than we are now prepared to affirm, or, second, they
show very decided outside influence. They are richer in melody and harmony than the
other songs, less rhythmical perhaps, but of a moving and philosophical majesty. To
be appreciated, they must be heard with the organ like resonance of a great chorus.
They are never adequately rendered by the solo voice. They were conceived as a
blending and uniting of tones. If the reader ever has heard a well trained Negro chorus
sing Go down Moses, he has had an emotional experience which will not be soon
forgotten.
When Doctors disagree, while we do acknowledge the white man's influence
in the making of these songs, there must be a refuting of the claims made by Mr.
George Pullen Jackson, in his "White Spirituals in the Southern Uplands." His
chapters on the development of "singing schools" among the mountain whites are
most instructive; but his arguments that it is from these singing schools and from New
England song books that the Negro learned his spirituals are untenable.
It seems to me that the author destroys the validity of his claim in his opening
chapter when he says:
"The tidewater sections of the southeast will have no part in our consideration.
These sections were the territory of the big-planter and Negro-owner type of patrician
American. His culture was foreign-influenced and comparatively urban. His music,
what there may have been of it, came in as an urban article imported from abroad and
from the northeastern cities of America."
Since he himself says that this was the sections of the "Negro-owners," how
could these Negroes have taken their music from "those very differently conditioned
people in the mountains, mountain valleys, and hill country to the west," to whom
Mr. Jackson devotes his book? The writer also ignores the well known fact that, even
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had there been some geographical overlapping, the barriers which prevented any
exchange of cultures between the two peoples were not only insurmountable, but
impenetrable. The "Negro-owner type of patrician American" taught his slaves a
contempt for the poor white which was hardly matched by the scorn with which the
poor white regarded the slave.
Mr. Jackson offers as proof four hundred and forty-nine texts drawn from
various hymns of these mountain folks, which are paralleled by lines from Negro
spirituals. No one would deny that all the texts of the spirituals are drawn from the
Bible. No matter how changed or misinterpreted that text may be, no matter how
picturesque or dramatized, all of the Negro's spirituals are related to his understanding
of the teachings which came to him from the Christian religion.
Not only was the slave indebted to the white man for the texts of his songs,
but also in the matter of harmonization must one recognize European influence. The
preface found in many of the collections of Negro spirituals is misleading. In one
published by Schirmer in 1918, we read:
"The harmonics are the Negroes' own. I have added nothing and have striven
to omit nothing. Every note in every voice was written down as sung by groups of
Negroes, utterly untaught musically, who harmonized the old melodies as they sang,
simply because it was natural for them to do so."
Harmonization is not unknown to the African (see Lauabenstein's "A Study of
Negro Harmony." Musical Quarterly, July, 1930): but the Negroes who were singing
those songs were too far removed from Africa and too close to white Americans to
have trained the delicate subtleties of their native harmonization. For African
harmony is complex; "polyphonic parallelism" is characteristic; and the tonic
subdominant and dominant chords of the simple song heard by the slaves were very
easy to catch by ears which had listened for the soft pad of the jungle panther and
whispered hiss of poisonous snakes.
Kirby, in "A Study of Negro harmony," Musical Quarterly, July, 1930, says:
"Whereas in European polyphony the various parts are related closely to each
other as well as to the basic part, in these negro songs the singers appear to be content
if the different 'harmony parts' are in agreement with the lead, even if they are not at
all times in agreement with each other. Thus chordal combinations have arisen which
are not usually found in simple European harmony, and the result sounds to the ear
much more advanced in design that it really is."
Now this complexity of design offered unlimited possibilities to those
musicians who first transcribed the spirituals. John Work, J. Rosamond Johnson,
Harry T. Burleigh, R. Nathaniel Dett-Negroes all-had the advantage of excellent
musical training. Johnson was an early graduate from the New England Conservatory
and Dett from the Oberlin Conservatory. But it is to be remembered that these men
were earnestly endeavoring to present the music of their people, to ears which had
long been accustomed to certain musical traditions. They therefore carefully softened
dissonance's and smoothed away all which in its strangeness, might seem barbarian
and uncouth. To-day, more mature appreciation and understanding by the Negroes
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themselves have brought about a different attitude towards the "arrangements" of
spirituals.
A Master Points the Way. These earlier men and their followers had received
their inspiration and impetus for work directly from Europe, by two events which
took place about 1900 and which were of vast importance in the development of this
music. The first was the coming of Antonin Dvorak to this country and his writing of
"The New World Symphony."
From 1892 to 1895, Dvorak was director of the National Conservatory of
Music, in New York. His intense interest in folk music induced him to study Negro
music. Harry T. Burleigh, then a young singer in New York, placed in Dvorak's hands
many spirituals and made it possible for him to hear them sung by Negroes. Marion
Bauer says, "He spent three years in America, unhappy, homesick years, but he
showed our composers how to use our own heretofore neglected material, through his
'New World symphony' and his string quartet, based on Negro themes."
The controversy which has raged in late years as to whether or not Dvorak did
use Negro themes for his symphony is irrelevant. The fact remains that at that time
his music gave the impression of having been built upon thematic material drawn
from Negro spirituals. The effect of this impression is what is important.
A Prophet of the Race. The second significant event was the coming, in 1904,
of Samuel Coleridge-Taylor. Here was a Negro who had just been appointed
conductor of the Handel Society of London, who was a professor at the Royal
College of London and recognized as one of England's foremost composers. He came
to the leading music centers of the United States and was seen conducting his own
works, played by America's best orchestras.
To the American Negro he was a revelation. He came three times before his
death in 1912. Each time he gave of his sympathy, advice and help; and each time he
left young Negroes with new hope and broader vision. The immediate results of his
visits were:
1. The formation of music societies and clubs by Negroes in all the large coast
cities.
2. The insistence upon the study and production of real music, the demand for
trained directors, and the definite turning away from spirituals
3. The encouragement and opportunities offered by these groups to young
musicians. Perhaps every Negro singer who has achieved prominence was first
introduced to the white public as soloist for one or several of these societies. Roland
Hayes and Marion Anderson are examples.
4. The establishment of music schools and conservatories among Negroes..
Among the pioneers in this work was a woman of extraordinary ability, fine
training, beautiful voice and great heart and soul - Azalia Hackley.
And Morning Breaks. In the Year of 1919 was organized the National
Association of Negro Musicians. In an article published about this time its founder,
Carl Ditson, clearly set forth its purposes. One paragraph says:
"Every school devoted to the education of Negro youth, including the subject
of music in its curriculum, should have branch, for the association will need for its
future constituent membership educated musicians to carry on the work of skilled,
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scientific organization, which is becoming more and more complex every day. Its
members must have vision, capacity for creative thought, even more so, than now,
and appreciation for aggressive propaganda for the future. Work toward improvement
of church music, by urging the clergy to procure always the best trained organists and
to do all in their power to keep them under the instruction of good teachers, to follow
Azalia Hackley's doctrine to cultivate the voice no matter how beautiful it may be in
its natural state; to invite artists of national prominence to their churches for recitals,
thus offering the community moments of musical inspiration."
The publication of these aims in 1919 might be said to mark the summit in the
first period of music development of the American Negro. The year finds excellent
music departments operating at Fisk and Howard Universities and Hampton and
Tuskegee Institutes; J. Rosemond Johnson had been sent by Oscar Hammerstein to
his London Opera House as music director; Harry T. Burleigh was established in the
house of Ricordi Music Company; Augustus Lawson was conducting one of the
leading piano studies in New England; Florence Cole-Talbert had been awarded the
diamond medal by the Chicago Musical College.
Then arose a third factor towards the breaking of fetters while still bound
these children of slave parents. Out of the cataclysm in which the world was plunged
following the World War there arose a black American with a golden tenor voice Roland Hayes. He appeared upon the musical horizon like the promise of a better day.
He sang to kings and commoners. People packed the largest auditoriums of the
world's capitals. He sang the favorite songs in musical literature in the tongues of
many nations; but more important than anything else, he redeemed the spirituals for
his own people and forever saved them from the oblivion with which they were
threatened. For the first time the American Negro faced his own destiny and stopped
apologizing for his music. From this time on his musical development has been from
within rather than a vain effort to whitewash over.
The hand of Fellowship. And here must be mentioned the attitude of many
white American musicians, which did so much to strengthen the Negro's assurance. I
think with a feeling of deep gratitude of Louis Gruenberg. For me, he has been a
source of real inspiration. Of course, his "Emperor Jones" is recent, but about 1922 he
took the poem "Creation" by the Negro poet, James Weldon Johnson, and wrote a
work for string quartet. He used spirituals as basic themes and built up something
both lyrical and moving. There was also Henry F. Gilbert, whose Dance in the Place
Congo found its way to the Metropolitan: and the composer-pianist, John Powell, of
Virginia. Walter spry calls Powell's "Rhapsodies Negare a work of "great power and
brilliance. It is the equal of Liszt's Hungarian Fantasisie, and some day it will be
popular and played by most of our great pianists here and abroad." The columns of
The Etude have welcomed the work of Negro musicians who can write.
Whatever may be said about the hardships of American prejudices, in his
musical development the Negro has been encouraged and ably assisted. Florence B.
Price, William Grant Still and William Dawson are the result of all America has to
offer. This is true in spite of the oft printed story of how when Dawson graduated
from a certain music school, he was forced to sit in the gallery during the
commencement exercises while below him the school orchestra played his music, and
a white proxy received his diploma. He had been given the work and he had had the
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fortitude to take it under any conditions. The best music schools and conservatories in
the country do admit Negroes; and in these schools they are applying themselves and
making good. There is Theodore Phillips; who is the year (1935) taking his master's
degree from Oberlin Conservatory. For his thesis he wrote a detailed analysis of the
works of Coleridge-Taylor. For his master recital he gave the following program:
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue-Bach
"Sonata, Op. 5" - Brahms
Allegro maestoso
Andante espressivo
Scherzo
Intermezzo
Allegro moderato ma rubato
Burleske-Richard Strauss
piano and orchestra.
The calibre of his work was such that he has been elected to Pi Kappa
Lambda.
There is Bernard Lee Mason, whose playing of Franck's sonata and of Bruch's
"Concerto in G minor" will compare favorably with that of any violinist. Now that he
has finished his conservatory work he ought to be under some master. He isn't He is
in a school in the south teaching boys and girls that the strings on a violin are G, D,
A, and E, and that the thumb passes under the third finger in the ascending scale on
the piano. Tragic! Perhaps not. At the same age Schubert was teaching boys to add
and subtract; and when even older, Wagner was doing hack work for second rate
theaters in Paris.
The American Negro is coming of age. He best proves that fact in that he is an
earnest student Price and Still and Dawson have not depended on their "natural
talent." They have worked. They are now working harder than ever. Nor did they
become "symphonists" over night. For a long time Schirmer, Carl Fisher and Gamble
Hinged companies have been handling the delightful piano and violin pieces of
Florence B. price. Her business card read "Composer, Concert Pianist, Organist and
Teacher. One of her pupils in composition recently won a two hundred and fifty
dollar cash prize for a song. Yes, he's working-this black American. But while he
works he dreams. He believes that he has something to give and each year he is
learning better how to give it-his life, his heart, his soul-and that makes Music.
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SUMMARY
You have read in the book and in the accompanying articles the
development of Negro music. We have discovered that most elements of jazz
were present in early Negro music. The spirituals contained syncopation, were
mostly in duple time and were sung in collective improvising technique. Surely
jazz would not have developed without the background of the Negro spiritual.
Early Negro spirituals were very creative, emotional and were performed
spontaneously - the same as jazz.
The development of the spiritual into more secular Negro music that
eventually became ragtime and in turn evolved into jazz, presents us with a
direct link and thread that is tied to a time line and evolution from one to the
other. Thus the importance of the study of early Negro music.

